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VII I

SUMMARY OF SESSION VIE

OPTICAL/IR ENVIRONMENT

by

I)r IlJ.Alhrccht
Session Chairman

Tlre programme of the session resulted in v reasonable coverage of the subject concerned, ,ar.ly the opcrational
miodelling in the optical and infrared environment. Following an excellent review paper on the entire field
(R.AMeClatchey, E.P.Sbettlt, atmospheric optical transmission modelling and prediction schemesl, three contributions
dealt with models regarding tfie transfer of radiation in the atmosphere (H.J.Jung, M.Kerschgens, E.Raschke), the extinc-
lion and scattering by hlvdrorneteors in the range between 0.25 and 15 gim considering general weather situations (W.Eckl,
ll.J.Fliiss, H.Hallwachs), and the prediction of vertical temperature and moisture stratitic:ation in the baroclinic boundary
layer (W.Behnke).

The above-mentioned review papei covered tire present state of the art; it was mainly based on computer pro-
gra'nmes fox transmission characteristics in the specti a] range between 0.25 pm and 1.4 cm, designated IIITRAN with
appropriately high resolutions as, for instance, required for the description of LASER transmission spectra, and
LOWfRAN with less resolution and more reasonable computer time-requirements. A comprehensive data base is being
used together with the I IITRAN programme, as far as the optical properties of atmospheric molecules are concerned.
Assumptions are made . th regard to the absorption line shapes as a function of atmospheric pressure. Between 8 and
14 ,um as well as 3.5 and 4.2 pm water vapour continua are evident, a quasi-continuous absorption feature around 4.3 ,pm

due to nitrogen molecules has also been taken into account. Absorption and scattering of aerosols have been treated as a
n" Ily, 'lit; +I faciov:iIwhIc is addcd to thL .... rc ra-.i.Ify,.'.; I . I. ....bsrpt, . o- x . r... cti..e
index, size distribution, and origin of aerosols are examples of parameters used. In summary, problem areas and the
present state of the art have been reported in this review.

The second paper in this session discussed the use of atmospheric radiative transfer models to describe effects in
optical, infrared and microwave spectral ianges; special applications were illustrated, such as estimates of cloud effects
as a function of altitude, optical thickness and dropsize distribution, and of a relationship in the microwave region
between brightness temperature at the top of the atmosphere and cloud thickness exp)ressed in terms of precipitation
rat. - the possibility of estimating precipitation intensities from brightness tempnerature was mentioned, with particular
referex. -e to rainfall above oceain surfaces.

The contribution on calculation of extinction and scattering between 0 25 and 15 prm by hydrometeors concerned

relevant meteorological conditions during general weather situations typical for the central NATO-region, or, in other
words, the geographic arch of the Federal Republic of Germany. For this purpose, a modified version of the LOWTRAN
model. was utilized to consider scattering and extinction by precipitation and clouds. Meteorological input data typical
ot the most common weather situations included profiles of barometric pressure, temperature, humidity. and data on
precipitation and clouds. Although the accuracy of data assessment has to be considered variable and mnay be marginal
for some parameters, the experiment as such is interesting; it represents a first attempt of system-oriented predictions on
the basis of recognized general conditions and their trend.

'I he final paper in this session referred to vertical temperature and moisture stratification in the baroclinic boundary
layer up to an altitude of one to two kilometres. The model aims at a determination of heights of inversion layers as
a function of ground roughness and baroclinic conditions. Effects on the stratification of the refractive index were
men tioned.

Discussions related to this session generally supplemented the information contained in papers presented. In some
cases, questions addressed new fields of research in electromagnetic wave propagation and in the appropriate behaviour of
propagationr media This suiinary aelers to the more significant discussion areas.

An example of research-related discussion topics is the artificial modification of propagation media. Full applic-
ability is indicated for most models, results bei sg generally as useful as the input data ,re reliable, Specific comments
again emphasized the discrepancy in the present state of the art as far as the rather advanced identification of molecular
cha acteristics is concerned, in comparison to that of aerosol effects.
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Tile evaluation ol humidity effe~cts onl rural aerosol models was menitioned as a possibility of w,,ng suchie:(el~nLLncc
as a nietho d 0 e st Iim ating humnidity.

Scveral commients referred to limitations governing determination a, well as considerationi of- recipitation charac-
teri-stics, in addition to adjacent problems, such as their vertical distribution as an example of applicability in Satellite
communurication links onl microwave frequencies. Reference was made to the use o, microwave imuak,cs to inivesti gate tile
extent of precipitation cells.

The presentation of a new model using general weathcr situations typical of geographiically Imnited regions IA to time
discussion of relevant aspects. Criteria of miesh density and v;didity of data for portions of such a region were dis'.ussed
with respect to the field of' application iij modelling propagation chiaracteristics. Although such questions did not only
refer to the area coveted 1, thf is session on optical and infrared environment, they were here touched upon as a Meat,-
ofe ealuating the feasibility Of such it new approa0h.

D~iffering levels of validity wer, identified for different paramreters with precipitation rate mnd dropsize distribution
ats examples of low reliability due to the existing difficulties in appropriately assessing t'ata. K( epling in mnind such limnita-
tions, the approach scenis to lead to !nore useful predictio)ns of propagation characteristics; fu~tlier investigations are
necessary

In coniclusion, papers pr.-sentcd and discussions of'relevant aspects during this session )n optical and infrared
environment have led to a review of the state of tht; art in relevant opt-rational modelling, o reports on eurrcnt activities,
as well as to an identification of areas in which further research appears to he particularly promising.
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ATMOSPHLRIC OPTICAL TRANSMISSION MODELLING AND PREDICTION SCHEMES

R.A. McClatchey, (OP!)

E.P. Shettle, (OPA)

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts 01731

SUMMARY

The optical modelling of the atmosphere requires a detniled knowledge of the physical and optical proper-
ties of the atmosphere including temperature, pressure and the distribution of molecular and aerosol
constituents responsible for atmospheric extinction. Our knowledge of the optical properties of atmos
pheris nolecules is embodied in the AFGL Atmospheric Absorption Line Parameters Compilation, so this
data bate together with the HITRAN code provides the basis for high spectral resolut;or atmospheric
optical modelling. The properties of aerosols can not be handled in quite so straigitforward a manner.
The major difficulty in dealing with the atmospheric aerosols is the large natural variability of their
properties. Our work in modelling these properties will be described. The LOWTRAN code provides a
moderately low spectral resolution atmospheric propagation model of both the atmospheric molecules and
aerosols without the extensive computer time requirements of HITRAN. Recent work in developing an
atmospheric radiance version of LOWTRAN, and LASER which is a version of HITRAN Including continuum
absorption and aerosol extinctio:, will also be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate objective of atmospheric transmission modelling is to be able to predict the opacity of the
atmosphere along any geometric path under any atmospheric condition at any wavelength given a set of
measured or predicted moteorological parameters. We would like to carry oat such predictions at extremely
high spectral resolution pertinent to the transmission of laser r-diation or at *ow spectral resolution
co,:sistent with broad-band systems. For the purpose of this presentation, the spectral range will be
limited to the region from 0.25 Pm to the submillimeter region (about 22 GHz).

Our ability to attain this ultimate objective has beun substantially advanced in the past several years,
but there are still a number of outstanding issues which require further effort. To toe extent possible,
we have attempted to embody these advances in the tvo atmospheric transmission predictibn codes: HITRAN
and LOWTRAN. Wa will describe the state-of-the-art of each of these prediction codes and also indicate
those areas where further work is necessary.

Equation 1 indicates the need to determine four extinction coetficlents as a fUnction of wavelength (or
frequency) across this bL oad spectr-al re-gion: cI a.id c are th" scattering coefticients due to atmospheric
molecules and aerosols respectively and k and k areaabsorpt.jn coefficienrts due to molecules and
aerosols. The total extinction coefficieNt is thin given in Equation 2 and the transmission, T, is given
by application of Equation 3 where L represents the atmospheric path.

O(X) - Gm(X) + oa(X) ; k(X) - kn,(X) + ka(X) (1)

y(X) oCX) + k(X) (2)

y(X) = e" f y(X)dL (3)

Except for k , these extinction coefficients are slowly varying functions of wavelength. The molecular
absorption cgefficient, however, in the vicinity of discrete absorption lines and bands is a very rapidly
varying function of wavelength. This distinction requires u! to treat molecullar absorptIcn in a consid-
Prablv different way than we treat the remaining three extinction processes. Furthermore, even the
molecular absorption is composed of a rapidly varying component and a more slowly varyipg component
generally characterized as "continuum" absorption. We will treat this separately in the discussion to
follow.

The complexity of atmospheric absorption is indicated in Figure 1 in which a series of solar spectra in
the infrared are shown from various allitudes. The detailed fine structure is all due to molecular
absorption, and the slowly varying extinction mentioned above has been normalized out in these spectra.
For comparison, vigure 2 provides a synthetic spectrum generated with the AFGL HITRAN code in the region
around 10.6 jm and inclides the total effect of molecular absorption including a model of the molecular
absorption continuum based on laboratory measurements. The variation with wavelength of the remaining
three extinction coefficients is indicated in Figure 3 for two of our model atmospheres and two visibility
conditions.

The prediction of atmospheric transmission requires us to model the meteorological properties of the
atmosphere and the optical properties of the pertinent atmospharic constituents. We will now describe
the status of these modelling efforts.
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2. ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

The atmospheric path, over which the atmospheric transmission is to be computed, must be completely
described in terms of the parameters responsible for both molecular and aerosol extinction. As will
b-eciie more clear later, the description of the atosphere in terms of its temperature, pressure and the
concentrations of molecular species along the path will coiplete~y describe the meteorological properties
of the atmosphere for purposes of molecular scattering and absorption. For practical purposes, several
of the molecular constituents of the atmosphere cart be assumed uniformly mixed. Table I Identifies these
species and lists concentration values. Two outstanding exceptions are ozone and water vapor and Figure 4
indicates some typical variations with altitude. Fortunately, the required quantities for the computatio-r
of atmospheric molecular absorption are regularly measured at most meteorological stations around the
world. In the case of aerosols, however, this is nct so. The only quantity measured routinely at some
stations is visibility and there is great non-uniformity in the methods of measurement. Furthermore,
the relationship between a measured visibility at visible wavelengths and the required aerosol quantities
(concentration, size distrib,ition and refractive index) is not straightforward and is certainly not uilque.
Therefore, we must depend on our general understanding of aerosol distributions %nd propertirs to develop
models for general use. We must then develop the relationships between these models and standard meteoro-
logical information so that the models can be optimally applied to real atmospheric situations or to
atmospheric statistics.

Figure 5 provides a set of models for the vertical distribution of the number of aerosol particles. This
set of curves is based on an extensive set of extinction coefficient measurements made by a large number
of investigators. Further information on these aerosol models may be found in the AGARD report by
Shettle and Fenn l. Figure 6 compares the boundary layer models with measurements and Indicates Lhe varia-
bility of the concentration of aerosols in the lowest layers of the atmo;phere since the extinction co-
efficient variation (the abscissa) is primarily due to variations in particle number density.

3. OPTICAL DATA (MOLECULAR)

The AFGL Atmospheric Absorption Line Parameters Compilationi2 is the data base available for
computing the contributions from discrete molecular absorption lines to the atmospheric extinction. It
forms the basis of the various HITRAN transmission codes. The molecules for which the line parameters
are contained 'r. this compilation are indicated in Table 2 together with a figure indicating the number
of molecular absorption lines of each molecular species for which parameters are included. The para-
meters which make up this data co:pilation include (for each absorption line) the line position (frequency),
intensity, half-width, energy of the lower state, quantum number's. 3iotopic identification and molecular
identification. Efforts have continued to update this compilation ' as new experimental results become
available. The basis for inclusion in this data compilation is the line intensity criterion indicated
in Figure 7. All lines of sufficient strength to produce an optical depth excoeding 0.1 over the indicated
auiaspher-ic p~th are I-,,,ldded.... . th i co, m .. p.,,lation.

The utilization of the Line Parameters Compilation requires a knowledge of molecular absorption line
shapes. Our HITRAN model currently assumes a Lorentz line shape in the lower atmosihere for all pressures
less than 10 mb, a Voigt shape in the region from 10 mb to 0.1 mb and a pure Doppler line shape at lower
atmospheric pressures. Although the applicability of the Lorentz line shape remains in some doubt for
distant line wings, it has generally been found to represent experimental data adequately within a few
wavenumbers of the center! of absurption lines. The Lorentz line shape is indicated in Figure 8 and the
mathematical form is given in Equation 4. Equation 5 represents the temperature dependence of ihe line
intensity.

S C
k - S5. +al S-;kdv (4)

where 01 * Co R

Apart from constants, an examirnation of Equations 4 and 5 show that the absorption coefficient as a
function of frequency is determined if the line position (frequency), intensity, half-width at standard
conditions of temperature and pressure, and the erergy of the lower state (E") are defined for each line.
These are the four fundamental parameters used in the HITRAN calculations for each absorption line.

The application of the molecular data compiiatiooi to the generation of a monochromatic transmission or to
a high resolution spectrLm then follows the straightforward application of Equations 6-9. Equation 6
computes the monochromatic transmittance due to a single line of a single molecular species. Equation 7
then sums the contributions to the absorption coefflc'snt at the frequency, v, from all lines associated
with a given molecular species as well as all lines associated with different molecular species. Equation
8 indicates the necessity to integrate this result through an atmospheric path containing temperature,
p. essure, and concentration gradients. Finally Equation 9 indicates that, In general, It Is necessary to
cinvolve the resulting monochromatic transmittance results with some kind of finite Instrument spectral
response function If one is to generate a spectrum for comparison w'th measurements.
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T(V) "xp - [k(v)m] (6)

t(v) - exp - 11 k 1  M mj] (7)

rTv - exp Ik 1 (v ) din1)] (8)

(v) - M(v)g ( G V 0 ) dv (9)

fg(v - v0) dv

Applications of this calculation scheme repeatedly at small frequency increments will generate a high
resolution absorption spectrum. An example of such a calculation is shown in Figure 9 compared with a
laboratory measurement in the wing of the 15 tu CO2 band. A second example is shown in Figure 10 where
a computed siectrum is compared with a segment of one of the spectre shown in Figure 1.

As noted above, in addition to molecular absorption by discrete absorption lines, there exists a slowly
varying component of the absorption coefficient which is observed experimentally in the laboratory under
certain conditions when absorption by some atmospheric gases is studied. This same kind of absorption
has also been observed in the atmosphere, particularly in 'window" regions where absorption by discrete
lines is small.

It is difficult to separate this "continuum" absorption from absorption in the distant wings of strong
discrete absoiption lines. Indeed, for our purposes, it really doesn't matter as long as we understand
the dependence of this continuum absorption on the physical parameters describing the atmcspheric path.
In regions of more substantial line absorption, the problem reduces to that of deciding how far Into
the wings of e3ch line to assume Individual line contributions and how much of the experimentally observed
absorption to model as a "continuum", even when we are quite certain that most of this contribution results
from line wings. Two significant absorption features, treated as continuum absorption and of particular
significance In atmospheric window regions will now be described.

Water Vapor Continuum

The absorption coefficient per precipitable centimeter of water vapor is given in Equation 10 where
Cs(vT) is a self-broadening coefficient due to collisions of water molecules with other w4ter molecules,".4. . i..n. .hrnredlninnq epfficient due to collisions of water molecules with air (primarily

ritrogen) molecules, P is the partial pressure (in atmospheres) of water vapor and P. is the partial
pressure of the remaindeS of the atmosphere (primarily nitrogen). It is necessary to establish the C
and the C quantities and their frequency and temperature dependence in both the 8-14 and 3-b micro-
meter reg~ons. As of this writing, existing laboratory measurements hive been analyzed thoroughly and
the resulting coefficients ane temperature dependences are described herg. The laboratory evidunce for
the 8-14 un continuum absorption Is given in Figure 11 (Taken from Burch ).

I) The 8-14 minirometer continuum
5' 6' 7

C (v,T) - Cs ,.296) exp - 1800 (11)

where Cs(v,296) - 4.18 + 5578 exp (-7.87 x 10"3 v) (pr. cm)" I atm-"

and CN(V,T) • 0.002 x Cs(v,296) (pr. cm)"l atm-I

ii) The 3.5-4.2 micrometer continuum8

Cs(vT) - Cs(v,296) exp - 1350 (-2W (pr. cCn)-'I atm-1 (12)

CN(v,T) - 0.12 x C (vG1)

where the Ls(vN296) values are given in Table 3.

59 Sq
Using these continuum functions and a series of atr.sm-phor!c riocls , Figure 12 hns been constructed to
show the relative effects of the water vapor continuum at 4 end 10 11m.

I'



Nitrogen Continuum

in additionr to the more or less continuous absorption due to water vapor described above, there Is another

quasi-continuous absorption feature due to molecular absoption by the nitro en molecule centered near
4.3 Jim (2350 cr-l). In the spectral region from 2400 cm- to about 2800 cm-I this absorption feature Is
of particular importarce to laser transmission as it tends to provide a background transmission level for
paths in the lower atmosphere regardle5s of the presence or absence of absorption lines and regirdless of
how dry the atmosphere may be. It is of little importunce at frequencies smaller than 2400 cm- due to
the overwhelming absorption by atmospheric carbon dioxide. Figure 13 represents the absorption coeffi-
cient as a function of frequency for this nitrogen absorption as used in the LOWTRAN and HITRAN models.

4. OPTICAL DATA (AEROSOLS)

In addition to the continuum absorption by atmospheric molecules described above, extinction by aerosols
(absorption and s,;attering) is treated in much the same way in our transmission models. That is, it can
be thought of a, a slowly varying continuum function which is added to the more complex rapidly varying
molecular absorption coefficients, The primary difficulty in the case of aerosol extinction is our lack
of a complete description of the physical models for any given atmospheric pcth.

The fundamental quantities required in the determination of extinction coefficients due to aerosols are
the concentratio? and size distribution of the particles and the complex index of refraction of the
aerosol material . Assuming spherical particles, Mle theory can then be applied and extinction coeffi-
cients for both scattering and absorption deternmined. A grei I al of work has been carried out to deter-
mine the complex index of refraction of atmospheric aerosols - . Figure 14 presents the complex refrac-
tive index data used In the construction of the Rural and Maritime models.

In add'tion to the complex refractlve index, the size distribution of aerosols plays an important role in
determining the extinction as a function of wavelength, particles having a dimension similar to the wave-
length haviig a greater effect on scattering coefficients than otte ptcle sizes. Particle size
distribution measurements made by a large number of investigators ,,i2,. indicate that they can best je
represented by some form of bimodal distribution. Examples of the size distributions used In construct-
ing the Rural ard Maritime aerosol models are provided in Figure 15.

Aerosols can be continental in origin (dust and organic matter) or maritime in orig;n (see-salt component).
In urban industrial regions the aerosols can include soot-like particles. At st.,atospheric altitudes the
background aerosols are predominantly about 75% sulfuric acid solution, although significant amounts of
volcanic particles may also be present. At higher altitudes (above 30 km), a significant portion of the
larger aerosols may be meteoric dust. They can be dry or they can contain substantial quantities of liquid
water, especially as relative humidities increase above 70%. A series of models representing a Rural,
Uroan, Maritime, and Tropospheric environment have been constructed based on a variety of experimental

a~a and ths n beef, cnte lot ur L0WRA u

The application of Mie theory to the complex index of refraction data and particle size distributions
produces the normalized extinction coefficient (scatterinc plus absgrptlon) curve3 shown in Figure 16.
These aerosol models have been included in the current (IOWTRAN 3B)0 transmission model. Applying these
models to a 10-km horizontal path at sea l evel for a visual range of 23 km and including all molecular
absorption effects generates thc transmittance spectra given in Figure 17.

Low values of the visibility (less than 2 Km) are usually associated with the transition from haze to fog
and the concurrent growth of particles by accretion of liquid water. This occurs more rapidly the higher
the relativ, humidity. These effects are not accounted for by the present aerosol models. Therefore,
we dre currently extending our aerosol modelling efforts to describe this particle growth with increasing
relative humidity. Figure 18 shows the results of applying our knowledge of this particle growth process
to the Rural aerosol model. It Is apparent that the wavelenoth dependence becomes much less as the rela-
tive humidity is increased. Such humidity effects are being included in our LOWTRAN transmission model.

5. LOW SPECTRAL RESOLUTION PROPAGATION (LOWTRAN)

Although we have already discussed certain elements of the LOWTRAN code, it is easiest to discuss it in
the framework of HITRAN, continuum absirptign mdels, and aerosol models. The highest spectral resolution
obtainable with the LOWTRAN model is 20 cm- 1 . Therefore, it smears out (or averages) the results of
individual absorption lines. This averaging process is at the root of the construction of the LOWTRAN
model. Aside from this averaging associated with molecular line absorption. LOWTRAN simply adds in the
extinction due to the more slowly varying functions associated with molecular scattering, aerosol scatter-
jig and aerosol absorption. Particular efforts have beer made to create an efficient and flexible trans-
rIssion model and this element of LOWTRAN is one of its primary assets. In the moiecular absorption area
tnis has required some approximation and concurreit compromise in accuracy. But this slight compromise
I., accuracy simply allows the solution of problems which would be impossible with more detailed calcula-
tfans of molecular absorption. An example of the kind of results obtained with the LOWTRAN computer code
is shown in Figure 9 in which the LOWTRAN 35 result- have been compared with field measurements. There
I-as been great Interest in the effect of the water vapor continuum mudifications described above, so
i,qure 20 has been developed to show the effects of this recent modification. We have recently developed
r Yersion of the LOWTRAN model capable of computing atmospheric radiance1 9 for any of the same geometries
as,sociated with the transmission model. A comparison of the LOWTRAN 36-Radiance model w;th atmospheric
,-iaance measurements made at an altitude of 18 km is shown in Figure 21.
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6. LASER TRAINSMISSION

The addition of continuum extinction functions associated with both molecular scattering and absorption
and aerosol scattering and absorption have been made to several of the HITRAN transmission models: An
example of a high rcsolution conputed spectrum compared with field measurements is shown in Figure 22
(takin from Reference 15). A special version of such a HITRAN model (tr, be called LASER) is in publica-
t on16 and will generate extinction coefficient charts such as that sho'on in Table 4. The four extinc-tion coefficients indicAted in Equation I can be obtained from such charts for a wide variety of atmos-

pheric models. Extinction coefficients for iny atmospheric path can then be obtained by summing appro-
priate entries.
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TABLE I - Atmospheric Constituents

MOLECULE FRACTION BY VOLUME

NITROGEN (N2) 0.78

OXYGEN (02) 0.21

ARGON (A) 0.0093

CARBON DIOXIDE (CO2 ) 0.00033

METHANE (CH4 ) 1. 6 x 10-6

NITROUS OXIDE (N20) 3.5 x I10?

CARBON MONOXIDE (CO) 7.5 x I0-8

OZONE (0 1 VARIABLE (10-8

H N K 
< I0-4

WATER VAPOR VARI ABLE (<.03)

AEROSOLS

DUST

SALT 
VARI ABLE

LIQUID WATER

TmBLE 2 AFGL Li-c Compilation

MQLECLE 0. LO EN_ IES
H20 38,350

CO2  57,288

03 19,327

N20 15,500

CO 383

CH4 2,519

02 1,726

PARAMETERS INCLUDED

FREQUENCY ENERGY OF LOWER STATE

INTENSITY QUANTUM NUMBERS

EALF-WIDTH ISOTOPIC I.D,



TABLE 3 - Self-Broadenlng Absorption Coefficients for Water Vapor Continuum
(3.3 - 4.2 um)

-C.(, 2 9 6 )(FR.CM -)(ATM.-I) C (, 2 9 6 )(PR'CM-')(ATMA-I)

2350 0,230 2700 6.120

240L0 0,187 2750 0.147

2450 0,147 2800 0,17q

,500 0.117 2850 0,200

2550 0.097 2900 0.240

2600 0.087 2950 0,280

2650 0.100 3000 0.330

-,
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DISCUSSION

B.S.Katz, US
What is the status of improvements in HITRAN lines in order to develop hot aircraft and missile plume band
models?

Author's Reply
There is a need for more high-resolution data if high-resolution calculations are to be done. For band model calcula-
tions with inherently less resolution constants arc available to extend the time compilation to higher vibrational and
rotational states.

H.Fluess, FRG
What is the spectral resolution of HITRAN in comparison to Lt iWTRAN?

Author's Reply
The HITRAN spectral resolution is infinite, limited only by the real width of spectral lincs in the atmosphere. The
LOWTRAN spectral resolution is 20 cm-'.

C.Fengler, Canada
(I) Is there a need to consider the shape of aerosols?

(2) Have you to consider interactions depending on charges dwelling in aerosols?

Author's Reply
(I) Yes, but such effects are probably small compared to uncertairnties in aerosol size distribution and complex

indices of refraction for a given atmospheric path.

(2) 1 don't know the magnitude of such effects.

l.D.Lyon, UK
How do wc obtain copies of up-to-date HITRAN and LOWTRAN programs?

Author's Reply
Reports can be obtained by writing to me directly. The HITRAN data tape, LOWTRAN and LASER card decks
can be obtained by writing to:

National Climatic Center
NOAA
Federal Building
Asheville, North Carolina, USA

The HITRAN data tape costs $60.00. The card decks cost $20.00 each.

M.Tavis, US
(1) What do you do about long ;ails on absorption lines not accounted for by Lorentzenian or Gaussian Type Lines?

(2) LOWTRAN: Is curvature due to index of refraction accounted for?

(3) Is the Diermend.iian type model used for modeling aerosol distribution (or each of the bimodal components?

Author's Reply
(i) Empirical Line Shape adjustments are made. Future HITRAN codes will assume standard line shape to 64 half-

widths and then add empirical "continuum".

(2) Yes.

(3) Early LOWTRAN models used a Diermendjian aerosol size distribution. Current and future models are similar,
but different ir order to be consistent with recent aerosol size distribution measurements.
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MODELLING THE TRANSFER OF RADIATION IN THE ATMOSPHERE

H, J. Jung, M. Kerschgnns, E. Raschke
Universitat K61n, Fed. Rep. of Germany

In this paper the concept of radiative transfer is discussed by isference to computations
of the radiative energy in the solar, infrared and microwave spectral range. The radiation
fields and spatial divergencies are dependent on the absorption, scattering and thermal
emission by air molecules, aerosols, cloud and rain droplets. Additional parameters which
influence the radiation fields in the atmosphere are the reflection and emission proper-
ties of the ground.

1 Introduction

A detailed knowledge on the radiation transfer properties and on the boundary conditions
at the upper and lower bound of the atmosphere is required to model the tranrfer of ra-
dlation in the atmosphere. In the solar (0.2 - 5.6 um), infrared (3.6 - 200 urm) and the
microwave (0.8 cm) spectral ranges the radiative transfer is determined by the same basic
iaws, but the extinction characteristics of the gases and the atmospheric particles as
well as the emission and reflection properties of the earth surface are different with
respect to the wavelength region. In principle the complex index of refraction is an easy
mean tc describe this wavelength dependerce.
The radiative transfer theory is applied for many purposes, in particular studies of
communication links and of the energy balance of the earth and the atmosphere. For these
purposes many computation schemes have been develope3d which are described comprehensively
in the standard literature (of. Kondratyev 1969, Paltridge 1976).
Studies of the radiative transfer are also performed for remote sensing of atmosphere,
and oceanic and ground parameters. The number and the selection of these parameters depends
on the radiation properties of the target and of the intermediate medium.
This paper intends to give a bricf review about the basic laws of the radiation transfer
theory. In particular it discusses some results of computations in the three wavelength
regions demonstrating the influence of cloude in the solar and infrared and the deter-
mination of rainfall rates in the microwave spectrum.

2 Radiationtransfer ejuation

For an arbitrary geometry of a transfer medium the radiative transfer equation takes the
form (Lenoble 1975):

it.iLv 7,jT) - - COext 0P (L v (flfit)-J(rf)()

where;

Lv (i, ,): Spectral radiance at a point defIned by vector 9' and for radjLation propagating
in directionit (watts m 1 sterad-
v: wave number (cCi-)

aext) Volume extinction coefficient (km-)

J (•,t) : Source function (due to internal or external sources of radiation)

This equation describes only the transfer of unpolarized radiation in the atmosphere.
By introducing the four Stokes Parameter (L, Q, U, V) one is able to represent completely
the state and the degree of polarization of arbitrarily polarized monochromatic radiation
(Deirmendjian 1969, Chanarasekhar 1950). The Stokes Parameters may be defined in the follo-
wing mari.cr (e.g. Van de Hulst 1957):

, L -L, + Lr

1l r (2)

:1 - Q tan 2X

V -L - sin20

, L• and L, represent the radiance of two orthogonal states of radiation iii the traneversaplane of-a wave, U and V give respectively the direction of polarization and the ellipticity.an ersn h adac rtootoonlsae frdaio ntetaaea
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In the case of polarized radiation, L (t>,V) is to be cnasidered as a vector, while the
source function J (?, W>) must be replaced by a matrix. Calculations show, that the state
of polarization must be taken into consideration, if meteorological parameters are inver-
ted from radiometric data especially in the microwave region.
There is a great variety of computation schemes for the solution of the radiative transfer
equation in a plane parallel or sphericalshell atmosphere with absorbing and scattering
constituents.
One can choose between accurate but often much computer time consuming solution methods
(cf. Monte Carlo, spherical harmonics or successive orders of scattering method) or
approximate but fast methods (cf. modified two stream approximation, Delta Eddington)
which compute without significant loss on accuracy the radiation field in the atmosphere
(Lenoble 1975, Oztsik 1923).
For the computations in the solar spectral range discussed here a modified two stream
approximation (Kerschgens et al. 1978) is applied, while the radiances in the infrared
and the microwave spectral range are determined by the method of successive orders of'
scattering (Raschke 1972). The atmospheric model under consideration is horizontally homo-
geneots and plane-parallel, but inhomogeneous into the vertical direction.

3 De2eidSneofradiative transferon atmospheric constituents

3.1 Absorption

The atmospheric gases 0, 0, H^O, CO and also the aerosols and cloud- and rain droplets
act a6 absorbers. The ijt 6en ityof thi absorption processes depends on the concentration
and on the spectral distribution of the absorption lines of the gases and the particles.

Besides the rain droplets all mentioned absorbers influence the radiation transfer in the
short wave spectral range (Moskalenkov 1968, Shettle and Fenn 1975). Taking into account
the highly variable amount of absorber concentrations (H 0) the prediction of the absorp-
tion intensity is very difficult. Regions of high transpirency, the atmospheric windows,
can be used for remote sensing of the earth surface.
One assumption for determining the absorption quantities in the Infrared is the validity
of the concept of the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). The main gaseous absorbers
in this wavelength region are H2 O, C02 and 0 which have strong absorption bands at 6.5

vtm, X> 17 Um (H 2 0), 15 urm (CO ) and 9.6 um (n ).
Absorption data-of high spectgal resolution aZe tabulated by McClatchey (1975).
The absorption by cloud droplets becomes important especially in the atmospheric window

" p - in rcgion- of high .. ... i the +- tce of the cicu,

is so high, so that tfe cloud can be considered as a black body.
The transparency in the microwave region is determined by the absorption properties of
H2 0, 02, cloud- and rain droplets (Staelin 1966).

3.2 bcatterind

The scattering properties of atmospheric particles can be expressed in terms of the di-
mensionless Mie size parameter x - 2nr/X (X: wavelength, r: droplet radius) and the com-
plex index of refraction.
For the case x < 1 (particle radius is small compared to the wavelength) the well known
Rayleigh approximation is valid (cf. scattering on air molecules in the solar spectral
range), while for x > 1 a more elaborate theory developed at first by Mie (1908) should
be applied for the estimation of the highly anisotropic scattered radiation of cloud-,
Aeroneln- and rain dropleta (DeirmnndJiin 1969).
Generally the radiation transfer is strongly dependent on the scattering behaviour of the
atmosphere especially in spectral regions of high transparency. In the infrared, however,
the scattering effect can be neglected, if the absorptivity is high.
Fig. 1 shows three phase functions describing the intensity distribution of the scattered
radiation as a function of the scattering angle for three wavelengths.-

The computations have been done for the wavelength ( X- 0.5 urm and \ - 10.6 Am for a Ns
droplet size distribution (size range: 0.1 < r < 20 um), while in the microwave region
a Marshall Palmer (1948) raindrop size distribution (size range: 0.1 < r < 5.5 mm) has

been used.
As a result of computations for a single scattering event (programm obtained from Quenzel
1976) the portion of the radiation scatterid in forward direction is reduced, if the wave-
length increases. At X - 0.8 cm the ratio or the forward and backward scattered rauiation
reaches unity. Extensive studies of single scattering processes have been reported ny
many authors, e.g. Giese (1971).

3.3 Boundar 1 conditLons

Boundary conditions of radiation models are the direct solar beam incident at the top of
the atmosphere and the emission and reflection properties of the ground. The latter are
depending on the refractive index and the surface roughness. In particular the effect of
roughness of ocean surfaces is described in our calculations by the model of Cox and Munk
(1954),
In the solar the radiation reflected at the earth surface is highly anisotropic because the
surface acts as a diffuse reflector. This anieotropy can be in particular detected over
water surfaces bcha'ring like a mirror. Additionally over oceans the absorption and scat-
teriag properties of seawater must be known, since there is a radiation exchane between
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ocean and atmosphere in the solar spectral range. Comparing the values of the albedo (
ratio of the outfcing to the incoming radiati~on) at the top of the atmosphere and at the
ucean surface one can estimate the effects of various chlorophyll concentrations (Fig. 2).

4.itb sufficient accuracy the euissivity in the infrared is assumed to be unity. Deviations
from thin value cause a variation of the profiles of temperature changes especially in the
planetary boundary layer.
The reflected radiation from ocean surface in the microwa e range is highly polarized.
The vertical and horizontal polarized components of the radiation show a different be-
haviour, if the wind speed and therefore the surface roughness increases (Stogryn 1972).
To estimate the effects of varying wind speed reflection values for both polarizations
are derived from the Fresnel formula with application of the Cox - Munk (1954) model for
the sea roughness (Raschke 1972). (Fig. 3)
A change of the emissivity is also caused by sea foam and white caps (Hollinger 1970).
The composition of sea foam, its thickness and its density, is subject of measurements
and theoretical model calculations (RostLnkrantz 1972).

4Some radiative transfer calculati-sos

Under consideration of all mentioned absorbers and scatters a calculation over the solea
and infrared spectral range is performed using a frequency model with a high spectral re-
solution. Fig. 4 demonstrates the effects of all this constituents in the presenc0 

of a
Ns (Nimbostratus) cloud between 1 and 2 km altitude. At the top Cf `he cloud there .s a
strong cooling, while in the region beneath the cloud both spectral ranges contribute to
an increase in the heating rate.
The influence of clouds on the radiation energy budget depends on the height, on the op-
tical thickness and on the dropsize distribution of the clouds. Variations of these pa-
rameters dotermsLuingthe radiative properties of clouds are considered in radiative trans-
fer calculations by many authors, e.g. Kerechgens et al. (1978).
In the micrcwave region there exists a relationship between the brightness temperature at
the top of the atmosphere and the thickness of the cloud expressed in terms of rainfall
rates. Fig. 5 shows the behaviour of the radiation temperature for three difterent cloud
models. The LWC (liquid water content) is the dominating effect, while other absorbers
like H120 or 02 contribute only at a low rate to the radiation tempnrature of this wave-
length.
Remote sensing in the microwave range seems to be a good tool for estimating rainfall in-
tensities especially over ocean surfaces. Derlvations of rainfall rates from brightness
temperatures are obtainable by considering the boundary conditions at the ocean surface
(roughness) and the effects of varying raindrop site distributions in or below the cloud
tiiavage 1976).
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SUMMARY

For system design and operational research purposes a computer program "KATTA" was writ-
ten for the description of absorpLion and scattering of electromagnetic waves by hydro-
meteors (water droplets in rain, fog and clouds). The calculation is based upon the Mie-
theory and single scatteting. It is valid for Mie-parameters up to 10,000 and includes
the angular dupendency of the scattering function. Much effort has been done to achieve
fast convergence of numericnl values. The program i1 compatible wtth existing LOWTRAN-
codes.

For application of the integrated KATTA + LOWTRAN-code to European scenario detailed
European atmospheric input data were used. They contain statistical neteorological data
and German significant weather map types including precipitation, fog and clouds. The
results presented here show the variation of calculated atmospheric transmission for the
different weather situation with and without precipitation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The influence of the atmosphere on the performance of sensors in the various spectral re-
gions depends on

- the sensor itself,
- the spectral sensitivity of the sensor,
- the actual atmospheric data, and
- the probability of its occurrence.

For system design and operationai research (0!) purposes it is necessary to know not only
the technical data of a sensor but much more its operability in a given tactical scenario.
This scenario must be described with sufficient details and equal depth, i.e. for each
spectral region. That means also that it has to-set a reference acknowledged by industry
and government agencies. -.

For the description of the influence of atmosphere such a reference can be derived
eitheir

- from time consuming measurement series or by
- a theoretical approach.

Encouraged by the work of Selby and McClatchey /l/ describing the transmissicn through
the atmosphere without hydrometeors in the spectral region from 0,25 /um to 28 /um two
rnmnhite? nrnogeajfl were writ-tent

1. The progran RATRAN /2/ for the description of atmospheric attenuation, scattering and
refraction in the microwave region from 0,5 to 300 GHz.

2. A supplement to LOWTRAN 3B called KATTA dcscxrbing the influence of hydrometeors in
the wavelength range from 0,25 to 15 /um.

As these programs should be used primarily for European weather conditions appropriate
atmospheric input data had to be used instead of tha data, i.e. in LOWTRAN 3B. The German
Military Ceophysical Office (AW Geophys) took over this time-consuming taak and provided
very detailed atmospheric data to these programs /3/.

In this paper therefore the influence of hydrometeors in the 0,25 to 15 um region end
of the German general weather situations will be presented.

" 2. EXTINCTION OF ELECIROMAGNETIC WAVES BY HYDROMETEORS

Water dioplets in rain, clouds and fog are considered. They ari regarded as a dielectric
sphere with a complex index of refraction. Extiuction of e.m.w. is caused by absorption
and scattering. The extinction coefficient is caLculated bys

1. Calculation of extinction czoss-sectins a according to Mis-theory as a fw.ction of
Mie-parenmteter (a._- ) for valueo of t up to 10,000 including engular distributions,

and
2. MultIplying 0fext with the number of hydrometeors/volume unit and diameter, and
3. :ntegrating over the whole diatri~btion N(a) of hydrometeors.



2.1 Calculation of Mie-Extin'ýtior Cross-Section

2.1.1 The extinction crcss-section 0 is calculated according to Mie /4/. Fig. 1 shows
the relation of the effective cross-section to the geometrical one as a function of a. It
can be seen that for values of a up to 20 high oscillations occur for the scattering and
extinction coefficient. For greater Mie-parameters absorption and scattering coefficients
approach to unity, which means that the extinction cross-section is twice the geometrical
one.

The numerical solution depends on the value of a and is carried out as follows:

A straightforward calculation was done for O <a%120 (Mie--scattering). Recursive calcula-
tion of the non-selective scattering was performed for 20 •a2OOO because of numerical
instabilities according to Kattawar and Plass /5/. Forqj >2000 the laws of geometric op-
tics and Huygen's principle according to Van de Hulst /6/ wsLe applied.
The calculations were performed with double word length on anl IBM 370 machine &nd a

si.ngle word length on a Cyber 175 machine.

2.1.2 Angular Depondency of Scatteeing Function

According to theory scattering is not uniform, but has an increasing forward component
with decreasing wavelength. This angular dependency of the scattering function was taken
into account in the program. Fig. 2 shows the scattering functions for 3,5 uum and 10,6
pm and scattering angles between 0 and 20 degrees. The change of the scatt~rinq func-

tion by more than 5 orders or magnitude and the frequency dependency can easily be seen.

2.2 influence of Droplet Distributions

Th; extinction coefficientp is proportional to

- the extinction cross-section a and
- the 'matbr of hydrometeors N(a) per volume unit and diameter a

according tc equation 2.1:

D vax2

P . f I (m,u,X) N(a) a da (2.1)

D
0

wi'th

m - complex index ol refraction for water droplets
Q = Mic-paraznotcr
X- Wavelength

The lnfluenc of the variation of the water droplets' index of refraction by temperature
changes ia negligi.le according to Irvine and Pollack /7/.

The influence of particle density diatribution N(a) Is, however, essential and shown In
the following.

2.2.1 Droplet Dlistrit'tions for Fain

For rain the two main different distributions are according to

-Marshall-Palmer (M?) /8/ and
Laws-Parson (LP) /9/.

They are shown in Fig. 3 for rair rates oi 2,5 nun/h and 12,5 mm/h respectively. The MP-
distribution is characterized by an essentially higher density of particles with a dia-
meter between 0 and I ,bm. This difference results in different extinction coefficients
as shown in Fig. 4 for a wavelength of 10,6 /umn. The four curves were calculated with a

- ;!P-dia,.ribution of rain droplets and starting integration with a minimum diameter V
of 0,5 mm (curve 1) and 1 rm (curve 2) respectively and in addition with a 0

- Ld'-distribution and Do . 0,5 mm (curve 3) and Do - nun (curve 4) respectively.

Besides curve 1 thu other 3 curves are lying close to each other especially for hLqher
rain rates. That means that the main contribution to the extinction coefficient in this
speztral region is based upon particles smaller than about I wn diameter. The choice of
the distribution to ba used was based upon the agreement of available experimental data
/10,11/ with these theorotical data, which are shown together in Fig. 5. From this fi-
gure it can be s nen thet the LP-distribution fits better to the experimental data,
especially at rain rates less than 5 mm/h which are the most likely ones.

Eor thq calculation D0 was C,5 mm and Dmax was 7 mm.

,0
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2.2.2 Vistributions of Droplets in Clouds

The drop distributions for eight di:fcr.nt types of cluuls, nanely

cumulus ccnyostus /12/
- cumulus humilis /13/
- cu•ulus fractus /14/
- stratc-cumulus, cumulus fractus /15/

altocumulus /14/
- altostratus /14/
- stratus /14/
- cirrus /15/

are taken from the literature cited and are used for the calculations of extinc•Jon by
clouds.
Fig. 6 shows an example of the extinction coefficient calculatud as U function of wtve-
length for

- a strato cumulus and
- a cunuluv hwuillis.

Both curves are relaited to their qxtinction coefficlont at 0,55 um. A ,ignificant nar-
row window at about 10,5 /uam appears for both clouds in the calc.lutiois. Experimental
data, i.e. by Moerl /16/, have contirmed f.ee theoretical results.

3. METEOROLOGICAL INPUT uATA

For the computer model two different meteorological input data sets were used, nanely

- statistical data .2valuated from the year 1973 and
general weather situation..

Both are briefly described in toe following.

3.1 Cttatistical Meteorological Data

F.,r ;, short analysis of sa'stem performance one of 12 statistical metearologica) data can
be called up which are dilfarontiated by

- location 'north or south Germany)
- season (wintur or summer)
-- probilility of occurrence

Theuy contali, the pressure, temperature and humidity profile as & functiun of height above
M.Si,, but no precipitation, fog or clouds, and no detailed description of the boundary
layer.

l'or the souhern part of Germany and the suz•,er season Fig. 7 shows the 3 pressure pro-
filco, ?3.g. 8 i hows the '. temperature profiles, and Fig. 9 shows the 3 hunluity profiles
together with the corresponding valueu uf the US-Ilidlatitude-Summnr-atmosphere.

The lower carve is .dantified as the "lower extreme value" wetlh a 10 % probability of oc-
currence, the curve in the middie i& referred to as that of "leaii valuti - and the upper
curve is called "upper extreme value" (10 % proaability of occurrence).
E!npecial)y the variation of humidity influencus the achievable atmospheric transmission

as ah<•w,i in Fig. 10.

3.2 Germar: Significant Weather Nap Types

The lack of information about type and density of precipitation, probability of occur-
rence and density of fog, distribution and type of clouds, the limited number of atmos-
pheric models and the requirements for detailed meteorological data of the boundary
layer for heights up to 2 km resulted in the generation of meteorological data which
are basec upon 4 significant weather types. These 4 weather map types an.d their pro-
babl] ity of occurrence In summer and winter are shown below:

Probability of occurrence in:

Type Winter Suiur'o

West 55,9 % 50,4 %
North 20,2 % i8,6 Ifast 9,4 % 13,2
High 14.2 % 18,08
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The verttca± profiles are recorded at

- 100 in intervals from 0 to 2 km in order to iespect poassble atmospheric irregulalitics,
and at

- 1 km intervals between 2 and 12 k-n.

A concentrated e:-tract of one of these setts is showAn in 'Table 1 of PltLs /2/.

4. CPLCULATED RESULTS

With both meteorological data sets 'ome calculati ms have b.:en mndce. The results achieved

are shown and discussed in the toliowing.

4.1 Calculated Results with Statistical Meteo.'ologi,&! Data

The variation of atmospheric parameters, especially humidity, -esuits in a chanc'e of at-
mo3pheric, ta-ansmissicn characteristics. For the summer- values in t:je southerr part of
Germany (area around Munich) Fig. 10 shcws the transmission per kin ior the upp_-r and low-
sr extreme values. Especially at longer wavele-.gths a significant reduction uf transis-
ston results with the upper extreme values of the statistical atmospheric data. This var-
iation is aboui the sane for the winter data.

Curve 3 in Fig. 10 shows the calculated results with the lJS-Midlatititde summer data.
These results correspond in good approximation wI th those of the upper extreme values.
The reason may be found iii the fact that both atn.o3pherei have a humidity contenb of
about 13 g/m 3 at MSL.

The lower extreme values forc stnnmer 1973 correspond qu re well with "th,2 US--btandard At-
mosphere 1962" with a humidity of auout 6 g/,ij at M-;L.

A comparison of the mean values of winter and aumm,n.t enables Fig, 11. Due to the lower
humidity ucntent in winter the atmospheric transparency is higher than 5n sum-ter.

4.2 Calculated hesules with General Weather Map TypL Data

The supe.:position of probability, type and intmnsity of precipitation, typo and extension
of clouds and -og to the presu:.a, tenmparaturt .knd humidity profile in geroral weather

shots the transmission per km for

- the general weathe.- situation: noucYh In winter, northern Germaiy with end without rail:
of 4 mm/h which occurs with an 8 % probabilit," during this weather situation.
The significant reduction of trunsmirsion in &21 spectral regions can easily be seen.

5. CONCLUSION

The existing LCWTRAN 3H-ccde was supplemented by a computer program describing the k 3.-
titiction of electromagnetic waves by hydro.netcers. The extended p zo-ram ia in u~e ii:
Germany for OR and system design purposes. AcLcording to the requireuents detailed aimos-
pheric parameters including hydtometeors were insertc.1 based upo,. a deta' led evaluAtlion
of thp AW Gophys, Tn.ý pr-.,rnm Im c.rnnrtbhlp wii' -h,-h prgrnAr U•_!J'MN dieu.-'hrb th, t-'
mospheric Influence in the microwave region.

Due to the limited comput.'.ng time allowed fox operational roesearc:. (OR) puxposes only
single scattering ads respu:cted, Multiple scattering calnulations may itrc';i-cv the azcur-
acy of the reuults.

The concentration of rain droplets was asrtumc. to be base-I uporn Iaws-Parson distribo-
viOns. A verification of the. full truth of thits prelimi.iary decision has still t% be
made.

bue to the lack of related data the Infxluence Of atM0o3.heric ,.urbulenc.; could not ye,-
be reaperted.
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DISCUSSION

R.A.McClatchey, US
It was indicated that the LOWTRAN 3D Program as modified was applied to laser transmission. In regions of
molecular absorption, this application would be inapplicable. Would the author please comment?

Author's Reply
It is intended to use the improved version of the LOWTHAN.Code together with the supplements of our program.

J.R6ttger, FRG
Turbulence might give rise tv strong signal scintillation whicb can detonate the circuit reliability. Would you assume
a necessity to include models of (clear air) turbulence for further improving your calculations?

Author's Reply
The program is in the first stage of development. During ihc' improvement stage of the program w- expect to receive
input data describing the influence of turbulence in an appropriate way.

M.Tavis, US
Is molecular absorption included in cloud propagation calculation along with the hydrometeot effects?

Author's Reply
The molecular absorption of water vapor and oxygen is included in the calculation of rainfall rates at 37 GHz. But
in comparison with the scattering and absorption effects of different raindrop distributions the contributions of
atmospheric gases don't play a dominant role at tl'is wavelength.

I



A HAR(XLINI( MODLL FOR FIll URL)UICTION OFT)IllI: LPTICAL"TEMPFRTAUKR AND|MOISlURE
STRA5I:KICATION IN'rtll; BAPO('LINIC BOUNDARY LAYER

W.Behnke
Universitit Koln, Fed. Rep. ot Gennany

Abstract

A baroclinic but otherwise horizontally homogeneous model of the planetary boundary
layer, which considers inatationarity, is used to compute the different influences
of roughness and baroclinity on Inversion height. Computations are compared with
the measurements of an acoustic echo sounder.

1. Introduction

The planetary boundary layer, i.e. the lowest part of the atmosphere of about 1-2 km
thickness, became subject of Increasing interest in atmospheric research and modeling.
It is the transit layer for all exchanges of energy end momentum between the free
troposphere and the ground. Therefore, its vertical structure determines to a large
extent these processes. Since It is also largely affected by the large-scale circu-
lation processes and by the structure and thermal properties of .ts lower boundaries,
its modeling requires a detailed understanding of both these properties.

Recent considerable efforts to Investigate the properties of the planetary boundary
layer primarily arose from the need to model the physical processes in it within the
frame-work of numerical forecast models. Such work nas been recently summarized by
the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (1976). But also the research
of the effect of urban areas on the climate in the immediate environment requires a
basic physical unc.erstanding of the physical processes taking part within the boundary
layer. Such work earned increasing Interest as the general interest for environmental
problems increased (e.g. Chandler, T.J., 1976).

Within the context of' this meeting also an exact physical modeling of the planetray
boundary layer and perhaps a forecast of its vertical structure and perhaps also its
turbulent behaviour is of great Interest. For instancewithin or near inversions the
Sverti-Cal pr-o.f•l cf temp•a•ur• . and moisture exhibit drastic changes, thus effecting
the propagation of electromagnetic waves of the cm- and m-revions (Jeske, H., 1965;
Frilchtenicht, H.W., 1971). Horizontal comirnunication lines will have major profit from
an exact forecast of such properties, e.g. of the profiles of the refraction index.
This includes alco the evaporation ducting frequently observed over the oceans.
This raper does not present a general survey on recent research of the properties
of the planetary boundary liyer. Such results are reviewed in recent publications by
*Lusinger (1973) or by Tennekes (1973). Instead, it contains the description of a
tine-dependent and haroclinic boundary layer model, which could te used for short-range
frrecasts of the vertical temperature and moisture structure - and thus also the
refractive index.

2. The model

The model makes use of the Bouesinesq-approximation and considers all processes as
instationary. it is hcrizontally oiioreno, . ar cl- n--c. -original veraion
for a barotropic model atmosphere has been developed by Venkatran and Viskanta (1976).
These authors determine the turbulent exchange with the equation for turbulent kinetic
energy F, as derived by Monin and Yaglom (1971).
It is

(tu * v' , ' 1

where u', v', w' are small deviations from the respective mean wind components. The
total change of F with time Js given by

Drr = (Fl
2  

ar p1/2 uSuP •3v,2+ 1/2 iy Bv)_c (2)

where L is the mixing length and y Is the so-called counter gradient (Deardorff, J.W.,
1966); g, T are the gravitRtonal accelaretion and temperature, resrectively. The first
three terms on the right-hand-side of eq. (2) determine the divergence, shear r-otuctior,
and thermal production of turbulent kinetic energy, the last term describes its
disslpation.
It is

r 3/2C (3)

I I I I I I I2
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where c has to be determined experimen.ally. c = 0.09 is a commonly accepted value
(Launder and Spalding, 1972). We assume the ratio for the exchange coefficients for
heat and momentum as constant (as derived by Businger et al. (1972)) for neutral
strarification.

K
a 1.35 (4)

M

It is further after Blackadar (1962)

KM 113 t 4/3 (5)

where the mixing length t depends on the height of the planetary boundary layer.
The height is determined by the energy and momentum fluxes at the surface, but also
by the gradients of the wind and temperature fields above the inversion, capping the
boundary layer.

In the equation of motion we consider the baroclinicity as expressed by the geostrophic
wind shear Au (x-dl-ectlor) and Av (y-direction)

au M * (K ).

(6)
v = V) - f(u-(u _u-z))

u and v describe the geostrohic wind components at the surface and f ib the Coriolis
parameter.

The diabatic heating of the model by solar and terrestrial radiation has been computed
with a modified two stream approximation (Kerschgens et al., 1978) and in the infrared
iby a simplified flux equation model, which is similar to that ty Rodgers and Walshaw
(1966). The diurnal variation of the solar zenith angle is considered with time steps
of orne ninnte,

The equations of motion and equations for the conservation3 of energy and moisture
have been solved with a finite difference approximation. A first order finite difference
scheme hap been used to solve the equatiokn for turbulent kinetic energy.

3. Some results

Reaults have been obtained for the following boundary conditions:

thermal diffusion in the ground = 1.33,10-2 cm B-I

(Verkatram, A., et al., 1976)

evaporation at tht surface: as determined by the Halsteadt
parameter 14 0.1 (Halsteadt, 4.F., et al., 1957)

4~ -1Co'iolis paramoter f = 1.11I10 s

The initial. conditions are based on synnotic observations and a radiosonde 3oundiag
obta!ned on July 11th, 1977 at noon (13.uO GMT) overz Cologne, Germany. At this parti-
cular day the large scale circulation over that area was deteimined by aj anticyclone
with warm air advection; the geoaýropb 4 c wind at ground was abo,,t iC ms , the height
of the boundary layer amounted vo 1800 m.

In these model con-Iderat.ons we prescrlbe the barocl4 nicity (Fig. 1) by

a 120, 500 (8 - angle between the geostrophic
wind at the aurfacr vid th, thermal
wind)

and thi wind shear magnitude

(Au 2 4 AV2) 11 = 5- 10- s1
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and the roughness parameter

z = 10 cm (roughness parameter)

3.1 Effect of the baroclinicity on the height of the planetary boundary layer

Some results on the vertical profiles of magnitudes of the shear and thermal
production terms (erg/s) are shown in Fig. 2 for a labile stratification. The i~version
height is 165G m for 8 = 1200 (warm air advection) and much smaller for 8 = 300
when artificially a cold air advection is considered. In the first came the wind
shear at the lower boundary of the Inversion is larger, and thus also the downward
entrainment of heat through the inversion.
After sunset the height of the boundary layer suddenly breaks down and the noctur-
nal inversion arises. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the computed inversion height
with that measured by an acoustic sounder on evening of 11th July 1977 over the
city of Cologne.

A wind speed maximum is frequently observed at the top of the nocturnal inversion
(Lettau,H.,1954; Blackadar,A.K.,1955; Thorpe,A.J.,1977). This sharp maximum is
supergeostrophic and Is often associated with extremely large values of wind shear.
Plackadar (1957) has shown that this inversion wind maximum (also described by
Reiter,E,f,,1961) is caused by an Inertia oscillation in the region above the in-
version, where all the turbulent exchange is suppressed, that only a Jet-like
profile with a wind maximum at the top of the inversion yields a stable configuration.
Whereas, the existence of a wind maximum above the level of the inversion is liable
to result in a chaotic breakdown of the inversion.

The model computations show that not only an increasing geostrophic wind with height
but also an increasing ageostrophic wind component at the evening and the inertia
oscillations of this component at night create a wind maximum several hundred meters
above the top of the nocturnal inversion.

During cold air advection (8=3000), the ageostrophic component of winc speed decreases
with height, as can be observed also for a barotropic atmosphere. But computations
assuming warm air advection (the synoptic sitsation of 11th July) give a growth of
the ageostrophic wind component with height.

During the night of the 11th July two breakdownis of the inversion occur in the compu-
tations: the first at 22.00, the second at 4.00 local time. Such breakdowns can be
found at nearly the same time in the facuiille acouetL .... dc^ chart .Abo. t h.,I a
hour after breakdown the inversion regenerates and it is distributed among a deeper
layer as before.

3.2 Effect of the roughness parameter z0 on the height of the PaL

For both cases of labile and stable stratification 6 = 600, computations were made
assuming a rather smooth surface (z t 0.1 cm, representativ for mown grass) and a
very rough surface (z 1 100 cm, re~reaenting a city). Figs. 4, 4b and 4c show again
vertical profiles of ?he shear and thermal production terms of turbulent kinetic
energy, computed for 8.30, 11-30 and 14.30 local time.
In case of stable stratification the roughness lifts the height of the boundary layer
from 300 to 550 m, since it is entirely dtterminad by the wind shear.
With Increasing labilization the thermal productlcn term becomes of increasing im-
portance. However with Increasing roughness the evaporation also rises, lowerIng
then the flux of sensible heat. Thus the PFL grows faster over areas with lower
roughness.

4. Conclusions

This Is a one-dimenslonal boundary layer, where baroclinicity Is introduced. Its
results, however, exhibit the behaviour of the PBL as it can be also quite frequently
observed. In this paper we demonstrate the results with the aid of two terms of
the equation of turbulent kinetic energy (2). In the oral presentation our discussions
will be extenned to the effect of these changes on the stratification of the refrac-
tive index In ';he r!crowave region.
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DISCUJSSJON

M.Tavis, US
Do you havi, any comment on the possib;iity of the effect of gravitational waves on tile inversion layer causing
scintillation of ieceived miccowave signals at low obseryation angles, i.e.. 5*.

Author's Rel,ky
As far as I know the decrease o. increase of inversion height is often combined with gravitational waves as measure-
ments of an acoustic Wounder system ir,dicate. But, I car give no com.nei:t about the effects on the mentioned
Wave p13pagation problem. At this particular [uint, I must refer to the autffor, W.Behnke.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION VIII

OPTICAL SYSTEMS/PROJECTS

by

Dr L.F.Drummeter
Session Chairman

The session provided several views of programs which are concerned with: either the acquisition of data for the
verification or improvement of propagation models, or the generation of modelling procedures for evaluating or
predicting optical system performance.

The emphasis is in the region of the lower atmosphere. The US Navy outlined two widely different programs. The
work of Dowling et a! and Trusty and Coaden, from the US Naval Research Laboratory is concerned with the acquisition
of firld data to help improve the well-known HITRAN and LOWTRAN models of the Air Force Geophyeics Laboratory
The program of Katz and Hepfer, of the Naval Surface Weapons Center, is designed to provide statistical perform.ince
prediction capability for at-sea electro-optical systems.

The work of the US Aimy Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory, as described by Gomez, is concerned w.;th problems
cf the batlefield environment on electro-optica! systems. The large scale effort involves laboratory me,.suremerts, field
measurements, modelling, etc. in a complicated area. In Europe, somewhat similar concerns are developed under the
OPAQUE project which has major measurement programs underway. In Germany, H. von Redwitz et al from the Institute
fur Physik der Atmosphere (DFVLR) have had a program for airborne photometric measurements which help connect
scattered OPAQUE stations through visihility-type information.

Also in Germany, Abele et al from the Forschungsinstitute flir Optik have been examining transmission in the
important CO. region and comparing it to visible transmission. It appears predictions from visible to 10 jmeters are not
adequate - an important operational finding.



A REVI-W OF THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY PROGRM ,

IN ATMOSPHERIC MEASURl4ENTS AND APPLICATION

TO MODELING

I - Precision Atmospheric Transmission Measurements and Model Comparisons

J. A. Dowling, J. A. Curcio, S. T. las.aey,
R. F. Horton, K. M. 'aught, D. H1. Garcia,
A. Guttman, C. 0. Gott and W. L. Agambar

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375

SUMMARY

Extensive field measurements of at'mospheric extinction at several infrared laser wavelengths have
been performed using procedures and fccilities described in this paper. Recent additions to these
experiments include a high resolution Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) and a gas filter correlation
spectrometer (GFCS) which uses 1iO as the filter gas. The combination of laser extinction, FTS and
GFCS measurements provide well characterized and precisely calibrated high resolution transmission
spectra useful in comparisons to computational models. Examples of comparisons between these data and
line-by-line computer calculations for several spectral regions are presented and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

For several years, NRL scientists have been conducting field experiments dealing with atmospheric propa-
gation of infrared laser beams. Earlier experiments were designed to study the effects of beam spread-
ing ane beam wander caused by atmospheric turbulence (Dowling, J. A., and P. M. Livingston. 1973).
Recently, measurements of atmospheric extinction at several laser wavelengths of interest to the Navy
High-Energy Laser Project-primarilythose of the DF laser operating near 3.8 1im-have been emphasized.

During 1975, two extensive experiments were conducted at coastal Rites in Florida and later in California.
The Florids experiment followed initial DF laser transmission measurements performed at tile Cape
Canaveal Air Force Station (CCAFS) early in 1974. The California experiment was performed in conjunc-
tion with btgh-power, DF laser propagation tests conducted during the Joint Army-Navy Propagation
Experiments at the law Uapistrano 'est Sire during hay Lhrough OLLOb.L 1975. (DvUWU, i. A., cL al,
1977).

Seve:sl hundred measurements of DF and Nd-YAG laser transmission, along with supporting meteorological
data, were used to teat the va.idit) of trarisielesion predictions based on a line-by-line computer code
calculation. The results of comparisons of the field measurements with predictions based on a B1Y-TRAN
type calculation using the AFGL spectral line atlas are summarized in this article.

Recent modificatioae to the trailer-based measurement system used in thi earlier Florida and California
experiments include two significant additions: a) a high-resolution atmospheric measurement capability
based on a Fourier transform spectrometer (FT5) system and a gas-filter correlation spectrometer (GFOS).

This pape1 describes the apparatus used in the three types of measurements, the philosophy underlying the
experiments an"* the more important reasolts obtaired in recent studies. Examples of data collected in
these experiments are uaed to illustrate the application of high resolution transmission measursience
tut he aridad arcura.L .,d.lg of id------ ----- -'' ------- A JC......p---- n.. .. .. .. a....r ;..=.rr... .. t=r----r---------t----

2. LASER ErrINCTION MEASUREK1N'S

The Infrared Mobile Optical Radiation Laboratory (IUORL) used to collect the laser calibrated high-resolu-
tion atmospheric transmission spectra discussed in this paper comprises sevetrl infrared laser and black-
body sources, large,- .able telescope optics, a scanning Michelson intorferometer (681.) eestem, and
various support equipment, all of which are transports," in and operated from several large semi-trailers.
lhe usual measurement configuration consistb of an optical transmitter trailer housing HaNie, Nd-YAC, DP,
Co, and C02 single-line cw laser sources, relay optics, and a large stably-mounted and precisely-pointed
91 cm aperture, f/35 Cassagrain collimating talescope. The small cw combustion-driven DF laser used
for much of the loser extinction wolk previously carried out requires a large (1600 cfm) vacuum 3yateu
for ops' 'tdon. This pump is housed in a separate trailer; a 20 cm diameter, vacuum line is installed
once the two trailers are properly located at the measurement site. Two additional trailers contain
offize space, meteorological signal processing and recording electronics, and bottled gas and other
consumable supplies used during the course of an experiment.

The K'm systim and •uparatas used for laser extinction messurementa is housed in a receiver trailer
which contain4 a 120 cm aperture, f/5 newtonisn telescope. The large recaixer telescope aperture insures
that the aentire laser beam used during long path (typically 5 kin) extinction measurements can be entirely
collected, thereby providing reliable absolute transmission calibratious for the FIB measurements. high
resolution transmisston spect;a are taken by substituting a 1300 K blackbody source for the lasor source
In týe transmitter optical systew and adjusting the receiver optical system so as to couple the FTB
system to the 120 cm collecting telescope. Repeated calibrations and extensive experience with this
measurement systew in field experiments have demonstrated that absolute transmirsiea can be rea4ily

measured for long atmospheric piths with an uncertainty loss than + 3%.
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Figure 1 is a photograph of the transmitter etation taken during a recent experiment at the EoAxeult
Naval Air Station, Patuxent River. Maryland. From left to right in the fig-ire can be Been An offi~e
ticiler and meteorological system electronics, vacuum pump trailer, optical transmitter trailer (the
91 cm aperture telescope frame may be seer. through the open doors), and the supply trailer respectively.

Figure 2 is a schematic depicting the experimental arrangement used for laser extinction measurezants.
The output beam from any of the several laser sources used is first collimated by auxiliary op-ics to
a diameter of approximately 18 mm. The beatm is then focused via the off-axis parabolic mirror shown in
the upper left and then diverged to fill the 91 cm transmitter telescope aperture. A 37 Hz, 50% duty
cycle chopper modulates the beam near the focus formed by the off-axis parabola. The beam is alternate-
ly transmitted through the telescope and reflected onto the statiorary detector as shown. The Mobile
detector shown in the figure is placed in the "XMTR" position for calibration measuarements in which the
relative response of the two detectors is measured. Thle mobile detector is then placed near the focus
of the 120 cm aperture receiver telescope for a) calibration of the large telescope optical etfictenciee
or b) long path extinction measurements. The :alibrstion measurements are carried out with the transmitt-
er and receiver trailers immediately opposite one another, i.e. for -zero atmospheric path. When the
trailers are separated for long path measurements the two types of calibration data are then used to
determine absolute atmospheric transmission for the several laser lines studied. The signal produced
by the mobile detector .n the receiver trailer at one end of the measurement path is relayed to the
transmitter by means of a pulse-rate-modulated (PRM) GaAa-laser-based data link. This signal, propor-
r:ional to laser power at the raceivet, is connected t., s:, numerator input of a epecial purpose analog
ratiometer. The stationary detector signal, proportional to the transmitted laser power is connected
to the denominator input of the ratiometer. Thus, a real time measure of tranamissioL, for the laser
line being studied is available at the transmitter site. The ratiometer reading must be corrected
for tie relative response of the two detectors for that laser lice (monitored daily) aid the efficiency
of the large optical elements beyond the chopper in order to obtain absolute transmission readings. As
shown in Figure 2, the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and frequency-to-voltnae (PVC) convertor
used with the GaAs data link are also connected in the numerator circuit of the ratiometer when the
mobile detector is used in the "XMTR" position, so that their combined transfer function is normalized
out of the final extinction ratio.

A comparison between observed extinction (which includes aerosol scattering effects) and calculated
molecular absorption for 22 DF laser lines between 3.6 and 4.1 pm is shown in Figure 3. One would expect
a constant offset between the two sets of points, due to aerosol scattering. As seen in the figure,
the agreement is quite good when the trends between the two sets of pointA are compared.

Data from both the Florida and California experiments, such as that in Figure 3, were corrected for
aerosol effects and compared with molecular absorp ion calculations. An example of such a conparison
for the P1-8 D0 laser line is shown in Figure 4. The squares are data taken at Cape Canaveral, Florida,
the crosses are data taken at the TRW Capistrano Test Site, California.

A su;ary of comparisons such as shown in Figure 4 i1 presented iii Table I f[i the midlatiLud0-sLmmer
water-vapor partial pressure of 14.26 Torr. Column five of the table lists the differences between
measured and calculated absorption coefficients for each of the DF laser lines listed in column one.
The calculations utilized recently measured HDO line strengths and widths; the agreements between theory
and field reasurements are quite good, with the worst case differences remaining about 20%.

3. GAS FILTER CORRELATION SPECTROMETER MEASUREMENTS

Figure 5 illustrates the basic operation of the G0CS device. The average trraumission of an atmospheric
constitu it in the spectral interval Au is given by the expression equated to Is. The energy from a
greybody source, spectrally modulated by absorption due to one or more atmospheric constituents, is
collected by the receiver optical system. This selectively tronsmitted ener-gy is alternately passed
through a spectrally nonselective attenuation arm with transmission TR or through a cell containing a
known amount of the absorber under study, whose transmission is Tc(U). The nonselective transmission
(TO) is initially balanced against the average transmission of the cell during calibration. It the
spectral character of the atmospherically transmitted energy resembles that of the cell absorber Tc(u),
then a difference in transmiasion and hence a modulation signal will result when the light from the
distant source is alternately passed through the 07CS instrument's two arms.

If the atmospheric abundance of HDO along the 5-km path used for the laser extinction and FTS measure-
ments is sampled hythe GFCS, then a path integral value for atmospheric water vapor may be obtained by
using the isotopic abundance of HDO/H20 of 0.030%. Since water vapor is an important absurber in the
infrared regions of interest for atmospheric transmission studies, this path integral is very important
fut use in comparisons of transmission data to calculational models. Path integral measurements, like
thope provided by the GFCS, ara particularly useful for overwater transmission experiments where midpoints
along the p, th are not readily accessible to standard dew-point obsevations.

The CFCS meaeurement cannot utilize normal water vapor as tht filter gas, because an amount of water in a
5-km path at sta-dard conditýins cannot be maintained in the vapor state in the local reference cell,
However, there is very little A1) in the atmosphere, so that a greatly enhanced concentration of that vapor
can be held in a multipass absorption cell. A 5-km path equivalent amount of MOO is contained in the GFCR
multLpaess reference cell, which affords a total path of 40 m.

Figure 6 te a plot of data taken during recent experiments at thi Fatuxent Naval Air Station, comparing
water vapor aeasurements obtained with the G7CS and EG&G modal 110 dew-point hygrometers located on shore
at mach end of the 5.12-km ovorwat"r path. When an DO/H20 ratio of 3 X 10-4 is used in reducing the
GFCR data, the results are ccooidteotly lower than the fixed point measurements, by - 30%. Independent
100/1H20 ratios derived from s~e••ra taken during the G!CS measurements using hndividual H20 and HiO
spectral lines, together with accentt line strength data show that the 3 x 10" abundance ratio cannot be
univereally applied to all seaa level locations. This is an important result sinca the 1tDa/H2 0 ratio pro-
foundly affects DF laser propagation.
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4. LASER CALIBRATED FTS MEASUREMENTS

The procedure used in calibrating the relative FTS transmisston spectra by means of measured laser-line
extinction is illustrated graphically in Figure 7. The upper portion of the figure shows a portion of
a transmission spectrum recorded at NATC, Patuxent River, Maryland. The lotier portion shows the FTS
response to the P1-8 DF laser line at 2717.538 cm- . By use of the procedures outlined earlier for
laser extinction measurements a 52% transmission was measured at this line and used to calibrate the FTS
spectra shown. The traces in Figui- 7 are copies of records produced by the FTS data system plotter and
show actual signal-to-noise rqtios observed in the 5-km transmission spectra.

Figure 8 shows results obtained with the FTS system by use of several DF laser transuaission-calibration
points. The lower portion of the figure shows a calculation of molecular absorption for the crnditions
listed above the plot. The calculations employ the same NI-TRAM code used in the DF laser line calcu-
lations discussed earlier. The overall agreement with measurements is remsrkably good throughout this
spectral region. 4 improved agreement is obtained when the HDO/H 2 0 ratio used in the calculation is re-
duced to - ?xlO" , consistent with the GFCS results cited earlier.

Comparisons of erperimental spectra to HI-TRAN calculations in several spectral regions have been perform-
ed and an example of such a comparison is shown in Figure 9. The upper trace shows a meesured trans-
mission spectrum of a 5.1 km path between 1950 cm" 1 

and 2120 cm"
1 

for 12.0 torr partial pressure of H2 0
and a visibility of 31 km. Th., lower trace shows a HI-TRAN calculation for the same conditions. It is
readily apparent that the calculated syectrum substantially overestimates tri,namission in the "clear"
sub-intervals near 1980 cm"

1
, 2000 cm" , 2030 cm" 1

, 2070 cm_1, 2085 cm" , etc. The density of atmospheric
absorption lines (mostly H2 0) throughout this region is very high, with the result that only selected
sub-intervals show appreciable transmission. However these sub-intervals may be important for low water
vapor conditions. The calculated spectrum was generated by using an unmodified Lorentz line shape for
the water vapor absorption lines. Based on the comparison shown here, it is possible that the far wing
absorption lor H2 0 lines in this region exceeds thut of a pure Lorentz line shape. Work in our labora-
tory is currently being devoted to studying 1120 line ahape variations in this region which can account
for the discrepancies shown in Figure 9. It is anticipated thnt a"super Lorentz" modified line shape
will be found which, when used in a HI-TRAN calculation, will generate agreeuent with the experimental
spectrum. Using the variety of experimental spectra already obtained in tie NRL measurements and
additional datn for conditions and ranges of interest which have yet to be examined, a "best fit"
modificetion to the Lorentz line shape for the spectral region shown will be obtained. When incorporated
into the HI-IRAN calculation, reliable transmission predictions will be available for the laser propa-
gation and plume signature applications as well as other transmission related problems occurring in this
spectral region.

Measured tranamission for the region 2578 cm"
1 

to 2573 cr.7
1 

is shown In the upper portion of Figure tO,
A calculated spectrum for the meesureuent conditions ts shown in the lowez portion. The culcuiaL.ioA wnb
carried out using the modified line shape suggested by Winters, SiLverman, and Benedict, (Winters, B. H.,
et al, 1964) and confirmed by Burch, et al. (Burch, D. E., et al 1969). A significant difference exists
between calculated and measured spectra in the CO2 band edge region, Work is currently underway to
obtain a modified line shape which cesults in a closer fit to the experimental observations. The problem
ib complicated by the presence of an N2 pressure-induced continuum abiorption which becomes more important
than the CO2 wing absorption for higher wavenumbers beyond - 2420 ct" and gives rint to the shape of the
absorption envelope shown in Figure I0out to approximately 2500 cm" 1

. The 3-5 k~m water 'apor conttnuum
absorption which has been studied by Butch, et al (Bunch, D. E. , et al, 1974) and by W'tkin, and White
(Walkinrl, W. R., and White, K. 0., 1977) contributes absorption throughout the higher •ranomission
region shown in the figure, although the empiricll expreseionsIrepresenting laboratory measurements have
been carried out for the region between 2400 cm and 2600 cm . Based on an examination of several long
path transmission spectra measured for absolute humidities ranging between 2 and 20 torr of H20, the
water vapor contribution to absorpirn in the CO band edge region is secondary, changing the trans-
mission by less than 10% at 2935 cm- oer the obeeved range in water vapor partial pressures.

Figure 11 shows a HI-TRAN calculation for the Londitions specified in the figure without the inclusion
of e calculated 3-5 JIm H20 -ontinuum. Note that there are several locations where > 96% transmission is
measurable over the 5 km path for a water vapor partial pressure off 12 torr. (e.g. 2ý10 cm- 1

, 2603 cm-I
2615 cm- 1

, 2668 -Cm , etc.) By examining high resolution spectra recorded for high visibility conditions,
these maximum transmission locations constitute a useful approximation to the 3-5 1,m H2 0 continuom
absorption. Maximum transmission values for several spectra corresponding to a range of water vapor
partial pressures between 2 and 18 tort have been determined throughout the 3 to 5 0 m region. These
data show the water vapor dependence of the windyw envelope and correspond to H20 continuum limited
transmission in the region 2400 cm"I to 2600 cr-C but are strongly afifected by local line wing contri-
butions below 2400 cm-1 and above 2920 cm-1, Outside this region the transmission peaks define a
maximum transmission envelope and the edges of the 3-5 pm window.

Figure 12 is a plot of experimental peak transmission values extracted from measured long-path spectra
for the several values of water vapor indicated in the figure. In each case the measured visibility
exceeded 30 km. The peak transmisslon values are shown for the entire 3-5 pw window in order to demov-
strata the strong dependence of the window edges upon absolute humidity. The region between 2950 CmoV
and 3150 cm - is consistently opaque for *ll but very lyw values of water vapor while transmission across
the long wavelength edge between ZO0 cm-r and 2200 cm changes rather uniformly with changes in absolute
humidity.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of smooth curves representing the 2
,12,And 15 tort (H20) data shown in Figure 12

to the continuum model ol Butch et el. (Bunch, D. E., at ali1974). The experimental data exhibit a
flatter behavior throighout the region 2500 cm" 1 

to 2900 c." than does the ialculation. The magnitude
of the Butch model is close to th. observed values for 12 torr near 2500 cm-' but shows considerably less
absorption throughout the rest of the region and poorer agreement for humidities higher or lower than
12 torr.
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Figure 14 is a comparison of the dame peak transmission curves to the continuum model of Watkins and

White (Watkins, W. R., and K, 0, Whites 1977). This model shows better agreement wi.th the field measure-
ments at 12 torr throughout the entire spectral range although the curves derived from the long path da[a
are consistently flatter than the model for water vapor pressures of 12 torr and higher. Near 2800 cm
the Watkins and White model shoys higher absorption for 12 and 18 torr than does the field data which arn
relatively flat out to 2920 cr-.

We have used several examples of high accura..y, long pcth atmospheric transmission spectra to demonstrate
the importance of this information for understanding various infrared atmospheric transmieeion problems.
Laser propagatiun anO infrared target signature transmission calculations must be carried out using an
accurate, high-resolution model to properly account for ildividual Uine effects in the interaction of the
source emission with the absorbing atmosphere. Infrared auiveillance and imaging systems operating in
moderately wide spectral bands may be affected by spectrally uniform absorptions in the atmospheric
windows, thcrefore such continua must be accurately modeled as well. The use of laser-extinction-cali-
brated, high-resolution data for continuum estimates and comparisons to current model values has been
discussed and significant variations with calculations identified. While the line-bv-line correspondence
of measured and calculated spectre ate generally in excellent agreement, several variations between
measured spectra and RI-TRAN calculations have bean identified and work directed toward the derivation of
improved line parameters and an empirical representation of the 3-5 pm H2 0 continuum, baned on the long
path atmospheric measurements is in progress.

i
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IN ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS AND APPLICATION

TO MODELING

II - Aerosol Size Distributions for Modeling and the Prediction of Optical Extinctions

Gary L. Trusty and Thomas H. Coeden

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375

SUMMARY

In the winter of 1975 the Optical Radiation Branch of NRL was making outdoor, long-path, laser
transmission measurements. As part of that measurement program we began assembling instruments which
could monitor the aerosol that contributed to the laser extinction. This paper will give a brief
description of the resultant aerosol-monitoring Mobile Laboratory in its present state of development
and will present an overview of the many particle size distributions obtained in various locations in
the last three years.

1. INSTRUMENTATION

Particle Measurlai Systems Particle Spectrometers measured the aerosol size distributions. These
probes function as part of the Mobile Laboratory schematic shown in Figure 13, which indicates two
primary sets of sensors. The meteorological set on the upper left Includes devices for monitoring air
temperature, dewpoint, wind speed and wind direction. On the upper right are t-jo Particle Spectrometers.
One is an Active Aerosol Spectrometer Probe, which measures particles in the size range of 0.1 to 2.0
micrometer radius. The second is a High Volume Classical Scattering Probe, which covers a size range
of 1.0 to 15 micrometer radius. The electronics which handle the data from the sensors are in the
Mobile Laboratory &ad are illustrated in three columns. The center column shows the Particle Measuring
Systems (PMS) electronics, which include the data buffer and a digital magnetic tape where the
information from all sensors is stored every second.

Simultaneously, the system feeds the information 1. o the PUP 11/34 Data Acquisition System for real
time processing. The user may specify averaging timesu. Da•a LUIUL.L&LI *luV Lhc *StnviaL5L u-f
aerosol size distributions from the probe data and the calculation, from these distributions, of
extinction coefficients for five arbitrary wavelengths by the Mie scattering theory. A disc stores
resultant extinction coefficients, size distributions, and averaged meteorological parameters at the
end of each averaging period; this data later produces time plots or cross-correlation plots.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 16 an example of real time output from the computer program. The top line shows the year,
day, tine of day, and the averaging time. The next litne of numbers gives the air temperature,
dewpoint, wind speed, wind direction, barometric pressure, partial pressure of water vapor, and the
relative humidity. The plot is dN/dR plotted versus R in a log-log form, where N is the particle
concentrati'n and R is the particle radius.

The or-line program uses the distribution to calculate in real time, the particle number density,
-h- ciosa-s-c-iJal a density, &ad the ".v-l. dclncty. The re,,-.L. Of thnCe ca!cu.1nti4ne appeAr

oirectly beneath the plot. Finally, from the distribution, the extinction coefficients at five
wavelengths are calculated in real time, as shown on the last line. These extinction coefficients,
obtained from tic theory, give only the extinction due tc the aerosols; no molecular absorption or
Rayleigh scattering is included.

Figure 17 is a list of the twelve field experiments where we have obtained aerosol size distribution
data. They include inland, coastal, and open sea locations. Those marked with the circled crosses
indicate the locations reported in this paper.

As the first example, Figure 18 is a set of size distributions obtained on the open sea 651t
off the coast of Nova Scotia. These result from ths ship encountering a fog bank. Distributions
are shown for the aerosol outside, near the edge, and inside the fog. Note that for the three

locations the shape of the distributions are quite similar except for the bimodal property of the
curve for the INSIDE chae.

Figure 19 shows another set of distributions obtained on rthe ship cruise of the previous example.
The circles indicate a distribution from the middle of the North Atlantic. The triangles sre
for an aerosol in the middle of the Mediterranean. Note that neither display an obvious see-spray
hump in the large particle region. The solid curve denotes the Maritime Aerosol used in LOWTRAN 3B.

Figure 20 is an example of data for a beach environment, obtained on the coast of Florida. The
variation in the three curves seems to be a result of different relative humidity and wind direction
conditions. The diamonds are for a low humidity case where the wind was primarily from the open
sea, but in such a directin that it was nearly parallel to the beach at the point of measurement:
very little surf existed. The solid circles are for a case of wind from the land, agaia of low
humi.ity. The circled croases are for wind from the sea nearly normal to the buachi the surf spray
blew dl-ently toward the particle counters.
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Allhough the distributions of the last example seem to nave quite different shapes, when we caicui"
the extinction coefficients as a function of wavelenlth as shown in Figure 21 we find those resultant
curves to be quite similar. This is, however, not the usual case, as the next example will show.
(The calculated points are for the wavelengths of 0.55, 1.05, 3.8, and 10.0 micrometers.)

Before going further, we should point out that results from measurements with humidities Ices than 70%
are suspect In several ways. The size distributions are suspect in themselves because low humidity
causes an uncertainty in both the index of refraction and the sphericity of the particles. The
particle counters are not strongly sensitive to index changes because of the near-forward scattering
angles used in the measurement "ceuss. However, they are certainly affected by the sphericity. The
second stag. of uncertainty comes in the calculation of the extinction coefficient. Here both the
index and the sphericity affect the answer. A sensitivity study of index changes can give an estimate
of the effect for that portion of the problem, but the effect of the sphericity is harder to pred'ct.

Thus, we consider our results here to be good for the higher humidity cases, but to have obvious
problems fir conditions of low humidity. However, in the general references to distribution shapes,
although several of those shown have low humidities, similar examples exist with high humidities,
such that the comments still pertain.

Figure 22 shows two distributions from a series of measurements at Dahlgren, Virginia '-n the banks
of the Potomac River. Although the large size counts are nearly Identical, the smaller particles are
much more numerous for the higher humidity case. Wind and temperature conditions were similar for
the two measurement periods.

Figure 23 shows calculated curves for extinction coefficients from the distributions shown in Figure 22.
Here, the curves are quite different. Note, in particular, that an attempt to predict the IR extinction
from a visibility measurement would not produce satisfactory results for both cases; i.e., the ratios
of visible to IR are definitely not the same for the two cases.

The distributions shvwn in Figure 24 were measured at a site 6.5km inland from San Clemente, California.
The solid circles are representetive of the typical aerosol we measured over a two week period on a
twanty four hour basis. The circled crosses sho.e the distribution from an unusually clear day;
Santa Catalina Island, at a distance of 80km, could be seen clearly A morr.ing fog is raspý,sible for
the distribution shown by the diamonds. Because of the large number of particles beyond the limits
of the counters an extinction calculation for the fog case would not be accurate. To correct this
deficiency, we have recently added a third counter will extend the particle size range tr 150 micrometer&
radius.

The two distributions shown in Figure 25 were obtained at the NRL Chesapeake Bay Division, b0km east
of Washington, D.C. The circled crosses show a dietribution which is typical of a clear winter day
In the area. The solid circles denote a measurement result which wae actually obtained from a light
fog, even though the disthibution i not typical of other fogs we have wasured. The primary difference
is the lack of large particles. For this case an extinction calculation for the fog would not be
confronted with the accuracy problem mentiored before.

The distribution comparison shown in Figure 26 shows two winter measurement results from similar
locations 60km apart on the Chesapeake Bay. These are presented together because the distributions
cross in the center, making the difference in the overall slopes obvious.

Similarly, the extinction coefficient curves shown in Figure 27, derived from the distributions in
Figure 26 also .ross, indicating once tagin, the difficulty of predicting IR extinction from visibility
measurements alone.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of presenting this paper is twofold: One is to show the widely varying shapes a partirle
size distribution can asume--even in seemingly similar clear air conditions, The other is to report
to the comunity that we have an enormous collection of aerosol size distributtons which will soon be
available. These distributions were obtained over a wide variety of documented conditions in different
locations. Hopefully, these data wil, prove useful in the validaýion of aerosol models.
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Table 1. Comparisons of Measured and Calculated Molecular Absorption for 22 DF Laser Lineo for a
Water Vapor Partial Pressure of 14.26 torr.

POSITION ip(kntI) 4-XP-CAL)ICAL UEXP/CAL

LINE (Cm- 1) EXP CAL % D|FF %

P3(10) 2496.721 .0516 .0514 .4 4.7
P3(9) 2521.169 .0364 .0366 - .5 12.5
P2(12) 2527.391 .0340 .0346 - 1.7 4.0

P3(8) 2546-375 .0561 .0511 9.9 9.3
P2(11) 2553.952 .0360 .03eS - 1.3 16.0
P3(7) 2570.522 .G701 .0648 8.2 5.7

P2(1.) 2580.096 .0736 .0G78 8.7 17.7
P3(6) 2594.197 .0364 .0308 !8.1 8.8
P2(9) 2605.606 .0554 .0513 8.0 16.2

P3(5) 2617.366 .0221 .02292 - 3.5 10.7
P2(8) 2631.007 .0302 .0360 - 16.0 13.3
P2(7) 2655.663 .1023 .1004 1.8 4.4

P1(10) 2665.219 .0460 .0381 20.5 16.7
P2(6) 2680.179 .0639 .0600 6.6 7.2
P1(9) 2691.606 .0435 .0463 - 6.1 6.9

P2(5) 2703.999 .0284 .0300 - 5.3 12.0
P1(8) 2717.538 .1456 .1437 1.3 2.5
P2(4) 2727.309 .0437 .0574 - 23.8 4.5

P1(7) 2742.997 .0311 .0350 - 11.1 12.3
P2(3) 2750.094 .0457 .0425 7.6 11.0
P1(6) 276T.968 .0764 .0876 - 12.2 8.1
P1(5) 2792.434 .0661 .0705 - 6.3 1.6

JULY t1@?
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Figure 1. Tiransmitter 65tatlon tor Long~ Fath Laser Extinction rheasureCent5. From Left to Rignt:7

Office Trailer and M~eteorological System Electionics, Vacuum Pump Trailer, Optical Trans-
mitter Tzialer, Supply Trailer.
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Figure 13. A Comparison of Data Shown in Figure 12 to the N2 Continuum and H20 Continuum Models of Butch,
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Figure 17. List of Recent Field Operations Conducted by the Laser/Aerosol Interaction Section, Optical
Radiation Branch (NRL Code 5568).
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DISCUSSION

R.A.McClatchey, US
Size distribution measurements are quite difficult to perform, especially for the larger particle sizes. How were the
NRL measurements calibrated and how much confidence do the authors have in the measurcments?

Author's Reply

We have used the calibration provided by the manufacturer in all cases. In the past we havr compared calculated
extinctions with simultaneous measured transmissions. The comparisons, when wind direction and relative humidity
are taken into account, give us fairly high confidence in the measurements.

J.Abele, FRG
You have shown the large fluctuations of the aerosol with regard to concentration and size distribution. Do you
intend to include turbulence measurements in your aerosol measuring programme to get an idea of the magnitude
of the fluctuations by correlating turbulence and aeroso! measurements?

Author's Reply
We have considered measuring the turbulence along with the aerosols but have not yel done so.
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A MODEILIN(; PROGRAM FOR TIlL I'{I2DICTION OF ATMOSPIIIiRIC EFFILCTS ON 13-0 SENSOR PLRHIOq4MNCl:

Richard B. Gomez
US Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory

llectionics Research and Development Command
White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico 88002, USA

ABSTRACT

United States and NATO Military forces are increasingly relying on new sophisticated weapons systems
which have greater range, accuracy, and lethality than those of previous wars. Chrracteristic of most of
these systems is their dependence on electro-optical (E-O) sensors which are stron;ly influenced by the
operating atmospheric environment. Taerefore, It is extremely important that the effects of the atmosphcre
(or smoke obscurant) on the effectiveness of E-O sensors be clearly characterized in an analytical form
that permits reliable assessment through simulation of the actual E-0 sensor field performance.

Both natural and battlefield induced adverse atmospheric con;itions impose severe limitation.; on the
performance and battlefield effectiveness of E.-O surveillance and weapons systems. There are limited
programs in the US and NATO which are addressing the effects of countermeasures (CH) smoke, natural atmos-
pheric dust, fog, haze, rain and snow on E-O systems. These efforts which are beginning to provide the
information needed for quantitative answers to questions concerning natural and CM smoke atmospheric
limitotions shouid he strengthened and better coordinated. There is also a need for special emphasis In
the area of battlefield induced contaminants (SIC), since this area is not now being adequately addressed.
PIC refers to the incidental manmade battlefield aerosols that arise as a result of military activities
other than deliberate employment of countermeasure smoke. Studies have shown that anthropogenic dust,
explosion dehris, smoke froe. burning wreckage and vegetation, and related materials can seriously impede
the use of E-O systems. In some cases BIC and/or natural adverse weather can exceed CM smoke in ability
to disrupt the performance of E-O weapons systems.

The Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (AS!.) has an ongoing atmospheric modeling program, supported by
laboratory and field measurments, aimed at characterizing and predicting the effects of battlefield
aerosols and 2ases on the effectiveness of [-O sensors. Details of this program and an overview of a
supporting measurement work effort are described in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of electro-optical (1-O) sensors into modern military equipment and weaponry has
revealed deficiencies in the capability to predict the effectiveness of such devices. These deficiencies
are greatest for low visibility conditions resulting from either adverse weather, the deployment of smoke
a. a scrccnlng agent, cr batti.f. ed induced contarinst. (RIC). By BIC we mesn the incidental anthro-
pogenic battiefield gases and particles that are the natural by-products of wcapon firings and explosions
and other military activities other than deliberate employment of countermeasure smoke. It has been shown
that vehiculzr dust, explosion debris, smoke from burning wreckage and vegetation, and related materials
can seriously impede the use of E-O systems. In some cases the adverse weather or BIC can exceed counter-
measures smoke in ability to disrupt the performance of E-0 weapons systems. As such, in order to optimize
intelligent decisions concerning design, development, procurement, and tactical deployment of these systems
it is essential that all battlefield environmental limitations be adequately understood on a theoretical or
a sufficiently substantiated empirical basis.

The scientific community has much information about the natural atmospheric environment but not all
that it needs. In particular, the vertical characteristics of clouds and fog, etc., including liquid
water content, are not sufficiently known. Furthermore, the climatology data which exists does not have
sufficient vertical definition. Eien so, enough is knovit to answer many basic questions. For battlefield
environmental conditions, however, there are some important unknown areas that arise. The first real
difficulty lies in simply determininu what a battlefield aerosol really is. It is not known with certainty
what materials (gases or particulates) will be present, which materials or optical phenomena have the most
impact of E-0 systems, or which contribute only minor effects in terms of general military operations. It
is known that the size distributions of vehicle dust and high encrgy shell impact dusZ will be much differ-
ent from those of known natural atmospheric dust. But no informstion is availrble on what new discributions
to expect, or the impact of such distributions on the performance of imaging systems, BIC will have a wide
range of new materials present, particularly in the form of smoke frod burning equipment and vegetation.
There is a potential for some surprising effects in the area, particularly as far as laser propagation is
concerned. Anthropogonic dust will have important optical properties that are dependent on geographic
locality (soil type, for example), season (soil! moisture) and meteorological conditions. One of the most
pressing pzoblems in atmospheric optics today is to relate the aerosol effects on the battlefield to
measurable meteorological parameters. BIC may pose special problems in establishing these relationships.
It is not feasible to measuxe all of the potentially important combinations of battlefield aerosols and
measurable meteorological parameters. One must progress in a way that systematically samples some situ-
ations and then extrapolates and interpolates the rest through a viable modelling program.

1here are limited programs today in the US and NATO which are addressing the effects of countermeasure
smoke and natural adverse weather on E-0 systems. These efforts are beginning to provide the Infoeration
needed to give quantitative answers to questions concerning natural atmospheric and smoke screening
limitations. These efforts should be strengthened and better coordinated. In addition there is a need for
special emphasis in the area of battlefield environmental conditions since this asea is not now being
adequately addressed. The problem of assessing the impact on E-0 systems of battlefield gases and aerosols
whether naturally, u intentionally, or deliberately produced needs additional emphasi.. This paper
presents the modeling program of the US Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (ASL) and associated laboratory
and field measurement work designed to help provide this additional emphasis.
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2. BACKGROUND

L-O systems capabilities are closely related to the mesoscale meteorological parameters. However,
these mesoscale parameters (observables) for the most part are not directly applicable to E-0 systems
performance drtermination (hence referred to as secondary EOMET parameters). These data need to be
reduced to a meaningful form through the development of relationships between bulk meteorological data
affecting 1:-0 systems performance and microscale atmospheric meteorological and -4ptical parameters used
directly in the modeling of atmospheric effects on E-0 systems performance determination. The micro-
scale optical and meteorological factors used directly in assessing the E-0 systems performance are
referred to collectively as primary EOMET. In many cases the mesoscale weather parameters can be
predicted (either in a probabilistic or deterministic sense) from local or regional weather observations.
However, rigorous connectives between secondary LOMET and primary FOMET have yet to be demonstrated.
Certain connections such as the relationship between molecular concentraitions and molecular line absorption
are well known and have been rigorously validated. However, even here, differences of opinion exist as
how to incorporate most efficiently and accurately these results in simple modeling codes. For other
situations, such as aerosol haze and fog conditions frequently encountered in Western Europe, many
approaches have been suggested but none have been adequately validated.

In response to the requirements for a bettc' understanding of the atmospheric optical environment
expressed at the Office of the Director of DefePn.e Research and Engineering (ODDR&l) Atmospheric Workshop
in December 1976 [ODDRiE, 1976] and by the Joint Depities for Laboratories Committee's Night Vision Tech-
nology Panel, the Trn-Service Atmospheric Optics Working Group developed a strategy plan [US ARMY ERACCOM.,
1977] for the development and validation of a library of algorithms and computer codes that describe the
atmospheric effects on F-O sensors. The computer modeling portion of this approach for the US Army is
already underway in the ASL in the effort entitled "Eloctro-Optical Sensor Atmospheric Effects Library
(E-O SALL)". The objective of the ASL E-O SAEL program is the development and validation of an oper-
ational propagation code or library of codes for the accurate representation of the effects of atmospheric
aerosols/gases/BIC on the effectiveness of E-0 sensors. These codes will accept secondary EOMI

(measurables) parmeters and produce information needed for the assessment of the effectiveness of E-O
sensor performance under projected battlefield environmental conditions. This work is providing to the

US and NATO the atmospheric effects description of the gas and aerosol limitations on E-0 weapons systems
and identifying the knowledge and data deficiencies that prevent adequate modeling of E-0 systems
performance. The E-O SALL models naturally lead to field and laboratory experimental work required to
fill data base deficiencies.

The problem itself is extremely complex. It requires the sorting out of a large number of related
problems (composition and size distributions of aerosols, combustion products, gaseous components,
explosive debris, synergistic effects, geographic variation, meteorological conditions. etc.). A strictly
empirical approach of performing field tests for all potential environmental and battlefield conditions

is, of course, impractical. Consequently, a balance between empirical and theoretical approaches is
considered in order. Field tests and laboratory studies will be particularly useful in developing
computerized atmospheric propagation models for E-.O systems applications.

Long-term field activity cannot be planned with high degree of detail because measurements needed
in one time frame are going to depend on what was learned just a few months earlier. However, ASL is
planning FY78-79 activities aimed at measuring particle size distribution and transmission effects of two
of the obvious battlefield dust constituents: explosion debris and vehicular dust. Analysis of these
data will establish the need and extent of further measurements. As FY78 data becomes available
preliminary models will be consLructed (usiog data available from other sources as well). These models
will then bh tested in more general situations.

A variety of individual atmospheric effects models (algorithms, computer codes or data sets) is in
existence and in use to some extent within the E-0 community. Major deficiencies have been identified
as currently existing in these models that seriously limit their applicability for 1-0 sensor performence

analysis. The most apparent shortcomings fur the most widely used models are the following:

(1) The models have not been subjected to broad experimental reviews to validate their apnlicabilittes
for desired analysis tasks, in addition none addresses the question of the effect of BIC on the performance

of E-O systems.

(2) For the most pert, detailed sensitivity analyses to determine the sensitivity of input parameters
to o'tput predictions have not been undertaken.

(3) The most widely used model, i.e., LO'IiIAN [SELBY, 1978] is currently used for both gaseous
absocption and natural aerosol scattering propagation predictions. There currently exists serious concern

in the model user community as to the validity of the aerosol portion of the model for application to low

visibility atmospheric paths. On the other hand, the gaseous absorption portion of LOWTRAN for the visible

and infrared spectral regions appears suitable for current technology E-0 sensors calculations. There is,

however, the question as to the validity of LOWTRAN gaseous absorption calculations for the advanced FLIRs
where transmission well below 10% must be accurately predicted. In addition the spectral region is generally
ign, "ed above 30 micrometers, at least from a practiial analysis standpoint, and the LOWTRAN procedure is
not valid for spectral resolutlons finer than 20 crr' .

The version of 1-O SAEL which will address these deficiencies will consist of a library of

validated atmospheric optics models which can be used with confidence in predicting the atmospheric effects
on the performance of E-0 systems foe Army missions throughout the world. The initial phase of this inves-

tigation (interim version of E-O SAEL) will focus on meteorological conditions and empirical relationships
which produce lower bounds on E-O system performance for missions in the European theater. Since the

system limitations here are strongly related to aerosol/smoke attenuation/obscuration, these phenomena

will receive primary emphasis. The final objective of this preliminary investigation to be concluded by

4QFY79 is to provide the user with a single source library (interim E-0 SAEL.) which can provide an

appropriate validated atmospheric optics model for his particular application. Later phases of the inves-
tigation wilt consider a wider rang: of theaters and optical effects.
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3. OESCRPTION OF BAYFLLFIELD ATMOSPlIERIC ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON E-O SYSTEMS

We shall now describe those measurements which are necessary fon th" determination of the initial input
parameter, for modeling the batt'efield atmospheric environmental effects on E-O systems. In all cases
where f- ible the following climatology should be recorded: unconditional probabilities (frequency of
occurrei percentages), conditional probabilities (recurrence) and parsistency. Time scales should include
time periods of an hour or less. The discussion will follow the flow chart given cy Figure 1.

The sourccs of atmospheric obscuration can be placed into two categories: those arising from naturel
sources (nioural weather) and those .- rising from man's hiteraction with the environment (anthrupogenic
sources). Molecular absorption phe'..,..na for the natural weather category will not be discussed because,
for th2i mos'. pait, existeit moael provide adequate anssers and hence require minimal model development.

3.1 Natural Sources of Gbscuration

We shall distinguish between cases or relatively high visibility for E-O systems (V> 5 ks) and cases
of relatively low visibility (V Sz kn) in order to dual separately with the problems of ligl.t haze and
generally bright skies on the one hand end very hazy or foggy conditions on the other hand.

3.1.1 high Visibility

Jf we consider generally sunny or bright days or clear nights with light haze and discrete clouds,
then it is necessary to develup so-called haze models, cloud models, and turbulence models.

(1) Haze Models

Models used for characterizin8 atmospheric haze need aow~uremraents of the spectral optical thickness
spectral optica' depth versus altitude and the volume sea.tering and voluoe extinction coefficients. In
addition, one should aljo have estimates of the coaplex refractive index or composition of the aerosols
and the partiý.le number density distribution.

(2) lurbulence lodels

because tuibulence eddies exist in the utnsasphere, radiation does not propagate along straight lines
but wander., along the path. This large-scale effect., along with the small-scale effects of scintiliation
and image distortion, necessirates the measureacnt of 011C LOCFi(i:-irhL uf tcwpeiatuure.,t
the atnospnere. These measurements ahould be performed as a function of time of day and altitude f r
various haze and cloud conditions.

(1) Cloud Models

Clouds which are finite in size can alter the radiation field in the atmosphere. In addition, there
is some correlation between cloud type and haze condit.ion. Measurements are needed to determine the
spectral optical th'rkness, water content, size, altitude, temperature, and types of cleuds. A measure-
ment of these parameters will eiable modelers to calculete the scatterinh and emission preperties of
clouds.

3.1.2 Low Visibility

For atmospheres of low vi-sibility (V 'S km) more d- ailed measurements are necessary because of the
greater num-er of variables and inhomog-ni-Li,* afUf.cting •he G-t--"- Observations ... We.Cn • •er-ally

tategorizc these atmosphecres into two states: (1) stable weather, i.e., those conditions which are
characterized by steady-state conditions, and (2) unstable weather, i.e., those conditions represented
by rapidly changing weather such as variable wind and storms.

(I) Stable 0eathnr

Stable weather can he divided into two classes: one which is characteristic oz" moist ox humid
conditions and ohe which is representative of dry conditions.

(a) Moist

Moist weather a,, also be subdivided into two classes: precepitating and su.spended. Precipitating
cudtions are represen.ced by rain, sn w, slest and hail and require transmission measurements as well
as measorema,its of total rate, e.g., in gm/cm -sec along with size and temperature of the particles.
Suspended couditions are sepresonted by fog, mist, and haze. For this case measurements are needed of the
spctrar? optical thik:kness, spectral optical depth versus altitude, and voluM.e scattering and volume
extinction coefficients, the single scatterig phase function, the particle numbe, density distribution
and the tcomplea refractive index of the particles. In addition, it would be desirable to measure the
liquid uinter columfs density or sass olaUMn density. All of these measurements should te made at various
aititudes in order to obtain i. verrica, profile of each p.raeter.

(b) Dry

Dry weather can be characterized by the lack of hater vapor and liquid water in the atmosphere.
Repucsutativs examples_ include dry haze, dust, and smoke. In order to mouel such conditions it is
necessary thrt seisurements b,: made of the spectTal optical thickness and all of the other parameteri
wihch are measared thr the case of moist suspenued conditior. with the exception of liquid water cointent.
In ,ddition, the temtnierature of the smokes should be measured.
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(2) Unstabl. Weather m

Unstable weather can be characterized by rapidly changing conditions. Generally, moist and dry
conditions also exist here as in the stable weather conditions.

(a) m.oist

Moist weather is represented by violent activity such as hurricanes, cyclones and blizzards.
Guneral measurements include the size or extent of the storm, prvs~ur'; variations and wind speed.

(b) Dry

Dry weather is represented by dust storms and dust dzvils. As in the moist condition, measurements
shoulu be made of the size or extent of the storm, pressure variations, and wind speed.

3.2 Azathropogenic Sources of Obscuration

We shall now consider sources of atmospheric obscuration resulting from human intervention with the
environment. There are two classes of these sources: those arising from inadvertent modification of
the atmosphere and those arising from deliberate interaction with the environment.

3,2.1 Unintentional

In the catugory of unintentional sources of environmental modification we consider gases, p-rticulat
and thermal gradients resulting from non-combat related anthropogenic sources (industries, cities, etc.)
and Bit.

(1) Gases

LxEraneous. gases are often introduced into the atmosphere as a result of, for example, exhaust etission
from vehicles, debris fros explosions, and combustion processes. The concentrations and types of the
gaseous products should be measured.

(2) Particulates

Extraneous particulates are often introduced into the atmosyhere a-- a result of. for example, bombs or
otsbaruuelL ofLU tt1a,, elaviaatl frlGan' as,..........a dus, an- --- exls -ors
Measurements should he made of the spectral optical thickness of the medium, the volume scattering and
volume extinction coefficients, the complex refractive index of the particulates, and the size distribution
(to include number densities or mass concentrations).

(3) Thermal Gradients

Thermial gradients arise from populated areas as a result of space heat~ig, industrial activity, and
vehicles. Major sources of :ocal thermal gradients on the battlefield include burning vehicles, high
energy explosions, etc, This inadvertent hcating of the environment can alter the optical propertiet of
the atsosphere. A5 a rus~ilt, it is necessary that one measure the temperature and wind velocity as a
function of time in areas immediate to the sites o.' interest.

3.2.2 Deliberate (Screens)

Gascs and par' ;ula-s may... be intr4.d..,ced, into tht mot.-fnphere iJ., a.Felibera.e manner such -1 in
countermeasure tar: cicst.

(I) &,ses

Gases may be deliberately injected into tho atauspheuic aetiiu-. Their type, concentration, and

d.spersive charact:-: %hould be know, or .easured.

(2) Particulates

Particulates it,, include dust, foam. hubbles, etc) may also &v deliberately injoccted into 'Ne atmos-
phere as a counterhensu~e tactic. This could be accomplished by smoke munitiona or intentions. Inw-
bards~ent of thu terrain. The refractia index, size distribution and concentration of particul, tis
should, be measured as t.%I' ms the volume scattering aru: t'Ilaae extinction coefficients of the med.;'-sm as
a function ot time and Jocatioa.

4. RELAT14N•-', 'PS OF MEASUJRhI&NTS TO j.ijiEL UN'ERWAIPMClES

Th:e matrtces shown in Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the close relationships batween the E-0 SAFL critical
modeling uncertainties and associated measurements. The letter L5 each natris position indicates the
priority a particltr - ,e.-onbment is assigned for solving a pytitcular maieling p.iobire, E as a matrix
elvmont Indicates ý.h:-t C r u'eu t is absolutelf eienti.il for the Dueling eifort. E, irdicats a
measurevent banic, '!x >-lghly Ž-ssitable. U indicates csrtu_ tyYvs e ict5 such as long-poth 'pectral trans-
mission and path radiat,ce, for uxax&le, ac:tch provide useful ot- • ltxy r.ffaration for aereuit growmh
model verification. Blasns spaces indicate tae b,,,..ra-.-, ih a; v oar value or iirelevant fo;" cAdxtntmiVg
that particular maudtl urx.;rtainty.

Figure 2 show- the relevvan modeling u:certainties s.:rd asocsrtcd measuraelmnt•% v'l.ired for E-O
modeling of n.-turally occurr-:lg atmospheric attenuatit,,, hlthouih th!r entries in :1.- .rstrix irdi. :a.u ch
valuc ot various n.jasurwmeUL teciiniques there are many subtl, curislderitcans which caunot bb repres.',te'I

tn" s ahivl'e format-. For examsle in order to mosil the altitude dapcuaden-:e of serosois the LIDAR Pen be
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a valuable tool. However, LIDAR data is presently difficult to interpret and answers only part of the
problem On the other hand, balloon-borne point sampling measurements can provide valuable information on
aerosol altitude dependence. However, this type of measurement is difficul" logistically and relatively
slow in collecting data. The measurement techni.'"!es selected .a'-st also ts consistent with the current
mudeling status. For example, although models cJaa be used to attack funtdax.sr'al problems of aerosol
growth, the direct size distibution sampling is pr,,!rred. Oncc leal aerosol growth models have been
developed it may be more advantageous to u3e a LiGAw mea.surcrent to collect large statistical samples of
aerosol spatial distributions.

The relationships between the modeling and measurements require. for modelin! BIC characterization
are illustrated in Figure 3. The problems here are somewhat differen, from those with tha: natu-ally
occurring aerosols since BIC consists of a much mor..• diverse range cf c"atcrials g&n,'rated L. multiple
point sources. Most aerosols arising from natural ourcc-. are relatively homogTaeous in contrast to
aerosols arising from anthropogenic sources which .'t localized and result in smoke or dust plumes
which have large spatial and temporal variations. ui.cause of this atmospheric mixing, it is even
difficult to obtain source mass release rates fo. suoh aerosols as battlefield ssokes and vehic!e dust
clouds. BIC modeling is in a very primitive state. Thus, the emphasis ir the near term shusll probably
be to get quick results to bound the seriousness of vari..:s anthropogenic sources and guide detaileid
measurements and modeling. The BIC modeling in some c.s,:" %iso requires uinique measurement capabilities
as coapazed to other conditions. In these cases, it may b desirable to utilize advanced remote measure-
ment techniques similar to those being developed for poilltizn monitoring problems. Th.se methods might
include the development of new measrement techniques, such as molecular-sensitive LIDAR. or improved
analysis for carrent instrumentation, such as developxent of aatomatic analysis prograos for Fourier
Transform Spectrometer (FTSJ data.

5. CURRENT EFFORT

The ASL has an ongoing atmospheric effects modeling ard meas.iremc't, r,-gtam, establ hed several
years ago, with general objectives to further develop Ut. capability tc ;:-edict thc sffeo s of battle-
field envirorments on L-O systems. Models have been devele-psa w•.,iz't atd-, the at'&s•aeric effecis of
absorption and scattering in a comprehensive manner requira:ag as '.,*tý ,ltaiAed i,:rsaosge of the physical
and optical properties of the particular aerosciigss dats. These codte;zpsl' the :ra:c-of-the-art
in radiative transfer and atmospheric transmission medeli,; and Can;e in scut 'c -m [•.,'t G..rt multiple
scattering codes to specialized band Kodeis for the trentmient C" mo':-u-ar as.-,rpt n' a. ,; ";'aerosoi
obscuration models. The ASL can perform lxne-by-l4ne spectral cslvulari',ns o' r.o)e.:ular .mior,;ticn
utilizing Lorentzian, Doppler, collisionaliy-narrowed, ýoi,:c :. genataiasid Yiijt Ika- --.-_1? Res%'lZs
have been puni••hed in ihnc and -u.hi" ircaý. sa "es:.rr .'o.ii. , .bh .. C' 'j _-x•. s.-ulecular
system calculated from basic semiquantal tneo-y an- :",, "a 'M ,et ...,!. foi ".2 Zn,. ,.';' SM1' 3 inc
shape computation [GOMLZ. ec al., 1975; 1977. 1978;.'JU.. "i. . 9,, iY7 ", Ct :, .I •o
PIERLUISSI. et al., 1975, 1976, 1977, 1973). The -•;e rh..t t r C2 -.; V 'ý.t.ohg cobj.6aealaaary program in
the measurement and characterization ox aerescl ans.; c-Is;.e sseqrýt *.-.-:,-erties has aided the mod.eling
work considerably.

.MODELING PROGRAM STRATGY

Althougn the gathering and archivwng of EOKiT data ', k tc.euely fnortant, it i. not ar end in itself.
For one thing, observable meteorological pnrameters, far :-,- i c7 part, are secondary rOMLT p;nar.eters
which are not directly applicable to F 0 system performance uet.'r-:nstioa. -ihes, data i.'ed to be reduced
to a meaningful form through the de-elupment of relationshsps between bul>. observations and prima;-y EOCHT
parameters directly affecting E-0 sytn pcrformwica. The developa-rnt of models to provide th.Ls link
between systems performance and atmospheric ob:e-ables is widely recp~nised by nu-,ecous groups as the
necessary key to suc..ssfUl m i tn of E-- .. technology. .h. reqirement his surface.d i;n
reconmenoations by Tr--S-,rvice Worsing Groups such a3 tr.o L-0 Sensor Atwsphtric Optics and Atr'ospheric
Propagation Working G JC' ¶CS ARMY ERADCO#, 1977] as weil as in the re:%nt tVORgE ý.,- e:ecte Se, .'rng
of the Boundary Layer Worxshops [OOUR6E, 1976; RLrMNKE, 1977]. Models also provice req-.emenste ot accuracy
and resolution of field measurements and insure that measuzeme-as are not 'illy-,illly bu. qctually contri-
bute to our phenomenological undeistanding of the atmospheric effects on the per1.;.manre r.' effectiveness
of the E.- weapon or communication sy-tems.

The detailed input requiremeats o& the comprehensive research atmospheric radiative transfer models
are rarely available in a battlefield environment. tnly secondary ECNET parameters may be available.
Hence, current modeling and measurements efforts at the ASL aim to develop methods to link these secondary
El_-LET parameters to E-O system performance. The success of these effort. will allow optimization of sensor
deployment and tactics for various weather and battlefield environments in different -renarios.

The approach is dependent on well-documented climatological data 0,.ch is currently crude or non-
existent. Time sc'les in the order of three hour periods are unaccepticte it battles are wcn or lost
in an hour or less. With the available or near-ters modern technology, this will probably be the case.
Hence, better climatology is needod. Mo•t of the currently available historical measurements do not
relate to srecific E-0 requirements. This needs to change. The current effort addresses these problems.

The current program stra, sgy as•o involves the development of an interim E-O atmospheric effects code
or codes based largely on measurements. Mea:urements are planned to allow "bri-te force" methods to be
used to provide adequate results witlhin a reasonable time frame. Advanced versions of [--9 SAIL will be
dependcnt or thb more fruitful but higher aisk technology of effectively parameterizing primary [OM[F
data to achieve the desired engiveering solution. This approach will run in parallel with the "brut,
force" approach. Hence, more field and laboratory measurements will be needed.

E-3 SAEL codes will be modular, simple and understandable, adaptive, easy to control, complete
in important viattera, and easy to communicate with. They will bridge the gap brtweena the specialist in
atmospheric optics and the operational user of these techniqu-s. This is necessary if there Is to he
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a constructive exchange of infunoation between user and modeler, which is needed to meet the Army's
requirements in this area. f

Since the modeling of the aerosol extinction is one of the highest priorities in the findings of the

recent ODDRfL1 Workshop jODDRtE. 1976], we need measurements of the spatial and temporal variation:' of
aerosol properties to include the explicit dependence of the aerosol on relative humidity and w~nd.
Current aerosol models generally vary only the total number density, keeping the shape of the particle
sit" distribution and its composition invariant with altitude [SIIF7rILE, 19761. This has to change lecause
in the real world all three quantities may vary. Hence, undci present plans, good surface level aer,)sol
mcasuremeits, as well as .ertical profiles will be made.

Currently models are being applied to determine the magnitude of error which can be tolerated for
each of the EOMET parameters. This sensitivity analysis will provide preliminary guidelines for further
field work. Aside from the natural aerosols such as fog and haze, the current modeling effort addresses
white phosphorus smoke. Other smokes will Ie addressed later. In particular, models are being used to
determine the characteristics of the itnosphere which will be useful in predicting the effects of
variable atmospheres on the performance of E-0 sensors under conditions of low visibility. The first
step in this process is establishing criteria for assessing and evaluating algorithms as to their uriCity
and accuracy for >-O SAEL. Having established the criteria which existing algori*hms and codes must hove
in order to be incorporated into the proposed E-u SAEL, it will then be necessary to acquire all models
which are available and exercise the compuLer codes to such an extent that their ranges of validity are
delineated. The current spectral region of interest is from the visible to 4mm to includn the particular
lasers Nd, YAG, CO , OF, [IF, and GaAs. Trhe sp'itial scale over which the models should be valid is of the
order of 3 to 5 kijoameters in the horizontal direction and below S km altitude and the state of the
atmosphere should be characterized generally by a visibility less than 5 kilometers.

Decreaseri vis-bility is caused by a variety of conditions: fog, dust, smoke, and hazes of different
kinds; and not all models can be expected to account for all of these conditions for the entire spectral
region conside:ed. It will therefore be necessary to identify the "gaps" which exist and arc not covered
by existing models. Suggestions will then be made either to modify the current models or to develop
new models in order to provide the capability which is needed for inclusion into the E-0 SAEL.

A conceptual illustration of how E-O SAEL might be configured is shown in Figure 4. ihe executzve
routine may consist of the code that communicates inputs/outputs (I/O) wl.th the user as weli as control
the call-up and I/O flow of the subroutines.

7. CLOSING REMARKS

The ASL plan includes near-term and long-term activities aimed at understanding, quantifying, and
predicting the battlefield environmental effects on E-0 systems. The near-term work will include two of
the obvious battlefield ccnstituents: explosion debris and vehicular dust. This work will provide the
beginning of some of the answers to the modeling problems mentioned earlier, and sensitivitv analysis
calculaLionis made on the data will establish the need and extent of further measurements. As data becoese
avai2ablc, preliminary model: will be constructed by using data available from various sources. It will
then he iecessary to tett these m:dels in situations more representative of the complex situation expected
under Itaaopean batt'efic'• conditions. lurrher work will be required to &adress the geographic dependent
probieins.

Fie!A .-.easurcments aid model validation work will move from specific field situations (such as fog)
tv...rd MoIe cotIploX case.:. The near-term goals a'e to: (i) develop and validate interim E-0 SAEL, (2)
characzerize the buttirfield Lcnvironpwent and identify the data gaps, (3) establish atmosphiric charactei-
iz~itcon s!d trwsmissicn techiological data bases with mobile mensrremens capab!lities, and (4) establish
a clltat'atgical Jata antd ioeml base. 'he long-term goals include: ii) development of advanced E-0 SAELs,
1) .aidatlon l .eo.le's, (3) dcvwtopmcrt of advanced atmospheric sensors and remote sensing techniques,
(4, .:iliestioll e rk..nuals a.d handbooks in atmospheric optics, and (5) d.velopment of r procotype system
f,k. tact tcr! use of c.-0 SAC-. To do this, the ASL E-O atmospheric transmission program divides into fouo
,'cior eft" A ach with its owi bj)ecti'e and approach as outlined below.

7 1 MAf'lc 1' FORl: ClI1MATOLOGY

7.1. Obj ,-'tivs :

(1) To ucquite, analyze, store. iectrleve, and disseminate information on primary and secondary
IKX4lI parameter! whi¢ch con-,tltute adverse atmospheric conditocs for E-0 systems.

(2) To deverop probabilistic statistical climatology models for adverse weaLher and COMET
parameters for u! t.r design and evaluation of tactical E-0 systems.

(3) To ide tfy data gaps and model deficiencieg, and initiate means to bridge these gaps and
correct these diifl :lencies.

(4) To proi.de a ccnsultart service to internial and exte-nal users.

7.1.2 Approach:

(1) Survey repositories (personal, national and international) climatological data to determine
the extent and availability of the data.

(2) Categorize the data according to the adverse effects on the operation of the dominant tactical
E-0 systems.

(3) Develop a erata and model base for the frequency of occurrence and the recurrence probability
-n 1s rlte o models of the atmospboric aerosol.



(4) Computerize the data hank.

(S) Identify data gaps ard model deficiencies and implement action to correct these problems
ti'rough in-house, contract, or grant research.

(6) Provide information summaries to both internal and external users.

7.2 MAJOR EFFORT: MODELING

7,2.1 Objectives:

(1) To develop the capability of predicting atmospheric txansmission under battlefield conditions
within the spectral region from tae visible to the millimeter as a function of user or research input
elements (e.g., ,iavelengtl,, temperature, pressure, visibility, atmospheric path, etc.).

(2) To model the atmospheric aerosol and gases to include BIC to provide input to tr&nsmission
and radiative transfer models.

(3) Address other modeling ro(euirements such as turbulence., smoke obhcuration, and transport
and difflision models.

7.2.2 Approach:

(1) Establish an initial predictive cnpability to provide transmission, transport and diffusion,
radiation transfer, smoke obscuration, and tu:'bulence predictions based on a state-of--the-art assemblage
of information and existent models.

(2) Based on prototype transmission and -adiatise t-ansfer models, initsi':e model isyrvuvements
to adddess adverse weather, countermeasure smokes, and 31C.

(3) To rejate user input elements (measurabies) to those required by the analytical transmission,
turbulence, smoke obscuration, transport and diffusion, ai•d radiative transfer models.

(4) Develop and taiior the aerosol and gaseous medels to provido: the input ipforn"ation required
by transmissioa, smoke obscuration, and radiative transfer models for realistic battlefield env'rotments.

(5) I)etermine the mirimum measurement requirements for a realistic user model (minimum set of
measurabies).

(6) Acquire and xercise turbulence and transport and dsffusion models for addresrlng the smoke

obscuration problem.

(7) Evaluate and validate the models by utilizing laboratory and field studies.

7.3 MAJOR EFFORT: LABORATORY MEASUREMIENTS

7.3.1 Objectives:

(1) To measure, under contralledl laboratory conditions, those chiaracteristics of the battlefield
gases and particles which affect the propagation of EM energy (in the spectral region fro, visible to
millimeter wavelengths).

To irsur, -. c- conr'--" 1-bva.t..ryonA~tivnnc the ineato of FM en-erg(ithA

spectrdl region from 0.3 to 4000 mlcrometers) with vaxious types of the atmospheric aerosols and gases
found in• battlifiold environnentts,

7.3.? Approach:

(I) Specify those gr-seous and. particulate components of the atmosphere and BIC which significantly
affect the propagation el LM energi.

(2J Measure the significant :;pectral, plhysical and/or chemical properties of samples "f these
gases and particuaates specified uider (1) for wavelengths from visible to X.illimeter.

(3) Measure the interactionT of EM inergy with v; oios natural and anthropogenic gas'. at low,

medium and ultrahigh spectral resolutton.

(4) Extend gas and particle sampling to a global scale.

(5) Develop or modify equipment .s dictated by program needs.

7.4 MAJOR EFFORT: FIELD MLANSUREFEI-NTS

7.2.1 Objecti.'cs:

(I) Te- measure the spatl.al and temporal distribution of the atuospheric aerosols and gases over a
variety of meteorolojical sad gnographical conditions.

t.C)(2) To establish uobile capability foi measaring the effect of thIe atmospheric medium (including
BIC) on the propagation ot energy In the spectral range frors 0.3 to 4000 micrometers.

(2) To moasur' the atmospheric transmis..on and scattering effects associated with selected EN
devices unde- a variety of mezeor l .rgica. conditions for natural arnd projected battlefield situations.
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7.4.2 Approach:

(1) Establish mobile computer-centered systems for measuring the temporal and spatial variabilities
of projected battlefield environments.

(2) Establish a measurement capability to: (1) test model and laboratory predictions of EM
interaction with the atmospheric medium (including battlefield conditions), (2) evaluate the performance.
of a given EM device, and (3) make in situ propagation measurements for specific applications.

(3) Make measurements at a variety of lucatiors (continental, coastal, oceanic, and high and low

latitude).

(4) Initiate a program for the development and utilization of LIOAR end other remote sersor. for
the measurements of the atmospheric, natural and battlefield aerosols.
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FIGURE 1: Ca~ogcrics of battlefield eriviroftier'ta. efrects on clectro-optical systems.
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DISCUSSION

N,G.Gergon, US
Under battlrfield conditions a great number of particles or aerosols are injected into the atmosphere. These can
cause both attenuation of the signal and a rise in the background (scattered) noise leve!. To what extent will this
condition degiade optical systemns by decreasing ratio of signal/noise.

Author's Reply
The extent of the signal/noise degradation under battlefield conditions depends upon many factors such as the types
and concentrations of the aerosols (or smokes), sky illumination, viewing angle, sensitivity, field of view (FOV), and
spectral response of the qensor. It depends on whether you arc using an active system (laser) or a passive Eystem
(FLIR) and possibly even the type of w-ather and terrain around you, We are currently investigating at the
Atmospheric Science Laboratory the answers to these questions using an obscuration model named ASLSOM.
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INTERIRETATION OF AIRBORNI: MEASUREMLNIS 01 ATMOSPHERIC EXTINCTION AND )
IRRADIATING I.J)XES IN GERMANY AND TIlL NETIIERLANDS

HI. von Redwitz
G-II. Ruppersberg
R. Schellhase
J. Weidner

I)tUTSCIIII FORSCItUNCS- UND VERSUCIISANSTAL'T FOR LU!:T- UNI) RAIJMFAItRT E.V.
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8031 Oberpfaffenhofen / Germany

ABSTRACT

Atmospheric contrast transmittance is dependend on thi atmospheric extinction
and the irradiating fluxes, and is severely influenced by weath-r conditions.

In addition to the corresponding research in the OPAQUE project, the DFVLR
carries out airborne measurements in the region between northern Germany, the Netherlands
and southern Germany. The optical equipment is simpler than the instrumentation used in
the C-130 of the AFGL. But measuring flights are performed during a 2-years period at
different times of the day for one week each month. 1he main attention therefore is set
to interpretations, in one hand standing in relation as close as possible to visibility
problems in practice, and in the other hand allowing to be classified by meteorological
routine-parameters. Beside beam transmittance and path reflectance, the slant meteorolo-
gical visibility range and in relation the slant detection range for visibility air-to-
ground and grounu-to-air seem to meet with this request under the prescribed conditions,
as is shown in examples.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the NATO-project "OPAQUE" (Optical Atmospheric Quantities in Europe)
(inkhAKKA, 1c... ...Ll. Insti..tt Cfor A4,,cnhric Phvqics connects the OPAQUE ground stations

in southern Germany, the Netherlands and northein Germany every month by means of a
series of measurement flights. As our measuring aircraft is much smaller than that oi
the AFGL, we can, of course, only measure a limited number of parameters. The large num-
ber of measuring flights as well as the extension of the area we have to overfly, allows
and at the same time requires a classification according to meteorological points of view
which have to be developped together with the Amt for Wehrgeophysik (Department for Mili-
tary Geophysics). The evaluation refers to the comprehensive research work of the AFGL
(DUNTLEY, JOHt'SON and GORDON). In order to find out appropriate marks of classification,
as fa: as they are not yet known, cases of practical interest are simulated by means of
a calculating programme.A further extension of the programme will also deal with the in-
fluence of different cloud forms.

2. MEASURING PROGRAM

The propeller aircraft BE 65 serves for the measuring purposes, having a ceiling
of 16.000 ft. The OPAQUE measuring flights are usually flown without oxygen in altitudes
of 10.000 ft. The average spvcd is 150 kts, the rate of climb respectively of vertical
descent during the measuring flights is approximately 800 - 1000 ft per minute.

Every month, for a week's time, day after day the northern and southern route
are flown starting from the base airport Cologne. The northern route (cruising altitude
10.000 ft) begins in the early hours of the morning, if possible before the formation
of thermal convection, with take-off at Cologne, leading over Wildenrath (low go), Ypen-
burg (low go near the OPAQUE measuring station) to Bremen, this being the appropriate I
airport situated nearest to the OPAQUE measuring station in Meppen. In the afternoonflying back to Cologne is done in opposite direction. Like the rorthern route, the sou-
thern one (cruising altitude 9.000 ft)begins in the early hours of the day before the :1
formation of thermal co'ivection with take-off at Cologne, then leads - at IFR - overStuttgart (low go) to O0Lrpfaffenhofen, and in che efternoon, vice versa, back to Cologne.
In case of VFR the low go will be effected right next to the OPAQUE ground station Birkhof
instead of Stuttgart.

The wish, however, to effect the morning flights before the formation of thermal
convection is contradictory to the demand that irradiance should not change too much. As
a compromise between these requirements and the technical reasons of the airport the
following flight times will be observed:

1;
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Dec. Jan./Nov. Febr./Oct. March/Sept. Apr./Aug.

9.00 - 12.00 8.30 - 11.30 8.00 - 11.00 7.30 - 10.30 '.00 - 10.00

12.30 - 15.30 13.00 - 10.00 13.30 - 16.30 14.00 - 17.00 14.00 - 17.00

May/July June

6.3C - 9.30 b.00 - 9.00

14.00 - 17.03 14.00 - 17.00

In addition to this program measuring flights were effected together with the
C-130 of AFGL (DUNTLEY et al. 1977) and during the measuring campaigns of our Visibility
Group (HOFFMANN) at Meppen and Eckernfdrde.

The optical measuring equipment is installed in a temperature-stabalized nose
container of the BE 65 (fig. 1). It consists of a photometer system, two pyranometers and
a backscatter sonde. The photometer system comprises 6 single photometers, 4 of which
are periodically deflected all 2 s for one second by an angle of 15 to mark inhomogenei-
ties of the radiance in the sky (the sun e.g). Measuring is done at wavelengths of 400 um,
resp. 550 um resp. 900 um with a halfwidth of approximately So um. The logarithms of the
measured 4uantities ar4 taken and are once a second transferred on tape.

Seen in flight direction, the photometers are mounted as follows (fig. 2):

photometer 1, view to the left; visual angle 500 normal to flight direction; +6.50 in
flight direction

photometer 2, upwards; +27.50 normal to flight direction; +6.50 to flight direction

photometer 3, forward; 30 above horizon (in normal straight flight at constant altitude);
visual angle +27,50 horizontal; +6.50 vertical; periodically deflected up-
ward by 150.

photometer 4, view to the right; visual angle 5S° normal to the flight direction; +6.50

in flight direction; periodically deflected by 15 in flight direction.

photometer 5, upwards; cos-characteristic with an aperture of 1600.

photmeter 6, do,-tnwarda; coAmcharcteristic with -In perture of !6
0
°.

Thus in the sky photometers 1, 2, 4 together have an angle of view of 1650. Their
angle as well as that of photomers 5 and 6 was chosen smaller than 1800 so that flying
motions do not disturb the measurements signals with regard to sp.. and ground.

pyranometer 1, upward view; cos-characteristic with an aperture of 1600

pyranometer 2, downward view;cos-characteristic with an aperture of 1600

The backscatter sonde views vertically upwards. It measures once per second - at
a wavelength of 550/um - the radiation of a Xenon-flash lamp backscattered by the air
meccules and the aerosol particles. Approximately 971 of the radiation received are ori-
ginating - in a homogeneous atmosphere - from a scattering volume extending between about
0.2 m and 10 m in front of the instrument. Due to at& electronic gate, signals from strong
reflectors (cloudl heing farther away -han 300 m can no longer he received.

For the extrapolation of the spectral course into the IR-range, the measurements
taken by the OPAQUE ground stations have to be used.

In addition to this time, static pressure, speed, static temperature. relative
humidity, attitude and heading of the aircraft are recorded. Photos re taken of the respec-
tive cover of clouds. The tape recording contains 384 bit/s - 1.4.10 bit/h.

4. tCQULSITION OF MEASUREMENTS

The measurements recorded on tape are converted into physical values with the
Amdahl 470 V/6 computer of DFVLR using a special program. Data of each flight ace clearly
plotted. Fig. 3 e.g. shows the plot of 9/2/77. The various measurements are plotted to-
gether with the agreed dimension depending on the flight time. In the following some data
referring to the flight are given: Take-off Cologne at 9.00 GMT; 8.20 Kublenz; sunny,
partially slightly covered, fog in the valleys; 8.30 Bingen loop, increasing strawus under
and over aircraft; 8.40 Worms; 9.00 Suebian Alp; scattered rests of snow, stratus becoming
dark grey, increasing sunn" looks through to the ground; 9.05 alteration of heading with
approach to Stuttgart, fog in the valleys, visibility 100 m. The backscatter shows very
well the diving into the layer of haze as well as the thermal variation, i.e. first in-
crease ef temperature, then fall of temperature at low altitude. At 9.23 "low go" Stutt-
gart; 9.52 Augsburg, now partly in clouds (sue backscatter), strato-cumulus, heavily
covered; 10.06 landing at Oberpfaffenhofen. The temperature at take-off was 2 oC, visi-
bility 4.5 km, sky half-covered. The sun being south-east, near the horizon (Azimuth 1270,
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elevation 9.5 0) photometer 3 measures direct irradiance of the sun after the aircraft
had headed for 127o. According to extraterrestrial irradiance at wavelengths of 0.4/1 om;
0.5 UM and O.9/um and measuring at an altitude of z5OO m and a sun elevation of 9.y°,
fol~ows, e.g. a transmittance of t I 0.62; -E - 0.77 and 0t - 0.99 related to the rela-
tive air mass 1. The regular transmittance alone comes up to T, . 0.59; t2 - 0.74; 3 -
0.97 (green-prple blue horizon).

irom 8.05 o'clock the cturve of photometer 3 appears strongly spread, the f 8 lding
mirror makes the photometer, by turns, view to the sun, respectively to the sky 1S above
it. The irradiances vary up to factor 5. Hence regular transmittance can be computed. To-
gether with the measurements of photometers 1 to 4 which addititnally record the different
spots of the sky at variable flying attitudes, it is possible to draw conclusion:, on the
scattering function. It can, however, be disturbed by multiple scattering and probably
also by clouds. The Aibedo depending on the altitude is resulting from those values mea-
sured by photometers and pyranometers in the upper and lower halfspace. Disturbances may
arise from shadowing clouds or reflecting ground.

S. INTERPRETATION

The processed data thus furnish, besides the horizontal variability of the single
measurements, the extinction coefficient c (z) as the function of altitude above sea level
as well as the irradiances produced by the sun and the different spots of the sky at the
measuring point. Horizontal homogeneity is assumed for % (z) when evaluating it. Areas
having horizontally different oe(z) are treated as separate ones. Visibility from such an
area into a neighbouring one is of practical interest only in special cases which are dealt
with 3eparately. It is, however, taken into consideration on evaluating the data that ir-
radiances can strongly vary horizontally under the influence of clouds laying over the
sight path. All measurements are valid for a special wavelength, even if not explicitly
mentioned in the text or in the formulae.

It is reasonable to use KOSCHMIEDER's horizontal meteorological visibility'- in-
stead of the extinciton coefficient, as it is directly comparable to visibility found
out by way of routine by all meteorological service stations.

( % • 3.9 . 3.0

e VT,{iY_ V5(z)

V is relative to 21, V to 5% threshold of contrast. They are equivalent to the distances
b~tween target and obsedver having 2% respectively 5% regular transmittance. The meteoro-
logical visibility (VN or V1) normally refers to a O.55/um wavelength (RUPPERSBERG) and
the layer near the ground. According to equation (1) it is, however, possible and in praxi
common usage to convey this term to ozher wavelengtns (HOEHN) and other altitudes.

Analogous to the horizontal one there can also be defined a slant meteorological
visibility VN$ respectively V5S. According to a suggestion of J. WEISS (also FOITZIK 1960)
it is the projection of the slant sight path having 21 respectively 51 regular transmit-
tance (or as defined by DINTLEY et al.: beam transmittance) upon the (horizontal) ground
(fig.4). If observing conditions at this beam transmittance still admit a detection of
objects on the ground, also an observer from the altitude zob (fig. 4) can overlook an
area (on the ground) with a radius Vas resp. V55 . The slant meteorological visibility
apparently has tihe advantame of great distinctness and is, as we will see, particularly
appropriate for a classification.

V,(O) be the (horizontal) meteorological visibility on the ground, VN(z) be that
in the altitude z above ground and zob be the observer's altitude. Hence follows for the
slant meteorological visibility:

VNS (Zob) Zob N -1'
VN (0) VN(0) JVN (0) (

FJV__• d (z)

(VN(0)

"rFootnote: In Germany the tern "Norrisichtweite" proposed by FOITZIK in 1947 (DIN 5037)
iFs geneiTally become used as denomination of this value. In English literature nowadays

obviously "meteorological visibility" is preferred besides the term "meteorological range'
which was defined by DUNTLEY in 1948 and taken over by MIDDLETON. The terms "standard
visibility", "standard visual range", "visual range" or simply "visibility" are used as
well. The term "meteorological optical range" proposed by the WHO for the 5% beam trans-
wtttance is closely related to it, but Is defined slightly different.
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The same equation is valid for V5 5 , however, with the index "5" instead of "N".

Fig. 5 shows the course of the slant meteorological visibility as a function of
the observing altitude for the following status: On the ground there is a fog layer with
300 m meteorological visibility reaching up to an altitude of 90 m (curve 1), resp. 180 m
(curve 2) or 27C m (curve 3). Above this, up to the upper border of the boundary layer
in an altitude of 1440 m, there is a meteorological visibility of 10 km. After d jump to
50 km the meteorological visibility steadily increases together with the altitude in the
free atmosphere above 1440 m. Whereas an observer on the ground can, at best, detect ob-
jects within a horizontal radius of 300 m, an observer e.g. sitting in a helicopter
flying at an altitude of 300 m, can overlook an area of V5 s resp. V - 873 m radius,
supposed the observing conditions admit a detection up to 21 resp. it beam tansmittance
(see curve 1). The radius would be 1598 m from a flying altitude of 600 m, and 5880 m
from a flying altitude of 3000 m. At a fog altitude of 180 m (curve 2) the area to be
overlooked from 300 m (000 m; 3000 m) shrliks to M01 m (720 m;2660 m) radius. At a fog
altitude of 270 m (curve 3) the area to be overlooked from all the flying altitudes is
smaller than that to be seen from the ground. From flight altitudes of more than 1270 m
the ground is no longer visible.

Because of the already known spectral neutrality of fog these values axe not
only valid in the visible spectral range. Beyond the absorption bands they are most pro-
bably valid - by approximation from UV to the far IR - only at 10.5 to 11.5/um with signi-
ficant deviations (RUPPERSBERG, SCHELLHASE, SCHUSTER).

in equation 2 the different meteorological visibilities and altitudes appear in
relation to the meteorological visibility on the ground, i.e. VN(o) resp. V5 (o). The same,
therefore, is valid for the result: at half the meteorological visibility on the ground,
i.e. 150 m, all other numerical values of the above example are halved. Hence the obser-
ver in the helicopter at 150 m altitude has 437 m of slant meteorological visibility if
there is a fog layer of a density of 45 below him, etc. For the classification of the
slant meteorological visibility it is only required to know - apart from the horizontal
meteorological visibility on the ground - the relative course of the extinction, which
is very favourable as a property.

Analogous to the horizontal meteorological visibility the slant meteorological
visibility is likely Lo be the upper limit for the detection range of (cool) black objects.
The contrast transmittance cT,. of the turbid atmosphere in all observations not having
the horizontal sky as background is, indeed, not equal to the regular transmittance (beam
transmittance) ,r. On the contrary, in these observations the ratio bL. / FLr enters out
of inherent and apparent background radiance:

c Tr(ZobVt,e0Qt LrtZb, 8 qt)

ta bL 0t Ut etlo

c(r(Zobn ot,0) Z Tr(Zob t) bLo (ztGt,0t)

bLr (z ob, 8tI 0 t)

Cr is the apparent contrast, C. the inherent contrast. Fig. 6 shows the observation coor-
dinates whic have been taken over from DUNTLEY et al. (1957), as well as the respective
terms. In the meantime, only some of the signs were adapted to CIE-standards which are
customarily used.

A target having the inherent contrast C. againbt its surroundings is thus detec-
table up to the distances r in which the apparent contrast CT - r Co has sunk down to
the contrast threshold value.

From equation (3) follows, with the path radiance L - bLr -
T r bLo

(4) Cer r ( Zob, Ot,t 00
Lr( (ZZ8 b8) lot

rr ( Zob, e bLo( ztb t)
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'I he p1th Z radiance 1r is the result of the lt-minaniite of tile sight path:

Lr (Zob, Ot 4) =
Zob(

af o(Z)T'r(Zset){P(,(P Ez,8 +
Z tr 2"r

+f f fi(z,J ) L(Z,O 0)Sib dsk dz
sk 5k skOk sk Cose9

ýsk

Apart from equation(4)and some other software it is the contents of the main
procedure (fig. 7). By means of an o- and an E-program the scattering coefficientso (z),
transmittances r(zOt), radiance of the sky skL(zosk,jtk) and irradiance from the sun

1(zo 5 ue 8 u)extracted from the measuring data are given in. The type of the scattering
•unction 0'(z,f&u) has to be given in - as far as it doesn't result from the measurements
(see par. 2) - on the basis of assumptions. Also, bLo values characteristic for the ob-
servation problem to be detected are given in. The main procedure then furnishes - apart
from those data also given out by DUNTI.EY et al. (1977) - the slant detection ranges
Vs(2ob,Ot,Ot) characteristic for this very observation problem. Analogous to the slant
meteoroiogical visibility (fig. 4), the slant detection range is the projection of the
sight path under which a detection is still possible upon the (horizontal) ground.

Fig.8 (curve 2) shows slant detection iange from 720 m altitude dependent on the Azimuth
difference against the sun, i.e.the area on the ground which can be overlooked by an
observer from this altitude. To simplify the matte-., in this example it is assumed that
objects up to 51 contrast transmittance are still detectable. The tur~idity laygrcorres-
ponds to the above mentioned example (fig.5). The sun elevation is 30 ( -- -60 ), the
angular dependency of the luminous density of the sI'y which is dependant 8M z has not
yet been considered, the ground reflectance is 0.2 (meadow)

The slant visibility from ',0 m altitude (curve 2) is smaller than the slant
meteorological visibility (curve 1) hut still larger than the horizontal meteorological
visibility Vs (0) - 3OO m on the ground. Towards the sun the slant visibility is smallest
and having tie sun slantly in the back one looks farthest.

Curve 3 shows the range an observer can overlook from the ground, all the other
conditions being the same, as per the level of a helikopter. Apart from the absolute
values, this difference is likely to he an interesting parameter for the reconnaissance
models. We liope to be able to indicate it if there is an appropriate meteorological
optical classification with a sufficiently small scattering range. However, it. the
example mentioned tne inherent contrast has not yet been considered at all. It can change
the range considerably. Therefozeit is a special object of research of our Visibility
Group (Hoiimann). We are going to include their results in our further evaluation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The slant meteorologica, visibility is an appropriate parameter for the indispen-
sable classification of the amount of data which have been measured. For this procedure
it is necessary to fit in firstly the ground visiL.ility which is routinely recorded by
meteorological services, secondly the relative vertical profile of the extinction coeffi-
cient which is in close correlation with the temperature profile uf the existing air mass.
In addition, the slant meteorological visibility can be taken as the upper limit for the
slant detection range of usually interesting visual targets; the detection range of very
bright targets may be increased by only a small Fertion.

Moreover, starting points for the classification of the impact of the irradiance
still must be developped. For this purpose several parameters of practicel interest, e.g.
the relation visibility air-to-ground / visibility ground-to-eir, are simulated by a
computerunder variable conditions.Those atmospheric optical parameters which are highly
effecting the result then are classificated together with the slant meteorological visi-
bility.
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DISCUSSION

L.F.Druimmicter, US
Is it more conwfl"n to us, 2,. or 5% as the contrast threshold for detection'?

Author's Reply
The answer to this question depends on the measurement of contrast thresholds of humaii eyes (Blackwe&,
Middicton. ct al.). In forzinei tinics a contrast threshold of 27,. was in use.

Foi nilitarý usc, the 5') contrast threshold tmr detection is more common.

1k
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THE INFLUENCE Of METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS ON ATMOSPHERIC

TRANSMISSION AT 10. 6 pum (CO 2 - LASER RADIATION ) AND 0.63 pm

(HeNe-LASER RADIATION) FROM MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS

J. Abele, Ht.Roldt, W. Jessen, R. Kirschmer

Forschungsinstitut fN Optik der FGAN

Schloss Kressbach, D-7400 Tublngen, F.R.Germany

Report 1978 / 6

SUMMARY

This paper presents an experimental and theoretical study on atmospheric transmission of HeNe and CO 2-loser radiation cad

in the photopic range. A continuously operating tronsmissometer designed and developed in the institute measured the atten-

uation of the two wavelengths simultaneously and over a common path length.

Besides the laser transmissometer measurements In the photopic range were performed by commercial visibility meters. Results

ore compared with semlempiricol formula, with deductions from Mie theory and with a model describing transmission through

rain.

I. INTRODUCIION

Atmospheric transmission of laser beams is important for several mlitary and civilian applications, e.g. optical

telectrii.,.niu•uiia, engineering, moduoation systems, onemometry,lidar systems, range finders, pointers and laser weapon

systemL TIn operorional usefulness of all these systems will be determined by the characteristics of the atmosphere through

which the laser radiation roust pass. Therefore further theoretical and experimental research on atmospheric absorption and

scattering by molecules, aerosols, cloud and rain droplets and snowflakes is necessary to improve the mathematical descrip-

tion of atmospheric loser radiation transmission.

The prime objective of this study is to report on the comparative measurement of atmoipheric attenuation of CO 2-

and HeNe-loser radiation and In the photop;c range under a variety of meteorological conditions. Simple correlations with

meteorological parameters will perhaps enable the perfonnance that loser attenuation can be predicted If meteorological

records are available. In this study a practical and a theoretical approach to the problem has been made.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

2.1 LASERTRANSMISSOMETER AND VISIBILITY METERS

A scheme of the optical layout of the laser transmissometer Is shown in Fig. 1. Besides a CO 2- lasr a HeNs- kIer

is installed. The radiation of the two lasers Is collimated by means of a small CdTe plate. This plate Is a window for the

CO 2- ser beam, whereas for the HeNe- laser beam It servec as a partial reflector. By means of a ZnSe beem splitter the

two laser beams are separated Into a reference and a measuring beam. A Camegrainlan-System sends the beoms through the

atmopphere. The primary mirror Is an off-axis parabolic one, the second , o spherical one. At the end of the rneauring

range (distance 160 m) the lase; beams are reflected by a retroreflector. Before reaching the detectors the beaun are separa-

ted by an additional CdTo plate. The -eference beam serves as a control for the laser power. For controlling the line stabili-

ty of the CO2-1aser a spectrum analyzer Is used; therefore a further CdTe plate which serves as a partial reflector Is mounted.

The CO 2 -loser radiation is detected by a pyroslectric dletector, the HeNs-lasr radiation by a silicon detector. The nmasuring

and the reference beam are chop"ed with 16 and 70 cycles resp..The electronic signal processing Is performed by meani of
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phase sesitive rectifiers (lock-in technique).

The transmission in the photoFIc range was measured with a troismissometer (ELTRO) and a "Videogroph" (Impuls-

physik). The ELTRO ~ransmims~metar belongs to the double-ended devices. The ;nstrument operates on lwo base lengths

(LIý2 x 15 m; ý-2 x 150 m) and meosures transm~ittance r due to total atmospheric extinctian o~ong the optical path. The

source of the device consists of a tungsten filomeni lamp, the receiver has a photopic response. To obtain optimal accuracy

ani automatic switching between the two base lengths is installed.

The "Videograph' belongs io the category of bocktcatter instruments and does therefore not require on extended

boselengrh. It consists of a projector and CA receiver in the rame housing. The receiver measures the light scattered bock

from a certain volume of the atmosphere illuminated by the outgoing beam. Therefore scattering from angles bet-ween

177'0 and 1790 is recorded. As a light source serves a high powered xenon spark lamp. The spectrum of the lamp contains

practically no iR and lies in the blue-white region.

2.2 METEOROLOGICAL SET-UP

Air temperoture was measuviv by meons of a standard bimetallic thermometer. As humidity measuring

device served a classical hair hygrometer. Since the accuracy of hair hygrometeigis about 5% future measurements will he

* performed by electrico~ly ventilated aspiration pbychrometers to achieve higher accuracy. To measure the precipitation rate

* ~a comnmercial rain gauge wri Installed at the range. A cup aniemomete' combined wvith a wind vane, was Installed about two

meters above tlhe ground. Finally, the ambient carbon dioxide concentrot!oo was measured by a URAS 2T gas analyzer

* (Harsrnann & Broun).

*2.3 AEROSOL SET-UP

Aerosol spectra were nmeasured by a Royco particle counter, Model 225,and a device of PcWticle Measu-

ring Systems, Model ASAS-300 B. Table I shows some details of the aerosol measuring equipment.

Table 1: Some details of the aerosol memzsring set-up

Royco PMS

charoctsiristics Model 225 I Model ASAS-300 B

mauigprinciple 1  ligtXteigIight scattering 1
l ight source incandescenr lamp HeNe-laser TEM 0 mode

sampliIng area 4 0. 5 rm 0.018 mm2

sampling flow rate 47.2 or4.72m CM/sec 0. 12 cm 3/sec

nauigrange channel 1:0.4-0.6 umn range 1 :0. 15 - 0.30 mO0 01 channel width
2 0.6- 1.4 2 - 0.23 - .604 ..0*025
"3 31.4-3.0 3 3:0.40 - 1.00 ",0.04
4:3.0-5.0 4: 0.60 -3.00 ",10. 16"

sixIng accuracy stated size, t 5% RMS size errors:
(as stated by the manu- based an pulse hight+ 0

facturrtr) mecouremen ts



3. THEORY

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF MONOCHROMATIC TRANSMITTANCE AT 0.63 AND 10.6 MICRONS

In general the monodironiatic transmittance r. of radiation vlong an atmospheric path is defined as follows:

rx = exp. ( -y, XL ), (1)

wherey X is the extinct;on coefficient and L ist the path length traversed by the radlalion. The exponent in equation (1)

Y4- L is denoted as the optical thickneu t. AfterFlI equation (1) is valid if the relatior, t - 14 holds. The extinction coeFfi-

i.lont y X is given by

\= X,m 4y ,,a" (2)

where -y >_ m is the extinction coeffirient by molecules. whereas Y X , means extinction by aerosols. Both extinction .oeffi-

cients are composed of both scattering and cbsorption. With regard to CO 2 -l•ser radiation absorption by water vapour and

caibon dioxide molecules has to be considered. Because ao their smaller concentration absorption of other molecules can be

neglected (e.g. CO, N 20, CH 4). Finally extinction of asrosols is very essential. Therefore, atmospheric extinction of

CO •-laser radlalion y 10.6 can approximately be written as follows:

10.6 = (H20) + km (CO 2 ) + ' (3)

where km (H2 0) and km (CO2) denote absorption by water vapour and carbon dioxide. yo means extinction caused by

aerosols.

In case of fog (visibility • 1 kmn) and procipitation extinction by fof droplets (rf) and rain drops ( yp) be-

comes dominant, so extinction by molecules can in generally be neglected ' 2, 3 j. Thus equation (3) can be rewritten in

Y110 . 6 ' Yf or Y 10.6 ' 7' (4)

The propagation of HeNe-loser radiation is determined by extinction owing to aerosols. Therefore, for extinc-

tion at 0.63 micron (Yo0 . 6 3 ) holds:

Yo.-63 Y. (5)

Analog to Equ.(5) , It holds for atmospheric extinction In the visual range yvs:

"Yvi. a (6)

The extinction due to air molecules can be Ignored for visibilities less than about 50 klilomeers. The visibill -

ty VN cun then be computed by means of the wellknown Koschmiec'-r formula, using also only ya:

3.912
VN Y (7)

a

Besides of semiempirical formula determining atmospheric brood bond and laser transmission theie ore several

computer programs on ihe basis cf atmoopheric and aerosol models, e.g. LOWTRAN (4], HI 'RAN [ 5] and ATRAN [6,7].

At the FfO an approximativo formula for extinction at 10.6 micron was v.,d bacod on the available literature until 1973

1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10 ]. Here Y10.6 r defined after equation (3) with
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km (CO 2 ) u 144 ( 295/T)3/2 exp( -2230/T), (8)

where T deanotei the air temperature hi Kelvin. Further absorption by water vapour is given as follows:

km (H20) = 4.3210-6 PH20 (p+ 1 9 3 PH20), (9)

where PH 20 denotes the water vapour partial pressure in Torr whereas p means atmospheric pressure in Torr.

Finally extinct'on by aerosols is expressed by the following approximation formula:

Va =0.245 VN 1 fexp (Hr - 50 +0 ) (( VNAm)0 .3 /50)11. (10)

Here VN is the visual range in kim, Hr is the relative humidity in percent.

Equation(113)is valid as an first order approxirration with the ilmitatlons

VN s 100 km

(0; 45% s_ H r 5 77%
8 'a.8(H rr- 7t); 77%-- Hr 5 90%.

More accjrate approximation formula hove to take info account the relevant avrosol size d,"ributicn;

therefore the visibility VN cannot replace the aerosol siza distribution for infrared wavelengths.

3.2 MIE CALCULATIONS - AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
*550 . usc... . t--• .. ... ISL=' I --- ' St.. . L -•. .. it.US ' I lu ... S. SlI rwu -' ,IU .11s ml•Uls l u'uu. SuI~ t.UIII . .. . SSIJ

optical properties of the particles by Mie's theory. Although atmospheric aerosols are not uniform honwmgenoous spheres,

Mie's theory approximately describes extinction by aerosols. The particle extinction cioss soctlon Is commonly written in

ierrns of the croursoctionol aera j1.r2 of porticles times an efficiency factor for extinction Q0EXT' Thus yo becomes:

ya = rr2  aFEX T

for a single particle. The extinction efficiency fac';or, exprested in terms of the Mie ampiitude furctinns [ 1 1  o n and bn

is

--iI.A - (2 r+l1) Re (a + b }.(12)
LAI d n n

where m ='nRe - nm 1i) is the complex index of refraction of ai aerosol particle and x--c21r/y, Is a size parameter relating the

rad!us r of the sphere to the wavelength X of the incident electromagnetic wave (Mie porame er).

In the -n*v,.oy thfe efficiency factor for Kcottering Is

0SA(m, x) = - Z (-n +)F 12 +IbI121. (13)
n=1

ror u mondispernm aerasol having Na particles per unit volume ya Is given by
2

Ya r QEXT N0 . (14)

Similarly, the total extinction due to a polydlsperwe distribution of particlm is given by the integral over

the size distribution: r2

-. " Jr r1 0QEXT n(r) dr, 05)
1

where n(r) Is a conwinuous function defined within the radius Interval from r1 to r2 representing the concentration of particles

per unit volume and per unit increment of dr. An overview of frequently used slze distribution functions is given in [ 12).
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1he techniques employed to count and measure particlej usually provide data on the number of particles per spec!flc Interval

of radius. If the radius Intervals are smnall enough, equation (15) can approximately be rewritten in

z

a= _ r12 QEXT (m, xI) nI (r1), (16)

where r is the mean radius of each radius interval, n1 Is the population of the corresponding radius interval and z is the

total number of radius intervals. Equation (15) represents extinction by aerosols much better than equation (10) where ex-

tinction is calculated via visibility and relative humidity, but it requires the measurement of the aerosol size dittributlion.

3.3 TRANSMISSION THROUGH RAIN

Most atmospheric extinction models do not consider the effect of precipitation but include only

extinction by gaseous constituents and aerosols. However, especially in the 3 - 15 ;Am region extinction by rain Is of can-

siderakle importance.

In order to model IR-extinctiun by precipitation the rain-drop sizr distribution is required. The distribution mostly used by

modellers has been proposed by Marshall and Palmer [ 131:

N (D) = N 0 exc (-AD) [ cm4 3 (17)

with 0

AA(R) = 41 10.21 (18)

where the following notation holds:

N(D) dD = Number of drops per unit volume with diamneter between D and D+dD [cmit.

D = Drop Mianiter I cm ].

NO = Intercept parameter, found to be constant ( = 0.08 cm = 8000 mi'n )

by Marshall and Palmer.

A, = Slope parameter of the Marshall-Palmn; dis'rib'jtior' r cm
1 3.

R = Rain rate £ mirn 3l.

Thus via (18) the rain rate is related to the spectrum which generally is unknown, unless mneasured by special equipment.

The rain rote Itself can at least be estimated from routine observations. As for as the parameter N0 Is concerned there are

indications todcy that It can no longer be treated as a constant as summaiized by Morkowitz r 14]. Other suggestions, e.g.

to expres N as a function of R are given in [ 15J, [14, C 17].

Equ. (17) should be valid for many cases of steady rain at continental mid-latitudes, However, &'a-

stic deviations from the "straight line" (on a log-plot) are expected In heavy rain, e.g. during showers or thunderstorms.

To relate rain rate to the total amount of precipitationt, the terminal ,elocity of the rain drops 
1s

needed. Here we use the relationship given by Goldstein [16]:

V(D) - 9.6(1-exp(-5.5D)) [mec 1, (19)

with

V = Velocity m r.c 1.

Following vari de Vr!-. [193 the procedure to calculate the tinxsnilasion, through rain Is as follows:

1) R N 4J exp (-AP) V (D) D
3

dD,
060



2) N 0  R_ _

t exp (- A) V(D) D dD

3)~ As ri~ N r(3) iN 0

3) A ýNoT eP(-AD) D2dD = 7 - .

4) V p =-10 In ( 1 .A-QEl [ -]

5) r. exp(- . L) ;L in [km].

The factor A means the total geometric cross-reo.ion of allI rain drops. Tile weighting fr-ctr- 0 Is the Mile-extinction-
nD EXT

efficiency factor, which is a runction of the Mie size parameter x D. For large values of x, i~e. D >> X, QE

approaches the value or 2. This approximation is made in this simple model, -y ,Is tha axtinction coeFfici~ent, -r the troris-

mission through rain and L the atmospherlic path In km.

r ai a function of R and L aftor Equ. (17), (18), (19) is proliented in Fig.2. The Integration has been

performed between 0. 1 and 5 mmn drop diameter. (The conitributian to the inte%.als from smcoiier and larger droos is negligible)

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL. RESULTS

4.1 ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT EXTINCTION CONTRIBUTIONS

In the folico% ing section examples of the diurnal variation of extinctian crefficientt fman- 9,r rogeosur-

ments at 0,63, 10.6 A~m !cid in the vlsr.al range, together with different extinction contributing atmospheric constituents

are presen ted.

Fiq.3o shows the extinction coefficient yv 4 in the visual spectral region with the aerosol populatic.n 01, which mean~s the

aerosol population In the radius range 0. 2 - 1. 5 microns1 meoxured by moons of the Royco ae~osol counter. Fig. 3 b Indicates

the measured oxtinction coeffilcenis at110.6 micronry1  (exp. ) and the computed extinction after Equ. (7), V 0 6(theor,)

together with the computed absorption coefficient for water vapour km (H 20) (after Equ. (8)) and carbon dioxide km (CO02 )
(after Equ. (9)). In this figure the carbon dioxide c~oncentration is fixed an , 00 ppm. therefario the curi mirrors the diurinal

variation of the air temperature. In Fig. 3c the aerosol population n2 Is plotted, where n2 Is the aerosol population In the

radius rorlge 1.5 - 10.0 usm measuredi by the Rovto norosoi coun
ter, FlnaII.. In F!.-. 3d that diurnal. vai~n ; the zbcc--

lute (Ho) and relative (Hr) humldity or* shown. Thf time resolution of the extinction coefficients as weill as the count rate

of the Royco counter was 10 minutes, whereas the time ressolution of the computed values and thw meteorological data was
3n mlnutes.

F ig. 3 shows that In the case of fog (visibility :5 1 kin) the courses of yvs v 0 (exp.) and n2 or* fit good agreemenit.

The course oF n Is - as expected - different. During light and moderatet fog the relation y I holds. For donses

fog (isibility :50.2 kmn) one obtains: y 1 6 vi. If the visibility becomes greater than I kilometer the Influence of

1 Yvibzre vdtc tcnb se fe on Here, Y06continues followinsg n 2. The Insufficient contsideration
of the aerosol by Eqv.(7) iot demonstrated by the course of y1.6thea.). ~10.6 (theolr.) Is siml o to the course of yvi,1 .

An additional diurnal variation Is presented In Fig, 4. Port a) sowst n I and Instead of v1 as In Fi19.3 the extinction coeffi-

cient yo.6 of HeNe-laser radiation Is showen. Part b demonstrates )v10.6 (exp.), km (C0 2 ) arid km (H 2 0). In part c the

aerosol population n 2 Is platted, whereas; part d shows the diurnal course of Hr mid He.

Tho countses of n I fnd YO 3coin-0de fair-ly wall ujntil noon. No analogy con be see between the course of V0 ,6 and

n2. As In Fig. 3 V 10.6 (exfs.) follows to some extend n 2' Partially the relation 7b.63< 7 10 .6 (e"p) holds. Conaring
1`i9.3 and A th~s relation may be e*spiclned by a reduced aerosol population n, In Fi9.4 (aqprosr.feottr 5), whereas the
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aersolpoplaton 2is about the same. A further diurnal variation Is plotted in Fig. 5. Port a) shows the extinction coeffi-

cietsYO.63anLJ vi, prtb)the extinction coefficient YIO. 6 together with yl1 0 6 (theor.) and km (H 20) and km (C0 2 ).t

(A mean carbon dioxide concentration of 300 ppm assumed). Part c) demonstrates the relative and absolute humidity. Fig. 5a

shows -an analog course of YO., & Y10 .6 (exp.) and to some extend af yvs From 4 to 6 a.m. the fluctuations of the ex-

tinction coefficients are caused by precipitatlon. The course of yIO. 6 (theor.) bears ianaogy to the course of yv~s, but

there is no coincidence with YIO. 6 (exp.)

The wh..l. data set of about 60 days was statistically processed. Mean correlation coefficients between several piorarneter

combinations are presented in table 2.

Table 2: Moan correlation coefficients

correlation values correlation coefficients number of d'-ys

Ho/Y.6 (exp.- 0.3449 49

I./y1  (exp.) 0.21 38

The next table shows the trial to classify the relationship between y ansd Y10.6 (exp.) for different visual ranges.

Table 3- Meazn co~relation coefficients yvi 5/ v10 6 for different visvoi rangas V.

atmospheric condition viulrnecorrelation cnfficlent numrber of days

_________ _____ VIS/Yl06 (exp.)

moderate, dense, thick fog VN <0. 5 kmn A.72 5

light fog I0. 5 Im <V -_Ik0.51 5

thin fog 1.0 km < VN ~2km 0.416

haze 2.0Okm< V 4 4km -0.07 16

light haze 4.0 km< V N 10 km 0. 1! 32

[cea > 10 km -0.07 24

The low correlation coefficients In table 2 clearly show that Investigations of the relationship between

atmospheric transmission at X0.63 pim, X = 10.6 j~rm and In the visual range can only be done by selecuting special me-

teotolagicol condiltions where several extinction contributing atmocspheric parameters can be Fixed or negliected, so that ex-

tinction by one parameter Is dominant. Table 3 detmonistrates that for fag (thick, dense, moderate, light) and to saon. extend

far thin fog the relationship in farly close because of the domnlnmace of giant particles, Therefore it Is obvious that ectinc-

tiara at 10.6 pmn Is by a factor of about 4 smaller with the trend ýo equality at dense fog, when compared with the visual

range.
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4.2 ABSORPTION BY WATER VAPOUR AND CAR~BON~ DIOXIDE

Selected meteorological situctions will be discussed where extinction by aerosols is appro.timately constant.

In both following figures a diurnal moan of the carbon dioxide concentration lif used.

Fig. 6 demonstrates a diurnal variation with an approximately constant course of n 2whilenprilyCcuts1`96

ir'dicotes the course of y.3and n,. To~ some extend the similarity Is obvious. In Fig.6 b ViO6 (ep) km (H 20) and

km (C0 2 ) ore plotted. Finally part c) shows the aerosol population n 2 whereas In part d) relative ( 1-10 and absolute (Ho)

humidity are presv~ited. The rel :tionshp betvien V10, 6 (exp.) and Ho from 3 a.m. to 2 p.m. Is evident.

A further example wh~ch pointt out the ralationship between _y10 . 6 and Ho Is ilustrafed In Fig.7. Fig. 7oa shows Y10.6 (exP.X'

Y 10 ,6 (thaor.l, km (H 20) or.4 km (C0 2 ), Fig.7 b presents the diurnal variation of the absolute humidily. In table 4 corre-

lat'on coefficients y1 6 / Ho ore listea. Part a) shows correlation coefficients for an approximately corstant aerosol popu-

lation n2; part b,) presusnts correlation coefficients for visibilities excceding 15 kilometers.

Table 4: Correlation coefficients 71 0 . 6 /Ho

Part a): aerosol populotion n 2 approximately constant

[dote -_i23 76_10 24 76 10 26 76 06 2477f e

10. 6 /Ho0.4 070.6-t .1

Part b): visibi lit>' 15 km

1004 0076 10 1276 1176 .07-27 -7 __ _Meon]

Yb6~ 0.94 1 0.63 0.61 0.75 0.206

Table 4 shows firstly the supposed relationship between CO) 2-laser transmission and atmospheric water vapour, secoti-'v

that in general it Is difficul t to atvdy seperately the Influence of one extin~guishing atmospheric constituent on transmission

without disturbances by other coristit-jents.

A furthier lack is the short measuring range (length 0.32 km).In general reduction of C0 2 -laer trariminilnn from water vapouir

was about 4 percent at the range, Therefore ths. influence of water vapour can easily b2 hiddetn by' other quantities. The ex-

tinction contribution from carbon dioxide to CO,-lassr radiution Is smaller If compared with extinction by water vapour

(about 2 - 3 percent at our range). Because of th~e drift of the rarbon dioxide measuring device only mean diurnal values

could be used to give an order of magnitude of carbon dioxide extinction.

4.3 EXTINCTION BY AEROSOLS

To study the Irifuinct of atmospheric aerosols meteorological situations were selected where km (H 20)

was approximately consta-it or negligible in comparison to yV. km ( C0 2 ) Is always smaller cornpared to km (H~O).

Figure 8 a demonstrates the diurnal variations of yvsand y,,., (exp.). In part b) the aerosol population K I K(5

(channel I - 5) are plotted (se* table 1). Finally port c) shows the diuroul course of the absolute and relative humidity.

Laooking at Figure 8 a one confiniis that the courses of y and b06(exp.) coincides fairly well. Until 6 a.m. durli.v~

denses fog the courses of Yvi and YV10.6 (e&xp.) orm practically Identical. In this time extinction b4 particles In the radius

range 1. 5- 10.0 im~ Isdominant.

From 6 a.m. an Y10. 6 (exp.) follows the course of K(4 and K5, whereas th course of yvmIs essentially deterniiod by the

pairticle populutions K I - K3.

A fuorther axcinpie which emphavizes the Influsnce of aerosols an ex~tinction Is given in FI9.9. Insead of KII - K5 In 1`19.8
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here n1 and n2 are plotted in port b). As !n Fig. e the conalog course of v~8(exp.) and n i evident. During fog the

relation y1 0. 6 < y,,,, holds again. Without regard to fog the influence of n, on yvl 5 becomes obvious.

To show the extinction due te the different aerosol size ranges simple statistical calculations were performed. Table 5

shows correlation and regression coefficients.

Table 5: Mean cor~eiotion and linear regression coefficients (A =slop~e, B = intercept)

correlation values correlation coefficient iregressicn coefficient number of days

A 13

K4/yIO. 6  j0.67 1.3 1.04 11

150.75 6.50 1.03 11

n 1. 0.71 1.34 i.0r i

n0.54 2.64 1 78 1

n O 30.27 3.55 0.4 2

0.33 0.01 1.97 1

InL/Yo 30.59 0.01 0.52 2

The results show the predominant influence of giant aerosol particle; an CO -laser extinction. Furthermore it is obvious

fact that only selected measuring days were evaluated with .-espct to CO 2-loser extinction.

4.4 COMPUTED EXTiNCTION BY AEROSOL VIA MIE THEORY

It has been shown that the computation of extinction due to aerosols via simple meteorological records

likia visibility and relative humidity generally Is not possihle.Sectian 4 clearly demo~nstrated empirically-in agreement with

Mie' s theoo-y-thot particles in the radius range 0. 6 - 10 Am are the main contributors to CO. - laser extincttkn. Therefore
2

equation (16) wai used instead of equation (10) to compute the extinction by aerosols. The aerosol size distribution was

measured by a Royco and a PMS aerosol courter (see table 1).

The Fig. 10 and I11 give a good comparison between measured and computed CO,-laser extinctioc via Equ. (8), (9), (16),

In both figures the diurnal variation of Yv10. 6 (exp.) and Y10 .6 (theor.1 is presented. Additionally the complex index of

-efraction used for MI* calculations as well as the aerosol measuring device Is specified.

Bath figures show that In case of fog there Is a surprisingly good agreement withl~i '.s factor 2 between measurement and

calculation. Without fog the deviations become larger. The main reaosn Is the rough size resolution of tliu Royco counter.

Other uncertainties with regard to Mie calculations shallI not be discusived at this point.

Fig. 12 presents the diurnal variation of extinction In the visual range ( v~,,) and at 0. 63 Am (yo. 63 ). The third curve Is

the calculated tHeNe-lasser extinction coefficient via the measured aerosol. size distribution by a PMS device. Additionally

the comp lex Inder of refraction Is given. To sorme extend there is a ra-hisr good agreement between measureid and ca~lculated

HeNe-laser extincticiir. The deviations may be caused by the uF.pr lI mit of the mesasuring -wgo of th PMS device

(ASAS-300 B). A further lock is that all ae1,eol measurements at the range were point measurements. It is knoym that the

measuring results may be changed duo to atmospheric turbulence and the sensibility of the aspiration systems against wind

velocity and direction.
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4.5 EXTINCTION BY RAIN

The quality of the rain-extinction model presented in section 4.3 has been checked for 17 cass of

rainfall with a total omoun" of approximately 640 measuring points taken durIng 32 hours of precipitation.

At a typical exampih une of the 17 rain cases Is plotted in Fig. 13. Part a) shows the course of the trarrsmission on July 19

according t,) calculation (full line) and from measuremente In the photopic range (dashed line), for 0.63 om (dash-dotted)

and at 10.6 rn' (dotted line). Relations between Trvs, T10.6 and 'CO.63 hk-ve been discussed elsewhere (section 4). Here

we concentrate only on T'10.6 and Tcal and obtain the following groa features :

The trends in both, calculated and measured transmission agree fairly well in all cases. However, a systematic positiv

difference ( -Cal - T 10.6) is obe'rved in practically all cases, This differeoce can be explained by a neglected anrosol and

molecule a) ,ir-.tion. The total calculated trarnmls3lon would be obtained by multiplication of the rain case with the truns-

mission due to all other atmospheric constituents (e.g. from LOWTRAN).

Sharp peaks in the measured (and calculated) transmismion Coincide very wall with those of 'he rain rate (part b). The lar-

gest differences between calculation and measurement occur for high rain rotesas to be seen from part c, where T cal/o'1O.6

is plotted. The reason is twofold:

The evaluation of the rain rate introduces the largest errors for high rain rates, because it is obtained by differentiating

the rainfall-recorder curve. Furthermore the raindrop spectrum Itself may be erroneous fo'r heavy rainfall, as already mdi-.

cated earlier.

Finally it can be said that the simple model gives surprisingly good results. Statistical calculations showed a mean value

forT CaliT10.6 of 1.34. The mean correlation coefficiunt for all 17 rain cases turned out to be 0.83.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Measuremotnts with our laser trunsmlssometer show that in general a prediction of atmospheric extinction

at 0.63 and 10.6 Ajm from meteorological parameters, e.g. relative humidity, absolute humidity, air temperature, air

pressure and visibiliy is not possible.

Measuring visibility only aeorosol particles in the radius region 0.2 - 1.0 Mni are taken Into account, whereas CO 2 -iaser

exti,,ction is essentially detenrined by the particle radius rnge 0.5 - 15.0 Am. Therefore the only way to improve the

mathematical description of Hee-and CO 2-loaser roditilon extinction In the atmoshere seems to be possible by the accurate

measuremenT of the aerosol size distribution with sufficient size resolution as input for Mie calculations together with the

above mentioned meteorological parameters. Further research has to prove to what extend Information of the aerosol size

distributiout con be derived from meteorological data Including air mass analysis and the history of the general weather

pattern [ 20. Analog to the visiblity VN on additinnal quantity, e.g. the transmission at 10.6 micrornitself may have

to be added to the daily usual set of rneteorulogical data to be able to predict additionally infrared tronsinlsion. The use of

aerosol counters seems to be restricted to research %vork, and cannot be recommended far routine meteorological work.

Extinction by rain seems to be describable by an Improved rain model including the actual measurement of the rain drop

size distribution or at least accurate data on rain-rates.
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atmospheric path L. The actual transmission Is obtained by multiplication with the transmision of the
rainless c•os, e.g. from LOWTRAN (Valid for 3 #m f c 15 Am).
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Fi.: Diurnal variation on Oct. 2 3, 1976.

a) Extinction coefficient wyith.vff aerosol population n, (radius range: 0.2 - 1.5 irn).

b) Ex.tinction coeiflcient YlO. 6 (O.xp.) with YO6(theor.) and absorption by molecules, km (H 2 0)'

km (CO 2)

C) Aerosol populatian n 2 (radiui rang.: 1. 5- 10. 0 pm).

d) Relative Vlr) and abeolute (Ha) hurrIdity.

'low

... .. ....... V

10,0
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Fi.L Diurnal variation on June 25, 1977.

a) Extinction coefficient y,).6 with aerosol population n, (radius range: 0.2 - 1.5 AMm).

b) Extinction coefficient y 1 6 (*xp.) with absorption by molecules km (H,~O) mid kmn (CO.,).
YlO.6

c) Aerosol population n2 (radlus range: 1.5 - 10.0 urn).

d) Relative (Hr) and absolute (Ha) humidlity.
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Fig.& Diurnal variations on June 24, 1977.

a) Extinction coofflcient YO.63 with aeresol population n! (radius range: 0.2 - 1.5 um).

b) Extinctioo coefficlent Y10. 6 (exp.) and absorption by molecules kri (H2 0) and km (CO 2 ).

c) Aerosol population n2 (radlua rnge: 1.5 - 10.0 /Am).

d) Relative (NO) and absolute (Ha) humidity.

AN---

FIFF.5 Diurnal variation an July 19, 1977.

a) Extinction coefficients VO. 63 and y vis.

b) Extinction coefficients y 1 0 6 (eq.) .4d v10  (tfar.) wlib abesoption by molecules km (H20) and

km (CO . iI

c) Relative (Hr) and absolute (Ha) humidity.
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Fig.7.- Diurnal variation on July 27, 1977.

a) Extinction coefficient '10. 6 (exp.) with I 0 . 6 (theor.).

b) Absolute humidity Ha.
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Fg.8: Diurnal variation on Oct.27, 1976.

a) Extlnction coefficients yvis and Y10 . 6 (exp.).

b) Aerosol population In the channels I to 5, measured by the Royco counter (see tale 1).

c) Relative (Hr) and •bsolute (Ha) humidity.
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Fig.9 Diumal variation on Oct.28, 1976.

a) Extinction coefficient y ond Y10. 6 (*xp.).

b) Aeoro.soi population nI (radius rannge 0.2 - 1.5 /Mm) and n 2 (radius range: 1.5 - 10.0 #Am).

R) Relative (Hr) and alwolute (Ho) humidity.
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10 Diurnal variation of n femd (,1.(exp.)) ai•d cornputel ( '06(hi 0-lo.--r radiation extinction

coeffilcient on Oct. Z7, 1976.
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DISCUSSION

J.Rottger, FRG
It seems to me that the calculated and measured transmission curves show a phase shift of a few minutes. Is this
shift significant?

Author's Reply
Tlhc transmission was calculated assuming a Marshall Palmer raindrop size distribution and using the rain rate
measured at the range. Rain rate recordings and laser transmission recordings are different recordings. Therefore,
the shift is caused by the limited time resolution (within a few minutes) of the recordings.

L.F.Drummeter, US
Could you discuss the calibratior irocedure for the transmissiometer described?

Author's Reply
The intensity is measured when, by means of a spherical mirror, the laser beam is focussed on a detector. '[he
measurements are carried out twice dail5 ,t each end o, a 320 meter measurement range. From the two measured
intensities the actual transmission may be calculated.
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ELECTRO-OPTICS SYSTEMS PFhFORMANCE ANALYSIS

IN SELECTED MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Barry S. Katz
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland 2090i

Kenneth C. Hepfer
Naval Surface Weapons Center

Dahlgren Laboratory
iahlgren, Virginia 22448

SUMMARY

In order to support electro-optics system planners, designers and users with probability
of occurrence information on surface marine propagation conditions, techniques have been
developed to convert large quantities of previously stored weather products to statistics
of specific propagation parameters. The meteorology to propagation parameter models in-
clude Lowtran 3B, which converts temperature and absolute humidity to absorption
coefficients, Naval Postgraduate School semi-empirical models, that convert air-sea tem-
perature difference and surface winds to the refractive index turbulence structure function
CN, and an aerosol model that uses wind and relative humidity to produce both aerosol size
and number distributions, and a complex index of refraction. Using a modified Monte Carlo
approach that preserves correlations between meteorological parameters, these statistics
are coupled to E/O system models in order to calculate the probability of peTforminz
various system tasks versus target range in a variety of marine locations. Optical sys-
tems in both visible and IR wavelength bands have been studied.
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Intioduct ion

A number of electro-optical systems are in various stages of development and will
hopefully be released for Fleet use beginning in a few years. These include applications
in connection with surveillance, intelligence gathering, ASMD search and track and weap-
ons control. Due to the degrading influence that the marine atmospheric conditions have
on visible and IR wavelengths associated with these systems, it is important that early
in the design stages these systems are optimized for use in such environments. This
optimization procedure includes a proper mix of optical bands to keep effectiveness con-

stantly high and prevention of expensive over-design that cannot be used a large percen-
tage of the time. The systems analyst plays an important role in this procedure and
should have available statistical information on atmospheric conditions and their
influence on system components for all locations it which these systems must operate.

A first step in determining quantitatively the atmospheric limitations on system use
is to specify the optical parameters that describe the magnitude of the interaction of
optical waves with specific environmental c 9 nditions. This listing would include the
atmospheric turbulence structure function C, aerosol extinction values for various wave-
lengths or bands and molecular absorption when applicable. Since average values of
meteorological parameters are readily available from marine atlases, the development,
improvement or collection from the £/O community-at-large of propagation codes relating
optical parameters to atmospheric conditions allows one to determine nominal operating
conditions for areas of interest. Unfortun.,tely this procedure, while providing a set
of inputs for system codes, does not allow for determination of statistical effectiveness
for different system configurations. When considering the cost for new systems, it is

not an unjust question for the operational community to ask, "Just how often can I expect
to effectively use this system?" In order to help answe: these questions a program was
initiated to do a statistical evaluation of propagation conditions in marine environments.
Emphasis has been placed on TV, 1.06m designator and FLIR optical bands. The basic
premise as shown in block diagram form in Figure 1 was to acquire large quantities of
stored meteorological raw products from ship reports and convert each observation individ-
ually into a set of propagation parameters using propagation codes obtained from the 1/O
community. These multiple sets of propagation parameters were converted into a probabil-
ity of occurrence statistics and randomly selected to yield a small subset for driving
system codes. The codes used and the procedure for using this large matrix of data will
be described in subsequent sections of this report.

Lropa ation Codes and Sources of Data

The majority of the meteorological ship data was obtained from thc National Climatic
Center in Asheville, North Carolina. They process and store weather reports from ships
ot U.S. and foreign registry in Adition to U.S. government ships. Most of these ships
report synoptic weather observations by radio while underway. This historic surface
marine data file is known as Tape Data Family - 11 (TDF-11) and presently consists of
approximately 50 million observations. There are, however, collection problems inherent
in this world-wide marine data file. The uncertainties of TDF-11 are attributed to
different levels of observer experience in recording the state of marine environment from
an unstable platform and paucity of observations over certain large areas of the ocean.
Another ambiguity has been induced by improved radio communication and optimum track ship
routing. These advances have increased the likelihood of "fair weather bias" (i.e., a
decrease in frequency of heavy weather observations).

This latter uncertainty can be reduced by considering observations from a unique
subset within TDF-11. The Ocean Weather Station (OWS) section of TDF-11 contains data
that are nearly serially complete for relatively fixed locations at sea. Expe.,ienced
meteorological personnel aboard OWS vessels record the state of the marine environment at
lk'ast eight regularly scheduled1 timesanda......e stn arsynopticoservatsio ti'mes avC
midnight, Greenwich Mean Time, and at three hour intervals thereafter.

The most important set of parameters from each obser'.ation included air, sea and dew
point temperatures, wind speed, barometric presaure, visibility and present weather con-
dition (rain type). The surface observarions also include cloud height and coverage which
will be used in future guided projectile effectiveness studies and ship zignature studies
respectively where cloud-free 1 inc-of-sight statistics are needed.

The computer code that was developed to convert the weather data to optical parameters
can be broken down Into the following: (1) molecular absorption coefficients as a function
of air temperature and absolute humi ity derived from Lowtran 3B calculationsi (2) semi-
empirical turbulence model relating the refractive index structure constant CN to air-sea
temperature different, surface winds gradient, and absolute humidity; (3) aerosol model
that uses relative humidity and wind speed to produce an aerosol size/number distribution,
a complex index of refraction and finally aerosol extinction values.

The Lowtran 3B code developed at AFGL' provided transmission calculations for evenly
space wavelenpths in the 8-l2vm and 3.4-Sum band at various values of temperature, water
vapor (gm/imn) and range. For a given absolute humidity, temperature and range each trans-
mission value was weighted by the thermal derivative of Planck's radiation equation (3000K
source). These values were then averaged over wavelength to provide an effective trans-
mission for the two IR bands. This effective transmission value for a specified atmospheric
condition was converted into an effective molecular absorption coefficient (Rm-') by
assuming an exponential decrease with range. These effective extinction coefficients were
used to derive a scaling law for temperature and water vapor content. This scaling law
was necessary since tens of thousands of calculations are needed.



The scaling laws for the 3.4-Sm and 8-12pm bands (over a 10 kilometer pith) are
shown as function of temperature (10; 20 and 30'C) and absolute humidity (gm/m') in
Figure 3. The most obvious feature of these band comparisons is the large difference in
the molecular absorptions at high absolute humidities. In humid marine locations (within
300 of the equator) where visibilities tend to be 20 kilometers or better, the calculated
performance statistics for IR imaging systems are directly related to this difference in
molecular absorption. This ditference in molecular absorption increases as the perfor-
mance range extends beyond 10 kilometers. The effective molecular absorption coefficient
in the 3.4-5um band decreases by approximately 40% over a 30 kilometer path due primarily
to the importance of individual absorbing lines that deplete large amounts of radiation
in the first few kilometers. In the 8-12prn band the dominant absorption mechanism is the
gaseous H., continuum which is a slowly varying effect over the entire wavelength inter-
val. This slow variation with wavelength causes only a minor range dependence for band
overaged effective molecular absorption coefficient associated with this band.

The basic ae,-osol distribution model used in this report was provided by Dr. Mike
Munn 2 , Lockheed, Palo Alto, California. This model was developed by fitting data that
was taken over water and published in the open literature. It uses relative humidity and
wind speed to calculate an aerosol size and number distribution. Constants associated
with the wind velocity were changed to improve comparisons with aerosol distributions and
scattcing data taken by the Optical Science and the Atmospheric Sciences Branches at the
Naval Research Laboratory. Mie scattering calculations were done with a four region closed
form approximation scheme developed b/ Van De Iiulst 3 . Comparisons with full Mie codes
indicate a maximum 5% error. The complex index is varied from that of a high concentration
salt water mixture to pure water as aerosols grow with increasing relative humidity.

A direct comparison of this aerosol extinction model (K/R) and the Lowtxan 3B Maritime
model is found in Figure 3 where the relationships between visible (.S5pm) and 8-12pm
extinction axe plotted. The X/R curves represent pairs of extinction values for RF from
70-98% (five curves) and equally spaced wind speed from 1-17 m/sec (nine per curve). The
most obvious difference is the lack of uniqueness in relating T(.55) to values in other
bands (K/R calculations). Each pair of wind speed and RI- creates its own distinctive
wavelength relationship that in the case of the 8-121m band varies from 20:1 at good
visibilities to 2:1 at a 2 km visual range. The Lowtran Maritime model has a constant
4.76:1 ratio which falls in the center of the K/R variation. The K/R calculations are
more optimistic in the IR regions for good visibilities while being more pessimistic in
the more turbid windy conditions,

Before using the K/R model aerosol extinctions in systems performance calculations n
series of trials were made comparing a calculated visibility tn the observer estimated
visual range (EVR). Since the purpose of these calculations was to provide the Navy
community with statistical performance of their E/O systems, it was felt necessary that
any aerosol extinction model used in these calculations should relate well to the stored
visibility data in both a direct and statistical manner. The three hundred per season
random seLs of observations from OWS and passing ships were used with the K/R model for
this comparison. Each observation provided an estimated visual range and the meterolo-
gical parameters necessary to calculate a visual range (VR). The calculated VR assumed
a two percent threshold of brightness contrast and a Bouguer-Lambert Law (Beers' law)
for atmospheric attentuation with range':

VR calc. - 3.91/r(.55) calculated

The observations and calculations for each season were compared in a cumulative probability
form. The results are plotted in Figure 4 for winter and summer seasons at the
Mediterranean (WD2) and Ship J locations (WDJ). The straight line segmented curves
(VISD X) in these figures represent the cumulative probabilities of the EVR's while the
noisy curves (VISC*) represent the calculated visual ranges.

Uing the ass.umption tha.t the . subjetive visibi*it oS werer .-qually Ai*rh,,Ioa

their respective ranges (re: EVR at 20 km were equally weighted between 20 and 50 kms),
the medium estimated visual range increased from 15 km in Winter J to over 3r km in
Winter Med. This large variation in medium EVR was tracked very well by the" model cal-
culations. At all visibilities below one kilometer the model calculation of visual range
was forced to be equal to the EVR.

The previously described molecular absorption and aerosol extinction Rodels were
combined with sets of weather observations to produce individual sets of optical para-
meters related to TV, 1.06pm and two FLIR systems. These sets of propagation parameters
were then used individually in systems perfornance calculations and collectively for
probability of occurrence statistics. Examples of these curves for the 8-12um band are
shown in the next two figures (5 and 6).

In Figure 5 sets of curves represent the seasonal variation in the cumulative
probability of occurrence of the total molecular absorption and the aerosol extinction
for Weather Ship J and a combined Eastern and Western Mediterranean data set. The
ordinate is the probability that the specific parameters will be equal to or greater than
the abscissa value. The seasons are three months long with SP denoting the spring months
of March, April and May. The summer (SU), fall (FA) and winter (WI) seasons correspond
to sequential sets of three month periods.

The North Atlantic Ship J calculations reveal higher aerosol extinction values but
lowet molecular absorption coefficients than does the Mediterranean data. This is a
consequence of higher winds and relptive humidity and lower absolute humidity in the
Ship 3 location.



In Figure 6 the same parameters are plotted together with the statistics of the
total extinction coefficient for the summer and winter months. In the North Atlantic,
aerosols dominate the 8-12pm total extinction 20-35% of the time depending on the season
and location. In this region the total extinction values and statistics are more suspect
than those in the Mediterranean due to the greater uncertainties in the aerosol models.
This variation in aerosol influence with changing location and season is even more acute
in the 3. 4 -Sum region.

System Performance Considtrations

The performance range for a particular optical system depends critically upon the
target and the scenario as well as on the environmental factors. The deterministic
approach to sensor performance for a given system, scenario and target combination,
provides the prediction of a ui.ique performance range (in this case detection) for each
set of atmospheric optical parameters.

An aperiodic detection scheme based on signal-to-noise and spatial size consideration:
is combined with a medium-size ship target that has a uniform temperature difference with
the background to provide detection range versus total extinction curves for a variety
TV, 1.06um and FLIR systems. The following range performance equation was used to fit
the parametric outputs of the complicated aperiodic FUR model 5 :

Rdetection - (A +B* B2at
atm

where Rd t is the predicted range (kilometers) for a 50% probability of detecting the
target, X and B are constants associated with the choice of FLIR system and altitude, and
Batm is the total extinction coefficient in units of inverse kilometer. Some exasples of
current and projected future 8-121im FLIR systems performance (detection range) versus
total extinction are shown in Figure 7. The FLIRs were placed at various altitudes to
emphasize horizon limitations. The greater the horizon limitation the smaller the
detection range improvement associated with more advanced systems of the sane wavelength.

The systems perforuance models, target and receiving systems were combined with
individual sets uf atmospheric optical parameters to produce detection range statistics
for different seasons, locations and receiver altitudes. The resulting performance range
statistics were plotted together to show the dramatic variation in predicted detection
range with altitude for different competing systems.

In the next three figures the 20, 50 and 80% cumulative performance points for FLIRs
operating on-board a ship in a ship detection mode are plotted as a function of latitude
for summer months. Figure 8 contains only detection statistics for a current generation
8-12pm FLIR. The poor performance near the equator is due entirely to the high humidity
conditions. In more northern climates the humidity decreases allowing for much larger
detection ranges during good visibility days. The 80% curve remains fa:irly flat with

latitude indicating that as humidity effects decrease with increasing latitude the aero-
sol effects are becoming more severe statistically even though there are many very clear
days (20% points). In Figure 9 the performance statistics of a near term focal plane
array 8-12um FLIR is superimposed on the current generation system. The increased
sensitivity provides improv'ed detection ranges. In Figure 10 a near term 3.4-Sim system
is superimposed on the current generation 8-12pm system statistics. This dramatic
difference in performance between the two bands is based entirely on the aerosol models
since, as shown earlier, the molecular absorption in the 3.4 -Sum band is insensitive to
change in absolute humidity or temperature and therefore latitude. As the visibilities
improve (lower latitudes) the detection range associated with the 3.4-Spm FLIR increases
while the 8-12m is encumbered by the increasing water vapor content,
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SUMMARY OF SESSION IX

TROPOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

by

Dr I-Soicher

Editor

The effects of atmospheric turbulence due to temperature fluctuations and wind on the performance of optical
systems are weli known. In particular, system degradations include loss of image resolution, difficulty in detection of dim
objects, and loss of tracking accuracies. Papers during this session concentrated on the comparison of atmospheric turbu-
lence measurements with models of corresponding parameters, and on the simulation of turbulence conditions for
propagation analysis.

Yura seeks to determine whether any correlation exists between measured values of both stellar scintillation and
phase coherence and the corresponding values predicted from a receat model of atmospheric turbulence profile. fie finds
good agreement with the scintillations data, while the phase data is only of fair-to-good agreement.

Hanson describes measurements of the temperature turbulence profiles and the coherence diameter conmucted at the
ARPA Maui Optical Station (AMOS). These measurements are compared with existing models. He concludes that wh~l:
the coherence diameter measurcments are in reasonable agreement with existing models, temperature turbulence profiles
are not.

Lyon descr'bes the sin.uiarior, of turbuient atmospheric propagation as part of a procedure for the development of
an optical tracking system.

-
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OPTICAL PHASE AND SCINTILLATION AT AMOS:
COMPARISON BETWEEN OBSERVATION AND PREDICTION

H. T. Yura
The Ivan A. Getting Laboratories

The Aerospace Corporation

P.O. Box 92957
Los Angeles. California 90009

Abstract

Atmospheric turbulence has a significant impact on the performance of -- e aperture optical
systems. Degradations observed include loss of resolution when imaging, inc,, aed difficulty in detecting
dim objects, loss of tracking accuracy, as well as a number of other effects. The evaluation of the per-
formau-Co of any system and the specification of operating parameters for systems designed to eliminate or
minimize these degradations require sufficient knowledge in order to provide a characterization of the tur-
bulent environment in which they must operate.

A primary objective of an operational model of the aerospace propagation environment is to provide
sufficient understanding for the system analyst to compute performance estimates under various operational
conditions. To this end we present in this paper a comparison between measured values of both stellar
scintillation and optical phase coherence and the corresponding values predicted from a recent model of the
atmospheric turbulence strength profile. The optical measurements under consideration were performed by
members of the AVCO Everett Research Laboratory (AVCO) at the ARPA Maui Optical Station (AMOS) atop
Mt. Haleakala on the island of Maui, Hawaii in the fall of 1975. We employ here Hufnagel's recent
statistical model of atmospheric turbulence for heights greater than three kilometers above mean sea level
together with a model for low altitude turbulence developed from the empirical data of Koprov and Tevang,
and Bufton. The appeal of this turtulence model is that it is relatively simplc to implement in system
studies and that only one-free parameter is needed for its quantitative use. This parameter is the root
mean square wind speed for the altitude range of five to twenty kilometers above sea level. 1

We first diacuss the statistical turbulence model in its full ge:nerality (i.e., both ito temporal and
spatial variations). We next present an average or non-random model which can be used by those not

interested in the fine structure, as is the case here since available data does not warrant the use of the full
random model of atmospheric turbulence.

It is necessary to have knowledge of the staiestical characterization of both the optical phase coherence
diameter r and the scintillation index aL of a stellar sozurce. Expressions for these quantities are pre-
sented and %iscussed. Using measured values of the wind speed parameter for the appropriate dates of the
experiment, we then calculate the appropriate values of ro and of and compare with the corresponding
values, as measured by AVCO. We find good agreement with the scitrlilation data, the agreement with the
phase data being only fair to good. Although the results presented here ore encouraging, more data coin-
parison is needed before the validity for general use of the turbulence model used here can be established.
Finally, possible improvements with the turbulence model are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper tI to setk to determine Lf any correlation exists between measured values
of both stellar scintillation and phase coherence and the corresponding values predicted from a recent model
of the atmospheric turbulence profile. Specifically, we employe here Hufnagel's (Ref. Z) recent model of
the index structure constant profile C7n(h, V), where h is the altitude above mean sea level and V is a root
mean square wind speed (defined below) to calculate both the variance and covariance of the log-amplitude o-
and phase coherence diameter ro of an optical wive due to a stellar source. We then compare these
quantities to the corresponding quantities as measured by AVCO and AMOS during November 1975.

We first discuss Hufnagel's recent model of C
2 

and present expressions for the appropriate wave
statistical quantities. Using measured values or tne wind speea parameter v ior the appropriate caurt o tLAC
experiment, we then proceed in Section IV to calculate the normalized log-amplitude variance and ca. tre
with the corresponding values, as measured by AVCO. For the three experimental dates constde " -nirly
good agreement Is obtained.

In the design and deployment of the AMOS compensated Inmaging system, It Is necessary to I Lnowl-
edge of the statistical characterizati-,n of the phase cohererre diameter of the atmosphere r, of an ojptical
stellar source. In Section III we present the results of our calculation of ro and compare with AVCO's
experimental rep ults. The present calculat.ion of ro is based on Hufnagel's recent model ofCn together with
a low altitude Cn model (i.e. , 0-3 km above the AMOS site) abstracted from the experimental results of

Bufton (Ref. 1) and Koprov and Tavang (Ref. 3). Our calculated values of ro are a little larger than AVCO's
measured average values, although not as large as AVCO's value of ro as calculated on the basis of
measured turbulence profiles.

Although the present results are encouraging, more comparison with experimental data is needed be-
fore the validity of the turbulence model used here can be established. However, at this point we are
cautiously optimistic.

Ii. ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE PROFILE

Recently R. - E Hufnagel (Ref. 2) preseuted an empirical model for the altitude profile of the index
structure function Cý1. In its full generality, the random turbulence version of the Hufnagel turbulence
model has the form (in units of n-

2
13)

C
2
(h) W 5.98 X io(• V/Z7)2 

h10 +h .106 X *-l5 ,sxp[r(h,t)] , h >3 km (1)

where h is in kilometers above mean sea level, V is the root mean square wind speed in meters/sec in the
5 to 20 kmr altitude range, is.,
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2a 0 11l/2 '1
v-- ~ ~ Jkmkm z

where v(h) is the wind speed profile in tn/sec. The quantity r(h. t) is a guassian random variable which
depends on altitude and time. As defined by Ilufnagel, r has zero mean and a correlation function given

by
(r(h + h', t + r)r(h, t)) = A(b'/100) exp(- r/5) + A(h'/1000) exp(- r/80) (3)

where t is tLine measured in seconds and the function A is given by

A(x) -- xi, Il - 1
(4)

In some cases it may be more convvnLent comnputationally to use an expoxventLal decay function, i. e.,
A(x) = exp(-Ixl).

As is discussed below, the available data does not warrant the use of the full random model of C2n.

Accordingly, we employ the non-random model, obtained by taking the ensemble average of Eq. (1).
We obtain l(er) Z e = 2.72)

Cn2(h,V) = 5.98 X 10 -3(V/Z?)
2 h

1 0
e-h + 2.72 X 10-16 e-1 /1 .5  (5)

where V is given by Eq. (2). As discussed by Huinagel (Ref. Z), V appears to be normally distribu'ec about
some average value. For example, for the state of Maryland, V appeare to be normally distributed witb an
average value of 27 m/sec and a standard deviation of 9 m/sec. Below we use the value of V obtained from
the wind speed profiles for the dates of the measurements, as supplied by the Air Weather Service.

Strictly speaking, Eq. (1) or (5) is valid for h > 3 km. Since the measurements we performed at
AMOS, i.e.. at an altitude of 3 kin, Eq. (5) will suffice for the pres-ntanalysls. However, for complete-
net.s we present a model developed from the empirical data of Koprov and Tavang (Ref. 3), and J. Bufton
CR21f. 1) for the value of C at altitudes below 3 kin:

7.0 X 10-
14 h-/

3  10 m < h < 100m i

1.5 x 30-16 100M < h < 500M

Z 1.5 )' l0- 16125 × 1016/(h-500) 56<C 1.- 0 II5X1 EA , 500 M < h < 1000re

3.75 -16717+7.95 X ,0.'( b- 1000 1000 w< h < 2000m

11 585 200 17 'h-Z

1.17 X10
1 6 

-5.85 X 10-
7 /-000\ 2000m < h < 3000.

The model presented above is simple in many respects. It does not explicitly account for possible
high turbulence peaks generated at frontal interfaces or sharp inversion layers. And, cor.ceivably the
numerical coefficients in model should be different over mountainous terrain. Nevertheless, it does seem
to yield reasonable agreement with most of the observed stellar scintillation measurements taken in the
past4 The appeal of the model lies in the fact that there is only one parameter, the root mean square wind
speed V, which characterizes the altitude dependence of C~n. This parameter is readily available for many
experimental sites and in particular it Is available for AMOS. Finally, we note that it is expected that the
largest v-ariability of CZ is obtained near the ground, the high altitude turbulence being insensitive to

cff .. ta.of ..cca~ t no o.L•ot•u•auuC , LAIC rne .C o LQw altitude turbulence have little efiect in
producing scintillation. However, both low and high altitude turbulence are important in producing optical
phase distortions.

Ill. IRltADIANCE STATISTICS

In all cases considered here we are in the regime of weak optical scintillation; that Is, we ore in un-
satur'ated regime of scintillation vt sre the results of the Rytov approximation apply. The regime of weak
scintillation Is such that the normalized variance of log-amplitude, oj. is much less than unity. In this
regime It Is known (Ref. 6) that the probability distribution of irradiance is log-normal (I.e. . the natural
logarithm of Irradlance is normally distributed); that Is, the probability density of Irradl~i ce is given by

PD)ip In It+i1Zi~in)(a (7)
V2Ir71[,7o,+ ý . I +.

where

I <0

I Is the instantaneous value of Lrradiance, and angular bracketI dente the ensemble average. Thus, ( to
the Instantaneous value of irradiance normalized by Its mean, and al is.the normalized vailance of
Irradiance. Examination of Eq. (7) reveals thtat the probability distribution of normalized iriadlance Is
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characterized by the single parameter a7, the normalized variance of irradisace.

For log-normal statistics, the normalized variance of irradiance for a point receiver is related
to the variance of log-amplitude, uj, by the relation

exp(4 I) -1 (10)

c40], £7<« 1

The introduction of the quantity C2 as the basic parameter is operationally useful as this is the quantity
that in usually measured. Thus or a given value of o, the probability distribution of irradiance is
determined completely.

We next present expressions that relate the log-amplitude statistics to the index structure profile,
optical wavelength and propagation path. For weak scintillation conditions the log-amplitude correlation
function for a point (i. e., stellar) source at infinity is given by (Ref. 6)

BA(v~lk sc 11/6 f0 00I'c 0K s* (h - h1 )] (I(p1) = 4 -11Ysee il C Z(h~dh Jo(r¢P) 0 l) sinz .- _----KdX iI
Ah

where p is the separation in a plane transverse to the mean direction of propagation, 9 is the zenith angle,
hI is the altitude of the receiver, k is the optical wave number (= ZT/\, where X is the optical wavelength),
Jo is the Bessel function of zero-order of the first kind, C(n(h) is the index structure profile, and
On(k) - 0.033 K- 1 1 / 3 .

The variance of log-amplitude is then given by

( 2-j k 1 se C(~h 2 K (h-h)
2B (0/6 = rk e f CN t (K)sinZ [l k KdK

h 0

0.S63 k!"tZ
6 

sec 0 11/6 (h)(h- h )5/ 6 
dh(1)

Examination of Eq. (12) reveals that owing to the h
5 1 6 

weighting function in the integrand, the value of cZL
is determined primarily from high altitide turbulence. Examination of Eqs. (5) and (12) reveals that for
V • 10 m/sec the main contribution to aI is determined by the turbulence near the tropopause, i.e., at
h 10 10km. The integrand of Eq. (12) has arelative maximum for h = 10.83 kmn, falling to one-half its
maximum value at h - 7 5 and 15.5 krn.

Equation (12) for 7 pertains to the statistics of irmadiance at a point. As the experiments at AMOS
were performed with a finite size recr:ivtng aperture, it is necessary in our analysis to account for
al arture smoothing. As is dJcusaed below, the effects of aperaZhir- smoothing are determined not only by
the log-aznplitudt variance oj but also by the shape of the correlation function BA(p). As such. it will also
be necessary to compute the full correlation function BA(p) for p 5 D, where D is the diameter of the
receiving aperture (= 35.6 crn for the AMOS experimental. This calculation is dieicussed in more detail
later or. in this section.

Upon substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (12), we find that the log-amplitude variance at a point is given by2 [4-1 X v 10 ] 0. 1"5
o ( ) + .48 X [(13)

- 4.14 X 10-2 V)
2 

+Z.48 X 0-3, for k z0.5 IM, .00

and is plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of V for the came X = 0. 5 gm and 0 = 0. In order to compare with
experiment, one must correct these values for the smoothina effect of the finite size collecting aperture.

As alluded to above, scintillation measurements performed with a finite sized collector Include an
aperture smoothing effect referred to in the literature ar the ape*ture averaging effect. Thus, the log-
amplitude variance obtained from a collector of diameter D, 01

2
(D), is related to the corresponding point

log-amnplltt.de variance by

oa1 (D) = A a 2 (14)

where the aperture averaging factor A(S 1) is given by (Ref. 4) (we assmne here that the collecting aperture
in circular)

CO I (DX)

A- f'Cjx) ML(x) xdx (15)

where

L • os-1 -- X (16)
-0 , x>l

C (p)-exp [4BA(P)] -1 (17)

and BA(p) Is givrn by Eq. (11). Examination of Eqs. (11) and (17) reveal that the value of A depends on the
charactei•stic correlation length of the log-amplitude correlation function pl. For D << pj, A - I and
there is no aperture averaging effect, the receiver is essentially a point receiver. On the other hand, for

I



D 2t p, several "independent" fluctuations with differing signs are collected, and they partially compensate
one another leading to a value of A < 1. F:or uniform turbulence condition the amplitude correlation length
is of the order V'X=, where L is the path length and \ is the optical wavelength.

Examination of Eqs. (15) and (17) reveal that for BA(0) = Cj < I the value of A depends on the formof the normal-zed log-amplitude covartance function bAi.,)" = BA 3 / only. For values of V greater than

about 10 m/sec the dominant contribution to b (p) resuflts from the turbulence in the tropopause, i.e. ,the
first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ( I). it the experiments discussed below the value of V is in the
20 to 30 m/sec range. As a result, it can be shown for this case that b (p) is nearly a universal curve;
that is, bA(P) is independent of V for V ! 10 mr/sec. This implies that k is nearly independent uf V. These
results have been confirmed numerically for all values of V that were obtained in the AMOS experiments.
We find that A - 0. 019 for the 14-inch diameter collector us;!d at AMOS.

AVCO has performed scintillation measurements using a star sensor built by l'IOAA Environmental
Research Laboratory. This instrument consists of a 35.6 cm Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. When a
stellar source is received through this system, measurements of the spatial frequency content of the
atmospherically produced scintillation pattern are obtained. Details of the experimental apparatus and
results obtained are reported elsewhere (Ref. 5). We have chosen three separate days to compare with.
These days were chosen because the envirounculal profile C2(h) was also measured independent of the
optical measurements. Further details of the C measurements are also given in Ref. 5.

The nights chosen to compare our results P. experiment are Nov. 17, 18 and 21, 1975. The experi-
ments were generally run between 1900 to 2400 hours local time.

The wind speed data, obtained through Maj. John Madura of SAMSO, was taken at Hulo, Hawaii, at
2400 hours. Although Hilo, Hawaii, is about 100 miles from Maui, it is not expected that the values of V
over Maui were significantly different than those over Hawaii, owing to the fact that the main contribution
to V is at high altitude (5-15 km) and the terrain between the two islands is primarily open ocean. The
value of V obtained are 21.3, 20.5, and 30.8 im/sec fox Nov. 17, 18, and 21, respectively.

In Table 1 we have tabulated the values of a? obtained by AVCO at 0.5 km and the results of our
calculations.

TABLE 1

Log-Amplitude Data Comparison
(D = 35.6 crr, A - 0.019)

012, AVCO a I Aerospace Corp., 0 = 0

Date Range X 10 Average, × 10-4 Average, >10- V (m/sed)

Nov 17 2.79 - 18.20 7.9Z 5.37 21.3

Nov. 18 2.28 - 5.03 3.76 4.95 20.5

-' cs e6.00 10.10 3U.1

The AVCO data presented in the second colurmin ts a summary of twenty-pinute log-amplitude
variance measurements. The theoretical zenith angle dependence of (sec e) '1 6 was not removed by AVCO
because "all data was collected on starts at low zenith angle (typically 10-20°, 300 maximnm) and this
effect should not be large. " Our results are based on zenith propagation, i.e., 6 = 0.

No attempt was made y AVCO to compare their optical scintillation results to the corresponding
results obtained from the C profile that was measured en the dates of the experiments. Furthermore, an
analysis of the variance of t&e Co was not performed, although enough data was recorded so that this
information can be readily obtained.

ExamLnatian of -'ble 1 reveals that our calculated v•lues of oj are in good agreement with AVCO's
measured values; in i'€o cases the calculated values is in the experirnentairange, while in the third case
it is about 25% high. In view of the fact that some zenith angle biasing may be present (<(sec 30)11/6 = 1.3]
and the experiments wero performed ever several hours on each night, we feel that the results obtained
here are encouraging enough to warrant further conparisons as inore data to made available. We are in
the process of doing this.

lV. PHASE COHERENCE STATISTICS

Here we relate the coherence diameter ro to the rnms wind speed V and compare these results to the
experimental values obtained by AVCO during Niv. 17, 18 and 21, 1975.

The mutual coherence function can be written as

IWO - e'p 3.44 (18)

where the coherence diameter ro Is given by

1.45 k 3.44

semcE f C.Zou, dh (9

Examination of Eq. (19) reveals that in contrast to the case of scintillation, the coherence diameter depends
both on low and high altitude turbulence (the weighting factor in the integrand of Eq. (19) being unity in the
present cases

AVCO'u measured turbulence profiles averaged over the complete data runs taken on 17, 18, and 21
Nov. 1975 are shown in Fig. 2. The lowest height (15 m) data points were obtained from the ground-based
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microthermal sensors. Data from 37 ni to 2. 5 kin were provided by NOAA from a reduction of their
(nighttime) airborne microthermal data. The line segments from 1 krn to 24 km were derived from Star
Sensor data and represent the approximate width of the weighting functions used in the data reduction. The
horizontal scale is in height above the observatory which is at an altitude of approximately (0, 000 ft. The
tropopause height was determined from rawindsonde temperature profiles obtained from the two Hawaiian
Weather Bureau stations.

For comparison, the turbulence profile uwed for our calculation. i.e., Eqs, (5] and (6) are given by
the dashed curve in Fig. 2, along with the value of V for the date in question.

We have computed r based on the assumption that the plane of the receiver is 10 m above local ground
and the use of Fq. (5) for nigh altitude turbulence and Eq. (6) for turbulence near the ground. The
numerical results for e = 0 are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of V (upper curve). Also, we have computed
the values of ro based on Eq. (5) above and these results are also shown in Fig. 3 (lower curve). Exami-
nation o• Fig. 3 reveals that for 5 < V < 15 m/sec the values of ro obtained by including turbulence near
the ground are within a factor of two to that obtained otherwise. For larger values of V. the cerresponding
values of ro approach one another asymptotically. This is expected since for large values of V the main
contribution to ro results from turbulence values at high altitudes.

The use of Eq. (6) for low altitude turbulence values may not be representative of tie conditions above
the AMOS site as it was developed from measurements over different times of the year. Thus, it should
represent, in our opinion somewhat of a worst case estimate of turbulence above local grourd and is used
here as such. The values of ro obtained by employing Eq. (6) represents a worst case estimate at low
values o V(c 15 m/sec), while the values obtained for large values of V should be looked upon with less
uncertainty.

In summary, for small values of V (i.e. , low integrated turbulence strength) the predicted values of
ro are to be regard2d as a lower limit with the real value being as much as a factor of two larger. On the
other hand, for large values of V (i.e., high integrated turbulence strength) the corresponding uncertainty
in the predicted value of r. is much smaller than a factor of two; that is. the confidence by which we pre-
dict ro is larger for strong turbulence conditions than it is for weak turbulence conditions.

AVCO's average measured values of ro at 0.633 cm and 0 = 00 and the correspcnding values obtained
from the measured turbulence profiles are presented in Table 2 along with the results of our calculations.

TABLE2

r° Data Comparison, X = 0.633 41n

AVCO AVCO, From Measured Aerospace
Seeing Monitor, r (cm) Turbulence Profile,

Date Range Average r t (cm) to (cm) V (m/iec)

Nov 17 9.3 - 13.5 10.4 25.7 17.1. 21.3

Nov 18 13.3 - 18.Z 15.4 24.9 17.4 Z0.5

Nov 21 9.4- 14.4 11.8 16.6 14.4 30.8

The corresponding value of r 0 at X = 0. 5 m are obtained from those given in the taule by multiplication
by (0.5/0.633)6/b- 0.75. Examination of Table 2 reveals that our values of r- are in fair agreement with
the experimental value. On the other hand, AVCO's calculated values based on the measured turbulence
profile are larger than the measured value by a factor of 1.5-2. -

Note that for the three days considered the measured average values of r are somewhat less than
the corresponding calculated values. At this point it is not clear why this should be tbh case, although it
may just be an artifact. Although the airborne microthermal prove measurement of C 1 between 37 in and
Z kn above the AMOS site were perfocnmed at night, the airplane was not directly above the moutain top,
but instead was slightly off to one side. This suggests that the lower Altitude measured values of C2 the
AVCO calculated value of r is about a factor of two too large, We wait with anticipation for reliabre low
altitude CA profile measurements above the AMOS site (I. e., from the NOAA acoustic sounder). On the
other hand, we arbitrarily used a model of low altitude turbulence that, strictly speaking, applies (if at all)
to conditions over level ground near sei level. For the valuer ')f V that applied, the contribution to r
from turbulence in the first three kilometers above the site is about equal to the corresponding cointrigution
from turbulence in the tropopause (See Fig. 2). On this basis we would expect that an ro calculated with
such a turbulence profile would result in too small a value Since our calculated values of ro are a little on
the bigh side, we are left in a quandry. Rather than speculate we defer further discussions on this point
until more data is analyzed.

Based on our results obtained for the three dates in question, we are encouraged to make further
comparisons with more data.

In conclue ion we are cautiously optimistic about tne use of the mnodelof Cn used here to obtain phase
and log-amplitude statistics, Mo e data comparison is clearly needed until the General use of the model
can be ascertained. In particular, it is very desirable to obtain wind speed data that pertain to the time and
location of the experiment. We have been in contact with P. Zieske, AVCO/Maut, and he Is in the process
of seeing what can be done for the experiments that wili be performed at AMOS this spring and summer.
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Fig. Zb Same as IFigure 2b for i8 Novernber 1975. Estimated tropopause height of 9-15.5 kn.

10-14 1

10- 15 " V =30.8 m/sec

S10-16 i

10- 19  I I..

1l 102  103 104 !05
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Fig. 2c Same as Figure 2b for Zl November 1975. Estimated tropopause height of 9-15. 5 km.
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DISCUSSION

R.A.McClatchey, US
Why is it that C'-Profile does not depend on deviation of wind speed from some uniform mean speed, and ,on the
vertical stability of the atmosphere (e.g., temperature gradients)?

Author's Reply
As discussed by liufnagel in 1974 (Ref. i), the model is purely empirical and it was found that about 70% of the
optical data he looked at correlated well with the rms wind speed. Recent work of T.VanZandt and K.Gage (of
NOAA) on the vertical profile of C2 in the microwave region is based on a model of vertical stability and shows a
somewhat different profile which seems to compare well with radar backscatter measumments of C2.

nK
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REAL TIME SIMULATION OF TURBULENT

AIMOSrHERIC PROPAGATION

1.D. Lyon,
British Aerospace Dynamics Group,
Bristol - Stevenage Division,
Stevenage, HertE. Sql 2DA
England.

SUMMARY

Simulation of turbulent atmospheric propagation during the development of a tracker can reduce the amount of field

trials necessary. A particular beacon/tracker slystem is described followed by the simulator requirement aaid its

realisation. Finally the utilisation of the simulator is described.

IN'M ODUCJTION

In many defence applications there is a need to track the position of one's own vehicles. These vehicles can be

remotely piloted vehicles, guided weaponb or similar. This paper describes an optical tracking system using a

vehicle carried xenon-arc pulsed beacon operating in the near infra-red. To avoid extensive field trials dtring

hardware development, a simulator was built to give statistically repeatable effects of the atmospheric propagation,

turbulence, and beacon motion.

SYSTEM

The optical tracking system comprises a vehicle carried xenon-arc beacon, pulse modulated at a precise frequency

and a static, near infra-red, four quadrant (8 element) tracker. Analog voltage signals are provided by the tracker

which are, within limits, proportional to die off axis cartesian coordinates of the beacon. These voltages would

normally be used to servo drive the tracker to maintain the beacon image on the optical axis. In order to maintain

the signal to noise ratio as the beacon range increases, the tracker optics are varied to increase the beacon to backr-

ground ratio at th, detector. Automatic gain control stabilises the gain about a reference level which can be externally

adjusted to follow the field of view size.

beaeon

Figure 1 shows the xenon-arc beacon which is fairly conventional. Pulse energy is held constant to within 10% for

periods long compared with the turbulence. Longer tenin drift is inevitable as the flashbube lifetime Is used up. In

order to achieve a compact beacon. a new flabhtube was developed which fits axially into a complex solid of
revoluflo reflector. The reflector Is required to give a substantially constant output over a large cone angle.

Tracker

Figure 2 shows die optical tracker. To reduce the noise in the processing system as the beacon range increases, the

detector theld of view Is reduced. The first :.vduction is made by the zoom lens. Further reduction Is made by an

adjustable field stop in the focal plane of the telescope. Also at the focal plane Is a fibre optic diffuser. Vignetting
is minimised to keep the tracker transfer function as linear as possible over the angles of interest.

The static split silicon detector quadrant differences are normalised as usual in the signal processing to provide the

error output signals. Channel width effects, giving dead areas between quadrants are minilised by Irradiating a

relatively large detector area via the fibre optic diffuser, which provides a uniform circular spot. To maintain the
transfer furtction slope, the spot size is varied by moving the detector relative to the diffuser as a function of field
stop aperture. The diffuser also gives the important advantage of r, inimising atmospheric scintillation, so that
variations in intensity distribution across the lens aperture do not affect the tracker's output.

Both inner and outer quadrant signals are amplified until the beacon spot, decreasing with range, covers only the
inner quadrants. Then the outer quadrants are disconnected and only the inner quadrant signals are amplified.
The dark current noise of the non-irradiated outer quadrants is then eliminated. The detector cell geometry is also
shown in Figure 2. Insulating channels divide the cell Into quadrant elements. The silicon photodetector can be
thermo-electrically cooled to keep it below -40 degC in hot environments.

Tracker Electronics

Figure 2 illustrate,. the general signal flow through the tracker. The servos which adjust the telescope zoom, focal
plane stop, and detector are not shown. Four head amplifiers are provtded, one for each quadrant pair of inner

plus outer. Selection of either Inner or inner plus outer is made externally, again as a function of range. Impedances

of the amplifiers are simultaneously changed to match the detector areas and fields of view.
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Following the pre-amplffier' are the sum and difference amplifiers giving the raw X and Y errors. The sum signal
is peak detected in each pulse cycle. An adjustable fraction of the difference between successive peaks is fed back
to aker the system gain at a proportional rate. Excessive automatic gain changes due to atmospheric turbulence
modulation are avoided. Part of the simulation function is to optimise the automatic gain function In the laboratory
without prolonged field trials.

'Integration and hold' nuýintains the beacon signals between pulses. Finally the difference signals are divided by the
sum signal to normalise them.

Figure 3 is a photograph of a tracker development model with laboratory packaged electronics beside it. Figure 4
shows the inside of the tracker. Fixed focal length leases were used at this stage.

SIMULATOR REQUIREMENT

The simulator is designed to be compact, portable and setf-contaived. Its major capabilities are:-

beacon range variations:
From 100 m to 4 km.

There is no requirement to vary beacon image size with range. Only the slope of the tracker transfer function
is effected, which. does not matter since the tracker output signals are monitored and not fed back at this level of
testing.

beacon movement:
A beacon can move in a circle about the tracker optical axis, providing sine wave of variable amnlitude and

frcquency In the tracker X and Y channels. This function does not vary with range.

"variation in meteorological visibility:

Visibilities of infinity, 10 kin, 8 kin, 4 km. 2 km and 1. 2 km using 5% definition.

effect of atmospheric turbulence:
Time varying amplitudes of the simulated beacon pulses seen by the tracker to have a log-normal dietribution

such that 95% of th6 pulse amplitdes lie wlthln + 1:1 (- no turbulence), or + 1. 414:1. or + 2.236 or + 5:1 of the
mean value, as required (i.e. from 1/5 mean to r5x nienu

* background ir-adiance:
A backgound irradance on the trackr focal plane of 0 to 24 Wm n in e band 0. 75 m to 1. 1 rm.

A TMOSPHE RIC MODEL

The atmospheric model was chosen for its simplicity to Instrument, yet including enough relevant factors to realis-
tically test the tracker. Vehicle altiudej are predominately below 30 m in the current application and therefore
the sightline is essentially horizontal through the atmosphere.

The mean power received by the tracker from the beacon is given by:

2 -eR
P - I. 4 2 a . Z4 R2

R

where I is the mean radiant Intensity over the speztral band

D is the tracker objective lent diameter

R is the beacon range

Sis the mean atmospheric extinction coefficient
(- 3 + met3orological vislbiL.y)

A& is the spectral band

Z is the normalised fading parameter due to atmospheric turbulence which is a lognormal random
variable with probability density function:

2

p W exp - n) 2 ýp(Z) - '•¢ 2 2

2
wheree int the normalioed log-Ituensity variance.
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Pulse te pulse correlation 15 provided by 1o'v" pass filtering of the white noise genieratur from which the lognormal
funiztien Z is derived. Single order filtertc with 3 dB points 1.95 kliz. 370 IL and 652.4 Ilz are selectable. The
filters simulate a range of closed loop lags in the overall tracking syst~nim.

2E1SC RLP-IION 01' SIMUJLAlIOlt

Thce basic optical acheirc tis shown ia Fi&goro 5.

Light emiting diodes (U.D, aze us~ed to eiInXilatC the beacon and a tungsten halogen lamp the sky huciaground.

Duc to the large variation in lvaaco'ý brighitneas required, two LED's are provided. The fihort range LED) changeti
over to the long range LED at approximately 1. 5 km. Thie difference hii optical transmission betweeo tie path~s Is
Ebout 130. Although die exact changover distance is not critica!, the brightneas and optical superposition are
important. The diodes are 0.5 mmi square with a substz-ntialiy uniform intensity in the forward hemisphere.

The LED rays reselh the tracker v'ia beaam splittcr 2 and mirror 2. Mirror 2, w~hich is fiat, I.- r~ounted on a pair of
circular wedgts. Relative p readjuatment of Elie wvdgi. s tilts Elie mirror with respect to its mounting shaft. This
shaft is driven by a variable speed motor, causding the beacon image to circle the tracker sightline. One degree
movement between the wedges changes the mirror inclination by 1 'arad.

The turigsten halogen lartip is driven from a variable constant current source to provide the sky background. This
illum'nation reachas the tracker- via a diffuser and lens 3.

Meteorological visibility effects are generated electronically as described Lelow. Figure 6 is a phot~ graph of the
complete simulator with a 30 cm ruler alongside.

Electronics

A simplified electronics block diagram is Illustrated in Figure 7. For simplicity the sky background electronics are
omitted,

For a stable eimulator, needing infrequent calibration, groat care was taken to ensure low therrmal and ageing

-and generator, which is crystal controilcd, is followed by a shaper which simulates the xenon-arc beacon response.
The shaped pulse is then amplitude modulated in proportion to the control signal Z (exp (-,r i))/R2 . After the LED
driver, a changeover relay operating at 1. 5 km directs the pulse current to either the long or short range light
emlitting diode.

The range signal for the purpoues of simulation is generated opea loop, by a ramp voltage. Range changeover at
1. 5 km is also provided. As well as IS~ittciing the LED's, the change-over also selects p ro-set adjuetments In Zains
so that the intenity perceived by the tracker does not alter at changeover.

Following the upper line from the Range Generator, the first block Is a switched jittenuator simulating the various
meteorological visibilities required, The resulting R is exponconiated by the eV in block 'ahicl, lij based on a diode
vol'age-current characteristic. Gain adjustment for range changeo,.er mat&.ing follows.

A divider rroduces the inverse square law from a aqua rer (V 2 ) followed by another range changeover gain adjustment.
The divider output; C-oR/R 2 is then multiplied by the turbulence fading factor Z which is gerierated as follows. A
whitr acolse generator has an output flat from below 25 Hz to 37 kJ-z dropping at 6 dB/octave theieafter. The band
pass filters are arranged to all have the same r. mn.a. output . Selection of a particular filter gives choice of pulse to
pulse correlation as described In the atmospheric model above. The filtered noise is amplified to different levels
such that the final turbulence fading factor Z has 95% of pulse amplitudes between extremes which arc harmonically
symmetrical about the mean. The extremes selectable are + 1:1 (- no turbulence), + 1.414:1, +2.236.1, and +5:1.
Thus + 5:1 gives max,'min amplitudes of 25.

Another eVi generator shapes the filtered noise distribution to lognormal. Finally the mean level change caused
by the e-Vin generator I3 removed by the turbulence selector, givitkg the nornialised turbulence fading factor Z.

Z and e YR/R2 eriveciabovc, are multip1 'ed tom.:ther and via another rangre changeover gain adjustment. &W applied
to the pulse amplitude modulator, which has greater than 1000:1. dynamic range.

UTILISATION OF THE SIMULATOR

Worsening range, visibility and turbulence combine to degrade the perfirmance of the tracker. A cotivenient para-
meter for assessing the performance Is the output noise power spectral density of the tracker error outputs.

The error outputs are measured by a true r. m.s. voltmeter with a 1.6sa time constant, via a 21U liz low pass filter.
A 5th order Butterworth filter was chosen ic give s well defined cut-off. Eaeh reading in volts r. m.s. is the average
of 10 samples. Tim readings are thin converted from millivolts to milliradians by the calihrated transfer function
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slope of the track-r. To compare these results with theoretical figures, the r.m.s. errors are converted to power
spectral deusity by squaring aud dividing by the bandwidth in red. .2

"lie units arm then radians /radian/sec. is previously described, the coastant simulated beacon image size keeps
the transfer function slope constant.

Comparison of practical and theoretical results for a particular tracker showed agreement within 1 4.4 dB over a
theorerical range of 20, 000:1 in power.

Due to the difficulty of theoretically pi-edicting the expected performance of the tracker in turbulence conditions,
correlation of practical and theortaical results Is not yet established. However., one of the purposes of the simulator
is to overcome this difficulty. Field trials results were analysed to establish the extreme range of correlation times
and turbulence variations to be included in the simulator.

Simulation of beacor circular motion at different amplitudes and frequencies enables the tracker's transfer function
to be_ quickly established. This facility Is particula,ly useful for mapping the edge of the vignetting, where the trans-
fer function slope becomes non-linear.
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DISCUSSION

M.T'Ivis, I.JS
Are clouds taken into account ip the background simulation?

Author's Reply
The tiacker has a diffuser in front of the detector which averages the sky background across the aperture. For
simulation it is sufficient to provide a diffused, substantially even, background.

LIk
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TEMPERATURE TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS AT AMOS

Donald W. Hanson
Rome Air Development Center

Griffiss AFB, New York 13441

SUMMARY

Atmospheric temperature turbulence is created by random, small scale, high frequency fluctuations in air.
This turbulence degrades the performance of optical systems which image through the atmosphere. Exten-
sive theory has been developed which relates the propagation of light through the atmosphere to the tem-
perature turbulence. Measurements of the temperature turbulence above Mount Haleakala on the island of
Maui, Hawaii have been made. The emphasis of these measurements has been to measure vertical profiles
of temperature turbulence, however the integrated value of the profiles has also been measured. The mea-surement data has been compared with existing models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric temperature turbulence is created by random, small scale, high frequency temperature fluc-
tuations in air. This temperature turbulence degrades the performance of optical systems which image
through the atmosphere. Extensive theory has been developed which relates the propagation of light
through the atmosphere to the temperature turbulence.

1.1 Temperature Turbulence

Temperature turbulence can be described by its spatial structure function, DT(r), as shown below:

OT(r) = T(Cr)- - 2)
where T(rj) is the temperature at rl, T( 2 ) is the temperature at 2  r = In - , and the brackets

( indicate an ensemble average. It is known that, for certain conditions

DT(r) aCT
2 r2/

3

where r-2 Iz ralled thp tnmnoPrAture structure parameter. C thus provides a measure of the level of the
temperature-t- ulence. ' I

1.2 Optical Propagation

The temperature turbulrnce described above creates changes in the refractive index of air. The spatial
structure function for changes in the index of refraction of air, Dn, is directly proportional to the
temperature turbulence structure function, thus t

D(r) * C2  r 2 / 3

n n
2 2/

wi'ere C2 is called the refractive index structure parameter and has units of m-2' The relationship

betweenn C and C0 at a wavelength of light of O.5pw is given below:
r •2

C2n " ýg'2 , 10-6--P C'
n T•

where p is pressure in mbar and T is temperature in OK. Cn thus provides a measure of the degrading
effect that temperature turbulence will have on light propagating through the atmosphere. As C increases
the degrading effects on light beams propagating through the atmosphere increases. A basic parameter,
r , can be used to determine the perforimnce of optical imaging systems when viewjng through the atmos-
pfere (Fried, D.L., 1966). The parameter ro, in units of meters, is 'elated to C as shown below.

r 423 (oi5 ) fc (

wbTre X Is the Tayelenqkh of light, L is the length of the optical path through the atmosphere, and
C z is the varue of C• at each point along that path. The significance of r is that it can be
thought of as the diffraction limited aperture of the atmosphere. For telescopes with diameters smaller
than ro, imaging performance which is directly related to telescope quality can be expected. For tele-
scopes with diameters greater than ro imaging performance limited by an effective aperture of the size
of ro can be expected.

2. Measurement Program

Measurement of the atmospheric turbulence above Mount Haleakala on the island of Maul, Hawaii have been
conducted over the past several years. Emphasis has been placed on measuring vertical temperature tur-
bulence and ro. Both measurements are made using ground based sensors (Miller, M.G. et al, 1976).



2.1 Measurement of Profiles

The turbulence profiles were measured with an instrument called a Stellar Scintillometer. The instru-
ment was made by the Wave Propagation Laboratory of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
of the U.S. Basically the instrument measures stellar scintillation as a function of spatial frequency
to estimate the strength and location of the turbulence causing the scintillation. The instrument pro-
vides data from 2.5km up through the atmosphere. A detailed description of the Instrument can be found
in Ochs, G.R. et al, 1977.

2.2 Measurement of ro

The parameter r was measured using an instrument called the Seeing Monitor. This instrumeint wus built
by the Hughes Rgsearch Laboratories. This instrument measures the atmospheric Modulation Transfer
Function. From this data an estimate of ro can be made. For a complete description of this instrument
see Giuliano, C.R. et al, 1976.

3. Turbulence Models

3.1 Profile Models

Based on empirical data Hufnagel has developed a model for temperature turbulence as shown below
(Hfunagel, R.E., 1974).

Cn [(2.2 , 10-1) h" (W127)' exp (-h/1000)

+ 10- 16 exp (-h/15008 exp r(h,t) m"2 / 3

Where:

h = altitude above sea level in meters

20xlO 3  2 1/2W = 1 F v2 (h) dhj

"L x0 31 'xlO3 L 5xio
V(h) = wind speed at altitude 1h m/sec

Tne parameter r(h,t) is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance 2. Complete details on the
covariance function of r(h,t) are given in the Hufnagel reference. The mean value of C2 predicted by
the model is given below:

Cn2 = (6.0 x ]O- 5 3 )h1 0 ( W)2 exp ( h/10 0 0 )

+ 2.7 x 10-16 exp (4/1500)

Since the probability density function associated with exp [r(h~tj is skrewed the mean value is riot
necessarily a good description of the density function. The median for C2 is given below:

nnCn2 . 2.2 x 10- 53 hI10 ( W/27) 2 exp k h /1000)

+ I0"i6 exp (h /1500)

3.2 re Model

Based on empirical data Fried and Mevers have proposed the following model for the median of ro
(Fried, D.L. and Mevers, G.E., 1974).

r° = .114 (A/5.5 x 10;7)3/5 (sec e)"3/5

where r0 is log-normally distributed, 0 is zenith &ngle, anu one standard deviation factor is xl.36.

4. Results & Analysis

4.1 Profile Data

Measured temperature turbulence profiles are shown in Figures 1-4. These profiles are an average
profile for the entire evening. Also shown in the figures are the mean and mredian values predicted
by a slightly modified version of Hufnagel's model. Rawinsonde data, from launches made at Hlilo,
Hawaii, were used to calculate W in the Hufnagel model. The profile data was typically take, within
four hours of the rawinsonde data. The rawinsonde data was provided by USAF Environmental Technical
Applications Center (ETAC). The model was found to provide a better fit to the measured data when
the altitude, h, was taken to be the height above Mount Haleakala (3,000m). From previous databetter agreement between the Hufnagel model and the measured orofile data was expected. However
an error has been discovered in the earlier data which negates that agreement.
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4.2 r. Data

The parameter r has been measured at various times throughout the year. Data for the period
11 November 197? to 13 July 1976 is shown in figure 5 (Miller, M.G. and Zieske, P.L. 1977). The
solid line is a least square fit to a Gaussian cummulative density curve. This data has been replotted
as shown in figure 6 to see how well the data might also conform to a log-normal distribution. The
correlation coefficients for the fit of the regression to the data is .984 for the normal distribution
and .985 for the log-normal distribution. The cummulative probability density thus conforms to a log-
normal distribution as well as it does to a normal distribution. More ro data has been collected since
13 July 1976. In total 670 measurements of r have been made. The range of measured r0 values has been
from 3.6 to 17.8cm with a mean value for the 87O data points of 9.8cm, at X=5.OxlO m. The Fried and
Mevers model predicts a median value of ro=10.8cm. The cummulative probability density function of the
data taken since 13 July 1976 has not yet been analyzed.

5. Conclusions

More work needs to be Cone before a model for the temperature turbulence profile above Mt. Haleakala can
be developed. The r0 data is in reasonable agreement with the Fried and Mevers model.
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DISCUSSION

M.Tavis, US
I note that your cornparison is good for low rins wind speeds and very bad for high values.

Is the acoustic sounder operating now?

Author's Reply
The acoustic sounder data has not yet been analyzed. We intend to publish further work in this area when this
data has been analyzed.

J.Rottger, FRG
(1) Do you include wind shears to predict the Cn-profile?

(2) It should be checked if the discrepancy of predicted and measured C1-profiles at greater heights might be
explained by the possibility that at these heights the turbulence for these very short wavelengths is no longer in
the inertial subrange.

Author's Reply
(1) The rms wind speed is calculated using a wind speed profile. Changes in wind direction are not included.

(2) 1 belie,'e that proper theory has been used in the developing of the instrumentation used to measure Cn'.

R.A.McClatchey, US
It seems to me that models of turbulence should depend on vertical wind shear and vertical temper ature gradients
and not only on wind speed. Perhaps differences between measuement and Hufnagel model could be used to
generate a somewhat more sophisticated model, still dependent on ordinarily measured meteorulogical parameters.

Author's Reply
Otiiem more compiicated modeis for turbuience proijies do exost which include the parameters mentioned above.

L.W.Barclay, UK
I note that there is a change ir the ordinate scale in Figure 4. In the four days of results, there is a much bigger
change in the model than in the measurements for heights above 10 km. Would you confirm this?

Author's Reply
The ordinate scale in Figure 4 is correct.

"'1
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SUMMARY OF SESSION X

EHF PROPAGATION

by

Dr B.Van DUl
Session Chairman

The need for reliable means for the design of radio systems, is extending more and more to the higher frequencies.
This statement was true 40 years ago, it is still true now. At that earlier time the higher frequencies were in the VHF-
band (30 -300 Mllz); now they are in the EHF-band (30-300 GHz). To spend one session on this latter band, is
timely; to accept for this session also papers dealing in part o.- mainly with the VHF- SHF-bandr. was a wise dec:ision,
since it appears that ';till a lot can be learned about the properties of the propagation medium for those lower frequencies.

In the paper by Uebt and Hopponen, dealing with the frequency range 20 < f < 300 GHz, it is shown that for an
assumed clear, inhoniogeneous, nonturbulent atmospheie, it is possible to predict with sufficient accuracy the behaviour
of the medium for a radio wave under various slant path angles.

The data presented in the paper by Fluess, for the frequency range I < f < 300 GHz, are under same assumed condi-
tions as above, in agreement. In this paper however also the type and probability of precipitation and clouds are taken
into consideration for their effects on the transfer characteristic of the atmosphere.

The paper by Maseng and Bakkcn, considering a Stxchastic Dynamic Model of Rain Attenuation, is based on the
work of S.H.Lin, who has shown that rain attenuation in dB is lognormally distributed. By the introduction of one extra
parameter, not only the stationary propcz ties of rain are taken into atLcount, but also 'tle dynamic behaviour. The latter
is done in order to be able to offset the effects of train attenuation by power control of the satellite communication
system.

The paper by Johnson and Gierhart deals with a propagation model and a computer programme for the frequency
range 0.1 < f < 20 GHz. The model includes allowances for: average ray bending, horizon effects, long term power
fading, vertical plane patterns of antennas, surface ieflection and tropospheric rnultipath, atmospheric absorption, iono-
spheric scintillaticns, rain attenuation, reflection from an elevated counterpoise, smooth earth diffraction and forward
scatter.

A computer-based propagation prediction prog, a-nme is discussed in the paper by Palmer. It provides an accurate
means of predicting coverage areas for VHF and UHF systems. A topographic data-base enables detailed path-loss or
Id-sticutltil cauulatiulzn tu be earried uu in the Ottawa region. This data-base can be extended to other areas of Canada.

"The paper by Ma.guinand aims to determine the preferred transmission procedure for a digital tropospheric scatter
c;rcuit at a frequency of 6 GHz over a distance o0" 135 kin and a bit rate of 10 Mb/sec.

?.-
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SUMMARY

It is possible to pridtct the behavior of an EHF (frequencies up to 300 (lHz) radio wave tranavers-
inR s clear, inhomoweneous, nonttirhulent atmosvhere a: various slant path angles 0. Malecular nbsorution
spectra of major (02 H120) and minor (e.g., 0 C0, N 0) air constituents cause frequency dependent
signal attenuation, phase delay, ray bending,n,,d medium noise. The interaction between radiation
and air is expressed through a complex refractivity N, which is z ftnction of frequency v, total
pressure p, parli,1 water vapor pressure pw, temperature T, earth magnetic field strength H (0 2 -Zeeman
effect), and tcace gas densities. The N-calcalation takes into account 36 0 lines, 6 H 0 lines
plus a nonresonant spectrum, and, if needed, includes trace gas spectra o>-08 0 2 CO 94 N2 0
lines), which are generally very weak. The calculation scheme has been verifisA to a large extent by
recent laboratory mearurements of the 22 Glrz ! 0 line, and the 60 GHz 0 band plus 119 GHz line spectra
(LIEBE and GIMMES1AD, 1978). Assuming a distribution of the gas va-iabies for neutral air (h-O to 100 km)
as a function of height and the radio path geometry gground-to-ground, -aircraft, -satellite, -outer
space) provides the basis for calculating the various prorogation effects. The height distributions
p(h), p (h), and t(h)-300/T may be obtained irom in sitt, data (e.g., rediosonde) or from models simu-
lating atmospheres as a function of altitude, latitude, and season (NOAA, 1976).

A Ltactable propagation model employs a sphecrically stratified atmosphere ("onion-shell" model of
thin quasi - homogeneous layers) to he akenable to computer calculations of five integrals: cumulative
atteruation (i.e., transmittance), radio range, curved path length, and noise temperature due tc up-
w-lllno A- d d.Wnu.lli.g reia, . .... lnee .ntegra

1
n a-. o,,....aA. .b- n-er-l -nte ....

Romberg method to optimize computer time. Low ( 0si') elevation angle cases espiny an analvtical approxi-
mation to circumvent numerical instabilities. Since the integration method uses liner steps than the
input data provide, interpolation is applied for intermediate values of N(u,p,t,H,p ). Various aspects
typical of EHF propagation will be exemplified by giving results for specific cases.

1. INTRODUCTION

The relatively stable neutral air mass represents a uniqde filter over the EHF (20-300 GHz) range
with transfer, shielding, and emission properties caused by microwave spectra of oxygen, water vapor, and
trace gases, no' found at any lower frequency. The spectra cause selective attenuation, transit time
variations, and increases in the background noise affecting amplitude, phase, and direction of propagating
radio waves as well as limiting their detectebility. Confidence in EHF system design and recommen-
dations on tne optissm use of specific EHF bands latnves on the ability to predict atmo-
spheric propagation effects. Those inherent to ti.e (iseeus atmosphere are of foremost importancc since
they are always present.

Any si unlation of radio wave propagation requires an accurate correlation between the physical
state and the electromagnetic properties of the medium. Thus, EHF applications are dependent on a
dlscription of the somewhat complicated interaction between millimeter waves and the moleceles that
roeprise th; atmosphere. ScatLering is neglected since the air mass is assumed to be calm and
clear. The primaty motivation for the work described here is to translate molecular spectroscopy into
an engineering data base which, in turn, is applied to generate attenuation, phase dispersion, and
emission ra-es for modelled radio paths within, into, sad through the neutral atmosphere (h-0 to 100 km).
T-e con-plc:x refractivity N in parts per millIon (ppm) is a suitable measure of the interaction. Over the,
EHF range, acueral air molesules (02., H20, 03, CO, N.,0 and other trace gases - KOLBE et al,, 1977)
e;:hibit a ,re than 500 spectral lines leading to a coiplicsted expression for N.

For the supctroscopic basis of modelling N we resorted to a variety of sources (LIEBE and GIWIESTAC,
1978 aovd references therein), including the October 1977 version of the Air Force Cambridge
Resea-ch La'boratory absorption line parameter compilation (abbreviated ALPC) tape (ROTHMAN and NcCLATCHEY,
1916). T

he first problem is to express N as a function of the following v-ariables:

dry air pressure p(h) l10 to o-
2  

Pa (Pascal E N/M" - 0.01 ubar),

water vapor pressure p (h) < ps(t) I 6kPa .
temperature parameter t~h) " 366/I 0.9 to 2 -,

earth magnetic field strength H 2 to 8 x i0
5 

T (Teals a 10-4 Gauss), (1)
frequency NJ 30 to 300 GHz
sltnt angle of radio path 6 0 to 90* a zenith

The various trace gas spectra (e.g., 0, C0, C.N0). which require additional variables, will not be
treaced in this paper.



g as h EHF refrqctlvity 1 is formulated in Section 2. Accurate knowledge of N(v, p, Pw, t, H, trace

ga6 density) due to detectable atmospheric absorption lines is important in various radio science
fields (e.g., wave propagation, remote sensing, radio astronomy). A little-understood anomalous water
vapor absorption, particularly noticeable in the four window ranges (30-50, 70-11.0, 130-160, 220-280 Clz),
introduces some uncertainty into the otherwise well confirmed calculation s2heme. In Section 3, the
second problem is addressed by numerical experimentation, narely radio path behavior modelling for various
asaumed geometries.

2. SPECTROSCOPIC BASIS

2.1 Formulation

The corplex EHF refractivity can be expressed as

N- NO + I(Si 1) + N' + J +F (SiFý) + N" (ppm), (2)

where N is the frequency-independent refractivity of moist air,

N0 - [
2

.589p + (2.39 + 41.6t)pw]t (ppm) . (3)

The frnquency-dependtnt molecular spectra are of two typea:

(a) the line spectra of absorption (amplitude attenuation) SF" and dispersive refraction
(nonlinear phase shift) SF' with a strength S in units of kHz and shape factors F' and F"
in units of GHz-I; the sums range over all spectral lines given in Tables 1-4: and

(b) nonresonant water vapor spectrum N' and N" due to wing terms of very strong infrared
wwlines plus additional contrihutrcna not fully understood.

Power attenuation and phase delay rates, the standard propagation factors, are simply

a - 0.182Ov Im N (dB/km) , (4)

0 - 0.0209v Re N (radians/km) , (5)

where Im stands for 'imaginary part of" and Re fur "real part o"'.

2.2 Shape Functions

Common to each spectroscopic feature is an intensitv-versus-frequencv distribution functio:; the
shapes F'(v) and F"(%). For h<20 km, resonan. and noareaonanrt spectra exii£t. iAhC1 share fuctLions sue

(ROSENKRANZ, 1975):

(resonant) (nonruaonant, Debye shape)

- + Y ( v 0 + V ) + ' rl 
2 9 2( ) (\0- -).. I (0+v+• F' - F /(vC + r2) (6). (7)

1 ) (V 0 v) 2 + Y (v0 + 02 + ,2 C

FIvF - (. -. ) r +Y -00 F" ,- 2vF/(v 2 + !) (8), (9) S

SA (v 0 _V)2 + y
2  

(v 0 + v)
t 

+ 2 ] o

which introduce the spectroscopic parameters center frequency v0, widths y, Y, and overlap inrerfeuenre 1.

For h>20 km, only isolated resonant lines are present, spreod over a zsegahertz fruquency scale.
Equations (6) and (8) reduce to Loren)tzian shapes

F' - (v0 - v)[(V0- N 2 + Y2 and PY v/U' - V°
t 4 vi . (10)

Peak dispersion at V - v0 ;y and maximum absorption at v-v 0 are given by

±L%0 - S/2y anld NO" - S/y (pp& . (.")

For h>40 kin, further decrease in piessure converts the presaure-broadened Lorentzlan Into & Doppler-
broadened Gaussian with a different width

- 6.20 10-6V0 i/W-t (Gil), (12)

where M is the molecular weight (e.g., 02 :M-32, ,-
6

0 -Hz, YV-65.0 ki,). The convojridn ot
Loreutz and Gaussian shape function# is called the Vuigt prufi. ., wdich it jovcrce. by thL paramLetr,
xV-Y/YD.
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The Voigt profile is prominent when xv falls in the range between - 10 and 0.1 and the numerical evalua-
J:ion of the height-depnndent complev. Volgr [unction requires considerable computational effort. We
adopted for F" the fast algorithm (FORTRAN IV program) reported by PIFRLU1SSI et al. (1977).

For total atmospheric transfer calculstions associated with ground-to-satellite paths it is quite
adequate to keep the Lorentrian shape (10) but replace the width y with

/2 2"rh VY + Y (13)

The ý:eatment of high-altitude oxygen lines introduces further complications due to Zeeman splitting
(see 2.4 below).

2.3 EHF Spectruic of Oxygen (0 2 --1s)

All pertinent information on the 02--MS is cortamned in Table I. Tt'e line parameters have been
reduced to five c-efficients al.-a5 and are listed in Table 1 together with the center frequencies V0'
Water vapor influences the 0 2-MS through (15). The dependences on atmospheric variables are:

S - aI p t
3 

exp[s 2 (1 - t)] (kHzl , (14)

y - a 3 (p + 1.3pw) L (GHz) , (15)

I aa4 p 5 (16)

The nouresonent oxygen spectrum (v 0 -0) exhibits a Debye shape (7), (9) with a width of

F - f pt0.9 (GHz) . (17)

The associated strength is

5 - as pt2 (ppm) . (18)

The nonresonant EHF contributions SoFg and SoF0 amount to a small constant attenuation (e.g., for p-101
and t-l, u-0.0064 dB/kaL) and a negligible dispersion, but they are an integral part of the oxygen spectrum,
necessary in the FOSENKRAIZZ formulation to keep predic:'d low altitude (h<10 km) attenuation rates for
v>180 GHz from becoming slightly negative and to describe the 02-MS for x,<30 GHz. Without eqns. (7) and
t9), rd.r22-s)4)- at ali frequencies when the a4.coeiticients Ot lines i-zl).) zb2j( ) are reduced by 6
percent. Such arbitrary adjustment does not alter the significant results (1,e., >0.01 dB/kmi) of the
02-MS in the EHF range.

Typical examples of the atmospheric 02-MS are depicted in Fig. 1, representtng conditions for
h - 0-30 km.

2.• The 0 -MS Zeeman Effect
-ZL_ 2

For altitudes h040 km, Zeeman splitting of 02-MS lines under the influence of the earth's magnetic
aisle introduce& considerable complications (LENOIR, 1968). A consequence of the Zeeman effect is a

polarization-dependent, anisotroplc refractivity N. The presence of a steady magnetic field 11 splits
each line into 3x(2K- ±1) sub-lines Vith their center frequ2ncies located at

vz - U + n(M.K). 28.03 H (MHz) . (19)
U U

The calculation scheme for the relative frequency shift n of each Zeeman component is given in Table 2.
Whereas unsplit lines are identified by one quantum number K- (Table 1), the Zceman componente require
the additional magnetic quantum number H varying in integers between z e K-limita given in Table 2. Ine
maximum frequency spread of the components is V0t2.2 MHz (n-l, -U8xl0>-T).

The Zeeman line strengths are calculated b, substituting in eqn. (14) for a the value
a

a- a1 f( kK) , (20)

where the calculation procedure for the rolatLive Intansity factors f follos from Table 2. The Volgt
profile is applied to each component; these are summed-up in three groups tabled oc', 0-, and 17. Depend-
ing on thu polarization and orientation of the intervening wave or obeerving antenna, one or a mixture
of the tI.ree gioups will contribute to the resonance interaction. We will later discuss several examples
of atmospheric Zeeman patterns at h-55 and 100 km and then elaborate on this point. Table 3 lists all
shifts ii and relative intensities f for the lines Ki- 1 to 7.

2.5 EHI Spectrum of Water Vapor

From ALPC, we read 183l H20 lines up to 31 TH. when a maximum intensity (v-u 0 ) cutoff of 2x10-
3 

dB/km
(300" is applied. For the EHF range, we must consider six (Pee Table 4) and the remaining ones are
lump. ';,to a norresonant wing contribution. Table 4 continues to list the spectroscopic parameters for
lioes up to 1000 GHz. An individual line is described by
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S bl Pwt 
3 5

exp[b 2 (l - t)I (kHz), (21)

Y - b 3 (p + 4.80pw)tO'6 (GHz), (22)

and I 0 . (23)

At altitudes above 60 km (pc20 Pa), Doppler-broadening has to be considered. The Voigt profile
(Xv<lO, see Sec. 2,2) or the approximation (13) are used for line calculations. Water vapor lines
exhibit a hy.czfinc structure on a kilohertz scale. For example, for the 22 Ghz line five sub-lines
have been measured spread over anL interval of roughly v0 ±3Y . This effect shows in the line shape
function when h>70 km; however, the water vapor concentration in the upper atmosphere Is quite uncertain
(see Fig. 15) and may not produce a measurable contribution.

The nonresonanL h2i0 spectrum was cast into the form (LIEBE and GIM-iSTAD, 1978)

N'. b Y('/ 3 0 )' + b5 (v/30)1.6t12P2 (ppm) ,24)

where, -~ -.4 2 3' (pm),.34
b 4 - 1.97 x 10-, b = 5xlO (ppm/kFa) , y -3.5, z 1.3 . (25)

This compares with an empirical fit of reported background H20 absorption, where

b4 . 5.6 x 00", b = 0, y - 3.1, z - I . (6'b4 - . 0,b5

The exanple In Fig. 2 underlines the considerahle uncertainties in formulating the nonresonanc H20 spectrum,.
Model 1 [(4), (24), (26)] is based upon an empirical fit to scarce experimental data obtained between 100
and 1000 0Hz. Model 2 [(4), (24),(25) and b - 0] is a kind of "best theoretical eotimate" obtained by
fitting the wing contributions of all AMLC-listed H2 0 lines tip to 13 THz. Model 3 [(4), (24), (25)1
accounts for 30/60 GHz laboratory measuremento yielding an "'anomalous" p

2 
- term. Further wora is needed

to clarify the nonresonant H_0 EHF attenuation, which is important in thw four window (see Fig. 4)
regions.

The most glaring unknown in the spectroscopic b.-;is [(2)-(26)] for modelling EHF radio path behavinr
(excluding trace gases) in the clear atmosphere is the correct treatment of nonresonant H/2 absorptl,;;i.

3. RADIO PATH MODELLING

The complex refractivity N determines homogeneous atmospheric ElF channel characteristics and is
adequate to assess short-hop horizontal transmission. For slant paths (e.g., satellite-tn-ground links,
radar tracking, atmospheric noise), radio path calculations are cerplicated by the Inhomogeneous
refractivity of the total air mass. The cumulative refractivity alung a curved ray path startiLIg at some
ground level height h0 with a slant angle 6 (90* at zenith) and ending at some high altitude hI (h - 1i
cuter space) leads to the following four integrals of interest to systems engineers:

h I

1. Curved path length , L - f a (9) dti () . (27)

2. Radlo rAnup; epproxtneted an R 1& l i1 + Re N 10-6] s(t0)dh (rn) , (28)

aince ray tracing in losay media might require the full, complex N (JONFS, 1970).

3. Cumulative attenuation (with eqa. 4),
hih
hIh

A - 0.1820v J (Ia N) s. k) dh- f rA(h) W() dh (dW) (29)
h~h0

defining power transmittance 1 (0, 1 for opaque, transparent, respectively) to be

T - exp(-A/4.343) . (30)

4. Medium nois~e temperature caused by molecular emission unwelling (t) and downwelling (•)
along the ray to hI (employing the RayleighiJeans approximation),

+ h4 - ahr
T jB-- T(h) c(h)lt' (h) s(O) dh (K) .

0,1
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Common to all four Integials is a differential of height, dh multiplied by an extension factor, o(0)-l, of
the geometric path increments, which accounts for the secant law and refractive ray bending. 4y applying
the spherical form of Snell's law and neglecting ImN, the factor s(0) becomes

1-1 R (h0) co] -1/ (260S) -_ - '-
[06 +Re 11(h) kNO+ h) cI

,t0 - 6170 km, earth's radius).

At this point, we resort to modelling (computer simulating) the various "forces" that "drive"
equatione (27) to (32). Infrared line-by-line transmittance calculations using the ATPA data base (more
than 100,000 Iines) Phow how to ant up a portion of the mathematical framework needed to arrive at
practical answere. Two newer IR works are those by TIRAUB and STIER (1976) and SUSSKIND and SEARL (1976).
The spectroocoalc basis for the EHF range is much smaller (Sec. 2) and has the added advantage of being
validated by us through extensive laboratory mearurements.

The LiUF prediction model for clear air properties is meant to utilize the fundamental data of the
first part (where insignificant details hayv already heen left out) as universally as practical for
aLmospheric transfer properties that arc different from those at lower frequencies. Such a model extends
the field of microwave p~opagation and leasens time atd tedium for designers, planners, spectrum policy
makars, etc.

3.1 Model Atmosphere

For spectroscopic calculations, it is useful to adopt the prinziples that led to the 66-level strati.-
ficaLior. rzodel by SUSSYIND end SEAR?. (1978). Meae conditions are modelled by the U.S. Standard Atmo-
sphere and its various seasonal and geographical sodifications,(NOAA, 1976). In situ deta are available
from radioc le ascents made by the U.S. Air Force Global Wearter Center or NASA, among others. Whatever
the atmosphere may be, model or data, it Is converted in the computer into a spherically-stratified
medium with n-layers each having an ascigned set of values for p(h), p (h), t(h). Of these three, only
the dry air pressure p(h) followF to first order a simple physical law, namely -he hydrostatic equation,
p(h) = p(h 0 ) exp(-h/7) [bee eqn. (34)]. The inverse temperature structure t(h. .O/T follows no simple
law below h a 80 ks and has to be taken in any case from models or data. Water vapor pressure Pw(h) is
the most capricous atmospheric variable. First of all, it is highly variable within the first kilometer
from the surface; then, water vapor f3 restricted by temperature up to the saturation pressure (e.g.,
L-1, p < 3.52 kPa). Models of tropospheric 120 distriblbtions are ia NOAA (1976); a rough approximation
is givwn by: p (h) - p (h.) exp(-h/2.5). Various proposed water vapor distributions above the tropo-
pauce are in Fig.1

5
.

3.2 EKF Ray Tracing Program

The radio path is assumed to be a "rev" (plane wave case). A computer simalation combines the
spectroscopic and atmospheric data basns to perform the calculations for (27)--(31). The difficulties
in evaluating these equations center on (32) and t(h). In view of the involved expression for N(h), the
Integrals are calculated by numerical integration. Adaptive Romberg integration is used, which begino
with a trapezoidal appioximations and 6hifca to higher order modea to accelerate convergence. This method
affords a balance betwec accuracy and computing time.

The general procedure is to calculate the local N(h) for the programmed altitude grid reporting
p, p,, t anI to &tore N(), ReN(') a-id iaN(v) separately on (disc-) file. The ray starts at a surface
height h with an elevation angle 0 and is then guided by the program through the inhomogeneous medium
until it reaches the intended final height h1 .

The following approxlaitlons and refinements are built into the program:

I) Refvacrion is most pronounced betwsen the two lowest data points causing substantial ray bending
when 0 is small. Therefore, a- the beginning a large number of sub-intervals are generated, the
first ten layers spaced 0.5 meters apart, the next ten 5m, then 50 meters and so on until the
next reporting level is reached, after which the normal Numberg integration is performed for
all subsequent intervals.

For 0<1', the computer evaluation of s(e) requires an analytical approximation since (32)
becomes numerically unstable. An e).Pression was developed following BLAKE (1968).

i!) For asy height h between data points ha-h-h., the HOPFIELD (1969) expression is used to Inter-
polate

ReN(h - 1 . h 1(33)
11) -Re(ha) 1 (ý-h N ( ~

where 8g(h0--ha)/A Ir(h)j-(hb) I (X is the d
55 

conntant and g i the gravitational
acceleration being a function of altitude and lae.f.tune). Equation (33) Ia based ripon the
hydrostatic equation

dp/dh --hihtT (34)
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The refractivity N(h) a N0 (h) is used in (33) since the spectral contributions Re N(v) are
generally less than I percent of NH.

The values t(h) and Im N(V) 2 l(h) are found by linear interpolation from the values calculated
at ha, hb.'

tii) Housekeeping chores are performed by the sub-program ATMO, which convertes data to S.1. units,
removes redundant values, and interpolates for missing levels.

iv) The frequency grid for calculations of the total EHF range had a 5 GHz spacing (Figs. 4, 10, 11);
for line datails the spacings need to be as small as 0.1 y and the line centers v0 are treated
separately ot forced to fall on the grid points.

A number of test calculations were performed; e.g., a :ay tracing h - 0 - 100 km at one frequency
requires abuut 3 seconds computer time (UNIVAC 1110).

3.3 EHF Radio Path Characteristics

Close to surface levels, the 60 GHz 0 -MS lines are merged into a more or less unstructured band
shape (Fig. la) whose maximum intensity is pressure-proportional until the lines separate (h>l0 km).
Figure 4 gives an example of sea level. EHF attenuation. The window ranges are very sensitive to the
amount of water vapor.

Spectra are evaluated up to the altitude where they have vanished (<2 x 10-3 dB/km) due to a lack
of resonant molecules or line strength. The interaction N(v) is always a function of the amount of the
absorbing gas. The peak intensities (eqn. 11) are generally independent of pressure as long as the
width is pressure proportiunal (e.g., Fig. ib). A fixed width (eqn. 12) causes the line to diminish
with decreasing pressure. The transition between y and YD occurs in the iHF range around h Ž70 km, in
constrast to an infrared line which begins to disappear when hZ20 km (Fig. 3). Stronger 02 -MS Zeeman
cowponents exceed the intensity cutoff evan at 1, - 100 km; however, dissociation to atomic oxygen (h - 90,
120 km leads to 02/0 - 99, 25 percent, respectively) accelerates their disappearance. We assume 100 km
to be the boundary to outer space for EHF radio path spectra.

Tracking the maximum attenuation of one of the stronger 0 2 -MS lines (7) with height, as depicted in
Fig. 5, we see that the approach to zero depends opon various assumptions all related to the Zeeman effect.
Figures 6 and 7 show the complete Zeeman patterns for several lines at h - 100 and 55 km. Their calcula-
tion followed the procedure outlined in section 2.4. Each Zeeman component was treated as an individual
line and a fast algorithm for the Voigt profile F" (PIERLUISSI et al., 1977) wae employed. The results
show that around 55 km all components are merged Ynto one line (Fig. 7) while around 100 km the individual
Zeeman components, weak though they may be, appear for 0 2 -MS lines with low (< 13) K- numbers (Fig. 6).
The component at V - V is not necessarily the largest (i.e., 0.0033 compared to 0.0068 dB/km at v. + 1.65

0.
isz [our u). Linearly polarized radiation "sees' (a) the n-pattern when h Is parallel to EHF magnefic field

component ? in a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation or (b) the a - e9+ 0- - pattern when
H is perpefl~cular to . Circular-polarized radiation responds either to the 0+ or a- - pattern depending

on 9 or 3 For cumulative calculations, an approximation similar to (13) can be ntade by replacing
(15) with

22
Yh "yý + (25 H) (35)

Equation (35) tracks closely the attenuation (o,v 0 ) as seen in Fig. 5.

Figure 0 shows attenuation a os a function of height for three frequencies in the 60 GHz band. The
pressure proportional behavior of a(h) is valid up to about 15 km. above which isolated line behavior t
takes over if there happens to be a line close to the frequency of interest [e.g., V0 (15) - 62.998 GHz].
Figure 9 gives an example of cumulative attenuation AMh) at the 60 GHz 0 2-MS band center. Comparing the
results for A (Fig. 9) with those for a (Fig. 8). we can define a "thickness" of tie inhomoaeneoos m ndium
in terms cL the equivalent homcgeneous attenuation path length,

R - A/a (km) (36)

For example, P. - 155/13.5 - 11.5 km at 60 GHz against zenith for a path starting at h0 . 0.

Figure 10 displays the cumulative earth-to-space attenuation A along a nadir path through a warm,
moist sweeer atmosphere and a cool, dry winter atmosphere. The win•ter attenuation is loss than in the
auane- ea,.ept in the regions of the two 02 -fS resonances (60 and 119 GHz). Lower winter temperatures
Increase the line strengths and reduce the linewioths (eqn. 15) due to lower water vapor pressure. The

Insert shows the fine structure between 50 and 70 GHz for a dry U.S. Standard Atmosphere 1965. The fre-
quency range 55 to 64 GHe is opaque for any sea level system looking into space. As a prospective appli-
cation gains altitude, this shielding effect breaks down and several radio channels open up with interest-
ing trenafer properties. The transmittance (30) is measurable when the atmosphere is somewhat transparent,
and then it can be deterrlned either by the absorption of a signal coming from the outside (sun amissior.,
satellite beacon) or by the thermal emission originating predominantly from 8 kilometer thick layers.

Figure 11 gives a result of atmospheric noise temperature calculations. The evaluation of (31) was
done compatible with the surface-to-space methodology adopted (aee Sec. 3.2). The integral factors of
both sums, downwelling aid upwelling, are stored as a "ray" is traced and then assembled by use of the
recursion relations



hn~l hn+1

(T4)n- a - 4) s(8) dh + (Th)n ( (37)
T ncl T(f) (7

h- hn h

and 2

n+l n+I hn+1
(TB)nl T a (P . s(0) dh + (T8 ) J(f) (38)h h h

to yield, additionally, noise temperat.' at all grid points. In regions of strong attenuation, the
downwelling noise temperature nearly equals the ambient air temperature 1, while the upwelling ne.se
results from layers in the upper atmosphere. The sumer atmosphere yields similar cuxves with slightlv
higher puaks.

In Figure 12, we look at examples of ERF phase dispersion 0(v) m Re N(V) (eqn,. 5) at three frequencies
as a function of height. The frequencies 57 and 63 0Hz approximately yield the maximum and minimum phase
dispersion for the 60 Ghz band close to surface level. Range difference (Fig. 13) serves as a measure of
the effect of dispersion in the refractive index. Rays at 57, 60, and 63 GHz were traced with and without
the Re N(v)-contributicas. The difference at 60 CHz was negligible; however, at 57 and 63 GHz appreciable
range differences occur with respect to the 5 millimeter wavelength. The refractive electrical path
length, R(NO) - 3.38, 103,17 meters for 0 - 450, 00, respectively, plus the dispersive path length AR
lead to a propagation delay time

4 + A4 (v) - [R + AR(v)]/c (s), (39)

where c is the speed of light.

3.4 Atmospheric Remote Sensing at EHF

At selected REF frequencies, the air mass can be utilized as frequency variable attenuator, phase
shifter, and temperature, pressure, and/or density indicator. For example, the 60 Gdz 02-MS band reveals
average temperature and pressure over a line-of-sight path from a measurement of signal amplitudes at
different frequencies or from a differential phase measuremert at two frequencies bracketing the 60 GHz
band. The change in strength of a radio signal at 118.8 GHz (1 line center) is a good indicator of
path-averaged temperature fluctuations (LIEBE and HOPPONEN, 1977). Temperature-independent attenuation
in the lower atmosphere, where 0 2-MS band and line contribution balance, could serve as pressure measure.
Figure 14 gives the result of such a searc'h in the U.S. Standard Atmosphere.

Severas atmospneric molecules tesides 02 and H20 exhlbit a rich ERY spectrum. None of these lines
is detectable in the troposphere unless somehow enriched in its abundance, which is naturally below 1
ppm. Above h - 30 km, however, th-. lines are relatively narrow, the natural abundance can increase, and
several stronger lines may a: fc,.t the transfer and emission characteristics at frequencies where the
atmosphere is not opaque. It is jossible from a measured absorption or emission line shape to infer the
height distribution of that pa'- icular species if the spectroscopic parameters are well known. That
technique has been successfuhl3 •mployed for ground-based measurements of 0 (SHIMABUKIRO et al., 1975),
CO (WATERS et al., 1976) anL for aircraft-based measurements of H203 03, 0o, CIO, N20 in the 165 to 280 0Hz
range (WATERS and WOFSY, 1978). Typical results are given in Fig. 15. The quantitative measurements are
accomplished with a multi-channel receiver detecting "emission" against the cold (= 3 K) cosmic background
or "absorption" in the sun's emission continuum (a 5800 K) to within 0.1 K.

A potentlal application to upper (o . 15 to 15U km) atmospheric research lies in observing (e.g.,
from the orbiting Spacelab) intensity and spectral character 3 of EHF limb ewission. Weak signals are
enhanced manyfold by the largest possible path lengths (> 10 km) at a given level and by seeing them
against the cosmic background. Parameters to be sensed include atmospheric composition, thermal structure,
motion (winds) along the line of sight relative to that of the observation ýoint (Doppler shift of vO),
and, from 0 2-MS lines, reference pressures (the intensitiea of the lines, K- - 17 are almost independent
of T) and magnetic field strength (WATERS and WOFSY, 1978).

Cosmic background radiation fills the universe (a 3 K noise temperature). Planck's radiation intensity
for 3K peaks around 180 GHz. Results from bigh altitude (aircraft, balloon) radiometric EHF measurements
confirm the existence of nearly uniform outer space emission when the results are corrected for atmospheric
path behavior. Th," anisotropy of the 3K radiation is investigated to support theories on asymetric expan-
sion of the universe or irregularities in the distribution of matter or energy (GORENSTEIN etral., 1978).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Molecular absorption increases over the EHF range thus posing persistent limitations to EHF systems
operating through the earth's atmosphere. Transfer and emission properties depend upon frequency, and
vary with pressure, temperature, magnetic field strength and with the nature and lenkth of the radio
path. Methods have been presented to model these properties based upon mevtorological height profiles.
A reliable answer on, say, just one attenuation value requires a large number of molecular parameters and
elaborate calculations. Major uncertainties remaining are due to the nonresonant water vapor absorption,
which is particularly important in the window regions.
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TABLE 2. CALC~IA-ATION SCHEEE I'OR 7111: FREQUENCY SHIFT n(M.K) AND THE RELATIVE INTENSITY FACTOR
JLM.i) OF 0 2-11S ZISEMAN COMPONENTS (See for Examoples of 0( - I to 7 Lines in Table 3).

rinal State: K,.), IM.I:'J.- Inttial State: K,J', II4'IýJ'

K+ Line K -Line

Zeemnan Polarization '1(M, K)<±1 f -MK)< 1 KM, K)<±ti f(M,K)fz1
TransiLIOAS~ 11near circulnr

(AM- (A-) (K+)(K+)(K+) K(K+1) 4K(2KI-l)(2K 
2
+K-1)

AM- -1) K(1) 4K±MKK1R-2K 2 +-.--i)

TABLE 3. THE FREQUENCY SHIFT!; 11(11,K) AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES FACTORS f(N,K) FOR
ALL ZEEMAN COMPONENTS OF -,1E K' 7 to 1. 0,-MS LINES.

1 2Ž1 0 2.1 18 26 13 39)

K 4 7 4 3

T1 .09r u 1 G~ h T F TT F
6 7 01.0071 2 9 0 0
-1 .0 , 0 691 9 ' I3Ctl 0 0 0

7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .ý .157,1 a77 01~7.93j.97 .57 0 C 0 7 C 7
95 .7 .7. 9 I .. 3-.3 .9715 .0LA2 -. 1675 .0709 I1c .01 -. ,o .5c 1.

-.1? .0706 U.0179 .clot -U153s .921, .0355 -03 05 .05 l37 .60 .09 .00 .,0
3 .35. -. 37C6 .03U1 .1C00 .10 -.251 .03 6 .0833 .0" .19. .. 9 C 0

SI .7 9 -. 6607 .07 20 5 '. 1 . C 7 - 7 3 .10901 ' 0 1 C C 0

73 .07 79 -. 6250 .02 50 0007 -. 721 .0369# 0 0

39 *91?-.01 y00 -. 00 03C10

.30.00e P. 91 .0¶0 36 .0"2 04 a 9
-.89 .7015 .717A .0775 -. 3900.0 7 976' .00, 0 ' 0

7 3701 .777 .07 .60 -16. .90 .35 .00 33 .0 5 9 63 0 0% Wo C C
-. 1199 .03 .76 126.-270 1 -0 37 5 .S., -. 03 .19 9k0 .7Ž

c0:95-2 .osi.. 103 .909 -.10. .9t5 -. 75 *2.o:0 ýl .97 .. .~ -. 7 7 .. 0 570 .10
.7 539 * 707 773 900 .7.93 .978 .. .9095P .755 1 .9090 0 C 0 I 0

3 -. 2115 .7992 -. 623 .067 . a,617 .078 -1,0 T" 03 .73S3 .701 I 4 I C 7
17 -. 39311 .0792 -. 9603 .73 57 .0227 .20 2 0 .7

~~~~ -.9 9407.3 5.1f

7 154 1 0 I 0 .1I 1 2 0 . .3 IM S &4 0 1 '50 1 0 t t 08 1

:'' 't007 .000 067 .15 -7. .09.1 t 03 .106 9 7' .%ov No- I
-. 1173 ~ ~ 4" .09, 630 00 .6. 019 .. 6137 .920 .59 07 .73 .00

1 t -. 31 .lb0 .7071 3 . 010 - b00 .9o .00 .91 -51 0

*.1701, ! 097 .00 00.0330 .1t2 .75,3 .07 1'.±00 ' .100 2
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Table 4

DATA EASE FOR H2O1
6 

SPECTRAL LINES IN AIR UP TO 1000 GHz

Center Strength Temperature Width ID Remark
Frequency Exponent (lower

b b b(rdant. No. )

GHz kHz!PPa GHz/kPa

1 22.23518 0 ilz 2.143 28,1 E-3 5 2 3
68.052 0.038 i 8.75 28 ' 3 2(1) I

183.310091 2.41 I 0.653 28.2 2 2 0
321.225-44 0.044 6.16 22 " 9 3 6
325.152919 3.59 1.52 29 4 2 2

6 380.197372 12.40 1.02 28.5 3 2 1

7 390.18 0.004 7.33 16 11" 2 10
437.34667 0.062 5.02 15 6 6 0
439,150812 0.921 I 3.56 17.5 5 5 0

10 443.018295 0.137 5.02 14.8 6 6 1 See
448.001075 10.7 1:37 24.6 " 3 3 0 Nonresonant
470.888947 0.328 I 3.57 18.1 5 5 1 H20-
474.689127 1.24 I 2.34 21 " 4 4 0 Spectrum
488.491133 0.256 2.81 22.2 7 1 7

15 503.56 0.035 6.69 32.7 7 7 0
504.46 0.012 6.69 13 " 7 7 1

* 556.936002 542 0.114 31.7 " 1 0 1
620.700807 4.69 I 2.34 21.6 " 4 4 1
658.34 0.460 7.76 32.8 " 1 0(1) 1

20 * 752.0332Z7 259 0.336 30.2 " 2 C 2
841.01 0 012 I 8. 11 17 " 11 2 9
859.81 0.015 I 7.99 27 " 2 0 2
899.38 0. 091 7.814 30 1 1 1
903.28 0.064 8.35 28 , 2 2 1

25 906.21 0. 179 5.04 20.4 8 3 5
916.62 8.90 1.37 24.9 " 3 3 1
970.31 9.40 1.84 24.6 " 4 3 1

28 -1 987.94 145 0.18 j29.9 " 1 1 1

Plus 1810 additional lines up to 31 THz, of which 362 lines have
strengths, bl>1000. The strongest lines are at:

:12640.5 1 2530 1 0.656 28.5 " 3 0 3 Max. strength16076.5 2500 1.37 20.4 _ 3 3 0 Max. attenuation

I1 I i I I.

8 Atmospheric/ /
Nonresonont H2O AttenuationE

"101 k Po -300K
p00 p2.8 kPo 180% R.H.) / Figure 2.C L Example of EHF nonresonant water

C! conditions with 80% relative
.o -I humidity (RH). The prediction
- / models 1-3 are discussed in the
o 2.. text (eqs. 23-26).

c /

Z X APCL- VOW Shape

I 2--' X -

X WINDOWS

_ --11 .L L ___ _ _ _ __ _ I II I .
30 90 150 210 300

Frequency, GHz
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ATMOSPHERIC LINEWIDTH

100 _ 10-
02

001OHz -•zEIMAN. d m30 1Hz
E MICROWAVE : INFRARED

2 a
S50 -n.• -10 b

10 CL
S0Lines

0o • , 10 5

10"5 10-4 10-5 10-2 10-1 1 I

Width y, GHz

Fig. 3. Schematic atmospheric ltnewidth Yh versus altitude h and pressure p. The EHF range
of the pressure-proportional regime extents up to hW70 km, the infrared range is
limited to hi20 km. The Zeeman effect of the 0 spectrum causes line shape
complications when h>40 km (see Figs. 5-7). 2

E

SH* O

1• O0 P 101 kPa

z 10 t ý 1 (300oK)

0 -N

4 A

21 -Nonresonant

I- / " -

0.1 02 -MS , 2 0-Lines

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

FREQUENCY v, GHz

Fig. 4. Example of EHF attenuation in clear air at a typical surface level condition
with - 302 relative humidity. The computation used i-l to 39 from Table 1,
i-i to 6 from lable 4, and Model I (eqas. 24, 26, 4) for noncesonant water
vapor attenuation.

(I
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EXamples ofI

ZEEMAN Patterns: 1. 3*, 9• 25* (Fig. 7) 7 (Fig. 6)

w SUS. Std. At,, .76
1-

Cm6U 25-H-Approx -.

.0 LINE PROFILES: '

Lorentzian * Voigt 4 Gaussa"ian

20 40 60 80 100

ALTITUDE h,km

Fig. 5, Attenuation rate aO at line center (max.) of the 7 line as a function of altitude h for both
Zeeman patterns (W.o) pond two magnetic field strengths (6 and 3xl0-

5
T). Also shown are the

influence upon ac(h) 'or Doppler broadening alone (H-0), for the 25"H approximation, and for
the neglect of Dorpl,'r broadening (yn-0. H-0).

Fig. 5

7- h. 100 kmr

H - 6L 1-5 "i US.Std.Atr-. 76
(.0 32 Pa .19 5.1K)•

p '

w

I.-

- ~ Intensity.
Cutoff
for
"Line Peck
Attenuation

-2 -1 01 2

FREOUENCY DEVIATION , M14Hz

Fig. 6. Zeeman patterns n and a a + + U" for the 7- line at an altitude, h 100 km.

r
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L 46t,
sam-e %oo 1. 466 --i-]

same as 1, except

ao= 0. 424 d'km 'kn
- H = 3 a 0 6 l1 (9 T "

S.

r---

C÷ .3 1

- J

*0
C&- Z. Z1 I ". -

wg -

6 0
I- 9

25'4 Q C= 0. 109 25-
,10 -

i ~ ~0o-.074
. 3 1 0 6 3 6b"I".

ir

.05~ - 5% , ;2t

-|1- e 4 -0-

.0

FREOUFNCV DEVIATION *MHZ

Fig. 7. Typical examples of 0 1 -NS Zeeman patterns for K* = 1, 3, 9, and 25-lnes at h - 53 ks
(p - 42.5 Pa and T - 260.8:. -U.S. Std. Atm. 76) for tio magnetic field RtT.:eDgths,
H 3 (left half), H - 6 (right half) x 10-1T, and the unsplit line, H - 0.
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40

AT~IMNATION
DUE TO MOLECULAR OXYGEN

RRESONANCE LINE CENTER AT 62.998 Ghz AND WATER VAPOJR

30 US STANDARD ATMOSPHERE 65

WP (hý)=- 0.60 k~a

Z20
uj

iG 5

ATTENUATION, dB/KM

Fi6. 8. Attenu-.tion rat %s a ~-.-rsus altitude h at three frequencies wi~thin the 0 2-m band.

~150k

z<

I- 90I(

U.S. Std, Atin. 65

C' L)20 30

ALTOI T U 0 E, ur

Fig. 9. Lacx*&m I& ct&wluitvp attor-ium~~~. A with aiti-tida. h at 50 QlZ for two sa3ut path angles 8.



45-1o CLEAR AIR ATTENUATION

FINE STRUCfURE
s~elf Insert

100.o)

< i ' MIDLATITUDE SUYvMER
Z I (U.S. STANDARD)

Z0 I k T-- -r-T

L~Z 10.0

t- 1 .
<' -/

InetK ID \ L

: 1.0 \j MIDLATITUDE WINTER
U (U.S. STANDARD) 20

~ ;~~/IVERTICAL EARTH-EPACE PATH

OXYGEN AND WA1 R VAPOR EFFECTS

0.10 50 100 150 200 250 30,

FREQUENCY, GHz

Fig. 10, Cumulative ERF zenith attenuation from surface (h0 a 0) to outeC apace (hl 100 LO)
ifr a summer (at h0) - 0: p 101, pw - 1.90 kPa, t - 1.020 or 21"C) and winter
(p - 1ýII, pw - 0.4.4 kPa, : - 1.102 or-1°C) atmosphere.
Curntativt; phase disperaton, A. - )dh

ATMOSPHERIC NOISE TEMPERATURE
ILAYLEIGH-JEANS APPROXIM'ATION
VfATIAL RAY PATH

30 f N E STRUCTURE3oo r--NOT SHOWN

>I ý--UPWELLING TO SATELUTE

140 (DASHED)

p100 DOWN. NLLING

TO S1•.:"-=E

100 200 300
r:AL, LIE NCY, ý;Hz

Fig. 11. ALaouphvraic noise tesperature .lawmellng b.o the *,rfngct aao" t•.Iýltig Lo 4 C" tlle•-ta
i% zenith directi.on .roa the U.S. Standard aidlatitude viut.er atuiet:21re.
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40 _

PHASE DISPERSION
FREQUENt.Y- DEPCN .•NT PHASE
DISTORTION DUE TO OXYGEN AND

30 WATER VAPOR

63 GHz- ho

' 20-

z "-'-57 .•7

10 60 GHz

oz-o

0

-1.0 -0.5 0 0.3 1.0
PHASE DISPEkSION, R( DIANSI M

Fig. 12. The dispersive phane rate P(V) as a function of altitude for tbres, fr-x~Ue.iciee in the Q 2-KS band.

6 45' 40 p1 0

S0.008
57 Ghx

-0

0 - RANGEERIZORAT 80 KM 3.3P~ h. 0
(NO DI~EPEK~ON)

0

LL. LU -0.00863G-

tu zz

Z'U
-0.016

o 1 2 4 68 10 20 k "

ed a 0.2

mu 0 IFAtIGrE AOR AT 80 KM I'J3.37 M 0
0 (NO DISERSION)

V U
tm 0 -0.2 6 ~LL z

U.Uj

-0.4 US SlANDAP0 ATMOSPHM:I -..j3 no

2 4 6 8 10 4 ý

AL) IUDE, I.M

Fig. 13. Rmiga error due ro moý.culmr phm.;* 4ispatwLoo (wse Fig. 11) aim a fuuctio,. of a1,ituje for two
ism"antt..A6 Withinu Cho. 02*KS bard- v) 0-5 mstl b, (60' ta'ra p:'LL). The rall-active
radi. Vaansa R( 0 ) for h-0j to 84.ý ka IiP also ,Ivev.
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I7- 2-F' 231" 2f9
" 23 21- i r 10ý- - 21÷ 23*' 25+ 1

0,.21-

0. - Atra 76

Sk
0,

'32

it ... - 6 _k_-_._ .

53 54 Cý 64 65

Frequency Y, GHz

Fig. 14, Sear'ýh for temperat ure-indtpendent 0 2 -M.± attenuation [at - (/aT)fu] in the U.S. StauIard
Atmasphere 1976 (NOAA, 1976).

HWANh.T DISTRIBUTION
MODEL

WA~TER VAPOR

h 0 ,

"U 4_,

wI 1\ / \j2 [

*6 1 -A.*

rre~l.an<.v M4l;t. Vrom I0Volume Milling Ratio

Fig., J.5, Aircraft- end- giround-baaa•; e-imi~on an• asiorption high altith.d, iI•>t shape ir, e•urat~r. ef H 0f
(IlATER.S and WrOFSY. 1971.. 03 (SlitHABUKU&,'. et ci,, 1975), end CO (W•4€.".S at al., 1976) :mnd
varioue height, d~etri a. on model-. of thia ipecimus for att~empte to .tit tha data,.



D)ISCUSSION

Z.Hourniiner, Isfael
flov' would the irieguh~r structurv oft he atmosphiere affect nwli1-%W3ve prnpugatliox and dto you have models

Aut.vor's Reply
I h,: amplitude slicatrur lcr mim wavcs propagating in a tukbtilcnt cleur ~tniiosp;!erc, chIaracterizedI by a complex
ref:actiyt. index, is modilied by the imaginary (loss) part (See Oftt, RAI and M.C$.Thompson, 1 978, "Atmospheric
Amplitude Spe!ctr;a in Absorption Region", ILI' ran% Antennas arwd Propagation. AP-2.6 (2), 329-33-2 and references
thereir)
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A COMPUTER MODEL DESCRIBING ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION OF MICROWAVES

FROM 1 TO 300 GHz INCLUDING DETAILED AI7OSPHERIC CONDITIONS AND

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

H.J. Fluems
Messerschmitt Bilkow Blohm, GinbH, Unternehmenabereich Flugzeuge

D-8000 Milnchen 80, Postfach 801160

SUMMARY

For the frequency region from i to 300 Giz, a computer model was written describing
the most important atmospheric effects on microwave propagation. The calculation of
attenuation, scattering and refraction is based upon existing theoretical and experi-
mental investigations and fundamental physical relations. Since this model should
primarily produce representative results for Germany, tgte(-rological data evaluated
from German significant weather map types were inserted into the model. These
meteorological data include the probability ot occurence, temperature -, pressur'e rr.d
humidity profile, type and probabtlity of precipitation and clouds. felsed upon t bhst
data soma basic results were obtained and compared with avei2abil. J&ta G' t'e iieatiati-

cal US-model atmospheres. For practical application of this conputer modoJ. ti.tc
reduction of the detection range of radars is shown as a litctior of aifferent c.tmos..
pheric conditions. In addition, first results of &xp~riwenti ard thiorsitvcal prnpa-
gation investigations are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are severaR different methods of determining the influcnce cf tbe otiphelu 011
microwave propagation. It is a very reliable way to study the 4,rfcxw of each
microwave system such as communication links and reconnaissance sysaiei ndr voryIng
atmocpheric conditions by experimental týot series. lIiiw hot thu, diiadvsntatga of beine,
time-consuming and expensive. Another way s.m to use phys_',:o3 role%;t.wn in coqpotur

modele to simulate and predict Atmospheric efecots on mic-'cwavt prcpng.fion. Thij
savee time and costs. But the physical description in such modeml in often not aee-
quate when the modelling has been simplified with respect to cornjprsr tint. and to
special purposes. Therefore it is desirable to ostinlAtu thc co:fticence ].,el 4. A
computer model by experiments at lea%t in some points, in ovrcer to L,.diify the 0o0s0
if nocessary. For the wavelength region from 0,25 to 2d/'.m auch a ceeptor model is
LOWTRAN 30 (SELBY, J.EýA. et al., 1976) which has teen modii'd fox, Germxn A

weather situations (ECKL, W. et al., 1977). To cover tVe uicnrciwve ragion from. t'
WoU Wiz, ror operation research purposes (Integrtertas btwertunAttcdeU f'r- Aufk-rung,

BSDINET, E., 1977) a computer model was written which cloaC~h
- sJgnal attenuation
- scattering
- propagation path parameters for

any sensor target configuration snd
realistic atmospheric conditions.

This paper describeia the complete computer model, Iresenta reaultc. for typical Appli-
cations ad first experimental data of propagatioL i-retig•t ~on tother with
theoretical ones.

2. TRANSFER CHARACTERTS•'ICS OF THE ATM0SPVtZtz

The atmosphere influences electromagnetic -e-avs in several wayb: c•igal attenuation
and scattering, changes in phase and pol"risation, b4iiding of propgatlion path and
increaue of background noise. bese #teteta have betn Atzbje,'d of num~ro&-5 theoroti-
cal and experimental investigations whi.ch each covir onLy xingle parts of th& micro-
wave region and/or some atmospheric conditions. Howevvr, the task uon~tattd of finding
out appropriate references and of adapting those to each otawr to treat the mu4t
important propagation effects in the microwave region Lrom 1 to *'00 "T for the most
occurring atmospheric conditions, adeqi.ýtely. The pl.yszzsl relations upon which the
computer model is based are outlinsd &a followsa

2.1 Attenuation and :Jcattering

Tle attenuation and scatterinig of signals i due to ktmosoheric gases, precipitation
anid clouds. As the phy.a1oa ?aw of suparposi.ioa is valid fox- these eff6eta too,
their contributions can be tristed sepurcutly and sded.

*.1.1 Absorption b} Atnospheric Gazes

Absorption throughout the I +o 300 (;Hz frequencyl region 4m11 due to molecular spectra of
major (02 H 0) and minor (jg. 03, CO, N-0) cuontitaents. Radiative tranefai, spectral
line absorption, total absorption throu;h and emissl'nx by etmospheric gases have been
reviewed by WATERS. J.J., 1976. Water vapor and oxygen h,%ve to Le cneidsr~d in the
microwave c-gioa whereas tne minor constituenta can be ignored tip to aI altitude cf
30 km. Thr i'athemno.fcal description cf the aoleculnr spectra of wAter vapor and oxy-
gjn iv based on the invertitatione of ROSENKRANZ, P.V., 1975 anC LiIE, H.I.', 1977.
For watir vn.por the spectroaropfl paravegters of 15 liner are tAken into &ccount, for
oxygen the datA of 41 lines (LYI.3t, H.J., 1977).
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2.1.2 Attenuation and Scattering by Preoipitation and Clouds

Attenuation by water and ice particles is due to two physical effects: absorption and
scattering. Both effects are considered for the different particles. To calculate
attenuation and scattering by rain the single scattering theory of MIE, G., 1908 is
used. Data of RAY, P.S., 1972 are used for the description of the dependency of the
complex index of refraction of water and ice on temperature and frequency. Scattering
in the near field is neglected because of a lack of appropriate descriptions. First-
order multiple scattering may be expressed using the radar equation or in terms of the
specific intensity (ISHIMARU, A., 1977). In principle, polarisation effects can be
calcuxated (OGUCHI, T., HOSOYA, Y., 1974). In the computer model they are only roughly
estimated, because no adequate meteorological description for deformed rain drops it.
available.
Attenuation and backscattering by snow is calculated According to CUNN, K.L.S.,
EAST, T.W.R., 1954. The rerults are reliable only for frequencies lower than 30 G;z,
where the Rayieigh approximation in still valid. For higher frequencie., the complex-
ity of snowflakes allows only rough approximations.
Rayleigh approximation is used to determine attenuation and scattering by cloude and
for up to frequencies of about 100 GHz because of the small size of water droplets and
ice particles.
For frequencies greeter than 100 0Hz the complete hie-formaliss. is used,

2.2 Refraction Effects

The index of refraction iuxieences cn one hand the propagation velocity of electro-
magnetic waves and or the okher hand th% propagation path outlined as follows. Since
the tropospheric index of refraction is greater than unity the propagation velocity is
slightly lose than free spase relocity. Thji produces a time delay ihicb affecta time-
measuring systems. The deflection of the piopkgstion path is caused by the vartiation
of the real part of the air rcfract.vity. In this computer model a ray tracing method
based upon the integral method (EDENHOFER, P. at al., 1?72) is used to determine the
path parameter, such as range and angle of refraction and angle of arrival. The index
of refraction profile can be inserted directly into the program or is calculated from
the meteorological parameters: temperature, pressure, and humidity. For frequencies
less than 20 GHz the index of refraction is determined by the formulae of SMITH Jr. E.K.
and WEINTRAUB, S., 1952. In order to take into account dispersion, the refractivity
of air is calculated for frequenciss equal to and greater than 20 6Hz according to
LIEBE, H.J., 197' . For & wide application of the computer model an iteration techniluo
was developed to calculate the position of an unknown target from radar data by forward
recursion. By backward recursior, this technique enables the determination of elwvatton
angle and radar range for given radar and target position.

3. )4flEOnOLOUICAL DATA

The computer moc&l has been designed for two purposes, namely operational analysis and
data correction. For operation researrh, system design and predicti n purpsoes model
atmospheres are usen in this program whereas actual meteorologloal data &,a required
for propa!ation measurements. To cover poisiblo variations of atmospheric conditions
the German Military Geophysical Office - GMGO - has determined two different types of
model atmospheres
- statistical model atmospheres and
- model atmospheres representing the significarn weather map types for West Germany.

3.1 Statistical Model Atmospheres

For pra-design purposes and very rough estimations 12 statistical model atmospheres,
which woar estracted fro m ett•orolo4,-al nsearv•ion of the - year 9A7,3 in Osraany, can
be used (G.400, 1975). They contain prossure, temperature and water vapor profiles and
cover altitudes from 0 to 12 km in layers of I km. '¶Lees model atmospheres are based
upon thi separate evaluation for
- the soixthcrn part of Germany (Munich area) and thQ northern part (HMannover area) and
represent for each area
- the rean and extreme valies for

stumor (April - September) and
winter (October - March).

3.2 Significant Weather Map Types

Foýr operational analysis and prediction characteristic and more detailed atmospheric
conditions have to he considered. The 0160 has provided 64 vertical profiles of 8
sigificant weather map types for this purpose (GMG0, 1975). These are the
- Worth, West, East and High one for swuaer and winter - .
moli occurence in 1973 is shown in figure 1. The weather map type West has a high
percentage of occurence of 60% per year due to the geographic location of Germany.
Furthermcoe, each significant weather map type is divided Into 4 profiles repreaenting
a day in aix-hour intervals. Those woather situations have been ovaltted for North
end S.uth Germany. To take into account typical irregularities (inversion etc.) of the
lower troposphere tho vertical profilea are spaced in 10Om intervals up to an altitude
of 2.k. Above this height the spacing is 1km up to 12km.
The profiles of the significant weather map types contain not only pressure, tempera-
ture and hiuidity, but also precipitation rates and probabiliity of ssourence for raims
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and snow, and type of clouds with their typical size spectrum of droplets and their
vertical extent. Following clouu types are considered:
(1) Cumulus congestue, (2) C,'calua humilis, (3) St'atus fractus, Cumulus fractus
(4) Stratocumulus. (1) Altoza.mulus (6) Altostratus, (7) Stratus, (8) Cirrus and
combinations of thuse.
As rain drop size distribution we use the Marshall-Palmer spectrum which seems to be
most appropriate for radar applications (ATLAS, D., 1964).
In table 1, for example, the ,teorological data of the weather map type: West, Winter,
South Germany, 12.00 - 18.00 are listed. The precipitation rate of 0,7 mm/hr indi-
cates a steady rainfall in the order of one hour which is typical for this weather
situation.
The general weather situations can be improved by weather reports from special stations
in 1973 in order to makA very realistic simulations of a given area for operation
research (GMGO, 1976). Investigations of the GMG0 have shown that the behaviour of the
atmosphere in 1973 was normal with respect to other years (GMGO, 1977).

3.3 Actual Meteorological Data

For measurements of microwave propagation and correction of data obtained by mlicrowave
systems actual meteorological porameters have to be used. The structure of the compu-
ter model enables an easy exchange of data.
In addition to the set of the model atmospheres described sbove, model atmospheres for
other areas, e.g. US-profiles, can easily be inserted into the program.

4. RESULTS

To show the variation of attenuation in the frequency region from I to 300 itz for
different atmospheric conditions some basic results obtained by the computer model are
presentee. Furthersore applications of this model for system design of communication
and reda: syiteme are shown. In addition, calculated and measured values of a propa-
gation experiment are compared with respect to critical meteorologicel parameters and
radar data.

4.1 Basic Statistical Results

To determine the design parameters of a communication link or of a radar the attenua-
tion based upon statistical meteoro!ogical data is of interest. For this purpose an
example is shown in figurt 2, representing the upper and lower extreme values of
attenuation per unit path length dependent on frequency for the Muvich area,
Summer '73 and sea level. One recognizes the absorption lines of water vapor at
22.235 GHz and 183,310 GHz and the absorption band of oxygen at 60 GtHz and the isolated
A SA UA vzygn 5L o110,3

3 
6Hnz. Between these lines and banas there are the known

atmespheric windogws of relative high transmission, The attenuation values in the
30 GHz window ranges from 0,07 to 0,18 dB/km, in the 90 GHz region from 0,2 to 0,6 d/kam.
The attenuation of the 130 GHz region is in the order of I dB/ka. Corresponding
calculations based upon the US-Standard Atmosphere of 1962 and the Supplemental
Atmospheres as compiled in the Handbook of Geophysics and Space Environment (VALLEY,
1965) have shown that the upper values of attenuation are similar to those obtained
with the Midlatitude Sumner Atmosphere and the lower ones correspond with those
obtained with the US-Standard Atmosphere of 1962.
As the meteorological data permit the use of winter and summer atmospheric conditions
the aversge values of attenuation for winter and summer of the Munich Area are plotted
versus freqt.sncy for comparison purposes in figure 3.
The winter values do not differ very much from the summer values due to the fact that
the climate in Hid-Europe is maritime in comparison to the continental climate in USA.
The variation of attenuation in one season is greater tban the difference of too
average nirlt~uw ..............- . I.Awiter(zmJWL fig. 2 a"u 3.fl
The absorption bands are very sensitive to changes in the contnLt of water vapo and
oxygen. The dependence of absorption from height can be seen in figure 4, in w; ich
absorption rates versus frequency are illustrated for sea level and an sltAtude of
10 km. The absorption peak and width of the water vapor lines are decreasing with
increasin.S height. For oxygen the decrease is not so obvious. This sensitivity in
peak and width of the molecular Absorption offers possibilities to Pense remotely the
physical state of the axuosphere.

4.2 System Considerations

To determine the cumulative transfer characteristics along a slant path a numerical
Integration assuming a atraight-3ine path through a spherically stratified, layered
atmosphere must be carried out.

4.2.1 Influence of the Atmosphere on Communication Links

For ground to space links the total attenuation through the atmosphere has to be con-
sidered. The li.ngth of the propagation path varies with the aenith angle for links to
aircraft and non-stationary satellites. Figure 5 givoe an impression of the variation
of ittenuation for the following parameters: general weather situation West, Winter.
South Germany without hydroaeteors (table I' and zenith angle and frequency. The
calculations have been iarried out tor senith angles of 0.30 antd 80 degrues for the
troosphere up to 12 km height. In this exampla the frequency regiou was limited to
IOL kHz. Up to 20 GWs attenuation does not exoced 2 6B, in xhe 30 GHz-bad it r.3mes
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from 0,3 to 2 dB and in the 90 GHz region from I to 6 dB.

In figure 6 the attenuation of the 60 degree zenith angle versus frequency is plotted
for the weather conditions West, Winter, South Germany with and without a rainrate of
0,7 mn/hr and clouds as listed in table 1. Up to 20 Gliz this lirht rain is not serious

(less than I dH)wherees the rain becomes a detrimental factor(l0 db),for frequencies
greater than 80 GHz. Therefore transmission in this frequency region can hardly be
achieved under these weather conditions without space diversity.

4.2.2 Influence of the Atmosphere on Detection Radars

The performance ol" an active remote sensing system was investigated for different
atmospheric conditions. The probability of detecting a target (SWERLING, P., 1954) by
means of a Ku-band radar (17 .Hz) was calculated for the propagation conditions: free
space, clear air (a statistical model atmosphere) and rainrates of 6 or 12 mn/hr
superimposed. Rain backscatter suppression was assumed to be better than 30 dB. The
probability of detection versus range is illustrated in figure 7. For the 50% proba-
bility the relative difference of range is about 20% between free space (curve 1) and
a rainrate of 12 mm/hr (curve 4).
For the weather situation Weetinter, South Germany with and without rainfall the
probability of detection by two radars operating at 31 GHz and 90 GHz non-coherently
with the same antenna (Dirmeter 1m) and peak pover (20 K$) were calculated. The radar
cross section of the target was assumed to be 10 m2 for both frequencies. The rain
backscatter was not suppressed. Figure 8 shows the results of the calculations. For
the 50 per cent probability the reduction of range is about 50% for both radars
(curve I - 2 for 31 6Hz and curve 3 - 4 for 90 GHz). This can easily be explained
when considering the volume backecatter of rain. For rain rates of 1, 6 and 12 mm/hr
the volume backacattering cross section versus frequency is illustrated in figure 9.
The cross sections have been calculated for linear polarized waves. The gradient of
the backscattering cross section decreases with increasing frequency up to 100 GHz.
Above this frequency the cross section decreases according to the rain rate. The
volume backscatter coefficient of the rain rate of I mm/hr for 90 6Hz is about five
times greater than for 31 GHz. Having the same antenna the beamwidth in elevation and
azimuth for 90 6Hz is one third of that for 31 6Hz. Although the attenuation for
90 •Hz is about 6 times greater than for 31 Ofz, the backscattering of rain causes the
same relative i-eduction of radar range for both frequencies iithout rain clutter
wippressien.

4.3 Actual Propagation Measurements and Comparison witl" Theory

As outlined already it appears highly desirable to find out the conformity between
the theoretical model and experimental results. Therefore propagation measurements
ar- carried ou% t- investigate the influence of the atmosphere on a high precision
tracking u-stem. One point of concentration is to study the diurnal variations of
range and angle. A further aim Im to find out by which meteorological data - statistical
refractivity profile or actual profile - the atmospheric influence can be described
adequat*e-y.

4.3.1 eeasuring Ranga and Equipment

The experimental test series was started ir: summer 1977. The measuring equipment
(LUTZ, G., 1977) consiste of
- tne tracking radar AN/MI'S 36 operated by the DfVLR/German Space Operation Center
operating in the C-band with a resolution of 0,9m and
- A transponder.
The trackzng radar sLtands in iorkorzoll near Ingolstadt on a hill 536m high. The
transponder is placed on the top of the Zugspitze, the highest mountain in Germany at
29-63s. '-iure 101. Both locations are geodetical points so that the slant range
betw'en thm antennas can be determined exactly with 167,144 ka with an error less than
0,11, The elevation angle for line of sight im 0.07 degrees. The profile of the
tetrai*_.s plot mod in figure ii. There is one critical region for the radar beam up
to a tentance af 10 ka from the radar location whare the beam of 1.2 degrees width
"mi4ht t.ouch the ground. The measurements might therefore be influenced by around
reflection.

4., 2 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Data

The saoinrod ranges wereA not curroctcd for any atmospheric effects in the radar pro-
cosa.•r. 4essured radar ranges on 20th July 1977, and the theoretical range values
obtaznso with the computor model are illustrated in figure 12. The dots rapresent the
mean vauaes cf 300 range measurements during 5 minutes. Before aid after these
meesiaremanta the radar was calibrated in range and angle. The measurements carried out
every halr no4ar show ay- increase of 4m in the range of 167,187 km for 9.00 a.m. up to
11.00 a.m. due to the diurnal variation of the refractivity. An increasing cloud
cower of 3 b to 8/8 from 1.1,30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. had r stabilizing influence on radar
range. The rmrietion of the rade,-" range of 167,191 ka is about 1,5m for thia time
interval. Tite range calcalated for noon with the actual profile, represented by a
croa, in fiAure 12, lies within the error bare of the msasured one. Using the CCIt-
prof;:.ie (figrew II) e obtained a, radar range (cross with cIrcta) which correspond&
te the value c' 10 a.m. It differs frow the measured range by Am and by 1,5m from the
other one. It set be pointed out thah the measured range is greater than the calcu-
LItea o*e due t, the fact that the actual profile it imoothod by interpolation, and
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the natural fluctuations of the index of refraction over the propagation path are not
grasped (fig. 13).
The experimental and theoretical results of five other days obtained as described
above are shown in figure 1h,. The measured radar ranges agree well with those calcu-
lated. It seems to be sufficient to use actual meteorological data obtained half way
between two points to determine the range in the order of 150 km with an accuracy of
lees than 2m. Therefore position determination could he done by a few range measure-
ments of a high precision radar. How far the exact position can be found out by
measurements of range and angle the following diagram (fig. 15) demonstrates. A great
discrepancy exists between measured and calculated elevation angle by this method due
to ground reflections for azolea less than 1,5 degrees (beam width 1,2 degrees).
Furthermore, elevation angles loss than 5 degrees suffer from strong scintillations
indicated by the great error bars in figure 15.
The consideration of fluctuations of the index of refraction in the loier atmospheric
layers near the measuring system might lead to better results for the critical para-
meter elevation angle. This test series is going on and there will be a report later
and in more detail.

5. CONCLUSION

The results have demonstrated that the important atmospheric effects on wave propa-
gatton in the frequency region from I to 300 GHz can be suffictently described by a
computer mode). This comprehensive model can be used for system design and evaluation
problems in the Hid-European weather szenario because statistical and charscteristic
model atmospheres were made available by the GMGO. The program structure enables the
easy insertion of other etatistical and actual meteorological data for example for
other areas and for special investigations of microwave propagation. The test series
carried out to study atmosph6ric effects on precise position determination has shown
that range measurements provide results with sufficient accuracy using one refractivity
profile measured in the middle of the range. Measuring and calculating elevation
angles by this method has proved to be critical.
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Table 1: Vertical profile for general German Weather condition:
West, Winter, South Germany, 12.00 - 18.O0 Z,
Probability of Occurence 28Y%

HEG.T PFqSURUE T70P00 A0 . ARIOLLJTE DiNrF N?0-CON!. CLOUD PPO. OF PRECIPI- PRECIPIT. UNIERC001 . PROR R.
..,w(Jyv fFNSýTY OF CLOIO OFPCTRU. CLODOq TATTnO -RAl OF PRECIP. OF PAFC.

[KrIl I 4AQ I IKFLVINI (6/431 (G/04 I- -.9 1 1G/N31 1961 |MN 2H P) {r} IIs)

0.000 960. 92 9.1 6.00 30. 0.00 0.00 RAiN *14 0.0 20,3
206 9'.6. £ .1 t,.4f 3.0 6.00 0.00 RAIN .10 0.0 20.0
7200 934. 21.7 o.4n 1.9 0.00 0.00 RAIN .10 0.0 20.0
.30u 92?. d *t 6.10 0.? 0.00 0.00 RAIN .70 0.0 20.0
.4On il. 12.9 6.0n 3.08 0.O 0.00 0,30RAIN .10 0.0 20.0
.b0 e 900. 22.2 0.AV. 3.0 0.00 0.00 RAIN .10 0.0 20.0
.600 N', 200.1 .,0 3.9 0.00 0.00 RAIN .10 0.0 20.0

.00006 0.•A /19.3 5.So 3.0 0.00 0.00 RAfiN .10 0.0 20.0

.900 0 . 219.1 4.40 3.5 .26 4 ?5.00 RAIN .10 0.0 20.0
1.000 ".R. RA. 1.70 3*0 .20 A 75.00 R5IN .10 0.0 N0.0
1.20' A 1A. t10.' 1.10 4.0 .2S 1 75.00 0000 .lg 0.0 20.01.200 83'. ?82.3 0.9 '.0 .16 4 ?5.00 RAJN ,10 0.0 20.0
2.300 ? 21. £00.2 6.90 4.3 0.00 0.00 RAIN .10 0.0 20.0
1.,00 001. £00.1 o.In 4.' 0.00 0.00 RAIN .7 00 30.0

l.000 l9s. ?00.! 0.70 0.0 0.00 0.00 0020 .10 0.0 20.0
1.000 18o 7.., 0.1 4.R 0.00 0.00 RAIN .10 0.0 20.0
2.100 A',. In g.6 4.00 4.0 0.00 0.00 062N .lo 0. 20..0
2.000 761. 27As .,fl 5.. 0.00 6.00 RAIN ,10 0.0 20.0
2.900 159. 310.0 '.2" 5.2 1.00 0.00 RAIN .0 0.0 20.0
2.00;' T f, 1 74.s 1.00 0., 0.00 a0.0 RAIN .10 0.0 ,20.
3.OOu .00. /70.9 0.10 00 ,12 N 79.00 .400 ,10 0.0 20.0
',000 780, 263.1 2.00 0.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
5.000 0(71 .A0. 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
2.000 440. 5 ..O n S'.0 0.00 a.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
7.00" 240. 2.e In .10 '.1 .2 0 25.00 0.00 0.0 0.0
0.000 13?, ' 3

0
.A *Z23 7 24 .50 P 15.0.00 00 0.0 0.0

9.007 co 1. 231.. .n 5.0 0. 0 00.00 0 0. 0.0
10.00" 1. 2. .0 1.2 0. 0. 0.00 0.0 0.0
21.000 p21. 220.0 0.00 22.0 0.00 s.00 0.0 0.0 0.0
22.00 2•+, £2".0 0.00 14.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0

o Stratocumulus
6 Altostratus
8 Cirrus
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Figure 6, Total attenuation through the tropnaphere versus frequency for a general
German weather situation with precipitation
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0 10 20 30 4b km
Range

F'igure 8. Reduction on the dotection reang af a 31 Olz and 1)0 G•Iz rfadar for different
atma phe~ric condit•.ions
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DISCUSSION

3.i.Rttger, FRG,
What defines the shape of the shown curve of thc detection prob:ibihrty as function of distance for free space
propagation?

Author's Reply
The shape of the det'2ction curve is dependent on atmospheric attenuation and free space loss and 011 the detection
mechanism which is uscd for the fluctuation of the target. Here we used the pulse-to-pulse fluctuation according to
Swcrling's case 11

Discussion nite by J.Rbitger
TUhe accuracy of youi method might be improved if you take int3 account Elhe small-cale structure of refractivity
variations in the troposphere. In Figure I I show ani exam~I:e for typical structures observed with a vertical--looking
VIlE radar operated by the Max-Planck-Institut fur Acronomic. This structure plut indicate-- [ime-varying layers of
enhanced radar reflectivity which are Caused by humidity and temperatUre variation- (ref_: Rbttger J.,
Klosternmeyer J., ('zeclmowsky P., Mister R., Schmidt G., Remote Sensing of the Atrnoý,plmrc by ViHF Radar
E~xperimnents, to be published in Die Naturwissensehaften, W9'8).

SSQUS'r'-VHF-RADAR
MPAE-LINDAU

16. 8. 1977

h .....

1 5 16 17 181 I1 q 20 2;

0 C 12 ldB

Figure I
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('ARM.' iKRISA1 ION DI1. LA i)IS IORSION i)U ('ANA L TROPOSPHiLRIQUL

par
A.Margu inaud

Thonisusn-'SFIJDII'M
55, rue (ireffullie

92301 Levailois-Perret

Lexpos4 tradec de trois stijets:

*description du 'Jispositif exp&'incntai perniettant dl'evaiuer Ic canal,

* r.sentation et syntesc decs rtsultats de mnesure,

*rewaripi-qs sur Ia conception 'Itt systt~rne tie reception.

1. Le dispooltit exp4rimental permot do mocurer en fonction dua tempa (30V Loin par aeconde),
la Lonotiors do treansfert du milieu our loa 2 canaux d'trne diveraitd d'eapace.

Un autro diapositll' perwiet d'obtonir avec une frdquenoe d'dchantillonnage rapide
(8000 Loia par occonde) la va~eur do 1'amplltudo et du retaird do tranar~iiaoion.

Les valoura meouz'ees bunt anreglatrdeo our bandes inogn~tiquna qui sent onsuito trall~os
par ordinateur.

2. Ler. meaures ont 40 e'Lootudea pendant trio dur~e do un an environ our one liaieon d 'une
distance de 140 km A 6 0Hz, nur vine bands do 10 NMiz.

L~es traitemento rdaliaio our ordinateur permettont d'dvaluer in bando de cohdronco, !a
statlornnsrlt46 de la t'oncrion do tranofert, 1'importanoo do Ia. diatoralon. du point do vue 6nergdtique
et retard de propagation, ia corrdlatlcn entra les parema~trea caractdriotiquoo do ia diotorojon. etc.

3. Dane le coo de transmission ntndrique erpruntant un canal dlatordu, on pout, solt chorcher
L corrijgur la fonction de transt'ert puns utilisor on ddmoduiateur adapt6 IL on canal parfait, Bolt comparer
le signaol re~u eaL~ difL6rentou vorolono do aignaux didmentairca oatimden d'aprien leo signaux ddJý, dd6mo-
duldo. On centre quo cette deux:1rne solution oat toujouro aupdrleure &la promi~ro ci l'on tiont compte
des signaux prdcuroeurni et pcotcureeurs,
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I. .- IN'IISIUCTION

lkpUis% quelques anniies, Iii technique dce tidumibituorix par diluht5ion trollosphidiquc perinet d~cnvisa~cr des dahits devits
itcondition die pretidue en colupte t1'6olutton dec la distorsion du canal Patt exeniple HAYTHL~ON ct SYLVANIA prr-tsetieti dcs

&4uipefli nis prevtts pour 0 ct 12 Mb/s. PlIu-ieurb -coitcptilons bount puoposkea pour !a inodulatrori, Ia Uitodulation. ! minsc en
oueure die la diverstiC miodulation ein quadrature A 4 phases (4 PSK), riiiidulationi tic ftiquence A diiviatiun tuiritmale (MSK I,
port iltonnage temptttiii ((lnue gating), fittre tt3nsb-cirse, cornibinawsn apres dUticduuation, etc.-. La collecte tie tonii~cs preasess
cl varices (tenips ci espace) ext done dun gran'd iutgtert, cc qut expiiqiie Ie% catipagres tie tinsUr ct HOicUCVineti inci'tesh pai ICS
orgatisnics njijiiat res. (et expose d~crit le priricpe du haric dc niesuec r~ali po00r ctiregistrurf sur Ic terrain 1'voliition tet la
Il'ticrtiol tic iran sleri inst an ta ue diu :anal. Ces enregistireinilte.n 101iniq us souit jich us p( Li t Is ter par sinho laltar livers
printepes de rtahbaisatitii diumdemu cidec diversitit dairs ICx 19nnies! conditions. Par ailteurs, oil propose tote function caract~ris-
tiqu ic dl a distorsion qiie 'on utilis e nxuite P.0f 6VAluCr Ic dcgrt tic: coit~lation entre Ics principauk para-icetres tie Ia Iuiason

2.- DlIStOEI'PIF EJPENIMiMTAL

2.1 Descai tionnde Is. liai-son,

li liaison ext rdalisecen II{AN(L, Ia panlic itission ext xitu& it SLH ANS (rgion panisienne), Ia palrte rcceptioi w
I aiiveii LI: H41101 sur Ia Manchie

Lee caractdritsttqoet de la liaison sont 1 a sulvanitys

*distance gdographique 1.35 torn

*angie de site dnisision - 1,62 gird

angle dc- site rdeaptton - 0,55 mrd

*distance doe )'dmsuiion h .7cri horizon 22 1cM

distance de is rdception &k eon horizon 38,3 lIo
*altitude de l'dmniasion 223 ms

altitude de is rdception 60 m~

*disrn~tre de 1'entenne dAriosion 3,6 in

diste~tre de liantenne rd~ception 3 a

* rrquence 6,375 0H-z

*puissance 4rnission 1 I104

On csrsctirlse habltoellesent is. ditflcultd renoontrite poor outliser cec artaux par louir
bands de cobdisence, c'est-k-dire i'dcnrt de frdquence it partir duqoel le coefficient de corrdla-
tian entre lee arrplitudes de deux Vrdquencres porteuses eat infdrieoxr &AL

On coneidbre qus e Isddbit en Mb/ri qua l'on peut tranumettre sans prdoauti=n partioulibre
set nundriquement die 1'ordre de grandeur do la bande do cohdrenoe (en Mliz).

Lea calcuis eft'ectuda & partir des rcndbiea ciaoaiquea dorment lea valeura midianos ci-
deaboub

ModbJle SUNIE RICE I BEZ.WDAtNIELL

Bande dieooA _e3
oen n taq, 3,4 9,3 3

Le ddpouiilement deg siesiares donna des valeurs inatantaendes variant ontre 5 at 15 M1z * Con
rdaoltatu numdriques confirmrrnt, Is nsidoesuti d'oine mice en oeuvre do proc~ddds adaptieauts canal.
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2Z Mature or Is fonation d.a tiosfr (fig. I .t P.j

L.: diapositi' o'tpfrimonttal eat oonetruit autitur d'izn ?41A (Microwave Link Analyser).

4indst trdqueonusporteuzeodu nignai d4sis oat de la forms AT -.{ t t , oxpres-

'F- 6,375 0Hz

AV- 5 Miz

La modulation oat connt~ttide par tin si&'iai dont le spectre prdaonto doux composantos
prino5j'nios distantos de 1 ?diz. A in r;~ception, is oomparaison do is phase do coo cospoosntea
nenret i'satirmition dui temps do propaaatlon do groupe. En3 pratlque, lo MISA adoopteur oat prd§-
o~dd S'Un sot~rauLomatiquo1 do gai1n rapid. (200 mea) qut fournilt. au MLA tin signal do nivesti
variant dwis urn plago do 151 dfl. fl oni rdaulte q~uo J'estimation do l'smplitudo du signal dolt
Oti's rdaliado par tin circ.ilt ddveloppd sphcialemont pour l'application.

Lea sitpiaux analc'giqusa enragiatr6s. sent £iitrdo Pax tin passe-baa do t'rdquonoo do
coumars 3 Mila, pule &bhan~liionnda at aultipioxds h is frdquonco do 8 kHz, at cot in ntsi~riada
(8 bits p-T- dOhantlilora) at onreglstrda r.ur bands mcgndtiqtue. Lea principaux aignaux onroglatrds,
soot :is Trdquonoa porteurs, 1'smpiltudo at l'ontimstion du temps do propagation do groups.

&2Meaure du temp!Lde rouagation de igroups (fig. 3)

L'disottour 6 aet avoc tine p3orteuao do valour fixe, do aorta qti'on titiliss~nt Isa mam
dispositif de rdcsption et de numdrisation qua ci-dessua, on dispose do 8 030 valouro du
parsni~tx' aui lieu do 100 dens a ries eure do Is fonction do transfort. Par ailloura, Is principe
utiliad fournit tins estimation dui retard do propagation. Notono qu'on enrogiatro on sires temps
l'ampiitudc du signal, ce qul persist, par example, d'dftudior is oorrdiation du retard do propa-
gatton avec i'aflplittkiO.

2.4 Etude do ]a divorelt4 soatialo

L'atjoo de cetto troieibnro approoha dtait do ddterminsr st is ddcorrdiation des nl~voatia
des doux signaux regus sntra~nait Is ddoorrdiation does distoralona aural bico stir i'ampiitude quo
cur is tempo do propagation do groups.

To* dispositif oxpdrimental sat idantiqus a colui do l'daiasion do, is liaison unique.

A l'autre extr4lt~ de I leiaisfon, on tx'ouvo doux ohatnos do rdcoption lourniasant onsowrie
is temps do propagation do groups ot 1'ampiitude en fonction do is position do la porteuse. C~es
signauz aont sosuit' 6chantiiiunnds, multiplexds et nuindriasa par 10 diapositif ddJh ddcrit.

3.- THAI'IflMNM REALISES SURf ORLINATEUR

~JPrdparation der mesuros

On rappails quo lec velours numAriquse cite-on no sent quo don oxespios ot qu'li faudralt
des caispagnas do mosurem Intansivo& pour on vdrifior Is stabilitd statiatique.

Tout d'obord, il s'sgit do vdrifiar quo les 3 psrossbtros csraotdristiques du signal. dais
ant bien is va lour convanablo ii s'agit do Is largour do bondse xplordo (ATF) , do Is, trdqunnoe
do b~alygo M~ at do Vidcart des coniposanteo principalos du signal do manure. Apr~a qusiquos
tiltonnements, on a abouti aux valeura cities au § 2.2 ce comproewir. A 6t4 dMtennlnd i nsr.+l- Ae

caractdristiquea du MESA at do 1'anragiatreur asgndtiquo, des objoctife do i'oxpdrimontation
(10 Mb/a) ot do is stationnaritd du milieu. Lea figuresa 4 fit 5 reprisentont lea hiatograrcios des
doarts de assures h tins aemo frdquanco en fonotton de l'intorvaiio de toaps quileas adpare. Coo
ricultata dnnis h titres indicatif montront quo Is qualitd does rssures sat auffisante pour lea
traitosionts dicrite pa~r Is, sulit.

Un esicul simple montre qu'il no sorait pasa raisonnablo d'cnrsgistrer lea meoureasour de
longuos piriodos, c'ost peurquoi on onrogiatro seulomant pendant des intorvalisa d'une minute
dicalnchis par tin siquenceur. On a conatat6 axpdrimsntaleaant qua cot dohantillonnago do i'infor-
sation no porturbait pasi do fagon sensible i'dtuda do Is distoralon instantand~e du siL'tai.

Avant do proeddar aux traltersonto intdreasanta stir l'dtudi du canal, en comenanoe par
validor lea onrogistroments, par eaxomple on vdririant quo Is restitution do porteuso fournit
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wne courbe proche de Is ninuroode th~orique (on phase et en trdquerice). Une fois acqiiise la vali-
dation de Ilenregistrement, il est ndcessaire do remplacer per un calcul d'lnterpolation 10
balayal~e sinusoTdal en f2rdquence par un balay-ge lininalre pour ne pan biaist.A lee rdsultats des
tral tements ult4rieurs.

3. Calculs de corrd).ation

La corr~lation o&,t pT-atiquement Ie seul outil utilisl5, c'est la raison pour laquelle 11
convient do d~gager avec soin lea principat. de ce calcul.

IA formule 1 ai-dessoun aot l'expression clao.3ique permettant, en principe. de oalouler
le coefficicnt do corr6iation entrt lea varl 'bleB 7- et dont on connalt is uuite des

4odhe3,ie de reprdsentation des dchantillons T_

*estimation do E et 1
*nombro d'6ohantillons h prendre en cornpte.

La solu~tion adopthe done lee traitements a 6tA de remplacer chaque valeur X4Dar son rang.
Clest-h-diro quo Zj eet rermplacO pax Is nombre d'dohant~illons do X. qui sont plus petito que 'X4~
Cesdo ?'blilmes do statiatiques do ranig sont bien connus (KENDALL) et conduisent niaturelloinent AL
6'affranchir do i'estimti~on des valeurs moyeannas. Dui point de VUe thdorique, eec mn6thodes oont
plus rohuates quo lea proc~dds de Isa statistique parazritrique (cf. (1)) et, du point do vue pra-
tique. l'orge~nisation den calculs eat plus simple quo done le cas pararndtrlque.

On a vdrifi de fa~on axp~rimentale que les veolurs do oaloulges 6taient pratiquement
inddpendanteo do 1'4choile do repr-Asentatiun :amplitude, dB ou rang, ce qui Juitifie le o.hoix
cie Ia ruthode de calcul.

Quant 4 Is dernibre difficultd, cn a constat4 exp~rimentalement qua V'on obtenait des
r~sultats identiques qua Ilan prenne 5, 10, 20 ou -30 socondes do signal. Cormme on b'int~roes!o h
l'aspoct insantaztn4 do la diatorsion, on offectue le caicul our un intervaile do 5 h 10 secorndos.

2. Caraotdriastion do Ia diatorzior,

Le m~thodo habituelle consists AL applIquer Ia formule (1) etix amjjlituwies seulainent, 11
oat tentanrt d'appliquer Ia afime rndthode eu tempo de propagation do groups. Len hilstogrwemao de
Lus dauzt estimations sont roprdsontdo our lea rigur'oa 6 ot 7,

Uric autre fagon de oaraot~x'iser Ia distorejon consists h caiculer 1'hibtogt-arme des
retards do propagation (cf. fig. 8). Do cot lilatogroanme on peat, estmer Il'dcart type ~'do ce
retard, et ainai caJlvuler lft bmnd de oohdrence S. an amplitude par Isa formula (2)

I~ Be n MHz
(2) avoc a- on ma

t. Cr ~ JL - = , 32.

!ms r~aultats obotenus par Is0 formula (2) uviit cu..ar-al'blea A' osioc da la figure 6, on na
pout toutefoia so prononoer car 16 dispopsitif expdrimental no perrnet pas uno rialiaation aimul-
tande des doux axplirienose.

Tea estimationa prdcddenten fourniassnt une Indication moyanne du comportement du canal,
11 a dono dtd ndoessaire do ddfinir une mosure do Ia dietoralon instantwide.

Dana cette oonfdrence, on en propose 2. La premibre eat d~crite done la suite decoe
paragrap1-e et a Ilintdrbt do fuw'n~ir tine esptimation simple do la oorrdlation ontre fliveaut moyea
du signal ot distorelon. La seconds Sara expoand done la parlagraphe 4n car eli. rdsuito do conol-.
ddrations thdoriquea aur lea MOIEM.



1A fig wre 9 montro l. procddld utiliad pour riotnor la distorsion inatantando du canal.
I& proc~ddd oat applicable oussi Moen au tempo do propagation do groups qu'h l'omplituds. Si le
canal n'vi.Lait pea diatordu, coo deux quantitda seradont conatantoc done le bends. Etant doond tan
doart. d'ajnplltudo AA (oxprimod en dJ3) on chorobs it valitur do l'asPlitude A (centre do la
fonitro) qui correagqnd au p]Lia grand nombro d'dohmntiiione d'smplitude h 1'intdrisur do
l'intervallo ( A - To A I le-) - Plus cc maximum oat d~lovd, moins it canal eat diotordu. Dien
entendu, 1e proc~dd oat applicable aui tempo do propagation do groupo, avoc tan 6oart do tempo AC
ot on centre do fen~tre tamporai rt

ý.4 corrd~lation amplitude-eMps do cropagation do groups (TPO)

Lorsqu'on observe, avAc tan ralasntisaomont de i'ordro do 20, lea courbee d'amplitudo st do
tempo do propagation do groups our 10 oti 20 NM1z, on conatatoe quo leoa 2 aourbos 's'agitont" onsomble.
On vd~rifi ho pertly does onregiatrononta quo 1e coefficient do corrdlatior srntrs la distorsion
d'aasplituds et la. distention do temps do propagation do groupe eat do 1'ordro do 0.70.

Coast la settle oorrdlation quo iVon a trouvdo antro i'aniplitude at lo tempo do propaga-
tion do groups. EnB effot, on vdr! tie qua la va-tour do Ia bands do cobdrenoe calcuido A partir
do l'aznplitudo oat ddoorrdldo deocello calculdoi & partir du tompa do propagation do
grroups.

Enfin, lo coofficient do oorrdlation do 1'omplitudo ot du tempo do propagation & une
same frdquonos roots infdriour h 0,2. Coo rdsultats montrent qu'il faut estimer lon 2 typos do
distoralon pour ddmodulsr.

G orrdilation niveau-diatoraion

Pour &A ot LV frxdsa, on d-lspose does deux velours des centres do fene~tro A ot Z
quo I 'on pout oorrdlor avec lea 2 diotorolona. On a ubteno lea valour. do coefficient do corr6-.
lation donodes par iesacbdma ci-doakous a

A 03 diseorolon d'ampiitudo

o0fr-c ~ 0,2 - - ~ diutorsion do TPn

Cos valour. nuiadriquea concornent la comportement inetantand du si nal et on petit obtonir
des risultata appareement, diffdronts si on s'±ntdreaae par exasmple h l1a oorrd~lation du niveati
mddlan avec is frdquonco dona e Ista do fortes diotorsions.

t 'ordrs do grandeur des valeurn ntanriquoa du sobims ot-dessus montre qu'ii y a Pau I
oopdrsr do Is prizeat n cocniddration do niveata dui signal ott do son retard pour eatimer Is risque
d'orreur entra~nd par la distorsion dui wonal, Co rdaultat oas. Important pour l'utilisation do 2a
diveraitd puiaqu'il ddmontra quaochaqus ricoptour doit posadder eon eatianateur do dagrd do
confianco instantand.

3. Cor,'dlation d'eapsoe

Les emplacemennts des data adriana de rdcoptior' ont dtd ch-oisis de fagon & a'aasurer quo,
pour touts frd~quenos, lea paranobtros d 'amplitudo Coy do tempo do propagation do groupe) soot
ddcorrdids our lea doux voices do rodooption.

Lea proaoihres exploitations montreifl qui lea diatorsiona aont ddcorrdldes stir lea dow'
volet cocfrenas lo antro l.a sohims. ci-deseous

vois 1 vole 2

distorston d'amplitods 0,16...-...........d..........-....~ distorolon do 'amplitude

dietoralon do TPO OC-0 .............. distortion do TPO



Ces rdsoitato sjont (t-vovahleo car Ile montrent que Is divereitd, permet de r~ddore le
taux d'crreur dO aux distorelonc.

4.- H [MARQUIS SIR L-A ((.N( 1E' HN III!SYSI [MI DLI) IA [P ION

4.1 Cl~oix do code de modulation

Leo valeurs owudricies oLtonuo5 montrent qu'1 coat ndcosaaare do mottre en o'nhroc des
mdthodoe adaptatives. Cette adaptation permanente ent dquivalente hL one est-mation on tempo rdol
de ia function do trrnsfort. On congoit, que cotta estimation sora facile & motti'e en osuvrO si
lee epectres des signaux didmentoiree mont dgaox 00 proportiounrele ontro oux. En effot, ia connate-
easuce deolis dietorsion static par on oeui signal (-16meaatairo permot do conotruire It distorsion
stable par lee *~tro aignaux dldmontaireaa. Cotte remmrque limite daon le choioaumx modoittiana
par Baut do phase 00 d'empiituda. Dans i'6tat actual doe bosomns on pout oton tonir & ia modulation
en quadratUre do phase.

4.2 Utllisatior. de is dilvereit4

Avec one bonne approximation, on pout coneidirer quo lee erreors duos h ia ddgraxlation
do rapport signal our bruit ttaiont inddpendantoo do cellos duos h is dtstorsion.

Ii taut doric prdvoir one nenore do de&z4 do confianco attaohd h chlaque dicisior. didmean-
tairo our chaqos vole.

L'd6voiotion des Co~tc wt, ars po~sibilitt- de trattoment, lacite fortemont h otiliser un
d~lmodutlatoor adapt6 avac litndiceiteur de quaiitd sin ohaquc vote rdceptrico.

j. L16modulation adaptde

L'adaptaticn & in rdcoptlon comproad done Qunttra types do traitmationts

ostimation do it distorsion,

*prise en coOmpt4 do Is dietorsion,

*reconnaisantce do is soite de signaux didientaires,

*combInaison doe informations recucItliem ear chaque vole do divreiatd.

Cee opdrationa no mont pas forodment rdalisdes done l'ordre ci-dossum * Par ailisors, noun
mulons montror quo ia reconnaifsance des signaux didmentairom dolt Stro organisie d'uae fagon di!ffl-
r-ento do cello utiliode dana lea tranamissiona do donn6es pour lesqvillos Is distorrion d~ampiitudo
oat ftitle.

En oftet, on pout molt corriger lo signal rogo pour qu'il reesemblo h on signal paifait,
aaoit comparer ohaque signal rego sau versions distardues eutimdem,

On pout reprdeenter le signal dmils par uon adrie trigonomdtrique do It forma

La tranamaimaion introduit do bruit additif ddsignd par It suite does valeurm )tZ at one
distorsion des coeajosaantee roprdamntdm par lea couples do psrwoA&tree t ,A.,e, ).-

On- pouat dr-ac ;-p~a~a 16 al&.. 44i par laJ... fkli) -Ac ThMTL'u

Axe

OComma It stationnaritA do canal o~t convonadblo our plusiours containee do mignaux 616-
montairos, on pout abootir & man exocilente estimation does couples do psramaatrea t ,iz smut
pout-Stra' pour les conapomantee trbs ataiblieo.
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Dens oee conditions, Iso signal corrig6 (proco.Ad olassique) eat donn4 ptr (

Si t

Ix d~moduleteur r~aliss l'opd~'ation su~vaxntoa

(6) f ) t L

Le. rapport signal sur bruit vatt alors

Danah Is d~emodulatiori adapti. le signal de r4rdreinoo set 1. signal distormdu dont i'exprea-
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AEROSPACE PROPAGATION PREDICTION CAPABILITIES
ASSOCIATED WITH THE IF-77 MODEL

M. E. Johnson and G. D. Gierhart
Office of Telecommunications

Institute for Telecommunication Sciences
Boulder, Colorado 80303, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The United States Department of Commerce (DOC) has been active in radio wave propa-
gation research and prediction for scveral decades, and has provided the Federal Aviation
Adiainistration (FAA) with many propagation predictions relevant to the coverage of air
navigation and communications systems. During 1960-1973, an air/ground propagation mod-
el applicanle to irregular terrain was developed by the Office of Telecommunications/
Institute for Telecommunicatiun Sciences (OT/ITS) for the FAA and was documented in de-
tail. This IF-73 (ITS-FAA-1973) propagation model has evolved into the IF-77 model,
which is applicable to air/ground, air/air, ground/satellite, and air/satellite paths.
It can also be used for ground/ground paths that are line-of-sight, smooth earth, or
have a common horizon. Model applications are restricted to telecomnunication links
operating at radio frequencies from about 0.1 to 20 GHz with antenna hoights greater
than 0.5 m. In addition, the eluvation of the radio horizon must be less than the ele-
vation of the higher antenna. The radio horizon for the higher antenna is taken either
as a common horizon with the lowet antenna or as a smooth earth horizon with the same
elevatiu.i as the lower antenna's effective reflecting plane.

This propagation model has been incorporated into ten computer programs. These pro-
grams may be used to obtain a wide variety of computer-generated microfilm plots such as
transmission loss versus path length and desired-to-undesired signal ratio at a receiv-
ing location versus the distance separating the desired and undesired transmitting facil-
ities. Such capabilities are useful in estimating the service coverage of aerospace
radic systems, and are currently being used to establish station separation requirements
for VHF/UE[F/SHF air navigation aids. This paper provides (i1 a brief discussion of the
IF-77 propagation model, (2) a summary of the prediction capabilities available, and (3)
remarks concerning model validation work,

1. INTRODUCTION

Assignments for aeronautical radio in the radio frequency spectrum must be made so
as to provide reliable services for an increasing air traffic density. Potential. inter-
ference between facilities operating on the same or on adjacent channels must be consid-
ered in expanoing present services to meet tuture demands. Service quality depends on
many factors including the desir(:d-to-undesired signal ratio at the receiver. This ra-
tio varies with receiver location and time even when other parameters, such as antenna
gain and radiated powers, are fixed.

The prediction capabilities mentioned in this paper were developed at OT/ITS with
the sponsorship of the FAA. Although these were intended for use in predicting the ser-
vice coverage associated with ground- or satellite-based VHF/UHF/SHE air navigation aids,
they can be used for other services.

2. PROPAGATION MODEL

At 0.1 to 20 GHz, propagation of radio energy is affected by the lower nonionized
atmosphere (troposphere), specifically by variations in the refractive index of the at-
mosphere. AtmospherJc absorption and attenuation or scattering due to rain become impor-
tant at SHP. The terrain, along end in the vicinity of the great circle path between
transmitter and receiver also plays ar important part. in this trequency range, time
and space, variations of received signals, and interference ratios lend themselves read-
ily to statistical description.

Conceptually, the model is very similar to the Longley-Rice propagation model for
propagation over irregular terrain, particularly in that attenuation versus distance
curves calculated for the (a) line-of-sight, (b) diffraction, and (c) scatter regions
are blended together to obtain valuer in transition regions (Longley and Rice, 1968).
In addition, the Longley-Rice relationships involving the terrain parameter Ah are used
to estimate radio horizon parameters when such information is not available from facility
siting data. The model includes allowance for

(a) average ray bending (Bean and Dutton, 1968; eec. 3),

(b) horizon effects (Gierhart and Johnson, 1973, sec. A.4.1),

(c) long-term power fading (Rice et al., 1967, sec. 10),

(d) vertical plans patterns for bath antennas (Hartman, 1974, sec. CI-D.3),

Ce) surface reflection multipath (Hartman, 1974, sec. CI-D.7),

(f) tropospheric multipath (Gierhart and Johnson, 1973, sec. A.7),

(g) atmospheric absorption (Rice et al., 1967, sec. 3),

(h) ionospheric scintillations (Whitney et al., 1971),
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(i) rain attenuation (Samson, 1975, sec. 3),
(j) reflection from an elevated counterpoise (Gierhart and Johnson, 1973,

sec. A.4.2),

(k) smooth earth diffraction (Longley and Rice, 1968, soc. 3.2),

(1) knife-edge diffraction (Longley and Reasoner, 1970, sec. 3.5), and

(m) forward scatter (Rice et al., 1967, sec. 9).

Input parameters for IF-77 are summarized in figure 1. Note that the minimum parameter
requirement is frequency and antenna elevations (HI and H2).

The above discussion provides a very brief description of the IF-77 model and con-
tains sufficient specific references to allow readers to pursue topics of interest to
them. However, additional discussion is provided here for some parts of the model that
may be of particular interest in connection with the predictions made for aerospace sys-
tems wilh line-of-sight service limitations; i.e., power available (sec. 21.1, median
basic transmission loss (sec. 2.2), and variability (sec. 2.3).

2.1. Power Available

Power available as calculated in IF-77 is taken as the power available from the re-
ceiving antenna terminals under matched conditions when internal heat losses of the re-
ceiving antenna and path antenna gain loss are neglected. Compensation for internal
heat loss or gain-loss factors needed to refer the available power to some point in the
receiving system other than the recciving antenna terminals can be made by an appropri-
ate adjustment to the radiated power or antenna gains used for computer program input.

Power available Pa (q) levels exceeded for a fraction of time q are determined using

pa(q) = EIRPG + GNT + GNR - Lb(0.5) + YE(q) dBW, (1)

EIRPG = EIRP + GR dBW, and (2)

EIRP - PTR + GT dBW. (3)

Here EIRP is equivalent isotropically radiated power, P in decibels greater than
I W (dBW) is the total power radiated by the transmittiw& antenna, and T, in deci-
beais greater than isotropic (uui) is tne maximum gain ot LofItIIniUiLLI!Lq allittleLO UL

receiving antenna respectively. Losses (e.g., lines) associated with the transmitting
system should be considered in calculating radiated power from transmitter output power.
Normalized antenna gain (G T or G_ ) in decibels greater than maximum gain (G or G0)
is included in (1) to alloQ for aH~enna directivity when maximum gain is not Wpproppi-
ate (i.e., the antennas are not pointed at each other). A tracking option is available
that keeps antenna main beams pointed at each other. Methods used to calculate the
median basic. transmission loss, L (0.5), and the total variability with timn, Y (q),
are discussed in section 2.2 and ý.3. Note that Y (q) is the only term on the right-
hand side of (1) that contains variability with tike when path parameters (e.g., dks-
tance, heights, etc.) are fixed, and EIRP is considered to be constant with time.

2.2. Median Basic Transmission Loss

Median basic transmission lose Lb (0.5) is calculated from

Lb (0.5) - Lbf + A + Acr - V e(0.5) dB, (4)

where Lbf is basic transmission loss for free space, A is average atmospheric absorp-
tion, A is a reference attenuation calculated for thi propagation models) applicable
for a pi~ticular path (e.g., line-of-sight variability, line-of-sight lobing, diffrac-
tieor, scatter, or transition regions), and V e(0.5) is a median adjustment associated
with long-term variability.

With the variability option, lobing associated with a specular reflection from the
earth's surface is suppressed inside the far portion of the horizon lobe. When lobing
is suppressed in this way, an appropriate increase in the variability associated with
short-term variability (aec. 2.3) is made. A conditional adjustment factor, A . that
is a function of the long-term variability is used to prevent available power Yevels
from exceeding levels expected for free-space propagation by an unrealistic amount when
the long-term variability about L,(0.5) is large; i.e., Ac is increased so that the
long-term power does not exceed its free-space value by 3 9B for more than 10 percent
of the time. Lobing associated with a counterpoise reflection is included in Acr even
when the variability option is used.

With the lobing option, lobing associated with interference Detweea the dir-ýct ray
and specular reflections from both the counterpoise and the earth's surface e-e allowed
to determine A foe the first 10 lobes inside the smooth earth radio horizon. Contri-
butions to shoR-term variability associated with the specular earth's surface reflec-
tion are neglected when A is based on lobing. The program calculates several points
for each of the 10 lobes Rhside the horizon. One of these will be the lobo null if no
counterpoise reflected ray is present and the phase change associated with reflection
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is 10'. Otherwise, calculations may not actually be made for the null case. Condi-
tions most likely to result in missed nulls involve the propagation of veti4cal polar-
ization over sea water or transition regions where both the earth surface and counter-
poise reflected rays are significant.

Calculation of A in the diffraction region involves a wjighted avere;e of rounded
earth and knife-edge Siffraction attenuations. Transition between the line-of-sight and
diffraction regions is made using a straight line connecting a diffraction valt s at the
radio horizon with a point in the line-of-sight region where the ray optics formulation
is valid.

2.3. variability

The variability term of (1) is calculated from

y (q) f 2 (q)e + y?(q) + v 2 (q) + y 2 (q) dB, (5)

4 for q < 0.5

- otherwise

where Y (q) is long-term (hourly-median) variability, Y¶(q) is variability associated
with surface reflection and tropospheric multipath, Y (q) is rain attenuation variabil-
ity, and Y (q) is variability associated with ionosphEric scintillation. The short-term
(within the hour) variabilities Y1,)q), Y (q), and YI are neglected if the option for
long-term variability only is selected: i.e., Y (q) = Y (q) when the option to predict
the distribution of hourly median levels is scl~cted. ALI median level of Pa(i) is not
dependent on VY (q) since Y (0.51 = Y (0.5) = Y (0.5) = Y (0.5) = 0.

The IF-77"model contains long-tgru variabiliLy opti 6 ns which allow variabilities
for different climates or time blocks within a continental temperate climate to be selec-
ted. These variabilities are similar to, but not identical with, those provided by Tech-
nical Note 101 (Rice et al., 1967), or" the CCIR, (1970). Techniques used in IF-73 to
prevent excessive long-term variability are still used.

Nakagami-Rice distributions are used for Y (q) (Rice et al., 1967, p. V-8). These
distributions provide statistics for the case where a constant vector is added to a Ray-
leigh-distributed vector. The particular distribution applicable is selected by a pa-
rameter K where K is the ratio in decibels between the steady component of received
power and the Rayleigh fading component. If K is large (> 40 dB), Y (q) = 0, and if K
is small (< -20 dB), Y (q) is a Rayleigh distribution. Power for tha Rayleigh distri-
buted vector is taken Is the sum of relative powers associated with surface reflection
multipath and tropospheric multipath.

Surface reflection multipath is calculated from effective reflection coefficients
for specular and diffuse reflection from the earth's surface. When the specular compo-
nent is used to produce lobing (i.e., lobing option selected), it is neglected in the
calculation of surface reflection multipith power. These effective reflection coeffi-
cients include allowances for surface constants, frequency, surface roughness, relative
direct-raflected ray antenna gain, relative direct-reflected ray lengths, counterpoise
shadowing, and divergence. Counterpoise reflection is always allowed to cause lobing
and is never" allowed to contribute to Y1 (q). For beyond-the-horizon paths, surface re-
flection multipath contributions are neglected.

The tropospheric multipath power formulation for the line-of-sight region was de-
rived from an outage time formulation developed for microwave relay links (Lenkurt, 1970,
pp. 60, 13-2, 119). Just beyond the hoizon, the formulation involves a linear inter-
polation between the K parameter value applicable at the radio horizon and a K - -20 dB
value used in the scatter region. Data (Janes, 195ý) were used to determine the dis-
tance beyond which short-term fading for beyond-the-horizon paths can be characterized
as Rayleigh (K < -20 dB).

Rain attenuation variability is based on an extensJon of work done by Samson, (1975,
sec. 3). The formulation involves

( 0 for q < 0.98 2
Yr(q) - -- dB (6)
r A~ rr(q) ra otherwise

where A r(q) is the rain attenuation rate determined using rain rate statistics, and

r is a• in-storm ray length. Note that Yr (q) - 0 for time availabilities less that 98%.
Ionospheric scintillation variability is described with the distributiont -1ven by

Whitney et al., (1971). The model does not predict the ionospheric scintillt a - ex;
i.e., an appropriate value is selected for an ionospheric scintillation 9rc!'' number
which is a model Input parameter.

3. PROGRAMMED CAPABILITIES

The IF-77 model has been incorporated into ten computer programs which provide 28
plotting capabilities. These programs cause the computer to produce parameter summary
sheets and microfilm plots. A guide to the plotting capabilities currently available
is provided in figure 2, and a sample parameter sheet is shown in figure 3. Ai appli-
cations guide covering these programs is being prepared (Johnson and Gierhart, 1978). I -
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Capabilities 1 through 10 are outputs from a single program called LOBING (Hartman,
1974, sec. CII). This program uses an abbreviated version of IF-77 that: is applicable
only to the lirr-of-sight region for a spherical earth in which variability with time
and horizor effects are neglected. Various parameters such as transmission loss, re-
flection coefficient, time lag, and elevation angle are plotted against path distance.
Figure 4 is a trar'smission loss curve in which the lobing caused by interference betwecn
direct and reflected ray is shown along with limiting and free space values. Flight
through such a lobing structure will cause periodic variation in received level, and the
lobe or doppler-beat modulation frequency (Reid and Russell, 1964, sec. 10) associated
with it can be estimated using the lobing frequency plots of capabilities 5 and 6.
These plots arc normalized with respect to carrier frequency, and aircraft velocity such
that the radial component of velocity is used with capability 5 and the vertical compo-
nent is usee with capability 6 (Hartman, 1974, secs. CII-C.6, CXI-C.7).

Capsbilities 11 through 23 provide information relevant to received sianal levol as
power available, power density, transmission loss, or the equivalent isotropically radi-
ated power needed to obtain a specified power density. The selected quantity may be
used as the ordinate for capabilities Ii through lF, or shown as contours for specific
levels in the altitude versus distance plane for capabilities 17 through 23.

Figure 5 was produced by using capability 13 for parameters of figure 3 which are
identical to those used for figure 4 except that the option to include lobing as part of
the time variability w.s used along with the rautical mile plotting option. Figure 5
shows the transmission loss predicted under free space conditions along with 'oss levels
expected to be unexceeded during 5, 50, ard 95 prrcent of the time. In addition, the
lobing pattern from figure 4 has been supe-inpos,!d to illustrate the difference between
the two ways of treating lobing. Note that the 1.5 percent loss is not as great as the
loss encountered in a null, but that it is usuall" greater than the loss predicted by
the lobing model. The monotonic nature of the curves developed %7ith the variability op-
tion make them more convcnient to use in seuvire range predictions. eovever, if the
frequency and antenna heights are such that only a few lobes are present, the lobing op-
tion is probably preferable since it provides infornation on the location of strong and
weak signal regions. There regions arc both large and stable in that changes of refrac-
tive conditions or uncertainty associated with the precise aircraft location would not
drastically alter the received signal level.

Capabilities 24 through 28 provide information on the desired to undesired signal
ratio, D/U, available at the aircraft whei. transmissions free two facilities are received
simultaneously. The interference configuration is illx~stratea in figu'e 6. Note that
station separation, S, is defined as the sum of d and dU so that S is equal to the
great-circle facility separation, Sf, only when te facilities zond tV, Aircraft are along
the bame qreat circle.

Capabilities 24 and 25 provide curves of D/t versus S or d , respectively. Figure
7 was developed using capability 24. It can be used to estimatp the station separation
needed to obtain a required D/U value for the specified aircraft locatien (altitude and dD)

Figure 8 was developed using capability 26. Curves shewing the relative azimuthal "
orientation of the undesired facility, $ , with respect to the great-circle path conriec-
ting the desired and undesired facility •re plotted versus the facility s-paration re-
quired to achiee a required D/U ratio or better at each of six specified protection
points. Each curve represents a different relative azimuthal oriantation of the desired
facility, * , with respect to the path connecting facilities.

Orient~tion geometry foe the protection points is illustrated in figure 9. Protec-
tion point C is used to illustrate the difference between facility separation, S;, used
in figure 8, and station separation, S, used elsewhere (fig. 7). In particvkar, 5- < S
sincc S need not be measured along the great-circle path connecting the facilitiz3s
Note that (a) the dU to point C changes as * changes even if S remains fixed, and (b)
the angle froen the undesired facility to poit C changes with b~th li and 0,,, so that
the anplicable giin for the undesired facility varies in accordance With i.t8 horazontal
pattern even if S remains fbced.

Thy geometrical conseq-iences of these complications are handled as part of the :al-
culations performel by program TWIRL. These calculations would be very tedious to per-
form by hand ever if appropriate signal ratio gr-aphs (fig. 9) were available. A graz.h
siL.rilar to figure 8 is constyucted for each procection point, and the maximum S for
each combinaticn of D and b is selected for the final graph (fig. 8). Th( arnter-
mediate giapha have a forma- identical to figure 8 and are available as comytter output
even thoug'. no samples are provided here.

Capabilities 27 and 28 pro'riAe -?nrours tor fixed D/U values in the altitude versub
distance plane ror a fixed tacifity -. eparation. With capability 27, a ciagle D/U .alue
is used with 3 different tt.,e availabtlitier, whereas capability 28 involves a fixed
time availability and se'teral D/U valuce. Figure 10 was produced using capability 28.

4. MODEL VALI:ZAiON

fiodel validation work is being done by comparing predictions made using IF-it with
measured data and other predictions. While this work vill eventually involve comparisons
witra data from many sourcen, the :araarks made here involve only those data obtained from
a single data source (Longley et 61., 1971). This source was selected for our initial
.ffort because it (a) "...summar 4 zes measurements of tropospheric transmission loss and
its long-tern variability for nearly 800 paths in various parta of the world"; (b) con-
tains suifficient information on path parameters, includirg path profiles, for IF-77 in-
jut; and (c) provides -,redictinns based on two other w t dely used models.

Figure 11 is a sample of the compariseon being made. It is a copy of a figure fron
che dctta source to w'tich a prediction made with IF-77 (labeled FAA) has beeni added. The



other predtctioz.s were made with the Technical Note 101 method (Rice et al., 1967), and
the ESSA 70 Model (Longley and Reasoner, 1970).

About 200 paths in the data source can be predicted using IF-77, and figures simi-
lar to figure 11 arc being developed for them. Then statistics for the difference be-
tween predicted and measured median transmission lose values will be determined as a
funr;tion of path type for each of the three mcdels mentioned here.
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p ArAETER P11110

Aircraft (or higher) antenna height ahoje mean sea > Facility horizon height
level Onal), HI

facility (or lower) antenna height above facility > 1.5 ft (0.5 m) above faa
site surface (fss), H2

Frequency 0.1 to 20 GHz

Jpecificatlon of the following parametirs is r:-:tJonal

Aircraft antenna type options Isot.opic,* nr as spacified*

Polarization options Nc-ne, identicat with factiity

TrackJng options Direct. -.nal) or tvacklnq

Effective reflection surface elevation above mel At fat' cr opecifind value above asl

Equivalent isotropically radiated Jower 0.0 dBW' or ope-iftie.

Facility antenna type options Isotropic, or as apeclfiled

Countezrpoise diameter 0* to 500 ft (152 m)

Neight above fsa 0* to 500 ft (152 m)
Below facility antenna by at eanet 3 ft ('s r.) but no

more then 2000 ft (610 m)

Polarization options Horizontal,' vertical, or circular

Tracking DirectionaI* o0 tzsnck:ng

Cain, receiving antenna (main beam) 0' to 60 dpti

Transmitting antenna (main beam) 0* to 60 dai

Transmitting antenna location Aircratt or facility-

Horizon obstacle distance from facility from 0.1 to 3 times "v-.cth zarth horizon dIstrnce
(calculated)'

Elevation angle above horizontal at. tacility <12 dog (calculated)'

Height above msl 0- to 11,000 ft-nd (4572 M-mel) and ' aircraft ultitude

Ionospheric scintillation options No scintillationt or specified

Index group 0' to 5, 6 for variable

Rain attenuation options Nuno* or computed with dB/km or zone

•~~~~ ezut o/|ml Dkiý uz- up

,Storem size 5, lu,- 20 km

Zone I to 6

Refractivity

Effective earth's radius 4U10 to 6070 n mi (7427 to 11,242 kWn

or minimum mcnthly nean, Na 200 to 400 N-units (311 P-units)'

Surface reflection lobirg optirion Contributes to vaj iabi) ity* or datermin'•u mediann level

Surface type options Poor, averego* or gooe gcound, fresh or sea water,
cony. ute, metal

San state 0-glasey,* Irippled, 2-suooth, 3-Alight, 4-"aderate,
5-rough, U-very rough, 7-kigh, 8-very higli, 9-phenomenal

or rins we-.c height. 9h 0 to 50 M (I;'a It)

Tc:mparature 0, 10,- or 20'C

Terrain elevation anovee mal at facility 0' to 15,000 (temnl (4572 w. mAl)

Pasimeter, Ah li or greator

Tim•a availbleity options For ineuanta .oo levels *xcnded' or for hourly mLdian
levela aexcsedad

Cliirkuta 0*-Cun,•L.u.l all year, l-Eqiatorial, 2-Continents.]
subtropical, 3-Maritlme suhiropicAl , 4-Desert, 6-Con.
tinerittl Temperate, 7a-Naritime Ttmparnte Ovarlan6.
7b-Iaritaan Temperate Ovarr'es

or time bl'cks 1, through B, #L.sar, ws~trer

"Vslues or options that will be assuwed when specific designations &La nct mavda arw flagged by asterisks.

Figure 1. Input parailtaexs fo: Ie-77,
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CAPABILITY REMARKS*

1. wOBn** Tranmaission loss versus path distance.

2. RnE'LECTioN coErrIcIEzT* Effective specular reflection "oafficient versus path distance.

3 PATH LPFNal DIFFERENCE" Difference in direct and reflected ray lengths versus path distance.

4. TIME LAG-* Same as above but with path length dif arence expressed as time delay.

S. rrjN.G FqunENCY-o
t

- hormaliLed distance lobing frequency versus path distance.

6. LOsII2G rFu)QUEwCY-HN Normalized heiqht lobing frequency versus path distance.

7. RfIrLEC1TI4 POTIIT** Distance to reflection point versus path distance.

6. XLEVA¶IO ANtLI.* Direct ray elovation angle versus path distance.

9. ELEVATION ANGLE DIFFERENCE** Angle by which the direct ray exceeds the reflected ray versus path distance.

10. SPD.TRAL PLOT-' Amplitude versus f-equsncy response curves at various path distances.

11. POWER AVAILABLE Power available at receiving antenna versus path distance or central angle
for time avallabilities of 5, 50 wd 95%, and fixed antenna heights.

12. POniE DENSITY Similar to above, hut with power density ordinate.

13. TRANSMISSION LOSS Sim-lar to above, but witn transmission losi ordinate.

14. POWER AVAILABLE CUwwES Power available curves versus distance are provided for several aircraft al-
titudes for a selected tin- availability, and a fired lower antenna neight.

15. PPWER DENSITY CURVES Shimilar to above, but with pner density as ordinate.

1C. 'TRANSMISSION LOSS C[IhViA,, Similar to above, but si-h iransmiss;io. loss as ordinate.

17. PtA45E AVAILABLE VOLUME kixed power available contours in the altitude versus distau.ce plane for time
availabilities of 5, 50, and 95%.

16. POwVx DENBITY VOLUILE Similar to above, but with tired power density contours.

19. TRA16MNSSION Los" VOLUML Similar to above, but with fixed tranumisison lose contours.

20. YIIP CO.,LSOURS Contours for 6evYkal EliP levi•l needed to meet a p.rticular power density
requirenent are shown 3n the altitude versus distance plane for a single
time nvaiilability.

21. PONER AVAIL:kuI• C01-10TAU Similar to aboDve, but with powtr available contours fr a single ElIP.

22. POCSt DE+NSITY CON7'U[llS Stir'llc to above, but with yawer tateity contour's.

23. TA•ANMISSION LOSS CUlATOURS 1Siltar to Above, but wit.h traiendsesior, loss contours.

24. SIGNAL RATIO-S Peu2red-t-, .iepiied, D/U, signal ratio valsts station separation for a fixed
desirw-d acility-to-acrczaft dirtauica, ar, time availabilities of 5, 50, and

25. SIGNAL PATIO-DO Similar t, aio-o, but the abscissa is detired fscllity-to-elrcraft distance
and the station ge;nratlu+i is fixed.

26. ORIEI'TAiCIN UndeiLred facility Anteunna orientation with rospect toe the desired-to-
undesired statieo, lire versus required faciLity eplaration curves are plotted
four &.ral desired facility ai:tejnjn c.isetatlonse.

27. Stw%'ICe VOLUME tixeJ D/tj contours are shown is, the altitude versus distance plane for a fixed
sttJoai neparation kuwd tie availabilJties of 5, 50, and 95%.

26. 81P4AT 1AT1O -U1;jX.)UJfi Contours toa several D/U values are shown in the altiýtune vreum ,'iL.t.'rce
.lane fcr a fixed station separatici, and time availanllity.

-Additional Giacussion, by calpability, will bs pxovidud in adu "Applications Guide", which should be p-blished
in 1978 (Johnson #Ad ,tz hart, 1978).

*-Appli':eoc ol,.y to the line-of-sight rssloo for spharlioal earth teoumtry. Variability with timf and horison
affcts are neglected.

Figurna 2. Plott~ng cajl.4bility guido for IF-7- programs. r
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PARAMETERS FOR ITS PROPAGATION MODEL IF-77

77/07/13. 22,15.49 RUN

TRANSMISSION LOSS
SPECIFICATION REQUIRED

AIRCRAFT (OR HIGHER) ANTENNA ALTITUDE: 45000. FT (13716.M) ABOVE MSL

FACILITY (OR LOWER) ANTENNA HEIGHT: 50.0 FT (15.2M) ABOVE FSS
FREQUENCY: 125. ýtHZ

SPECIrICATION_OPTIONAL

AIRCRAFT ANTENNA TYPE: ISOTROPIC
POLARIZATION: HORIZONTAL

EF-FECTIVE REFLECTION SURFACE ELEVATION ABOVE t-SL: 0. FT (0.M)
EQUIVALENT ISOTROPICALLY RADIATED POWER: 14.0 DLW
FACILITY ANTENNA TYPE: ISOTROPIC

POLARIZATION: HORIZONTAL
HORIZON OBSTACLE DISTANCE: 8.69 N MI (16.09KM) FROM FACILITY*

ELEVATION ANGLE: -0/ 6/30 DEG/MIN/SEC ABOVE HORIZONTAL*
HEIGHT: 0. FT (O.M) ABOVE MSL

REFRACTIVITY:
EFFECTIVE EARTH RADIUS: 4586. N MI (8493.KM)*
MINIMUM MONTHLY MEAN: 301. N-UNITS AT SEA LEVEL

SURFACE REFLECTION LOBING: CONTRIBUTES TO VARIABILITY

SURFACE TYPE: AVERAGE GROUND
TERRAIN ELEVATION AT SITE: 0. FT (0.M) ABOVE MSL
TERRAIN PARAMETER: 0. FT (0.M)
TIME AVAILADILITY: FOR INSTANTANEOUS LEVELS EXCEEDED

COMPUTED VALUE

Notes: 1) Paraxmeter values (or options) not indicated are taken as the as-
sined values (or options) provided on the general parameter speci-
fication sheet (fig. 1).

2) To simulate computer output, only upper case letters are used.
Dual units are not provided on actual computer output.

Figure 3. Parameter sheet for capability 13.

S-v
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TRANSMISSION LOSS
HI 15. a (50.Oft)uml Smooth earth
H2 1371G. a (45000.ft)msl Polarization HorizontalF#qu,(p 12.c I5. P9•1

Distance In n mi

S30 O 60 80 1Qo 1?0 14C 160 •0 290.20 24o 0

9C-
(• • Lob•4 _4

obe 2

* 6 .. .. ......... Lobe 1In' phase
(low loss)

S120 -
.0 ' 

..... .. .................. e..... _.
se pae . ..e '

. 130 - r,.-. ,

Io 1A,.,..,..

Out ot phase
(high loss)

0 25 50 ?5 100 S10 I 20C 22S 2!0 27 00 3 2S 0 3 41541Dohtaenco Ift ke

Figure 4. Plot for capability 1, LOBING.

R1ANSISSION LOSS ............... Free $064e
rreqWG&ay 125. M14w Glsl 0.1 dl - ppet it.
H4 St. El 15.2m)fu S %@It% earth -- Iddle| $17
H2 45190, Oti 13716.m)msl PoeVeIlletl WUrlCevitel -- fIo~est q%%

Dibtance in km
100 200 300 400 5 600 700

- - -- - ~ - " "2 • ..... --.... •...

S Lobing from figure 4.'IC

it V s.
I ll bin fo f... e.

I IlIlfit III no x

Figure 5. Plot for capability 13, TRWMISSIOZW L OSS.
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d ~TOP VIEW

U
do i •~~~~..du0  ••.••'d••

U_

Sf-D V

Figure 6. Sketch illustrating interference configuration.

Desired dlstesce 100. n mi(185.km)

Desirtd fac Iit y  'jadesired facIit ............... Free spc
VOR SIGNAL RATIO-S
HI 16.0 ft (4.9m) fss Saea is desired facliIty uppIri 5%.

M2 30000. ft (9144.ra)Lnsl (middle) 50i.
Pteqwuecy 213. ?"4 - (tow]t 35",.

Station separation in km

I0o 200 300 400 500 600 7o0

m~ 1VI//1 I

...... ....-

-2D

.4C

"....................................***

Figure 7. Plot for capability 24, SIGNAL RATIO-S.
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D/U 23 dB for 95%

Desired faiclity TAJOdeirej facility. deje
0.. .- ., ,,yu•8 .,.i .. , ,- .............. a' 'IM M 11.

HI .5 Et(I.68m) fas Sae as desired fatility - , *.Rd 154.
HZ 4500. it (1372.re)msl 60. eIvad ito.

Facility selaration in km
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 24u

4 I

249

49 7C -- -- - - ~..- , j!,-
I P"

49 5 21C---- ;-,--

-- lie--------------4-

4' i•,- ---.---.

%' L!

U1- 2 -------.- "--'i

""- 3,i o , 7C s/, 1O- IT I2 iDes ,r
49 © } .- 9 . . - ,-

fa Ic I- I -- Uneie facility-

10 2 0 450 ! 0 70 60 90 iatO io 120 t101 40

Facillty m~porgtioi irn i ml

Figure 8. Plot for capability 26, OIRIENTATI0N.

NU

(1(C Undesired facilt

i~i/•.

'.Do For aircraft at point C
E a d fterr. d0 ' DC

Desired facility courss line

All angles amr p•ltlve clockwise.
Angls to course lines, a ,U, are meebjrcd from facility connecting line.

Angles to protection points, eA.B,C,D.E I are mestured from the desired stailon course line.
Point C Is alvag the course line to that C- b0,t this Is not a required condition.

revi.ity separation, $,. Is In general less thain stetion sipeeation, S, when S Is calculated

from S - d0 + dU where d,• a re facility to elrcraft distances. This is Illustrated

for protection point C.

Figure 9. Sketch illustrating protection point g9ometry.

i II I I I IK
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StOtioin separation t 00. n mi(741.km)

9 ........ aSJ d 17

E[IRP 22.2 dSW 11. MHE Some a, 46,11,0 ffl,;;ty I oS d 20
HI 16.0 ft(4.91n)fss It ft4 23
P#Ime.Izjliq, HMrit el 14 @iRd 2;

Desired path distance in km

50 100 150 200 250 300 350
1C0 -i ---- ' - -- 30

'.- SC % - . .2-0

% I

20 "

a' , -- 20

d ;.o.• III lo 12 1 0,-4,10 lo

Desilred Path distance In ft al

Figure 10. Plot for capability 28, SIGNAL RATIO CONTOURS.
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DISCUSSION

H.Vissing,, Netherlands
Is distortion by multipath propagation inchuded in the IF-77 model, and if not, are there plans to include it?

Author's Reply
0istortion, as such, is not predicted, anrd such model extensions ale not currently planned. Hlowever, the time lag
( Figure 2, # 4) and spectral plot (Figure 2, # 10) capabilities may be useful in distortion estimation fo; multipath

due to a specular reflection from the earth.

J.R6ttger, FRG
What is the r-ason why you have riot included specifically the role of quasi-specular reflection at thin stratified
layers in your model?

Author's Reply
While the model does hot tteat these reflections in a deterministic manner, their effects are accounted for in the
long-term variability portion of our model (Sec. 2.3).

S.N

I
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THE CRC VHF/UHF PROPAGATION PREDICTION PROOCN.:
DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON WITH FIELD--HEASURPflENTS

F.H. Palmer
Communications Research Centre
Department of CoiMunicarions

Ottawa. Canada

SUMMARY

A computer-based propagation prediction program has been developed which provides an accurate.
easy-to--use means of predicting coverage areas for VHF and UHF systems, for the planning of radio links,
both terrestrial and air/ground, and for use in electromagnetic compatibility analysis problems. A
topographic data-base enables detailed path-loss or field-strength calculations to be carried Out in the
Ottawa area by users who need only specify the transmitter and receiver parameters and define the area in
which results are required. This data-base can be extended to other areas of Canada.

Comparisons of predtctions with measured values of path-loss show that the detailed method of
prediction is significantly better than statistical techniques and is the only method capable of identifying
low signal areas in the shadows of terrain obstructions.

1. INTRODUCTION

While the Communications Research Centze (CRC) has had extensive experience in the behaviour of
radio waves throughout most of the radio spectrum, very few propagation studies have been carriel out at
VHF and UHF in recent years. In view of this, a VHF/UHF Propagation Group was eetablished in 1974, Thm
purpose of thin pyroup was to study the following areas of interest, to identify the outstanding problems,
and to provide solutions where possible,

1.1 Computer Techniques

In areas for which VHF/UHF propagation predicrton techniques an- relatively well deioloped, th.d
efficient use of the tech.niques is often compromised by the time required to perform •adequate cali 6detions.
The imnementatlon of complex and numerous path-loss or field strength calculations by means of compu'.tr--
based t~echniques vfie•[s the poa,61billty of significantli il.-•ov•ing predictiva RC.uraclte over those
currently available for routine operations.

1.2 Urban Environments

The planning ano management of the VRF/UHl; parts of the radio spectrum require the abilit) to
accurately predict tl.e field utrength expected at mny location due to both e,4ecbng and proposed trene--
mittere. The increasing demand for frequency assignment in theas cando it creating acute prblems in urbas
and near-urban areas vacre current prediction techniques eve leact reilaehi..

1.3 'Remote' Environments

It is anticipated that chtre will he itn increasing ucilllzation of VHF/UIhF coCLaication systems tv
remote areas of Canada, Such systems will uperute in cliaates and terrains the mffects of which have been
relarivelv !-AtL-. stoudid to date. A.though propagation. Ltudies have been performad by other countries
for their owa us., the environmenits conditions in Canada are uniquje anld it is not clear whether exiathug

techniques can be applicJ without modificatiun.

techniquen i-±Iel the propagatic :haracteriatics of typ!cal Canadian environments. Paths up tr 100 ',sn in

lei.gth have b&en studed and mlrovefm-ents carried out where possible. The results of thesC studies L14Ir
bee-ý x.ncorpotated into a' cooputer-baaad ropagatloy. piidictirn program u';ch includes a topographic data.-
bc.e relevant to the OLaW,. area.

Th'a paper is in three awin parts. The first presents a brietf su~ary of the organizatlon of the
prepagarion predIctLon pr&graa. The tucond diac-roLae the conversatlonal subrtoutin- end the prcphgation
mnn topegraphic -.edels that am:e inc].uded In the pYe

4
iction prugrun and the th.rd pat L presents c'4parlsorna

tctveen pret!cted i-nd measured path-losses.

2. A ZI:1IK-tf.V• OF THE FREDICTION FUOGRAM

Ecsed on an crxss-e review of e7r'tilug propagation macdel-i.jg tchn.lqires, a computer p'dictfon
prchrez was constructe': Aluch incorporates a nurber of .xJistng techoiqueo. I,, :.ddition, a inabi: of new
feetuces were introduced whlch iaclrlc the foll-wing:

(a) A 'copver;atiomat' subrott.1ne 'WEDICT%, rttch acts as ain
intenf c-c between the ,"an &id the main conputational e, c.•ue40.
This routine is ica.rnded to make the predictiwe proiztm
r•antiv-ly vaay to use by persons lacking a wide kn-.Wlej8e of
computar a-d -redirtW•io tachniquie-.

'S
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(b) A topographic data-base encompasing 13,440 square dilometers
of Eastern Ontario, centred or, Ottawa.

(C) A fully automatic 'detailed' uode of calculating path-loss
or signal-strength which uses path-protiles provided either
by the user or extracted automatically for paths In the
Ottawa area from the topographic data-base stored in the
computer.

(d) An environmental 'clutter' correctio, factor that may IE
calculated, if the user wishes, to account for the effects
of the local antenna enironments.

The program itself breaks naturally into three main segments (see Figure 1)

- The conversational routine 'PREDICT'
- The main computational routine 'RUN'
- The topographic data-base 'TOPO'

3. THE PREDICTION PROGRAM

3.1 The 'Conversational' Routine 'PREDICT'

The purpose of 'PREDICT' is to construct a data file 'INPUT' based or user responses to questions
provided by the computer, and to set a series of flags that identify the specific types of calculation to
be carried nut. 'RUN' then uses this input file to perform the appropriate calculations.

The type of calculation desired by the user is determined by his responses to questions such as

(a• Are rath-lots or signal-strength calculations required?

(b) Do you re4uire

i) *'oint-to-point
!i) Radial coverage, or

II) Complete'. area coverage cmlculp'ons?

The user is subsequently kicV'!d only those quest ions concerning equtipmaent and terrain parameters
that are relevant to the particlar type of calculation required. For example, if the user elects to
co:ipute path-loss rathri thae .Aignal-strersth, questions cmccerktir.g transmitter output power, line-losses,
etc., do r-.t appear, in tols way, toe usr is no' teced with the complete set -- all possible questions
that mi 6 ht be aska i, aegartless c, their televance.

If the propagation paue de'lned by the us'r is contalaed within thc: topographic data-base 'TOPO'
all terrain parameters will be deduced sutenatically by 'RUOW ae required. If tho .oputer determines
that the pazn Ia not cottalned within the data-base, the user may then be aslki:

(a) Can yo- bulply your i'w, terrain profile?, oa

(b) Is the propAgati_n path entirely coatained in a. .rbnx
core area?, or

(c) Chooae A terrain type from the fgllowjng list:

1) Don't knoti
Ii) Srt, pirvleos

iii) Rolling plains•

vili) "rtremely tited mountains

The respotuses to thea,! questicns determine the svoc!flc subroutine it, 'Ali that will bc used to
cal,-ulate peth-lons or £f±e-lj-st,-vength. t the propeS.tion pal.], is conta'n, ý Jfthin the data-base, or IV
a terr.tin profile can Se iuxe'ted by the user, ca~culations uill be don. using a 'detilc-i' ;,aLh1.•oss -rldal.
If th- path lies entwrely withlu cc urbat cnre area, calculativ,:r will he corritd out uslub r -aItistial
model relevant to thobe arcac If the Urt chooses a terraln typ- from the lIs- glvtn ,hov, a stetistlcol
'irregulal terr.'n' :.odel will bs used for: calculatios.& eacet folo the case ot ;he 'don't know' r esponee.
In 0t--i case, calculations ra rescaitd out uslng a ezuLut%-earth propasbtion .".dsl.

At this point, C.e user ray be requereed zo provide rd'IAnal paramvters a•uc. sc i;tnmna heightu,
transmit.ter power, *ntenna li;.e-losas, rnd antenna pclariteaic.!s and radiAtioi jpttsrnL.

The user may also suply his 0vi. ,Alues of avswLa griund c'trn.•ct'vity ani permittivity inil
e.'face valu.' of ateo..thtric refr.•.ivit.v if he so nish$s. Tinafly. hn it c:&ked If he knot'; snyiýi.t:g of
th- traSBmIrcer and reol.u'ser antrivie enirjl mtxet.s. If he doe,- hr sa ske cL specify chew t:C, heignt.
dirtance, and othet pK terters rt-ating to !^ca' obstaclec rlon% the tranwmittsr-r,.cGlvrý l i-ne-uof-sight.
'RUN' :stiy uses these pjaae ers -. calrulat& valnes of teauswi.,elon lot;. thros)• the obstacle,• of or
dlffraetion lose ovtr or &r-,,nd the r'd.e.les,

At thin voint t;,% usar r,4) reviaw at esilt thef I;put OStto lie if Fe ro wishes, and ti.en c.!bm'.t the
input file 14P1' to 'LUN' either In reaA-iJre or as a batch Jo.,
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3.2 Ine 'Topographic Data-Base 'TOPO'

The topographic data-base comprises the city of Ottawa and surrounding suburban and rural areas.
A rectangular area 112 by 120 kilometres (13,440 sq km.) has been scaled with a resolution of 1.0 km.

Each of the 13,440 grid points in 'TOPO' consists of the coordinates of the grid point, the maximum,
minimum. sad average elevations occurring in a 1 km square cell centred un thu grid point, and a code
representing the average type of terrain cover in the 1 kin quare cell.

It is anticipated that knowledge of the maximum and ninimum terrain heights will later enable more
refined computer estimates of path-loss location variability to be made. The terrain cover codes are used
to provide estimates of ground conductivity and permitt.vity and of average terrain cover heights. These
heights are edded to the topographic elevations to define the 'effective' heights along the profile.

An example of A computer-derived path-profile, together with the actual profile as measured
directly from topographic mals, is shown in Figure 2.

3.3 The Computational Routine 'RUN'

Based on a review of existing propagation prEdiction techniques, a number of models were selected
for inclusion in 'RN' . It was anticipated that these techniques would be modified and extended after
comparisons of the initial predictionL of the program with observed values of path-loss over known paths.
To this Žnd, measurement programs have been carried out in the Ottawa area and at Inuvik and RFsolute Bay,
N.W.T.

It Is evident that the particular typ,! of path-loss calculation used in any given situation depends
upon a number of factors which include the location of the propagation path (urban core qrea or open
terrain) and the amount of information available to the user concerning the nature of the terrain.
(terrain profile or a statistical description of path parameters).

To make the computer program relevant to all types of propagation paths, and levels of user
knowled;e concerning these paths, it was decided to incorporate into it a number of different propagation
models. The choice of the model or models to be used in any given situation ts made automatically by the
computer, depending upon user responses to questions set by 'PREDICT'.

The propagation models included in the prediction program are:

(a) Smooth-earth model
(b) Urban-area model
(c) Irregular-terrain model
(d) A detailed model x.tich uses pavh-profilce either

supplied by the user or generated automutically from 'TOPO'
(e) Antenna environment 'clutter' model.

3.3.1 The Smooth-Earth Model

This model iu ujed in cases where smooth-iarth path-losses are desired as references or where user
knowledge of the propagation path characteristics is minimal. The model used In the present program is a
modifiod version of tnat described by Sa-hs/Freeman Associates, Inc. (1970). It is a simplified version of
the van de!: tel anu Bremmer (1937) and Norton (1941) smooth-earth techniqoes which were used for the
calculatiozn of the CCIR (1955) Atlas curves. In addition, a tropo-scatter tetm is added for beyond-the--
horizon calculationt, following Frazier and Anderson (1963).

3.3.2 The Urban-Area Model

Two slightly different urban area models are incorporated into 'RUN'. The first is used when a
propagation path lies wholly within an urban are. The second is used in conjunction with the 'detailed'
model when either the transmitter or receiver end o± the path is located in an urban area. This second
version will be discussed later as part of the 'detailes' model.

The topography of urban areas has a profoumd effect or. observed path-losses, but is too complex to
model in any detailed way. Only statistical techniques are currently available. The nost commonly used
model is due to Egli (1957). although a number of other models exist (Murphy, 1971; McMahon, 1974). These
models are usually of the form

L - a1 I + a 2 lgf a3 log d + alog ht + a5log hr dB

where f is frequency in M1z., d is distance in kin, and ht and hr are transmitting and receiving antenna
heights in metres. The ai are chosen to minimize the rms error between predicted valuers of path-loses and
thes measured over actual propagation paths. Different investigators use different Lets of data, collected
In different areas, with the result that a variety of different value& are found for the ai. The
eoi:fficients currently used are those duq to Egli (1957):

a1 = 85.9; a2 = 20.0; a 3 a 40.0; a4 = -20.0; as = -20.0 for h ' 10 m

a1 - 76.3; a, W 20.0; a 3 = 40.0; a4 = -20.0; a, - -10.0 for h < 10 m

It is anticipated that these coefficients will be modified as experimental data becomes availab-s
tinx Can&dian urban areas.
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3.3,3 The Irregular-TerraIit Model

This moeel was developc3 by A.G. lingley and P.L. Rice and Is J-3scribed in detail In ESSA
Technlical Report ERL 79-ITS 6' (1968). It is applicable to propagation over irregular terr--ai.. Ith suburban
and rural areas. Calculations of path loass arc based on analytic techniques. However, tile values of
parameaters such as horizon distance, obstacle height, etc., that arc: urea it. tntse calculations are
statistical medians based on a terrain irregularity height, Ah, which is chosen to be typical of the propa-
gation path. Thus, "slightly rolling plains" uc-raspond to 1% = 30 m and "hillu" correspond to bh = 115 m,
etc.

It. is clear that a m.ciel such as this in suited to propagation loss .alcuiations for pathr cver
'statistically uniform' types of tcrrain where there are no isolated large obstacles- If such isolated
obstacles exist along the propagation path, this model may seriously underetmnate the path loss in the
'shadows' of such obstocles.

It should aloe be noted tl'at the predicted values of path-loss are medians and are inten!ed to
represent the average path-loss that would be measured over some area In the vicinity of the receiver.
If the ter'a~n is hilly or mountainous, large Nariation'- i ,y be measured about the piedict(d mntýisns as
the receiving antenna is moved up or down the slopes of the hills or mountains.

This model is not restricted to relatively short paths, at. .,is the urban nodel, because of the
inclusion rf a tropo-scatter term.

3. 3.4 The 'Detailed' Model

When sufficient knowledge of path characteristics eists. thin 'detailed' model, which takes into
ac-otmt the det.uIled nat'•re of the path topography, is used to calculate path-loss. Basically, this
involves computing diffraction 1ooses due to obstacles which may exist along the path, reflection leses
from flat surfaces, and tropo-scat .cr losses. The model thus atccunts for shadow losies behind terrain
irregularities of essontially asy typo. For over-the-horizon paths, tropo-scatter levels art calculated
and the appropriate values of either diliraction or scatter loss are used to define the total path-loss.
!bis model can also account for the effects of limiced types of environmental 'clutter' in the vicinity on
the transmitting or receiving antennas. kt present, local effects due to trees and buildings may be
include.'. This clutter ioutine Is also used in the smooth-earth and irregular terrain moeods.

i) Derivation of Path-Prefilas

The mtter in wh'ch path-profiles aie deduced from a topographic data-base depends upon the size of
the data-base as well ar its organization. In the present case, profiles are interpolated from the datz-Ease
grid with the sen )f' plane rathe, th-t2m c,,harin eoretory. This rc.,,ltn ±r a ear.ing in timeo err

compiexiLv and, for profiles derived from a drta-base of the present size, Goes not result in significant
errors in path position with respect to the date-base reýolution. "or longer paths, tie projection of the
propagation path and data-base grid unro the earth's surface must be done using the appropriate geo.ýe':ry.

To the average terrain height h1 az each eistance di along a profile is added a 'ground-cover
correction helght' derived from the terrain cover cod& at that point. This correction is designed to take
into account the heiGiht of buildings and trees under the propagation path. In the present model theas
height cc trections are:

Woods/Forest 10 tetres
Suburban buildings 10 metres
Urban core 30 metres
Other 0

Finally, the corrected terrain elevations (above sea--level) are mod~flnd to take Into account the
effective radius i. the earth's surface. This effective radius is computed using the value Riven by the
urer for the surface atmospheric refractivity N, .'r by using a default value of 300 N-units. With the use
of this effective radiis, radio v:aves may be considered to travel in straight lines ard simple plane
trigonometry can be used to determine the actual path ef a radio wave with respect to the earth's surface.

il) Propagation Paths Completely Outside Urban Areas

If the propagation path is interpolated from the topographic data-base, each of the terrain cover
codee is checked to see if either end of the propagation path lies in an urban area. Cases in which these
codes ate found involve certain additional calcuiationg. These will be discuest.J in sectiin (iii).

In all cases, a subroutine is ca'led to determine the location and other parameters of whatever
obstacles exist along the given profile. Obstmacles are ,'etermlned by the "stretched string" technIque in
",hich a string may be ixagined to be tightly stretched over the terrain between transmitter and receiver.
Then a sub'outLine determines if large obstacles are to be considc (d a- single or multiple, e.g. is a laige
hill eta by ravines e single or multipie obstacle? Finally, individual path-lo&e calculations are carried
out once the appropriate obstacles and their parameters have been determined.

The firaL subroutine uses simple geometrical techniques to determine whether the propagation path
i1; line-of-seight with adequate Fresnel-7one clearance (Nf > 0 6), line-of-sight with restricted Fresnel-zone
olear.nce, cr obstructed. In the first case, diffraction losses are assumed to be zero. If the propagation
path Is obstructed, of has a restrictee Frehenl-zone clen.rance, the parameters dx, dy, H, and r are
determined for each obstacle. The radius -f the obstacle crest is determined by a three point parabslic
fit. The defiuitlorý of each of chese param.eters, for a path containing tyro obstacles, are given onl
F•guro 3, These parameters are then joed tc define the first Presnel-zone rpliua,
R = (X4 dy / (dx + dr))Y2 and the curvature factors of the obitacle, a - )3f3 rl

4
/R where A is the wavelength.
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The main obstacle, at location I in the example, Is defined to be the obstacle baving the largest value
of M/R. The efiective height of the secondary obstacle is its height above the line-of-sight between the
crest of the main obstacle and the transmitting or receiving antennas (receiving antenna in the example).
1' Is defined to be negative for obstacles below the line-of-uight and positive otherwise The method of
obstacle parameter determination can be extended to paths containing any nus'ber of obhtacles, aso is due
to Deygout (1966).

The diffraction lo-9 over each obstacle is computed as a functlin of the parameters H/R sand a.
Nomograms giving diffraction less as a function of hesse parameters have been presented by Dough.:rty and
.Aaloney (1964) and by cdAssiq (1971). These nomograms have been extended and approximated by polynomial
expressions suitable for machine calculation. The tots] diffraction loss is the sum of dhe diffraction
louses due to each obstacle,

Reflection 'losses' between obstacles or between transmitter and receiver over unobstructed paths
arc determined next. The uagnitude and phase of the coflected ray is calculated for any segment of
terrain that it- smooth, horizontal, and satisfies the geometrical requirementn for interference between
the direct and reflocred rays. Reflection coefficients are determined using the available values of surface
cond.nLiviry and permittivity. The total reflection 'lose' is the sum of the 'losses' due t: each
reflec:ting, surface. It is possible, of course, for a net gain to be realized it the direct snd reflected
%aves (orbine in phase.

The path-loss Ld is defined to be the sun, o' the individual dilfraction losses, reflection losses,
and free-space loss. For each obstructed path, a txopo-scuruer loss term Ls is calculated using a
techniqque similar to that described by CCIR (1966). °ihe sraaller of Ld and Ls is taken to represent the
actual path-loss expected over the propagation path,

iii) One End of Propagation Path in an Urban Area

In atl cases the computer chfcks the terrain cover codes for each point at which a path-loss or
field-strength calculation is requir<i. If such a point is found to lie in an urban area, two separate
path-loss calculations are carried cut. The first is the detailed calculation as previously described,
and th. second is a statistical loss calculation related to that used in the urban area model. The
staciaticil loss model used here is not identical to that used in the urban model since, In this case, only
one end of the propagation path lies tn the urban area. Cur-ently, expressions equal to
L = Lj.CLb -- 1000/f(GHZ) dB are used. Thege expressions were empirically determined to best fit the
Ottawa area measurements, where one end of the propagation path lay in the urban core area. The final
value of path-loss iS the maximum of the statistical and detailed calculation values of path-loss.

iv) The Environmental 'ClutteL' Routine

This reutine accounts for the presence ot buildings or trees In proximity to the transmitting or
receivind antencis.

Numerous measurements of excess path-loss in or near built-up or treed areas have been carried out.
Few models have seen developed from the data which enable predictions to be made in the general case. The
routine incorporated into the present program is a composite and summarizes existing data and models thus
far available. (Rice, 1971; Head, 1960; LaGrone et al., 1953; Sexton and Lane, 1955; Okumura et al., 1968;
etc,.).

Trees

Path-losses due to trees may be considered in the following three catagories:

(a) Entering a wooded area from the transitter (receiver) side in the case of clutter around the
receiver (transmitter) antenna. The path-loss increases at the rate of:

Lv = 16370 + [x (-90/f) log (a + f/lO0) dB/metre2.99 £

____137c+_ + f/200)1 dB/mtr

where v and IL stand for vertical ann horizontal polarixation respectively, f is in ifMt, arid u depends upon
tr.je type (I'lce, 1971).

(bN Inside a wooded acea. After the initial increase in attenuation described above, xtie path-loss
relative to free-space in a wooded area reaches a more or loss constant value, Independent of distance.
30 dA is a typical value for this limiting atteruotion foi tha UHF band (Heed, 1960). In the present
program the loss is taken to in-.tease linearly with tree height above the antenna to a mnarlmum of 30 dE
when the tree cover extacide 30 metres ir more above the antenna.

(c) Antenna behind a wooded area. At distances greater than five times the mearn tree height above the
antenna, the tree-tops are takon as defining a Lnlfe-edge, and the resultant path-lose is that expected a.
a result of diffraction over this edge. For distances beittd the trree of less than five times the rwan
three height above the antenna, the knife edge loss is smoothly joined to the constant va~ue found within
the wooded area.

Bui ld ings

Three separate loss factors arc calculated and the minite] value Is tiken as the predicted
addivione I lose. l1h. lcss through the structure of the huiltings is giveu ewirically bY L1 = M'd/15 (dB)
where d is the extenc of the building(s) along the line-of-eight, and M is a loss factor dependent upon
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the construction type. (M = 15 ilb for wood, 30 d3 for concrete, and 45 dR for tteel). !iffraction lobses
over the building(s) are accounted for by 1.2 . knife-.edge d.firactlon loss. A.. empirical maximum pa-lh-los.z
of L3 r 20 log f is assumed.

In the case of both buildings anre 'rees, v. factor (l-exp(--tl./d)) is Introdulced t arcount ftr the
finite extent of the obstructions pLrpendiLular (across) the line-cf-sighM1. 6L is the nlamum exta'nt cf
the obstruction across the line-.of-sight and d is the distarnce batwee-a the antelna an' c:losest part of
the obstruction.

4. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED PATH-LOSS

There are numerous sets of measured path-loss data avallable with which the r:sul,.ts of 
t

e prop,.ga-
tion prediction program could be compared. Many of these, however, fail t,, descriLe the relevant terraji,
parameters in sufficient detail to be of real use in the present work. Exaimnles of parameters which are
seldom reported Include the type of ground surface, or terrain cove.', radii of cnrvature of obstacle crests,
and the nature of the 'clutter' in the vicinity of the transmi:ter sad re,:eiver antennp..

4.1 Ottawa-Area Measurements

An Ottawa-area measurement progran was initiated in January 1975. This j rogram used two existlng
television transmitters as sources (CKG. at 38 MHz, and CFVO at 572 ?f.z). Measuremilnts of received
sigrnl-strength were made along a number of radials from each transmitter at distances up to about 45 kr_.
At each measurement 'site' five to ten separate measurements of field-strength, at locations separated by
50-100 metres, were made in order to obtain a measure of the spatial variability of signal-strength at each
site. The radiation patterns and output powers of the transmitters were known, enabling path-loss to be
determnned from the corresponding field-strength measurements. More than one thousand individual
path-loss measurements were made between April 1975 and April 1976.

4.2 'Remote' Area Measurement s

Between August 19W6 and May 1977, a series of propagation measurements s'ere made at inuvik and
Resolute Bay, N.V.T. Path-losses were measured In both summer and winter at tte two sites, Both
horizontally and vertically polarized signals at 150 and 450 1lz were used, together with transmitting
antenna heights of 7.2 and 16.5 metres and receiving antenna heights of 1.5 and 3.0 marres. Over two
thousand individual measurements of path-loes were made, for all combinations of system parwceters, in the
10 month period.

Examples of measured path-loaser; along radials from the B8 MHz (CF.FN) and 572 K:z (CFVO) transimtters,
together with the values of path-loss predicted by the 'detailed' and 'irregular terrain' models incor-
porated into 'RUN' are shown in Figures 4a and 5a. The corresponding path-profiles are shor,' in Figures 4b

Examples of path-loss measured at 150 MHz along radials at both Inuvik and Resolute Ba), again with
values of path-loss predicted by both the 'detailed' and irregular terrain modele, are shown in Figures 6a
and 7a. The corresponding path-profiles are shown it. Figures 6b and 7b,

The 'irregular terrain' calculsrlons were carried our using the following values of 6H:

i. Ottawa, 88 Mdz (Fig. 4a): 55 m
ii. Ottawa, 572 MHz (Fig. ha): 15 a

iii. lizuvik, NIT (Fig. 6a) : 41) m
iv. Resolute Bay, NWT (Fig. 7a): 3 m

The CKGIO and CFVO path-profiles shown in Figures 4b and 5b were derived automatlcally from the topographic
data-base. The profiles shown in Figures 6b and 7b were derived manually from topographic tiaps. The
correcctnc f... ,,. oarth's z.urveturE, oasly visible cn paths cf thit,5,,Li, I.-aie dose auItlMatliOally.

4.3 'Irregularc Terrain' ?odel Predictions

It is clear that the values cf path-loss predictel, by this mode] are good approximations to the
median values of loss which are measured over lengths of the propagation pat!, which are large compared to
the dimensions of typical terrain obstructions. However, tii the vicinity of these obstructions, the path-
loss may be seriously under or over-estimated depending upon whetiher the receluling site io at the foot or
crest of the obstruction.

4.4 'Detailed' Model Predictions

Thue CKG and CFVO radials shown in Figitres 4b and 5b cross 'urbani' areas at various preltls along
cheir length. At these points, path-losses are auturmaticrlly alýaem to be the larger of those calculated
using the terrain loss subroutines and those calculated usig a s tatistical 'urban' subroutine. Thm
resulting increases in predicted path-toss, relative to the loases in neighbouring 'non-urbahn' areas, can
be seen at a distance of about 35 km in Figure 4a& aid at distances of about 12, 16, and 22 km in Figure Sa.
The predicted losses are good approximations to the measured (`qdian) losJee in these araia,

All path-loss curves illustrated show the highly vorih.le (&,ntial) si"ture uf .sth-loas in itregular
terrain. The effects of 'Isolated' obstacles are mort cecarly see n Frgut-- 7U. The recelving site in
the 'shadow' -' the obstacle at a diotance of 5 km }Lic an aaso, JAted peth--loas approximstly 60 d0 above
that predicted by the Irre3u.ar terrain model. It is well app oaitctted by the r--edicti.cnc of Lie detailed
model. The oscillation in path-loss at distaencs,! of about 17 and 30 km along ti'& ladial at' due to
reflectlons from the smo-th terrain found along this path.
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5. CONCLUSY","

Ine propagation paedicýion program initially constructed during 197-1J976 h4cu ',(-. modified as
necessary en- validated as far as possible for propagation (d _' 100 kb) over the typ.eb of terrain found in
both sor thecn and northern areas of Canada. The follo,ýing are two majrr areas in whlich the pressnt progrel
should be checked agei..t experiment and extended where required.

5.1 Urba-& Core A;--..s

A number of StL.rstical models exist which are intended to predict prth--lose.e' for propagetion
paths in urban aresa-. A comparison of a number of these models indicates chat thei, validity dep.-ds upon
how ciusely the urijar, area in question resembles the city or cities in which the propagation dats used to
con-tiuet the nudml u;!s collected. Observed path-losses are dependeoc up)r but-diniý i,etghts and d.esity;
factors which are ignDred in most of the present models. It Li hoped that, starting in 1978, tie. exleto!rt
models can be improved by teking such facrors explicitly into account. In addition, 7.ultipArt esfftc ii,
ties,! aresa can have a profound effect upon digital tratnsmission syatenr end It is hopea tha'. a M•;:art Can
be made toward modelLing those phenomena.

5.2 'Long' Paths

Although tropo-scatter terms ate included in the present prediction models their accuratcy has not
yet been vilfied by the experimental programs carried out to date. L.rge c-rozit are not anticipated foe
paths in zeny areas of southern Caned& since the original loss expri&C.iovr; ace based on larte amoents of
data collected in areas of the U.S. and Europe. It is not clear, however, tha the e-.t-ting modeAs ran he
used v;ithcut modification in the Arctic or Great 1.akes ar".as where climatic factois canL differ greatly from
those found elsewhere.

';o realistically model troposphecic effects, i-h. results of lung-term measurement pcrgretri are
required. One such program was initiated in the su~mmer 1277 as pert of r joint project between the
Canadian Departuent of Communications and the Federal Communications Commission of the United States.
Signals from 16 Canadian end U.S. VHF/UHF television stations ar- being Lontto.V J frun, a receiving site at
the University of Western Ontatio at London, Ontario. 1-th-lenhtha range from 13-3 to 225 u,,. Eight
stations, having a similar range of path-lengths, are belnb, monitored at CRC. Path-lose statircics are
currently being derived from the data. At the completion of the proleur three statistics w.ll be used to
modify or extend the troposcatter loss model that is presently incorrporated into 'RUN'.
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f: 572 Mz; ht: 142 u; br: 7 a. Solid line: detailed odel; dotted line: irregular-terrain
model.

1 (b) Profile of radial from televinion station CPVO, Ottatva
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DISCUSSION

IlVissiriga, Nesre-;antsuj
The dots in 'lie graphs you :,howc:.1 rw'Irescnit mfl2&an values of st veral nrcasur-irrn's. (kin you *el reý, how tilres,
rnezrsurciertlrr wcre tkccn and what th,! spread iný Itese measurements is'!

Author'- F'0)li
We lae maled n'~casuremctnts oh the iocation-vaJUiabity of VI.F/U,-IIF signals ifmC find toms i:, trbir areas tclo stan-
duct! dev-Atior' o! a serizsi of mcz~iu'-ients, ni-le over a, tli'tu;ic of iO -100 'riek~rs, ra. 'ges uip to about i10dB, Iti
Arctif. areusi, a tore therec is little ,r nio ground coever, the s andlard sklvraticit of* a s:nW-'.r set of irn'asrrenrtnts c-ar tU
v, iy smiall, Pnh!Taps a d',! or sc'.

%ktt .rL accumrrulating lo,:ation variability data. but we hive not yet w~corpo-ic~sd a ino(A into our prograrrr.

E. Lamopert, F8(;
In s,-sLCUs with low anteina hizight especially, calculated path ioLsuinfý iiorinary two-d~iaer siurral palli profilec
often ricciate considerably lrunt measur~ed values. Ilavc: you, the,--Yore, triedt to incliade tl~e th.id di'ncrsýion in yo,-;
calf-rrIIIu:n, or are; you aNlare of such alsfe:rrpts?

Author's Reply
We reaiiac that in cer~tin areas, off-p-nh reflections can significa.-iny -ffeet -eceived srý,nal-levelsý We (10 nktC
presently Include such O

Tfi ets, hut this d~ss not sr-em to have- 4igrrificar'ty afJfected p- Acition accuracy f%-. thie jutos
we have mnodelled thus far-

Thiere is a! paper dealing W:Lh the modelling of off-path reflectlo j.in a receerr issue (If one of tht, IL2FL Tranbactorars



L. STC'J.-.iFI$TC DYI AVMiC ?PODEL QU- P ON "I T'ENOATIOIN

T,. aaccr P. IM. ltakitn.t
SUAPE. 'Per;ttcLCl Ccrtrcý
The :iagiao, Netltct-lar~da

S'I5MARV?

A diynaic wpathuraticrst mode] of rain attenukation bkt; i;eoi; Cevflopid(- at STý ii.. I!: 1ývsentcnj In 01iii rtap-l
This twdcl peairL! the expr,-ss!) nn a nalytic beaiuhpshtween ;,aiamt-iicot voýt.;,iiy usedJ IC. deborthe
the pr'pcrti, 3 01 interest for coctmunication. The- model utilizes a amenryivs-st rionlit.ý'o device to
c'ransforw atte nuation and rain inten~sity into a :Ine dimetaoloa:± ls oas stationary Marketpio eso.
Hence, only o~cparavigter is required to introduice the nytemnic progerties o\ s ait atttenuation Lt, tle
model

Expecimental results and the Ic town prcye.-,tlee u, rain hav-t bten us.Žc tu derive and tn verify the mdi
comparative cý;auits are presar:tod and d mionstral a qood nc rspr dn. t, h i. Cc ailayr~bta ec~ir!hed
in this pap.;j shows !lw the tnaiaic priinetti's of rain attenoe-tl o~r shoCuld U' easuind TO jproVIdeý A
corupi.t e ohoracteriz,ýtion in the mod, si

The app!ication Wr the .nodel to the sTatisitica' a'talysis Ill Oie perforni~aic'- of coknnhunications, Sitst iiu'tisse-' i., tle pavcr ITle u~c
of a dynamnic rain attenuation , o-Jel is neccr'ary j~ )titer t,,o analyze radio comm.unication S) s& its 5kit1'iirt-i~el pfllmtfa~ol to otlo'?
the effe, t,% 4 rain At~enuation mici cisere tin",ihttte respcw,wt ti'me of tiw ,onirol s-jttem sjilt cl the per:o)rm.unce.

An tzdvanceyea at tite model Is t'Ce aimpl ic I'ty' with whit-it it all.:ws simulation of coimtonilcarior link
p, -i. irmano' -nndcr t he )nfloenoc uF rain ittf-ruationl. S-urh simulations ýro! ct qi-oat inte est f or compilex

,ridcls of ad&aptive netwoalks whcre srveral dcterioratling effrcts, includialg 1-it.te rer.cKnný ticmon.aropcstt

1. L'JrRODUtCTle'r

In s;atellite eormmrication Sy. -ta operating at X-hzind freituenrcs mid highler, large bgttal 't~argima-a'sgenecIity assignedI toctater fordth
signal fadit~g caused 1)y pr.ci ' ilation. As epec'umn C'r.gestio;i drives, the sysiem- planner to higher ant lhihe~r fiqeue larger -.nd !argc
margins mius bie taker. 'The iaetho'.L, available so rmdcc-L these margins and thereby maktc the most, eft.irim'n LIN. Of Satellite Corn-n .nicaid-
tion systems I-all broadly lnow two categories; on~e eti~ployiiE diversity teitniqties sr-; the othter emplpoyin~g adaptive cornpensistiu.ii
techniques. 

t
tic work descritcd in thi, paper was Lmtdertaken, C., d0tcrine the response tine ,-couiremnemz.t of an'aldaptive system to

rormpc.isate for fades caused by r'recipittsiton.

1 .1 Background reid Puzpoee

iPrevious worl. by Stl( jief, I and 2) has sliowia ti-ic the use o1sclieccra emaa -sn-I) transmitter

power Colts roY is a valuable method oZ reducing the cteq time cacacut by rain at ce,i'atloni. it As thercefore,
planned thit the moaxi geoecrat.Lon NATO IdO eyecs.* Phallj utilize powr crontrol Wi'n autormatic irptomenteitt-i-
of \omrwands. Thek co'-trci ryr-tes will emiploy a minm'-ciimpit'ar w~th appropriate softw.are .9t the contirul
cenitres. Innot~t will be aende tvailable b, to automat!Lc rlkts. reiorting svstntt PaDlidi. rcePorcing from
each of the fixed SuTir.

The iystem :,nput imolse E-w',3-ritul' said the level of the sat~ellite cteacon will hce mong thu Mseaimur-aaeolts
reade ty thm fixed qars. he beacon eaoxme~mttpe will he pcýYfonnsd~ very accurately by cesa)prii non wi? th
art injected refcerence zairiei. Since tnip m)tpot ieve' of the satLellite beacon is very stablPe, a baa-zoo%
-ea", sta-~arewill give tin ecco; "Cc meaaure ot ths lcrk lose ax: that lctnat any )Iven iraitant.
Tkieý mtni-cowputer, with a knowledyge of ta-v up- And dcw:lihloggis for e.Ach carrie-r, coan order bz:&naMit-
POWe: fA~anle to cacepensate for any increasmti lossnig which inyl os caused by rain or other Lanvironmantal

~i~:ay isa very inipartirnt factot .inns'dered in VChi ev~cOnf Use coi.trol co)ncept. Fromt the sudden o-miet Of rain attent,-stion, iti
~ontrol actions can be tak-;n fo: a time d:e--ciinceJ by i ie delay in thse ADES situ the delay while eo~tmsndi, are cons-p'tr-d and tran~s-

Pilted.i The effect of these delays is ttlat P tUrrcwhat bight: mrargin on each link wHil be acquired.

c cv~ala- Cizthe effe-r of tllst dclays, 1, statistical in ode) of tamn attenuation was (Ievelmpled. The mocdel takes into i-rcour't tot only the

"s'atioutaly pzopsvtiesi of ;idn) but mitt:, with th. introductioni of one stlaiticonal ;sran'etczr, the dynsni'c behavtoir . f -aiimh,

1. 2 Related Work

SI. 11, has Cswlwn that rain attenuuaticn in dLFis lognorrisu'y distiibu'.e. (Ref. 3),s e itult which. issupported by c-xp,,rir..er,tal
ms." repurcru by Tuinner ft. e!. (Rcl. 4 to 6) sod P M.CaLatte (Ref. 7). Uii also sufleatea thfl the fade duraition T is loginorinssly
divrýttoted NYith psrnietensdepenire:.t on the fatei *treshold used. hiowivter, the Itiresh'old asuiO depenetnce is acot givenl

To dtetszmii.s the £ms~ameteri,; rsiqczire& to pr-edict the ctmttietice! properties of rain a'ttenurftiuo. lotigtems'
propeigntion maasurdane:mts are necas-sary. For terrestrial1 links, well -esteb]i ishad r.ec-hnlqaes are av~ilatble
(Ref. 10!, fea evaluating tie exp~ctced path l::ski per kilometre from metooroltqi~csl cb-asrve'tionse. For
amateilita paths tbros;ti the ataaospbm're, this -I* more difficult to achieve I-seead only on point mu.AeustieiMntn
o'. rain geatistIcs, becuserIr the rain iintensity clprnges wltth altitudei aind ohe wind direction rot 1uercae the
atteiutarion. Noowuvet, Ituesey fRef. 1ll and ttcluzer (Aot. 12! bahrst UAth produced -omputaciora' proc*&tires
for evelustinq statistical. properties ol! path, 0.oessu AL slaint andels through the etraoe~hare.



A "sre acculate pr•cedure for predixting attenuation statistics on a slant satellite path fron rain
gauge measurements was developed by Ippolito (Ref. 13 and 44 , who used a set of ten tipping bucket
ratn i'atqns deployed along the azimuth track of the satellite path. The results were compared with
thos,: predicted from on-neam radar measurements.

Fa, the NATO SAT'OM SGT sites, the SIIAPI: Teclintil Cenire hias used both Bussey's metho)d and l Utiter's to evaluate from ineleoro-
logical information the long-term cumulative distribution of X-band rain attenuation. These results I Ref. 15) an: utilized in this paper
to obtain the pn)wzi margin requirements of ten NATO SATCOM links when an aut ;rnattc power control system with a flni!,t response
Iisle is emplo./ed.

1.3 Approach to the Problem

It lias been accupted thati the ittenuation of a microwave radio signal caused by rain has a lognormal
stationary distribution (Ref. 3). In the planning of commaunicaticn systems the dynamic properties of
rain arteniation are alco of interest, especially the fade duration distribution, of which extensive
meesurements have been made for a wide range of fade thresholds. These measurements are snmrized
in Ref. 3. For the planning and performance evaluation of the NATO SATCOM adaptive power control
system, a dynamic stochastic model is required to enable the effects of finite syctem response time
to be calculated.

The model selected for this purpose transforms, by a memoryless nonlinear device, the attenuationre
(in du) into a Gaubsian stationary Markov process of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type. The model allows
tle static statintical distribution description of rain attenuation to he described oy two parameters,
, vrAge attenuation aa and standard deviationlaaOf lg 1 0 od. The tine deped-once is described by a single
parameter 0 . When tcne three parameters have been determined, properties of interest, such as the
auto-correlation fu :tIon for the rain attenuation and the complete transition probability density, may
be found by ca&Cula ion. Faie duration statistics may he derived from the passage time properties of
the Ornstein-tJhlenbtzk process.

It musLt be emphasized that this dynamic model is app] icable only during the rain periods, because no
dynamic transil ion m chanism between rainy weather arid clear-sty conditions has been incorporated.

2. CUotCUPTION _1' THE MODEL

For ti.e intended appl , stion of the rain attenuation, model, it is considered highly desirable to use
the relatively sioptle ! rst-order Markov process. This implies that, qiven the rain attenuation at a
time t, the mnodcl allow, statistics to be generated for future rain attenuation, and that these
stati.t ics cannot be imp. )wed upon by consideratioio of the rain attenuation prior to t. The fluctuation
equation may then be writ ni as (Ref. 16).*

it - tii') ,V., 2 0 .,J ,. t ii

where niti is white Gaussian noise of unity variance end zero mean, and K,, and K2., are deterministic
functionti of it correspondi,;g t,.

in (a) : lim - E r(a(,At)-(I))nle't)} , 1 and 2
oAt (2)

Lin 'kteý. 2) hai shuwn that the sttioucory probability distribution of 0. is lognormal (Ref. 17)
A (Mýp 4 ,a•M.). Kontosn,,ich sid Lynidxis (Ref. 16) have slicin that for reflecting boundaries, when the
sta"Tonrry density is civen, only one of the :wo function. kul, ial) or K 2(kd) remains to Le selected to
chars .terixe the :Iroceee fully. Assuming 1.- k..t) _to be chosen,

1-uýI'0+d2 1.4 06 11
11 d'2•' d F2"s)(d•"a-))-l 2()

Iu • - j d, + d
2  

ds C 2c (3)

and othe 1,xcbabif.(ty c)t-ity Ol W , p•i,t) ca;i be found f;ro the Fvke..Plan'k equation

,L ?37 2a la (4)

Since the numbr.r of classes of Fukkerr--ia&ck equations that have bean sGlved is limited (Ref. 19) , K 2% W)
will be chosern so that Eq. (4) can te converted to -ne of there.

Fbrithermotre, ohseivations :'ave shown (Ref. 19) that tihe randrom:atc of change of MMIt) increases with (X
It is shown later that these two requirenents can bU iett by the following choice:

K~ a 2) a 2 222 (5S)
It at

where t iv the parameter selected to describe the rate of change of the pr.cess usod~milct. This , crico.
enables the fluctuation equatio of e4(tt (kq. 1) to be. transtormad by

X(t) '

a M

SA list Of bmrbi•s is given in Ap-pendii., A
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in8z0 that of Ornsteir and Uhienbeck (Ref. 20 and 21) by the use of It M differentiation rules (Ref. 22)

dxB t Tn(t)8 (7)

The complete dynaxc.c solution of the corre * ponding Fo~ker-Planck equation for x (using KW(i)
and ) KJ=22 iEq(4)hsbeotand (Ref. 18 and 20) and results in the normal f rat-order

at., to~nary Markov process.

The substitution of Eq. (5) ivto the conditional pr-tability density of the Ornotein and Uhienbeck
process gives the conditional probability denoity of Yjdt) . This lognor'sal distributioni can be

writenP (aMttAt) < (A10(t) a ) -A ctpi,(- 5.

eAle M(l-exp(-BfjAtI))+1g1 0 (a )Hexpbihiotj), 6a M 2(l-exp(-2Ovljktj));
a 1

The relationship between the gem,-rating white Gaussian inoise source ntt), the urnit-ein and Ublenbeck
distributed intrinsic moc~el sto(rhastic variable xtt) and the Instantaneous rain attcnuatl~n Otct)

in dB is illustratmd in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows how the conditional probability density of Orit+A4t) changes with At, given the
instantan~eous value of M(t) =u, for o'. 0.5, o = 0.5 dB and t=6 dB.

Tlhe moments of t½-ý conditional density of o arc Fl Eta2 sI adAa
0

exp(IE (l-axP(.EJtisD) + ig ou axp(-8 ~tI) + '0 j2o ~ -2~t]
+~ 29a

fruit, whi-h Eq. (5) car, be obtained wf,,'?n

ax (t=Cj ax (t=O) (0
Y%~t ---- 2 a'

2. )'OINT RAI
4 INlIENSITY

I lot short. zadio past ril (I~ 2j f vo t hu2v r.in j. -enasity q can be assumee3 constpant throuqjhuut t he path,
th,; atteruaau'r., is relatid Il ruinfsit irttensat" 1-

wh'iere y ini3 "I arL frequirsny-depF r dtnt jarfmaetere, whichi are nearly independent of v)'.arizatitn, and t,
is, th~e length of the path,

22
Sli-ts cw is lognorseilly 31ittributv0AJtML ,7 a ix-.), it follows from Eq. (11) thAt the rAeinfail intensity
q is al'logaonsially disuributed aa

Aj~ I1 (1 2 2 ;q) M
2  (12

a C A q~govin% Ia -q)q) (2

ib ~whif-h is !in oct .rdarjce with 8sf. 23.

Y'his isudu--l is dxlcpe.prieiarily to represent vp-ace-toa-earth links at mi-,roysve frequencies. The. distance
throuuh the atmosphEre toi these links wisl rot be 'cat"in the s~ense ured in Ref. 23. The fluctuatio.:n

r',te will there~forie be slower for the radio1 pathl attienuation thani for the rain, intevsity at a single poin-t
in ti., path, thereny g1ivng . hig9her vaiUe Or pý fur the sinole lx-inc rain intensi.ty ni-del.

FEquatcn, (11) shown; thura rairfall irtnatenty carn be represented by a loquorsial mode .irullar to that
!L:c itiii atýtenujation. Thlis makes it pnrsiblea to suipport the riodel not cmli with rain atter~uation

stat iostcs, but diso with statlat;Lcs or. rainfall intiensiLty.

2. PROPERIE- lbS' VIE ?*,titF SUITABLEC Mi, COMPARlIO0N WrITH PEPEPTKENTAL OBSERNVA171ONS

1he r~tcationary distlrib rtion of inti rain al_-;er~uatiorl of the model is loqnermal anid ins therefore described
*b", rc' Paasmneters whil-h c-an baz deteLzmsined fzom long-term atteruation statistiLcs in tuie forxm -7. A histogram

fo. tICs ettrsinOf c. g;vent radio path.

Ai, ,,ii' (ave been- noted from tire pttit'ir.iss!titonb, the dyna iie prcpcnries of the model are described by uric additional paranirter i
iii ' ,i is rlrr irti of char75c of stif noatiors. Whit, jl is known, Use model can be used to calculate dynamric properties of rain sttenustiorr

ws LAC dunrr - nslttsics, typical profilles of raht. attenruationt w. a fun :tror of t-ime, sand the sutocorrelatirjn fur.etion.

4.1 Th'e Autunuraia~tion Funcýtlon

In liel. 24 It- Is hoe. th~at tt a utocorrelat . n of xit) p p(T) , is cufponential v~th unity correlation for
zsov tiarm lag. Ithe~c autocxr relation of so( land q) will., however, Le different an~d is given by

a 10 at Rt x -2 p(T Ix )r(13
R r ~ -cp- 2 1 2) dx 1dx2

- 2rr 1 7CV 2(1-p C)
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since x is N(0,1;x) distributed and the transfer function between x and ev is non-singular and memnoryless
fir all values of x.

2 9. 2
By integ ration, Eq. (13) yields: Rc, 2 , (M 

2  (iv)--P( )

flrmalizaticn and the :emoval of bias yield: exp\N C2p())
1
-

r U) -( 2 2
a exp(M2o )-i

a

where o P) ex;(-) T()16)

Is the correlation function fcr the Gaisslan variable x(t).

Equations (15) and (16) are shown gxaphically in Fig. 3, with d as a parameter. it can be seen that, thea
co~relation decreases wit)h inc'easing [ . This 1s a consequence of the model property expressed it
Eq. (5).o

4.2 Time Profiles

If at a time t = 0 an attenuation DC d' is given, the mean profile for t > 0 will I'e uetc:rmuedzI fro. the
first conditional m(,ent (Eq. (C•s).

Eri(t)!a } A([1 c(x ) (17)

The variance from C'nn mean prufile is

0 : 61
(e(t)-Eia(t)) s3 l2 Ar) - A it) (0W

Figure 4 shows nornzaliaoO mean and + d profiles for cd /Cr - 47.6 and 166.?, C4 = 0.42 OR, and
C = 0.61. To facilitate campýrison wir.h the e.perinL,-s'bJ. retults given in Sectloi 5.2, the parameter
values are chosen to coamply with thr,'se fouanK. in Re.. Ili,

4.3 Fade Duration Ftatistics

A fade is expexcienced when the attei.oatlion exceeds a fade thresh.l( So' Because 'he fade threshold
can be referred to the stat tscica) variable xftt by the nunl'near transore "Fig. I th, te statistics
01 the fade duration Tx a' the model a'e found fros the level crossing properties c3 the Or-nstein-
Uhlenneuk process.

The fade duration prnpcrties of this process have received rpucial attention in the Lterature.
S.O. Rice (Ref. 8) , A.J .F. Siegert (Ref. 25) , and McFraddun (Ref. 26) have studied tne process atd shown
that the probability Oen&-rty of the fade duration for this model does not exist as norasally aefined.

The power spectrum of the Ornste.-T-Uhlenbcck process ceo be written:

W(f) ý- I
1+•) (19)

2f2

The power carried by the high frequencies in the :pectrum of this process J1 so lana- that the average
fade dJuzation Is ýero. In a practical system used for me-asuring

fade duration characteristics, however, effects ýsuch as fii-.ite euiaptti:g

frequency, hysteresis in the 'eve! crossing detect:ora and bandwlatn limtcat.t.ons in, thIe level ineasurement
eqniijient will cause the observed sterage fade duration to be finite.

In this paper it will be assuted thet a measurement filter is used to enable 'ade duration statistics t
to be defined. The filter charactesietics can be chosen quite freely as long as the bandwidth M is
much largq.r than

Figur3 5 shows a proposed equipient meastranertt configuratiun to enable the model parameterj to be
determined tres reported fade durationt measurements.

Toe use of the approach given in Ref. 8 illustrates the fact that the averuge fade dcration is dependent
on the mea3urement bandwidth superimposed or the process. Independent of the measurement bandwidth,
however, the distributiotI tunction of fade duraticn is given by (Ref. 9)

Ii.J~ctj 1-nip(-/3~)(20)

where the average fate duration T for threshold x

is given by Texp( /2)(rf<(x (211)
O'he coa.plexei.tary error function is deined in Appendix A.

In Ref. 8 it iij shown how the fade duration statistics can be obtained who-a the measurement filter used
is of the type:
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W (f) -- ________- v " :"

L) 2 (221

Then T is given by (Reo. 8) ,

o r, - - + a 'a -O) (3.-
0 f a v

Note that T? goes to zero as L)) approaches infinity.

5. COMPARISON OF MODEL tPR5)PERTIES WITtI CISFERVATIONS OF .AIN

In the previous section, p.-operties of the model suitable fur cuniparison with rneeabared proprties of rdo were obtained. In this s'tri,
these properties arc compared with the known, po:-perties oi rain.

5.1 The Autocorrelation Funo'tion

No mieasurements of siln attenuation or rain inten-ily have been found in the literature which have or car. be processed to yield the
autocorrelation function.

5.2 Time Profiles

In Section 4.2 time profiles fo-c rain attenuati( n were obtained from the conditional macoants. However-,
unprocessed measured time profiler are not available from reported trials. Norbury and White (Ref. 19)
have condocted experiments over four years at Slough, England, recording all rainf"ll intensity events
with amplitudes lnrger than 20 ma/h. Fot• the experiments a special rapld-resyowse rain gaugce was
employed (Ref. 28). The sampling rate was 0.1 sample pee second. The results viere normalized with
respect to the peak intensity within the interval considered and the time scale refeared to the time
of the peak. These resultoi (Fig. 6) --L~ow the normalized mean and the standard devircion profiles
for rain •ntensities in thu range 20 mm/h to 70 rih.

ror the mcdel no analytic expressions have been found for the moments of the expected decay of the r,'in
intensity from a given miaximuis. Since tl:e unprocessed data of lef. 19 was not available a computer
simulation was carried out at 7'SPC using the Ulgorithms given in Appendix H. The rewolts of an STC
simulation, consisting of 100 evenL sequences, are included In Fig. 6 for 0= 0.11 min --I' cu - 0.42
rz/h,q = 0.61, in accordance with Ref. 19 and 23.

5.3 Fade Duration Statistics

it was polnteo out In Section 4.3 that tho probability distribution of the duration of a fade esceedirn
a given threshold x was given by eq. (19 and 20) for any :ype of measurement filter. To detetine •r
frtum fcde duration statistics only was not a co:.venient method since the measurement equuipeit would
tend to influence the results.

In figure 9 the results on the statistics of fade duration from. experimenits using thc ATS--6 sotellite
(Ref. 14) are compared with those obtained from eq. (19). The results art! plotted on lognormmal grid
using fade duratlion nur-malized with respect to average fade duration as absQ).ssa and fade threshold as
a parameter.

Table I showu soan of the rseut.l. from reported trials on Lade duration statistics. If the table had
contained more measeraements of the effect of different thresholds, Eq. (20) could havi been coapared.

6. MARGIN iLuQuIisaENTrr Gr Ntl'. SAWCOM LINKS-

iit -DN'A aateliito -omi.unifcations it is possible to coasat rain losoes by IncreasIng the transriit _owers
for the carrlers affected by reli (Ref. 29 and 30). The transmit power mart be regulated to the value
necessary to raintain cuoamonication plurm a srargin to cater for imperiections in the system. In this
section a margin Z that mias not depend on the attenuation x Is considered, while in Section 6.2, the"
ma•gin .s attenuation dependent. The pirobability of an increase Z in attenuation for a time at can be
found as a function of xQ by means of Eq. (0). which is subseguently averaged over the distribution of

M- aL(e-o)0o

P1S (24)

where thesaranmeters p1 (cc) and p2 ate the shae ma those used in eq, (8). The substitution
, ) M gives foz the integral

2 xp (is o a s/§e.xp(-EIA1.i)o M-irry
yrsexp(5 )erfc(-- M... - (25)

where the lower inttYjat.on limit is

I) :( ln--If {

Fdquency DiA)os Mili0pk Access.
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Equation (24) yi-iis L for z - 0. Hence, the probability of increase and decrease in attenuation
is the sams. Another'property of Eq. (24) is that, when At approaches zero, it yields 1 for z - 0
and 0 for z # 0.

Since no analytic solution has been found to the integral of Eq. (24) , numerical integration was used to
obtain a solution. Because of the Gaussian factor in the integrand, and because of the double infinite
integration range (U & 0) , a Hermitian numerical integration was used (20 points).

The atmospheric attenuation statistics for ten NATO SATCOM SGI' sites were estimated in Ref. 15. For two of
these sites, the parameters Cd , 04 , and P were obtained by fitting a lognormal distribution through
the curves given in Ref. 15. ?The curves o~tained from Bussey's method were used and are therefore
expected to represent "worst case figures".) The parameter P was set to 0.11 (min-') for both links.
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate tne results of the application of Eq. (24) - Note that the margin savings
using a power control system increase with increasing availability requirements.

6.2 Partial Countering of Time Delay by Attenuation-Dependent Margins

In the previous section, the effects of the delay in the control syster werE calculated in terms of
suryir, requirements. With the advanced power control system planned for NATO SATCOM however, it is not
necersary to use the same margin for all links, nor need the margin for a link be time-independent.
An obviourý' method of reducing the degradation of the power cont.ol system caused by time delay is to
let the lind'o; vith a high probability of a sudden increase in rain attenuation operate with higher
margins that the remaining links.

Th)model offers a possinility of calculating how the available satellite effective isotropic radiated
power (EIMtP) should be allocated to the various links, taking into account not only the clear-weather
loss of the link, but also the differences in rain attenuation statistics throughout the network. As
an example of the use of the model, a single link with ar observed rain attenuation M. is considered.
Thu obJuCtivo is to assign to this link a margiin I , which depends on o• in such a way that the
probability of an outage in the next at seconds, where at is the delay ?ime of the power control
sys:.o, remains constant.

The probability of exceeding the level a. + W at time t + At is
0

where the righthand side of Eq. (26) can be found from Eq. (8) using the definition of the -A -integral
given in the list of symbols. The optimur control strategy in this simplified example is to keep
U•,e tzuanrt of ti- unjdimuv.utLery tcos fruutoi uo.shaaLu wiLh chinyiny aLLeauoiiou. 1,O y "Y,-

introduction of corresponding vhanges in the margin K . (This statement contains an approximation
because the probability of exceeding Oo + t in the tine at and then returning to a lower level is
ntqlected. The approximation is good for 4t ea1/p .

For Pat --. I Eq. (26) yields

K' = ,p ( ) ) (•27)

where

gee~.fzr M Bt (23)

-2 -3The results of Eq. (27) ard (20) aLe plotted in Fig. 10 for PC 10 and 10-. From the figure it
can be seen that this strategy implies an increase in ma'-gin (iU' addition to the actual increase in
path loss attenuation) 01 ajpoxiitely 1. U;5 ,ii f eech, d& increase in ia iio aLtkn.tt.U, khC.L LhS

delay before ,Pxeution of i command is 20 seconds and the outage piobab.lity when it is raining is
set to 10-3 at this site.

7. CONCLUDINrG iEMAiMS

The results obtained fron the mathematical stochastic model of rain attenuation show pood correspondence
witn the available experimental resultu. The model enables analytical expressions to be formulated
showing the Inter-relationship between comronly-used statistical parameters. It also indicates how a
cowsuvnicaLioii link should be measured in order to yield a st~tistical characterization.

Pade daration statIstics are of particular interest for communication purposes. There properties of
rain attenuation have been measured extensively for fixed threshold values. Since level crossing
evaluation1 of sýochastic processes is an extremely difficult topic, and few analytic expressions are
knowvi, surh measurements are not entirely suited f,;r characterization of the process. As shown in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2, Lean attenuation proFiles, and long-term measurements of the autocrrrelation
function, are more directly applicable fox th.s purpose and further measurements of tlese properties,
to support the iodel, are desirable.

By the use of tbe model, it has been possible to estimate the availability of the NATO SATCOM links
(consoideing rain attenuation only), when the power of a link is controlled by a control system with a
finite response time, Lut otherwise perfect. With a link availability requirement of 99.9% and a total
response time of 40 seconds, the m&rgin requirements for an up- or down-link car be reduced by 1-2 dB
(dependift on the s;te) cuaparsd to the margin required if no control system were used.
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An advantage of the model is the simplicity with which it allows simulation of communication link
,erfcrwance under the influence of rain altenuation. Such simulations are of great interest for

complex moodels of adaptive networks where it is necessary to include the deteriorating effects of
finite response times due to the practical limitations of telemetry systems.

This paper records work undertaken as part of the continuing effort to design and evaluate an automatic
power control technique for NATO SATCOM. The main purpose of the control system is to combat the
increased attenuation experienced during adverse weather conditions. For a realistic evaluation, the
degrading effects of measurement errors and limited ground terminal EIRP are being considered in
current studies.

8. APPENDIX A

List of Symbols

2N( Ck •a x) x Cumulative normal distribution of x with average value of
x f and standard deviation of x =Ce

1 p )du r

2
k(/, or2;) - Cumulative lognormal distribution (Ref. 24) of a0 with average

value of lnet. I =frand standard deviation of ln(o4) =d

1• u i×((n u'-'-)2)d £ I- C,.t- r/A
I-I-f .,(2 - " ) ')du r 5 ei-4c( týT0. u"

erfc(x) Complementary error function (Ref. 27)

Aj Moment of order j of lognormal distribution

, A,k, z,DC Attenuation in dB
0

qQ I,ai inLt'nslty Lt, a/h"

/ta - Mean value of Ig 1 0 ();fa = lg "0Id

- Inverse time constant

x - Intrinsic model stochastic variable

p(T) - Autocorzelation function of x

r(T) Normalized, unbiased autocorrelation function of the
external stochastic variable of the model

R(t) - Non-normalized, biased autocorrelation function ot the
external stochastic variable of toe model

W(f) - Power spectrum

M - Mathematical constant (In 10 - 2.302585)

- Radio frequency dependent constant

- Padio frequency dependent constant

L - Equivalent link length, in km

P - Probability of rain

t, C ,T Time

th
Kn •) - n order moment of stochastic variable x

p - Probability density
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tt - Median value of attenuation - exp (Mpa) = I es

M- Measurement bandwidth

' - Standard deviation of x

9. APPENDIX B

Aspects of Simulation

The model is sc designed as to enable simple hardware or software simulation experiments to
be conducted.

Hardware Simulation

The equipment shown in Fig. I consists of a noise source, a first-order RC filter, and an
exponential amplifier. An analogue value is produced which can be used to control an attenuator with
a linear relationship between attenuation in dB and control voltage.

Software Simulation

An algorithm suitable for computer simulation can be obtained uning the properties of a
sequence of sample values (xI . . k' Xx-I ... ) of the stationary Markovian process of first order
(Ref. 35):

X k : 'k -1 - p r, (A l)

where xk = x(t k

tk = tk_1 + & t

nk is white and normally distributed with mean value zero and unity variance

and p ± exp(-BAt)

The relation between at and x given by Eq. (6) yields:

akl emloV{-
17
'nk (A21ak PQ k+ 1 (a am -

m
Equation (A2) is directly applicable for comp'ter simulation and requires a subroutine for

generation of independent random Gaussian numbers N(O,I) for n. This technique was used to produce
the model results in Section 5.2 fur comparison with the expertmental results.
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SLSSION II

C.M.Rush - US: Dr Nisbet, you mentioned in your talk the reed or the desire to have coordinat'd ionospheric
modeling efforts. A few years ago, there was within the Government, the makings of a coordinated ionospheric
modeling effort; it involved many different Government agencies, and also people in universities. Whatever became of
that?

J.S.Nisbet - US: There was a very large ionospheric modeling effort started by ARPA, but it was dropped.

FEJ.Fremouw - US: ARPA did call together a panel of people working in radio propagation to review the work, One of
the criticisms that came up time-and-time again was where is the output? Where is the application? It was a very large
program, but it was viewed, at least by some people, in terms of more immediate output. TIhat's obviously a problem
one's always going t. have to face in that large scale a program - that the sponsoring agencies are always looking for year-
by-year, or even a shorter time-interval application.

J.MGoodman - US: There is theoretical modeling work being done at the Naval Research Laboratory, Workers are
principally concerned with the first principles approach in which the:', try to develop all of the processes which are
responsible for things such as scintillations, plume development, and so on. There is a strong program in equatorial
scintillation simulation. There is little bit of work at high latitudes, and virtually nothing at mid-latitudes.

N.G.Gerson - US: Question for Profescor Nisbet. You mentioned that you thought you might be able to obtain some
dynamical models, and it's on this very case that I feel very pessimistic; and hopefully, you can drive away my pessimism.
I view the earth's atmosphere as a conducting fluid in a magnetic field, with unknown energy sources coming not only
from the sun, but from energetic particles as well as from layer couplings. Do you reasonably feel thdt we can construct a
dynamic model? Is it a one year, a ten year, a century job? How hopeful do you feel about it?

J.S.Nisbet - US: I think we can produce dynamic models that will reproduce irregularities of the scale of the height
distribution of the general time variation; in other words, irregularity structures that will develop in the same way as tliey
are seen by -n EM signal from a satellite communications system or a radar. I agree entirely that it's very much more
difficult to model the dynamic variations in the ionosphere short of starting from first principles.

.R.RSchmerling - US: I think, personally, that the advances in modelling state-ol-the-art are going to come from more
emphasis m the overall physics of wiidt is happening in the ionosphere as part of a system in solar-terrestrial relationships;
and we have nearly gone as far as we can in the empirical modeling.

C.M.Rusii - US: Your points aze very well taken, Doctor Schmerling. I think, however, that most of us who are in this
game do appreciate that the man who's holding the purse strings does want to see resuits. It's perhaps a sad testimony to
our time, that we have to produce those in a ratner short time period and to tailor our work to a specific application
rather than to generalize it.

I.J.Rothmutler - US: I think one shouldn't sneer too much at empirical or semi-empirical methods of getting answers,
because quile often that's the first step. You form a correlation between two things that you feel are somehow
connected, but you are not quite sure. The physics tell you it ought to, but it's so complicated as not to be obvious. 1
feel there ought to be a balance between modeling totally empirically without looking at the physics at all, and at the
other end, modeling only by total understanding of ali interrelated processes.

L.W.Barclay - UK: In the comparison of theor ical and empirical models of the ionosphere, I am reminded of a rather
simple example; that of modeling the night-time skywave field strength at MF. Early models of this were empirical, but
some years ago a major improvement seemed likely when wave-hop methods were developed. These theoretical methods
failed to find acceptance due (I think, although the rejection was not expressed in this way) to the lack of an adequate
theoretical model of the structure at the lower ionosphere at night. Since then, the prediction of MF field strength has
been based on empirical results and the technique has had to become much more complicated, and lesC related to any
physics, to accoumit for the apparently differing results in various parts of the world. An empihical model like this might
be challenged and altered at anytime as new results become available, and I regard it as rather uusatisfactory. It should be
possible to produce a much more satisfying and scientifically acceptable model when we are able to supply a rel~ab'e basc
physical model of the lower ionosphere.

I was interested to hear the discussion on sources of funds for long-term studies of ionospheric models in the USA.
In miy opinion, the position in the UK is rven less encouraging. Some sources of funds for universities and research
centers may come, with difficulty, from the scientific budgets. So far as other budgets are concerned, however, it has
really not been possible to convince the ItF usus that there is a problem for which long-term modeling studies would
provide a solution.

T.B.Jone - UK: As far as ouw military people are concerned, it's virtually impossible to convince them that any kind
of modeling whatsoever is of any value to them. What they do think though, and I think this is worth saying, is that a
real-time hardware channel estimnation system seems a much more attractive object to someone who's gotng to put
rioney into a system.



E.R.Schmerling US: I must take issue with that, to the extent that it's only a partial answer. For short term aecds, an
adaptive channel estimation system is enormously attractive. But in the long-term need for planning, such systems are
inadequate. The modeling community has to convince the authorities of the necessity of better modeling. Perhaps
Dr Rush would like to say a few words about CCIR. Wouldn't CCIR like to have some good long term models on the
basis on which it could make some good recommendations?

C.M.Russh - US: There's no question about that. Attempts have been made over the course of the years to deelop not
only MF skywavc field strength methods, but HIF and now even down to the LF bands. I think its ralher difficult, though,
for CCIR to make great strides in these areas without the benefit of the scientific community. The people who partii
pate in CCIR, although we mean well, do not have the benelit of, let's say, flexibility tlh.at is nornally afforded in the
scientific communities, We will see within the next two years the crying need for much improved information on the
status of the ionosphere and its impact on all of the radio communications systems as we go into the preparations and
actually hold the General World Administrative Conference in 1979. At that point all of the radio regulations as well as
the frequency allocations will be up for review, and decisions will be made as to the allocation of the spectrum and the
utilization of certain frequencies on the basis of information that's at best incomplete and in some instances, lacking. On
the other side of the coin, such decisions will also be made on the basis of political pressures so if one had that informa-
tion, it's not at all clear that it would be used in the most appropriate way. But you are right, there's no question that
CCIR in the ultimate does desire more accurate models, more accurate methods, for long term system planning and
utilization of the entire firequency spectrum.

l.I.Rothmalier - US: The point one should make when one looks at the effects of the environment on systems, is that
one can deal broadly with all systems rather than tailoring oneself to one particular system.

E.R.Schinerling - US: While it is true that the funds are available in the applications, the applications would have been
impossible without the science that went before it.

I think NASA's representative put it very well when he was challenged in Congress about the use of pure science.
Hie said, "Gentlemen, we have taken out from the treasure house of knowledge what has been put in by previous genera-
tions and it served us well; and you can get all the examples you know from TV onwards. Now I think it's our problem
to put science back into the store-house of knowledge for future applicotions that aren't evcen dreamt of'. And one
Congressman jumped up and very excitedly said, "Do you mean, that you want to restock the barn with seed grain?"
The Congressman understood it very well.

I think we're talking about two entirely differernt things. We kre talking on the one hand tor results now and applica-
tions. This is legitimate, and there's a lot of money it, it if the arguments arc legitimate. On the other hand there is
science - the search for a deeper understanding of the how and why. I think there we want to be very careful not to
pretend that we're going to come up with instant answers. What we're really seeking is the intellectua! satisfaction of
understanding, and maybe one month, one year, one generation ahead, some application w:il be found from this know-
ledge.

H.Soicher - US: In view of what has been said in this discussion period, has the scientific community failed in its effort
to convince the users and those in positions of funding authority on the relative importance of science and its applications?

J.Aarons - US: Someone ought to defend the current funding system. For example, in the US Department of Defense,
we have what we call, 6.1 funds for basic research. This effort emphasizes theoretical and ex.pe:rimental conceptual work,
rather than strictly applied work. The National Science Foundation is heavily funded, and it is not tasked with opera-
tional tasks.

We are involved here in an operational modeling meeting and therefore, we're putting together all these various
operational models which are practical to some users. The tasks of putting together all the parameters involved in -
producing the various ionospheric effets should be perforrned. It's a massi;e effort requiring many groups coming
together, and a lot of funds devoted to just this probinm over very long periods of time. Perhaps one of the things that
we ought to think about, at least within the US concept, is how to put this together in a practical way and sell it to the
Government.

N.G.Gerson - US: The funds spent in North America on improving ionospheric predictions over the past two decades
were enormous, while the results have been rather small. In some cases, the practical commuricator did not change his
operating pattern to incorporate new refinements and improvements in prediction techniques.

J.M.Goodman - US: As far as the C3 system designer is concerned, the traditional use of basic resrzrch in the radiowave
propagation modeling area is based upon a requirement to know the range of channel or liik variability. This is so that
naval waveform/network adaptation and coding/interleaving schemes can be developed given best estimates of tie ranges
over which such schemes must adapt or operate against. Nevertheless the designer will generally opt for development of
adaptation or mitigation schemnes based upon median disturbance models. Large disturbances may s'ill pioduce outages
especially for the small disadvantageous users. It seems to be that thc requirenerit for real-time pre'diction schemes there-
fore still exists even if the overall link availability is as good as 99.5% (corresponding to 44 hour/iyear) since disturbances
are generally clustered and not averaged over a year. Typically a few disturbances will ccntributc to the total channel
unavailability Ls a significant problem; it matters not that the long term availability is 99.5% say.
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L.W.Barclay -- UK: In a numbei of papers this morning, we've heard mention on the use of the BradleyiDudeney profile
for connecting the L-rcgion and F-region. I am goi >'ack again to statistics really. For E-region critical frequencies, 'he
models, I think, allow +-5" variation in critical freqiuency bet cen the 90% and 10% days of the month; and there art
much wider variations in the critical frequency in the F-region. There are also variations, and I am not sure how well tire
statistics are modeled, for the thickness of the F-region Yet 'ye use a singie type of connection, a single type of profile
between the E and F-regions. Can I ask Mr Bradley, or some of ihe other people who use this profile, is there a need for
adding a statistical variation onto that interlayer profile?

P.A.Bradley - UK: Further developments of the Bradley/Dadeney model have been proposed by Dudeney. 'The
proposed model consists of a parabolic F,-region and a parabolic E-region and some inteyrmediate sections which are
trigonometric in form. lhesc scctions give a smooth transition through the height profile.

K.Davies - US. It is very nice to have the sophisticated mode!s that were described in this meeting. The question is, are
they of any use to the user? tae we making these models more and more sophisticated for our own sakes rather than for
the sake of the usem or the designer?

L.W.Barclay - UK: My job has been to try Lo intetrpret the valuable work the scientists do for she man who's got to use it,
so my first consjdcratio1; has always been to try to talk to the user first and find out what lie warits, and then to tell him
the answer in language that he's used to talking in. And that's not easy, but I think that's the way we have got to go. We
have got to somehow turn our predictions with all the sciences built into them into some sort of number, some sort of
measuic, that the man who's got the job of using HF communications can really hold onto and understand. We are trying,
but I think any ideas on how to do it better will be very welcome.

T.B.Jones -- UK: We had in Norway some years ago a gathering of a group of scientists, a group of communications
engineers, and a group of military people, who are the actual users. At the beginning of the week the participants didn't
even speak the same language let alone understand each other. I think that was a very revealing meeting. Dr Davies
summed it up very well at that meeting, saying that one of the major problems in communication rescarch was communi-
cations between ourselves and the user community. I think that's a problem toat's still outstandi-,g and we, as scientists
are a little to blame for no; making more e ffort in this direction. People like Dr Barc!ay w'iosc job it is to translate iono-
speric science into useable terms that he ý:Lr gve to u~ers, have very deimanding and difficult jobs.

T.A. Van Geem -Netherlands: I -in an otfi,:er with the Air/Staff Training Section of the Netherlands. It seems to me that

wes have three levels of communication. 71'0; first is the scientist, the second is industrial and military liaisons, and the
third is the actual user. For fruitful results, there must be a translation between the first level through the second level to
the third level, with understandable instructions.

I.Rbttger - FRG: The smooth behavior of the ionosphere shown in the talks this morning pre:.ents a very general picture.
There are variations in the critical frequencies of these ionosphem ic layers that can be included into forecasts and predict-
tions, as has been pointed out very oroperly. We also have some disturbances which can be forecasted by some means.
We ni-st, however, realize that at several locatiois of the globe the ionosphere does not behave smoothly. For example,
at polar regions disturbances are quite common; as at the equatorial regions during the post-sunset period. You cannot
fit a parabolic profile to the F-layer under such conditions, neither can you define the critical frequency properly due i.
time strong density gradients. For HF propagation mode in the equatorial zo;ne one must take scatter into account as well
as off-great-circle propagation at total reflection. While the equatorial behavior is quite common and possibly predict-

able, the normal model parabolic fit can not be used.

T.B.Iones -- (US); The point is that there are very large temporal changes in the ionosphere, especially in thei auroial
zon , and it is very difficult to include these in a model. I don't think this hb s been done.

C.M.Rush - US: Some years ago a group of AFCRL (now AFGL) attemptc to put together a polar ionospheric
model. Averaged over all time in any of the simulations, the conclusion wa' reached that it was no better than that which
was already available, namely, in the form of the ITS78 program. This pa ,icular model was put together specifically to
look at the impact of the high. latitude ionosphere on the performance .t the backscatter radar tystem. Even thoughs, on
the average, it turned out that the results om, the new mode' were not better than that previously available, it contained
certain quasi-permaneat features cf the high latitude ionosphere. such as the high latitude trough and the aurora! irregularity
zone. That enables on-c to at least make an assessment of what the potential impect would be on the performance of a

radar system if the high latitude trough were to move down under his aica and to movey back up. I think the primary
limitation to forecast arnc, predictions, not .isly in the high latitudes but also the equatorial iegion, is the fact that thisigs
are changing so rapidly. ,t makes very litt.le sense to attenant to develop a prediction scheme that renuiies an observation
or assessment of a geophysical phenomenon on such a time scale thzt by the time you get that information to make it
uselft, things have changed so much. so rapidly, that it's of no use whIstsoevez. There's an as-ea beyond which I doa't
tiink we can progress, because we really get into the geophysical noise area and all we- would be doing raising and
lowering lthe noise floor.

I
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J.S.Nisbet - US: The users and scientists are being talked about as two different people. For some of these models the
scientists themselves are users - particularly for high latitude studies. The models which take account of special high
latitude features (e.g. cap or trough regions) are very valuable to those who study, for example, damping of ionospheric
wind systems.

E.V.Thr~ne - Norway: I have two comments. One pertains to the predictions at high latitude. Some years ago an
attempt was made at our laboratory to compare the behavior of a communication circuit with an ionospheric reflection
point in the auroral zone, with predictions. When the operators compared the frequencies actually used with tlhose pre-
dicted - there seemed to be no connection. Further, tne predictions were compared with lonosonde data just south of
the auroral zone with very good agreement. The conclusion was drawn that the predictions lhold well up to 650 north
geomagnetic latitude, and the break down abruptly as one moves northward. The other comment refers to the paper by
Widdel and Lange Hlesse. It seems that for the first time there's an indication that one can predict Winter Anomaly
absorption. Do the authors have any suggestions as to the physical mechanism that connect the aij glow to the actual
absorption?

G.Lange-Hesse - FRG: At the present tine I have no physical model which coul4 explain the statistical behavior, shown.
The only thing that may be said is that the intensity of the red emission in the air g'ow is pioportiona! to the square of
the atomic oxygen concentration in the lower atmosphere, say at about 95 kms. The two factors K I and K2 depend on
the teflperlture in such a way that increasing temperature would also increase emission. I think thcre's a future field of
activity for theoretical work in !hWs respect.

H.Soicher - US: On many occasions we have tried to update prediction schemes with real time data by ionosondes.
Since the ionosondes are located in specific limited areas, what can one say about a correlation distance? For TEC
correlation distances of 1000- 2000 kms do exist. What are the corrrlatien distances in t6ems of F-max or critical E for
examples?

N.M.Tomijanovich - US: It was pointed out that a highly variable ionosphere there is a limit on how much the predic-
tion accuracy may be improved by a near-real-time update. However, the near-real-time update will give an indication
when the ionosphere is highly variable, and as such it is of value.

"T.B.Jones - UK: For a signal between 5 and 8 MHz, a path of 1000 km - the correlation of abscrption variations
dropped to .5 when the separation of the path midpoints was about 300 -400 kms.

l.J.Rothmutler - US: We have a complicated matrix of users, modelers and models and what happens is that the same
word gets used and different things are implied about it. When a user c!airms he needs a more accurate model, or a more
precise model or a mare realistic model, he has to make it clearer what is meant by "greater accuracy". Does he mean he
needs to know reaction rates better? Does he need to know the profile better? Does he need to know morphology better?
What exactly does he need and what is he going to use it for?
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SESSION VII

Il.J.Albrecht - FRG: This general discussion period should focus on the future direction of environmental modeling for
the optical and IR portions of the spectrum. One should keep in mind the specific requirements of the military
community in the design of such modeling efforts. To quote Lord Kelvin - "When on( can measure a quantity and
express it in. numbers, one knows something aLoul it; when one cannot express it in numbers, one's knowledge is meager
and unsatisfactory". Environmental models are, of course, somewhat different. In some cases, they pose an iterative
approach to the solution of a problem, and must be improved continuously. Some suggestions I would like to offer for
discussion: Applicability of Environmental Models to Artificial Modification of the Environment; Aerosol Models;
Environmental Tests of Models at a limited geographic area; Determination of Rainfall Rates and Cloud Formations by
Remote Srnsiig and its applicability; humidity as a model parameter.

R.A.McClatchey - US: 1 am going to respond to a couple of points that our chairman made as well as to raise another
very closely related point here. I think that the models have become quite good, in terms of predicting the optical
pxoperties of the atmosphere, to the extent that the input data into the models is adequate. The problem that I think we
have for the future is how to decide, (I) which models to use for a given situation and (2) how do we establish that the
input data is the correct input data It's particularly pertinent in the case of the aerosol models (and by aerosol I mean
haze, fog, dust, clouds - whatever is a particulate matter in the atmosphere). In case of the molecular influences, we
have a reasonably goou knowledge of the molecular constituents of the atmosphere, thorough standard meteorological
measurements, anid a reasonable understanding of the variability of, for example, water vapor, which is one of the key
molecular constituents that affect propagation characteristics. We have that simply because we know how to measure it
pretty well, and we measum it routineiy around the world. On the other hand, in the case of aerosols, we don't have a
good measurement, We don't have a good predictive capability either, I think, and so even though we have models of a
whole range of different aerosol effects (whether now we are talking about rain, or cloud, or haze, or dust) we've got to
make some hard decisions (or the user has to make some hard decisions) as to which model to use for a given situation,
and how to specify the input data. With iegard to growth of particles due to relative humidity, we do intend to include
it in all the various aerosol models that will be introduce into the LOWTRAN Code in the six-to-eight months lime frame.

H.Fluess - FRG: Computer models are the only useful tools by which to introduce artificial atmospheric constituents
and aerosols in order to prevent communication and detection.

B.S.Katz - US: To address the question of aerosol models and the relative humidity - one of the driving factors over-
water is the relative humidity. If one talks about slant paths, the calculation of the relative humidity as a function of
altitude becomes a difficult problem. We saw earlier a model which depends on temperature and absolute humidity but
the relative humdity is very much a function in a physical sense; (Are there clouds there? Does it go off to 130% above
you? Or are you in between clouds?). Those are the parameters, I think, that should be looked into in future rodeling,
not just temperature and absolute humidity. The olher point, mentioned earlier, is that we do have a community that
requires these models. There is a great concern within that community that people spend too much effort on details and
do not really provide them the simple things that the users want to know: whether a system will work, be good, or bad
or somewhere in between. This may mean that for future modeling you do not need all the details that do come from
detailed spectroscopic work.

H- J.Albrecht -- FRG: In a recent interesting experiment by the US Air Force. an attempt was made to correlate cloud
data obtained by remote sensing (sateiiite observations), with aitenuatioin on tropuscditej imink. in ih guemeal send e

with reasonable assumptions, the correlation was quite good, and this represents a confirmation on the validity ot
hypothetical assumptions previously made.

R.B.Comez - US: One should also be concerned with the effect of winds on the aerosol size distribution. In ;Jdition,
no mention has been made of the process of transport, diffusion, or the persistency of adverse weather once it has
occ-urred.

H.Fluess - FRG: I agree that it is crucial to choose the correct input data for incorporation into a model. One should
take in to account atmospheric irregularities, rain, height range of clouds, and the probability of their occurrence.

H.J.Albrecht - FRG: An attempt to use average meteorological conditions for a certain geographic area, including
special weather situations, is quite helpful. This was tried in the central region of NATO, which is quite variable as far
as weather is courcerned. As far as turbulence is concerned, the spectrum is to some degree well defined. The problem at
hand is the association of clouds with some kind of turbulence. While one cannot get precise data on the turbulence
behavior of clouds, the clouds are one indicator which is measured coittinually on a statistical phenomenological basis,
and may thus be used as an input in modeling.

W.Eckl -- FRG: T-a clarify the aim of the program which I presented, our program aims to set a standard reference, with
respect to which various systems will be compared. The reference need not be correct in every detail.
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E.Lampert - FRG: The approach of having a g.neral wzatlier situation is wcil apcreciated. Unwever, for tra.isnissw•i,
ranges of 10 to 20km the assumptions implied are crude. The introduction of a meteorological •;taii•tical grid over th-,
area in question should improve the model considerably.

K.P.Pirwitz -- ERG: Measurement taken at weather stations of the German Milafry -eotphvsicol Service were used to
define areas (over distances of 5 kin) where the weather is the same.

J.Rottger - FRG: To follow up the discussion on turbulence, I would like to point out that one has to ta-e into accounit
clear aii turbulence in addition to cloud turbulence. The former may be of greater influence on the propagatioa of
electromagnetic waves. If one observes the development of Ionospheric Propagation Models during the past tv,,nt years,
one would conclude that Tropospheric Propagation Models (at least as far as turbulence is concerned) ini the optical ond
EIIF regions are a first step.

HtJ.Albrecht - FRG: I would like to turn the discussion to the subject of the determination of rainfall rates by remote
sensing. If one knows the rainfall rates with any sort of precision one would have a far better indication of the attenua-
tion behavior of satellite and ground communication and navigation links above - 10-20 Gltz. Since rainfall rates at
ground level are no more than those in existence in clouds, cloud remote sensing by satellites would be extremely helpful.

11.J.Jung -- FRG: I would like to address the limitations of the rainfall intensity measurements. At 37 GHz, only rain-
fall has to be considered as an absorber and/or scatterer, In the analysis, one has to consider the height distribution of
rainfall, and the boundary conditions at the ground. Since no measurement or calculations of the distrbution ot the rain-
fall at the various atmospheric levels exist, one has to assume a median value.

R.A.McClatchey - US: There is a plan afoot that is probably going to take place within the next few years to put micro-
wave imaging sensors on the DMSP, Defense Meteorological Satellite, which will have as one of its aims to measure rainfall
rate, total liquid water content in clouds as well as water vapor. I can't comment on accuracy c- that capability; some of
those things are still being thought about and worked out, but I think there's a serious interest in this and I think it wil! be
probably a sensor that will be constructed ard flown several years from now.

H.J.Albrectit - FRG: To conclude this discussion period, the general conclusion night be that more work is necessary.
jrcaaaa b ill it fVw Y tW .6lCt UI IUIO I 'J R , IUI. "WUlI/. lJa-lt-d tl.'tt AL A ILL1 ) - 15 ýILWkt I-tEl twould be presented at future AGARD symposiunms.
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